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McINTOSH MC 2002
LONG-TERM RELIABILITY
EXCELLENT SOUNDSTAGE
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AT LAST.

Harman Kardon's striking ne.w
line of car audio products leads ycu to a
higher fidelity cn the road. -Elevating car audio standards, these dynamic components smoo_I-ly outcistance
the compet ticn by reflectiruthe excellence so finely honed by
Harman Kalydcn in their ho a udio products :cr over thirty years.
Three new in -dash cassette/tuners and three power amplifiers blaze
new trails. Each in -dash unt incorporates the renowned Harman
Kardon design philosoohie that enable them to deliver an exceptional frequency response f 20Hz to 20kHz =3dB. Each amplifier
boasts High instantareous Current Capability, Law Negative Feedback and Ultrawidebandwidth.
The previously unexpbred realms of car audio are now within reach,
for those tuned to a higher fidelity. From Harran Kardon.
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240 Crossways Pa -k West, Woodbury, NY 1179771n Canads,Gould Marketing, Montreal.
For more info-rnation call toll -free 1-(800) 633-:252 ext. 2E0.
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What

-

if
...you
of

could hear the
dry-leaf crispness
drums and cymbals...the
round, earthquake bass...the pure sound of your
music, unbroken by "pops" and "clicks"? WHAT IF
you could hear all the music that's pressed onto
your record...if you could hear all the music
your stereo system was meant to deliver-if you
could feel the stillness of the "quiet" in quiet
passages? Every time you played the record?
It would make every penny you've invested
in your sound worth it. And one penny is just
about all it costs to use the complete LAST
SYSTEM FORMULA SERIES of record and stylus

care before you listen. A penny...for deep
cleaning, preserving and maintaining your music
forever in one application.

ff-youwat.
hear it

What is the LAST System Formula Series? Five separate
treatments that take you one step at a time to perfect
record listening...
System Formula Extra -Strength Record Cleaner
deep cleans your record like no other can...to make your
brand new record cleaner than when you bought it...
System Formula 2 Record Preservative stops record
wear completely with one application so you get "brand
new" sound for 200 plays or more...
System Formula 3 All -Purpose Record Cleaner is pharmaceutically pure to keep your record clean without residue...
System Formula 4 Stylus Cleaner cleans your stylus
and is guaranteed to remove those tiny deposits that
make for big noise...
System Formula 5 STYLAST Stylus Treatment extends
stylus life up to ten times-and makes a difference you
1

can hear.
It's hard to believe that it's so simple...so we guarantee
the LAST System Formula Series or your money back.

Available at your record store or stereo dealer in full
size kits and new low-cost trial sizes.
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SYST E M

FORMULA
SERIES

2015 RESEARCH DRIVE
LIVERMORE, CA 94550
FOR THE DEALER NEAREST YOU CALL 800 -223 -LAST (CALIFORNIA 800 -222 -LAST)
THE LAST FACTORY
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To Nakamichi,

Convenience without performance is unthinkable.
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Now you have a choice of

sides of the cassette autorratically. Auto Rec Standby

three Nakamichi Auto Reverse Cassette
decks-each with
UDAR, Nakamichi's

simplifies recording
setup on each side
while a Dual -Speed

'1 Master Fader helps you

revolutionary Unidirec-

tional Auto Reverse
mechanism that elimi-

make truly professional

tapes. Direct Operation
Icads and initiates the desired function at a touch, and

nates bidirectional azimuth
error and assures you of 2020,000 Hz response on both
sides of the cassette.
UDAR is simple, fast, and reliable. It automates
the steps you perform on a conventional one-way
deck. At the end of each side, I,DAR disengages
the cassette, flips it, reloads, and resumes operation in under 2 seconds. Tape clays in the same
direction on Side A and on Side B so performance is everything you've come to expect from
traditional Nakamichi decks-and more!
Every RX-Series deck records and plays both

RX SOr
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Auto Skip provides virtually continuous playback!
UDAR-the revolutionary auto -reverse recording and playback system-only from Nakamichi.
Check out the RX Series now at your local Nakamichi dealer. One audition will convince you
there's no longer a reason to sacrifice unidirectional performance for auto -reverse convenience!
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19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502
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In Canada: W. Larsen
Co.. Ltd. 25 Scarsdale Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 3G7
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The world's first
Discrete 3 -Head
Auto -Reverse
Cassette Recorder.
Quite simply,
the best!

RX-303
The RX-505's only
rival. Record/Playback Auto Reverse
in a 2 -Heat
Dual-Capstar
configuration.

RX-202
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The origin of the
UDAR revolution.
The basic Unidirectional Auto -Reverse
deck that outper-

forms the pack.
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Murray Perahia has earned the title' wet of the piano' for
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perceptive interpretations of the works of many composers. And Tr,,,e has praised him as "the most eloquent lyric
virtuosa' living today.
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concertos. He has taken on the challenges of Chopin.
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recorded and performed Mendelssohn to rave reviews,
and is currently exploring the Schubert piano repertoire
and also the Beethoven piano concertds with Bernard
I laitink and the Concertgehouw Orchestra.
In April. Perahia will make his Carnegie Hall solo
recital debut. CBS Masterworks is extremely proud of its
long association with such a uniquely talented artist, and
congratulates him on this latest milestone in a truly outstanding career.

'CBS' 'Masterworks"
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Every great once in a while a new
material is discovered of such
significance that it changes the way we
live. In the same sense that the Iron Age
displaced the original Stone Age, new
substances recently have been
developed of such importance that
they already are being described as
"21st Century" materials. The materials,
called Fine Ceramics, are not to be
confused with Ming vases or rare
pottery. Rather, they are a bold new set
of materials possessing far greater
rigidity, durability, thermal stability, and
anti -resonance properties than other
materials known to man.
Science has barely begun to reap
the potential offered by Fine Ceramics.
Diesel engines using high -temperature
Fine Ceramics for critical components
have yielded 30% greater efficiency.
The biological compatibility of
ceramics within the body have led to
their acceptance by the medical
community for orthopedic bone
replacements and major dental work.
The technology of Fine Ceramics has
produced gem -quality sapphires,
rubies and emeralds which are
identical to natural stones in every way,
except that they have no flaws.
It should come as no surprise, then,
that Fine Ceramics has been predicted
to become the major growth industry of
the high technology future. But you may
be surprised to learn which Company
presently is the world leader in Fine
Ceramics. That same Company was
selected by a leading Japanese
business journal as being the Number
One Company in all of Japan in terms
of technology, growth potential and
profitability. Number One. Over every
car, TV or other Japanese manufacturer
there is. That Company is Kyocera.
Kyocera, a contraction of Kyoto
Ceramics, is a Corporation whose
combined digital, electronics and
materials technology has produced
many industry best-sellers in the fields of
computers and communications
(which they have built for companies
you know well).
Kyocera's latest challenge is the
application of its exclusive expertise to
the field of high fidelity sound
reproduction. Embodied in a totally
innovative, strikingly different line of
no -compromise components proudly
bearing the Company's name, Kyocera
will show the high fidelity community just
how much a brand new way of thinking
can accomplish.
Welcome to The New Stone Age.

KYOCERA APPLIES N
TECHNOLOGY TO IMPR
PLAYER PERFORMANO
Begin with the most

advanced digital technology.
To demonstrate to the listening world the importance
of Fine Ceramics technology, Kyocera first built a Compact
Disc player incorporating all of the most advanced CD
technology. For example, Kyocera's Compact Disc players
feature separate, independent D/A converters for both the
right and left channels to preserve phase coherency and
for superior channel separation. They also use a 16 -bit
microprocessor with quadruple over -sampling and digital
filters to optimize phase and group delay characteristics.
Then, to prevent digital noise from interfering with the
musical signal, Kyocera's Compact Disc players employ
independent power circuits for both the digital and

analog sections.

Incorporate the most
advanced audio technology.
The audio sections of
Kyocera's Compact Disc
players employ DC amplifier
systems in which all parts are

directly coupled
(capacitorless)-from the D/A
converter at one end to the
output terminals at the other.

,
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Then, LC (Linear -Crystal)
OFC (Oxygen Free Copper)
material is used (DA -910) for
r
signal circuit wiring with the
smoothest electron flow. Naturally, only
the most carefully selected, hi -spec parts
are used in Kyocera CD players, and, whereveil
possible, circuit design has been reduced to a bare

*

minimum. For example, a specially designed shorting type
muting relay eliminates "power on" noise, yet remains
outside the signal path. And, conventional volume controls
have been eliminated in favor of a switchable output to
further eliminate possible noise.

Then

add Kyocera's Fine

Ceramics technology.

In the DA -910, Kyocera's Fine Ceramics engineering
has been applied to eliminate a principle impediment to
accurate compact disc per'ormance resonance. With
digital tracks spaced only 1.ó microns apart, even the

-

Fine Ceramic _inear
(FCL) Module

'd -

EW GENERATION
CIE COMPACT DISC

v:

slightest hint of vibration can create trackirg errors, which
can significantly degrade sound quality. Thus, Kyocera's
Ceramic Compound Resin (CCR) is specified for the
chassis base of the DA-410-because of it fast vibration
damping characteristics and extremely high rigidity.
The CCR base isolates critical circuitry from harmful
external vibrations (mechanical and acoustic feeclback)
as well as from internal excitations created by the power
transformer. Anti resonance design has
become well
.- r,
°
accepted by the
:
'I. 4.
m
very finest audio
manufacturers for
- sound reasons.
=-1; -

r

Audio circuitry
handling very

,

f
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Ceramic Compound Resin
(CCR, Base Chassis

low level signals

module to further isolate
from vibration, to avoid
thermal drlt and to
protect it from pulsive
electronic noise created
by digital ciocuitry.
Kyocera's final step in eliminating resonance from
Compact Disc players consists of over -sized, adjustable
feet to prcvide further isolation and the firmest support for
the players themselves. To minimize vibration the DA -910
employs a diecast zinc pick-up mechanism.
it

,
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Kyocera advances sound
and user performance.
By combining the latest audio and the most
advanced digital techrologies with proprietary Fine
Ceramics expertise, Kiccera was able to p-oduce
Compact Disc players widely regarded as the finestscunding available with the clarity, smoothness, inner
detail anc imaging of the finest audiophile components.
Kyocera's vast digital experience also has enabled
the company to pay equal a-tention to souid quality and
operational ease. Thus, programming and play functions

-

are extensive, yet perfectly simple.

can actually
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convert mechanical
vibration or shock into
electrical signals of their own. The
elimination of this phenomena, known as
the "Microphonic Effect;' is the principle recson for all
heavy duty, anti -resonance audio component
construction.
The critically important analog circuitry handling the
D/A converted signals is directly mounted an the CCR
chassis. As an ultimate measure in -he DA -410 this
circuitry is mounted inside a Fine Ceramic Linear (FCL)
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

DA-810/910 Compact Disc
Players.
Kyocera's DA -810 was not designed as a step-down
model in any way; rather the DA-910 is a step-up for those
seeking the ultimate in anti -resonance construction anc
the convenience of remote control operation.
The DA-810 features all of Kyocera's advanced digtal
circuitry, including dual D/A converters with oversampling
and digital filtration plus Kyocera's "purist" audio desigr,
including direct coupling, a DC -servo amplifier, "twin
mono" construction, separate digital and analog sections,
carefully selected high -spec parts and the simplest
possible signal path circuit design.
Kyocera's anti -resonance construction for the DA -810
includes a special alloy transport mechanism, heat sink

and top cover, plus an anti -resonance coating applied
to all delicate analog circuitry.
-he DA -810 was designed bearing in mind that
anycne buying any Kyocera product is unwilling to
compromise.

Finer than the finest.
Those who have followed the development of the
Compact Disc will remember thct Kyocera's DA-01 was
one of the most highly acclaimed of all the first generation
Compact Disc prayers. Rather than simply repackage this
initial success more cheaply, Kyocera added the benefits
of Fine Ceramics technology to produce what realistically
can be described as the finest Compact Disc players
aval able today.
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KYOCERA DA -810

Specifications
Frequency response:
5Hz-20kHz (± 0.5dB)
More than 95dB (I kHz)
Signal-to-noise ratio:
More than 95dB (I kHz)
Dynamic range:
Phase response:
20kHz 80 degree
Harmonic distortion:
Less than 0.005% (I kHz. 0dB)
Wow and flutter:
Unmeasurable (dependent on
precision of crystal oscillator)
More than 90dB (I kHz)
Channel separation:
Output level/Impedance:
5V, 2V, 0.77V (3 points)/I k ohms
AC power requirement:
AC 120V/60Hz
Power consumption:
33W
N

Weight:

Obi

O

w

KYOCERA DA -910

Dimensions:

-------

430 (W) x 140 (H) x 330 (D)mm
(17" x 5-1/2" x 13")
9.5 kg (20 lbs.15 oz.)

Specifications
5Hz-20kHz (± 0.5dB) '
More than 90dB (I kHz)
More than 90dB (I kHz)
20kHz 80 degree
Less than 0.005% (I kHz. 0dB)
Unmeasurable (dependent on
precision of crystal oscillator)
More than 90dB (I kHz)
Channel separation:
4V, 2`/. 0.77V (3 points)/I k ohms
Output level/Impedance:
AC 120V/60Hz
AC power requirement:
Power consumption:
33W
460 ('N) x 115 (H) x 311 (D)mm
Dimensions:
(18-118" x 4-1/2" x 12,5/81
8.5 kg (18 lbs.12 oz.)
Weight:
Frequency response:
Signal-to-noise ratio:
Dynamic range:
Phase response:
Harmonic distortion:
Wow and flutter:

KYOEER2
Kyocera International, Inc.. 7 Powder Horn Dr'e. Warren, NJ 07060-0227
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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A GREAT SET OF CHEOPS
write this on the train from Cairo,
having only a few hours ago said
111 farewell to "Biff" Lirpa, son of the
famous audio genius and tangled string consultant, Prof. I. Lirpa. After
months of negotiations,
final y arranged a meeting with Biff to check out
the incredible rumors concerning his
latest audio experiments. At last, he
invited me to visit his Think Tank, located in a Cairo suburb behind a hummus
stand.
Biff's Think Tank was in reality an old
army tank purchased from a surplus
bakery in Gaza. From outside, only the
famous Lirpa banner flying from the
radio antenna suggested anything unusual. But as I greeted Biff and
climbed down into the tank, it was
clear that the fighting vehicle had been
highly modified for other purposes.
Glowing electronic displays, rows of
switches, a few Ouija boards, and other arcane gear was crammed everywhere in the already crowded space.
My eye could just make out Prof. Lirpa's exotic collection of audio equipment, including a subminiature prototype of the Lirpa Compact Dish player
(reviewed in the April 1984 issue). In
the interests of secrecy, Biff confiscated my camera, as well as my pastrami
on white bread with mayo; however,
my notebook and pencil remained in
my possession.
settled down in the gunner's seat
and observed the top of Biff's head as
his voice echoed up from the driver's
seat below. He explained that the fabulous success of his father's audio products had produced billions in excess
cash, and that the family had decided
to diversify into areas such as communications, satellites, computers, and
the franchising of goldfish -grooming
boutiques. Biff had assumed a lot of
things, including control of research at
his mother's audio -communications
corporation, Ma Lirpa. Their familiar
slogan, "The louder you talk, the better
they'll hear," had already caused the
price of their stock on the Baghdad
Exchange to catapult tenfold, from
0.01 to 0.1 cents per share.
Bill's department had researched
several new products, all aimed at
I

I

sending messages over incredibly
vast distances, using acoustic methods to avoid the high cost of wires or
radio transmission. Their prototype
AUDIO/LIRPA 1985

power amplifier, Big Bertha Lirpa
(named after Biff's sister, Gladys),
could deliver an acoustic cutput of 5
million megawatts (rms), thanks to the
surplus Three Mile Island nuclear reactor inside The unit comes on 28 flatbed trucks and can be operated anywhere, provided there is a large water
source nearby (such as Lake Erie) for
cooling purposes. NASA is considering using the amplifier to send acoustic
messages to the moon, and Biff demonstrated its awesome output power in
Los Angeles last year. In a highly pub-

licized demonstration, he played a
concert for folks who had recently
died.
Following the success of the amplifier, the research team's direction was
suddenly altered when Biff began dating Madame Zelda, a palm reader. His
psychotherapist, Dr. Lucky (who was
coincidentally Zelda's brother), advised Biff to take her advice seriously.
Thus a new, crash top-secret project,
code -named Crash Top -Secret Project, was initiated.
"How much do you know about the

pyramidology theory of digital audio?"
Biff asked me as he fired up the Think
Tank. put it in gear, and headed out of
Cairo into the Sahara. laughed, thinking it was some kind of joke. Instead,
he responded with an explanation
which grew more incredible by the
minute as we rumbled across the desert. 'A couple of years ago, my father
researched the monoliths on Easter Island and discovered that they are, in
fact, highly sophisticated hot-dog
vending machines, built by an ancient
civilization for outdoor rock concerts.
However, he could never uncover the
sound system these ancients had
used. But one day while watching a
Star Trek rerun, the one where Spock
has a food fight with the guys with
inflatable heads, it suddenly occurred
to me that any civilization advanced
enough to tell the catsup dispenser
from the mustard dispenser without
making one red and the other yellow,
must have designed a digital sound
system. The rest is obvious!"
My mystified silence caused Biff to
explode with exasperation. "Don't you
I

9

Biff Lirpa wanted to send
messages over vast
distances acoustically, to
avoid the cost of wires or
radio transmission.

see? Think about the Great Pyramid of
Cheops: It has exactly 2,097,152 building blocks, which is 221; in other words,
21 bits per data word. And the angle of
the sides is exactly 51°, which is their
sampling rate in kilohertz. Wow, what a
system! There are 201 stepped tiers of
limestone blocks, with an average

weight of 2'/2 tons each, all rising 485
feet over the plateau. Its base is 13
acres square-about seven midtown
blocks in New York City. If you took it
all apart, you could build a wall 3 feet
wide and 10 feet high around France!
Damn, bet it's loud!"
looked at him blankly, still wonder I

I

Better sound from every record you
own, with the new Signet TK1OML!

ing how the conversation had gotten
from Easter Island to Egypt, never
mind New York and France. "Don't you
see?" Biff asked again. "It's the world's
first, and biggest, digital sound system! He pointed excitedly through the
driver's slit. peered through the gunner's periscope and there, coming up
over the desert horizon-a mountain
I

blocking the red sunset-was the
Great Pyramid itself. "Don't you see?
It's a stereo! Each of the 2 million
blocks is a quantization interval, and
when you resonate it at the sampling
frequency, it plays, two channels from
each of the little pyramids on the sides.
Wow, think of the bass! Those ancient
Egyptians sure loved to dance!"
stared at the man-made mountain towering ever higher before us, my brain
frozen with awe and wonder, and then
my jaw dropped. Clearly, Biff Lirpa had
unlocked the secret of the pyramids.
"Zelda thinks it was probably built by
some alien astronauts who couldn't get
a permit in their galaxy-I mean, who
wants loud music, not to mention all
the traffic, in their backyard? So they
built it on Earth-got it zoned for recreational use. Easter Island was the concession stand, they probably kept the
brewskis cold in Antarctica, and the
Middle East here was the stage. Must
have been some scene! But anyway,
want to show you just what the Crash
Top -Secret Project has developed. My
chief engineer Nuke Napoleon and
have replicated all of the electronics
necessary to activate the pyramid
sound system.
"It's really very simple. We use my
Dad's Compact Dish player as a signal
source, but we patch the laser beam
directly into a special bebop circuit
which is powered by a Briggs & Stratton lawn -mower engine modified for
fission combustion. Of course, the signal is time -travelled and defrosted before it goes into the spin cycle, and it is
filtered through a pair of fuzzy, red
dice. The secret of the activation system is the glitter glove which is used to
excite the hydraulic angular bremsstrahlung system, provided the time space continuum isn't ripped apart
when the lattice comes unglued.
mean, we are generating the energy
equivalent of a head-on collision between two solar systems, which is quite
a lot."
I

It's something you can't get
with any other technology.
Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may So grooves sound new, long after other styli
not fully appreciate how superb today's are threatening irreparable damage to your
record collection.
analog recordings can
Each Signet TK1OML
be. And how much may
MicroLine stylus is crebe lost by going allated from a whole,
digital.
natural octahedral dia
The single most sig
mond, oriented for
nificant advance in the
longest life, and with a
Signet TK1OML is its
square shank to pre unique new MicroLine'"
cisely fit the laser cut
stylus... with the longhole in our unique,
est, narrowest "foot
'

print"arjl
ever achieved!
Its scanning radius is a
mere 2.5 microns, half
that of the best ellip-

;.

7

¡

ultra -rigid low -mass
boron cantilever. You
get perfect alignment.

Period.
But the proof of qualticals, while its vertical
contact footprint is three times longer than ity is in the playing. With the new Signet
the elliptical. The Signet MicroLine stylus TK1OML, older records literally come back
tracks very high frequencies better-at to life. New records transcend the limits of
lower groove pressure-than any other ordinary technology. Your entire system
gets a new lease on life.
design.
Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his mi Even with repeated playings, the Microcroscope to see this fantastic stylus.
Line stylus maintains its shape, withThen get the real proof. Listen.
out "spreading" like all other tips.

signet

SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, 01 110 44224
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card
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"Sherwood products offer excellén
performance at very reasonable
Leonard Feldman, Audio Magazine
prices:'
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The occasion of Mr. Feldman's comment was his
review of our S2680-CP top -of-the -line receiver. His
statement was sparked by the fact that, while quite
affordable, the 52680-C1; like all Sherwood receivers, is
designed and built with the care, precision and innovation which have become Sherwood trademarks.
A tradition of affordable quality. More than three
decades ago Sherwood was founded on this philosophy: Through innovation, make quality audio equi ament more affordable. That philosophy has been
nurtured throughout Sherwood's history and is the
foundation of our newest line of receivers.
We never cut corners on sound. All five
Sherwood receivers deliver true high-fidelity performance. Even our budget -priced 52610-CP sounds better
than many separate components. And the entire group
is laced with features that can make significant differences in your listening enjoyment. Ultra -low -bass EQ,
multi -deck dubbing, auto -scan digital tuning and discrete phono preamp circuitry are standard on several

I

Sherwood models, yet missing from many other
brands, regardless of price.
Certified Performance. Sherwood is the only
manufacturer to test and certify the performance of
each individual receiver. On the outside of every carton
you will find a certificate showing the measurement
details of the power amp, phono preamp and FM tuner
sections of each receiver. These are not just the rated
specs; these are the actual measured performance data
of the individual unit, so von kuou exactly what
you're buying.

Find out what the experts say. Get the whole
story on why Sherwood receivers-in Mr. Feldman's
words-" ...offer excellent performance at very
reasonable prices:'
To get your own copy of his review of the
52680-C1' and to find out just how much quality and
innovation you can afford, visit your nearest Sherwood
audio specialist today. To find him, call (800) 841-1412
during west coast business hours.

She.

and

Quality and Innovation You Can Afford.
13845 Artesia Blvd., Cerritos, CA 90701

In Canada: The Pringle Group, Don Mills, Ontario

Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card

There was a smoking
crater where the pyramid
had been. "Sorry about
that," Biff said. "I guess I
miscalculated."
I"

"Okay, let's stop here, about a quarter mile from the site," my guide continued, pulling the Think Tank over. "For
demonstration purposes, let's activate
that small pyramid over there-the Mycerinus Pyramid, which was the speaker system typically used by the warmup band. just look through my viewfinder and rotate this knob on the master control panel until the cross -hairs
line up on the apex. Got it! Okay, let's
try a -kHz test tone through the system-I hope it's all still calibrated-I
mean, the last concert they played
here was during the fourth dynasty of
the Old Kingdom, around 2450 B.C.,
for Pharaoh Chephren's bar mitzvah."
waited, breathlessly, to hear the
ancient, digital sound system come
alive after a 4,000 -year intermission.
Biff made a final systems check, put a
quarter in the slot on the master control
panel, and pushed the one -play button. A red, beeline laser beam shot
through the air and touched the apex
of the Mycerinus Pyramid. Instantly the
stone monument glowed a resplendent
ruby -red against the twilight sky.
heard a deep groan well up from the
desert sands, and the -kHz test tone
sang out into the hot air, growing louder by the second, and then louder and
louder still! clasped my hands to my
ears, shaking at the intensity of the
sound, my eyes involuntarily blinking
against the sonic onslaught, and still it
grew louder. screamed at Biff, but my
words didn't even reach my own ears,
so great was the voice of the ancient
sound system, which grew even louder! Then suddenly the pyramid turned
yellow, then blue, then white-and exploded. The Think Tank rocked under
the impact as it was pelted with huge
chunks of limestone and camel parts.
Then it was over. cautiously peered
through the haze to observe a smoking
crater where the Mycerinus Pyramid
had once been; now it was history.
slowly drew my hands from my ears,
not knowing if the desert was again
still, or if had lost my hearing. Bill's
voice broke the silence.
"Gee, I'm sorry about that. guess
miscalculated the power -handling capacity. You know, always get squares
and roots confused. Well, no matte', it
was only a test. But when try out the
Great Pyramid, I'll use the Sphinx as a
fuse, just to be safe."
bj
I

1

Bryston announces

...

.

substantial advancement to the technology of
audio power amplification.
Bryston has been researching the science and the art of amplification
for over ten years. Recently, a breakthrough of sorts at Bryston in the
application of complementary Bipolar power -delivery systems has almost
perfectly optimised the output transfer-function, resulting in an amplifier
more linear, less sensitive to loading, with smaller amounts of upperorder harmonic content than previously possible without class -A biasing,
or other special compensation techniques.
We feel that another veil has peen lifted from the amplrfier's contribution
to the overall audio picture. We believe you will think so too. Write to
Bryston at the appropriate address (below) for a technical paper on
Bryston's newest advancement on the state of theart,and a list of dealers
where you can listen to the optimal amplifier(and, of course, our matching
preamplifier).
a
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This Toshiba conies with
no strings attached.
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Our powerful FM stereo nas no wires, so there's nothing to
trip you up. It's collapsible and lightweight, so you can put it on and
head anywhere. And once you hear the
In Touch w,thTomorrow
RP -2030's great sound, you'll undoubtedly
become very attached to it.
T.nAG 4m,+,
RM Wayra N.07470
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WHAT'S NEW
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Harman/Kardon Tuner
New analog tuners are
still appearing. Harman/

DALI Speaker
Not the artist but Danish
American Ltd. offers the
DALI 6, a three-way system
with 10 -inch woofer, 8 -inch
mid/woofer, and 11/4 -inch
dome tweeter, all housed in
a walnut -veneer cabinet. It
can be driven with just
10 watts of power, or can
handle up to 200 watts.
Frequency response is
rated 40 Hz to 20 kHz,
±3 dB, with distortion 0.3%
or less above 100 Hz.
Sensitivity is 91 dB. Price:
$198 each.

Kardon's TU905 offers slim line styling, a few jazzy

audio rYSYrti1

For literature, circle No. 100
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Audio Research Amplifier
The M-100 is a 100 -watt,
monophonic tube amplifier
with several circuit features
not found in Audio

Technics CD Player
With the Technics SL -P3
Compact Disc player, you
can see your CD spinning

from any angle. More
important than the Disc
Prism feature which allows
this are several new
automatic functions. For
radio stations (or the merely
impatient), "Auto Cue" finds
the first note of a selection
and pauses the deck there
(not at the track beginning,
which may be a few
seconds earlier), for instant
play at the touch of a
14

u

J

-

.g_

button. The automatic
music scan system
previews the first few
seconds of each disc-how
many seconds, from 1 to
99, can be programmed by
the listener. Both fixed- and
variable -level outputs are
available, the latter
adjustable from the wireless
remote control. Up to 15

features (high -blend and
muting), and circuitry and
layout designed to reduce
noise and distortion.
Specifications include 50 -dB
quieting sensitivity of 3.8 µV
in mono and 44 µV in
stereo, ultimate stereo S/N
of 71 dB, and stereo THD
of 0.15%. Price: $175.
For literature, circle No. 101

Research's stereo models:
The power supply has 280
joules of energy storage,
the highest per watt of
output power of all the
company's amplifiers. A
"cross -coupler" servo
circuit automatically
maintains d.c. balance,
even after tube changes.
Output -tube bias can be
adjusted from the front
panel with the aid of four
LED indicators; once set, it
is electronically regulated
to eliminate drift. Price:
$2,495.
For literature, circle No. 102

_
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selections can be
programmed, by track or
index number, and
displayed on a fluorescent
bar -graph. The display also
shows track and index
number, total and
remaining play time, and
the status of most operating
functions. Price: $600.
For literature, circle No. 103
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Pioneer CD Player
The P-DX700 features

programmable play of 10
tracks, repeat of a track,
phrase or side, and audible
slow scan in both forward
and reverse. Its fluorescent
display shows track, index,
total play time, total

Uher
Cassette Recorder
Uher has returned to the
U.S. market with the kind of
high-fidelity portable
cassette recorder they have
long been known for. The
Uher CR 160 AV features
Dolby B and C noise
reduction, three built-in
speakers for monitoring,
separate right and left level
controls and meters, and
switchable automatic level
control with a choice of two
time constants. The 160 AV
is front -loading and can be
powered by dry cells,

Revox Receiver
The liquid -crystal display
on the Revox B285 shows
up to 17 receiver functions,
including frequency and
call letters of the FM or AM
station being heard, the
input source, volume and
tone settings, tuning
accuracy and signal
strength, and other control
settings. The 29 station
presets can be

=01

Kai
n

remaining time, and time
elapsed since the
beginning of a track. Price:
$539.95.
For literature, circle No. 104
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rechargeable batteries, 12V car batteries, and 110/
220/240-V a.c. Accessories
are available for film
dubbing, sync sound, and
remote control. Price: $998.
For literature, circle No. 105

programmed not only for
station frequencies but
band (AM or FM), stereo/
mono/blend setting, and
audio signal level. A
bidirectional control port
permits an optional timer interface unit to control
station and program -source
selection; this allows a
listening session to be
preprogrammed from tape,
CD and phono as well as

radio, and also permits
remote control from other
rooms. (The same timer interface controls other new
Revox components.) The
B285 delivers 85 watts of
power per channel, with
power limits separately
programmable for each of
its two speaker outputs.
Price: $1,600.
For literature, circle No. 106
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Linn Tonearm
The Linn Basik Plus
tonearm incorporates
several improvements over
the earlier Basik LVX (which
remains in production). Its
heashell is fixed rather than
detachable, for decreased
effective mass and
increased rigidity. That
rigidity, plus better
bearings, increase the
arm's suitability for use with
low -compliance MC
cartridges. The arm comes
with a Linn Basik III
cartridge. Price: $160.
For literature, circle No. 107
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presents...

A "DYNAMIC -RANGE -EXPANDER"!
Add the power you need to hear the Full
Dynamic Range of the fabulous new digital, dbx,
Dolby and Compact Disc recordingswithout obsoleting your present stereo system!

ó

Don't sell or trade in your receiver just because you need more power!
The Preamp/Tuner section of your receiver can be instantly coupled to a
Soundcraftsmen high -power amplifier with the amazing PC -1 Power Coupler.
The PC -1 connects to receiver (or integrated amplifier) speaker terminals

-perfectly matching the inputs of any Soundcraftsmen amplifier!

Add our new Power Coupler, the

PC -1...just 139.00!

You must HEAR it, to believe it!

The improvement is fantastic!

Ask your Dealer-(opposite page)to Demonstrate the PC -1 with
the new PCR800 Power Amp...

THE SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
PCR800
PHASE -CONTROL -REGULATION
STEREO AMPLIFIER
410 watts-MOSFET205 watts per channel

MI11~111».

.

5449."

You'll love it!

..>..WEI

1.11181.11E1 RION

IMP

HERE'S HOW "PCR" WORKS

8 ohms, 20 Hz -20 KHz, less than 0.05% THD...

electronic "brain," fed by multiple precision temperature sensors
located strategically throughout the amplifier (we call it Thermo -Coupled
Feedback), constantly monitors the operating temperature of its various
sections. It directs the internal cooling fan to supply the required amount of
fresh air whenever needed. If the operation of the PCR800 is so extreme
that high speed cooling is inadequate, the "brain" constantly adjusts the
voltage fed to the POWER MOSFET output transistors, eliminating any
destructive tendencies while permitting continuing operation. THE RESULT?
Clean, clear, unstrained sound under any operating condition, optimum
power available into any impedance at all times-not just for "peaks"...
and total reliability at all times.

Soundcraftsmen's research into Digital Audio Technology has resulted in a
major advance in amplifier design-Phase Control Regulation.= The world's
first PCR amplifier, the PCR800, sets continuous performance and reliability
standards never before possible in audiophile equipment.
Soundcrattmen's PCR technology makes possible an amplifier that is not
only small, lightweight and low in cost, but one which continues to operate
normally, in actual real -world systems, at any impedance down to zero
ohms! Even a dead short won't harm the PCR800! Current -limiting, the
most commonly -used form of amplifier protection circuitry, is totally eliminated in the PCR800, along with the inherent sound degradation commonly
associated with current limiting protection circuits.

An

THE WORLD'S SMALLEST, LIGHTEST, MOST POWERFUL CONTINUOUS POWER STEREO AMPLIFIER!
your dealer, ask for a demonstration of
how ANY receiver or integrated amp can
play FANTASTIC music by adding the
Power Coupler and the $449.00 PCR800
(or ANY of our other high powered

$39

VALUE -FREE

$39 '

Limited -time otter. Valid at participating Dealers only and subject to cancellation without notice

PC -1 POWER COUPLER

u

(FREE ONLY IF PRESENTED AT TIME OF AMPLIFIER PURCHASE)
CUSTOMFR
NAM[

amplifiers).
Then present the coupon for your FREE
$39.00 PC -1 when you buy ANY
Soundcraftsmen amp from your participating dealer.

~~~~~~~~~~~ra~~~~~

EM

Take this Market Research Coupon to

II

SfdP

ADDRESS

111

PC

YOUR RECEIVER
MAKE 8 MODEL
DE

11P

STA- TE

CITY

10
DE ALER

CI1S'OMER
C:

At FR

NAME

NEED MORE INFO?
Phone (714) 556-6191, Write, or Circle
Reader Card # below for name of your
nearest Dealer and 16 Page Full Color
Brochure, complete specs and prices.

By

DATE

E

EMI

_

PURCHASED:

: $39

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC

;Pith[

AMP MODEL

NUMBER

-

Original coupon only Is Dealer's authorization to give FREE PC.t to Purchaser
If Dealer is out of stock. mall original coupon to Soundcraftsmen.
We will send PC:1 direct to Purchaser if Coupon is completed and signed by Dealer

S--W-MIMIMM
2200 SO.

RITCHEY

NMI

------------------

SANTA ANA, CA 92705 U.S.A.

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

$39
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AMERICA'S PERFORMAMCENAWE LEADER
IN ADVANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. . .

t

DIGITAL QUARTZ A(II-FM-FM STEREO TUNER...

-1063.

-

J

9

AM -FM -FM Stereo Tuner with 7 AM, 7 FM Station Presets, Automatic or Manual
Scanning, Active High Tend Circuitry... 5299.

s..r.r+

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS...
Featuring -97dB Phone SIN, Adjustable Phono Capadtance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs, Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for
Morn Operation of Stereo Arrplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, Push -Button
Patel Bay with Two External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs,
10-octave E0, Precision Passive Coil EO Circuitry and Differential/Comparator®
for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EO's... from 5399.

A'

-:

Taft=
-.

.- . .
,

REvOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator" circuitry makes possible Accuracy to
0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Cctave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and
Equalizing. Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion, ScanAlyzer Models. Wrth and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone
necessary. 12" LP Analyzer Test Record and Charts with EO's..-from 5189.

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND
MOSFET AMPLIFIERS, 125 TO 555 WATTS

y
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FREE!
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Spectrum Aralysis Test Record,

Corputone Charts, 1-Connector Cable for comparison test, 1 -instruction folder for use with your present stereo system,

JUST WRITE TO US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD # 30

2200 So. RiAney. Santa Ana California 92705, U.S.A./Telephone 1714) 556-6191/U5. Telex/TWA 9105952524

for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.
International Telelr 910595-25141AnArerttack Code

SNUcerisi N

SNA

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW

However, many additional Dealers -too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. It no
dealer is shown near you,
you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 710.556-6191. ask for our "Dealer Locator Cperatoe-"

a

ALABAMA

GEOR3IA

KENTUCKY

Huntsville
SOUND DISTRIBUTORS

Atlanta
AUDIO UP UNITED

THE

STEREO DESIGNS

LMMVNe

ARIZONA
YUma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CALIFOFNILA
Berkeley
HONKERS SOUND CO.

TN

usta
STEREO SHOP

Columbus
WORLD-WIDE ELECTRCHICS
Dalton
BROCKS ENTERTAINMI NT

Palo Ado
WESTERN AUDIO

YAFUSO

IV.

Honolulu
HARRY'S AUDIO
VIDEO

OF

Uhue, Kasai
JACK WAEA ELECTROMC

San Francisco
LISTEMNG POST

Waduku, Aalli
ADRIAN'S ELECTRONICS

Santa Barbara
HOUSE OF AUDIO

IDAHO

SO. CAUFORNIDI

Idaho Falls
PHASE 4 STEREO

all Deal_rs m

tit ares)

COLORADO

LOUISIANA
Baton

Lafayette

Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO
Gaithersburg
AUDIO BUYS

Suhoerland
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

MICHIGAN

Chicago
MUSICRAFT

Marquette
AMERICAN IV

Dekalb
AUDIO PLUS

Sappeaw

LISTENING ROOM

CONNECTICUT

INDIANA

Fort Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Merritt Island
AUDIO HART ELECTRINICS
Miami
AUDIO PLUS
LAS FABRICAS
Orlando
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
Tampa
SENSUOUS SOUND

Jackson
HOOPER SOUND

Anderson
ANDERSON ELECTRONIC.
Indianapolis
SOUND DEBISICN

Meridian

New Haven
HJS SOUND

Litton
UGE &

HOOPER SOUND

NEBRASKA
SOUNDS FANTASTIC

West Lafaye-te

SONS ELECTRONICS

KANSAS

NEVADA
las Vegas
UNIVERSITY

PRO AUDIO

TIvenand Palk
AUDIO ELECTRONICS

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Salina

New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

DELI

TV

Wichita
AUDIO PLUS

MOLE ADEMO
Gap a Chtgl

HIGH

SHONE VBRATIONS

COUNTRY BECONDS

Medford
SOUNDTRACK ELECTRONIC

NEW YORK-UPSTATE
Albany
SOUNDS GREAT

N' van?
Poughkeepsie
DII TCHESS AUDIO

Portland
HAWTHORNE SEEREh

Houston
HONE EN(ERTAINMENT
NldWnd
FINGERS ENTENTANMENT

PENNSYLVANIA

UTAH

Chambersnurpp
SUNRISE ELECTRONCS

Sil

lermnage

Rochester
SOUNDS GREAT

CUSTOM SOUND CO.

n

VIRGIN ISLANDS

CENTER

Philadelphia

NEW JERSEY SO.
Wddtwlod
SEASHORE STEREO

AUDIO VIDEO CONCEPTS

HLlory
LAUGHUNS

Qty

George
ABRCW ATOO

McKeesportHI

Winston-Salem.

MC

I aloe

INSLEY'S
SF

Pittsburgh

Guifport
TIPPITS MUSIC

FLORIDA

Sealers In This area)

NORTH CAROLINA

ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

COUNTY AUDIO

all

Greensboro.
High Pont,

Peoria

Stamford

B&aumont

Klamath Fan

SCORPIO SOUND

THE rSOU
Sado
OUND

GREAT

Eugene
BRADFORD'S HIGH RIDEUIY

Brockton

Colons

SOUR

SOUND IDEA

Floats 201-9479300. ask I,,
`Dealer Lppator OOe.atO'
(insufficient space to list

SOUND OF MABKE'
SOUND SERVICE

MISSISSIPPI

Danbm
CARSIUN STUDIOS

Aauvton

PENNINGTONS AVOID

Syracuse
SUPERIOR SOUND

MASSACHUSETTS

IEKAS

OREGON
CODS Bay

NORTHERN H.J.

Nt WPALT2 AUDIO

MARYLAND

OPUS EOUVMENT

pv

NEW YORK -CITY,

Rouugqee

NEW GENERATION

ILLINOIS

Gurnee

GOLD SOUND

HFROEUTY, INC

APPLIANCE.

Sacramento
NEAL'S SPEAKERS

Pfto a 7145566191, Ask 'or
'AWN Loeatar Operator'
(insctcmel space 10'bí

SHOPPE

Metairie
SOUND TREK

SOUND DISTINCTION
Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO

Oe
TEREO

NEW GENERATION

HAWAII

Concord

-

M."

--BO--

16-PAGE FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, 519.95 EO-EVALUATION KIT, includes 1-12" LP Frequency

2 -sets of

-

E

.-..

P/C...

The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifier Models, featuring Class H
Dual Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto-BufferA for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operaton,
No Current-Limiting, Power MOSFET circuitry for Hghest Reliability, Calibrated
LED meters, A, B, and AB Speaker Switching... Iron 5449.
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REAL-TIME SCAN-ALYZER/EQUALIZERS AID
EQUALIZERS, ACCURACY TO

F
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ELECTRONIC UNUMITED

VIRGINIA

AUDIO JUNCTION
Reading.

Fan GlKNtn

SNlington

Rsrisond

PHOENIX HI
TV

ITIoomas

AUDIS BUYS

n

GARY'S

Willow Grove

Bale Lib

CREATIVE ACOUSTIC

NORTH DAKOTA
FWATTXgqoo

SMORE

SOUNDER
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didnotenvision audio
back when ears were developod. Like our eyes, the ears
predate all modern technology by millions of years, or thousands of millennia, or tens of thousands of centuries.
Quite a long time This has had curious
effects on quite a lot of audio.
Nowhere in our remarkable hearing
system is there the slightest trace of
physical adaptation to the recent challenges of reproduced sound. We have
exactly the same sort of facilities which
belonged to Moses and to Methuselah,
who lived out his thousand years (it is
said) with ears that could be today's.
For that mutter, if you follow the latest, we have exactly the same ears as
the distant people who left their cave
paintings deep in the earth a mere
30,000 or so years back. I've put my
eyes within inches of some of that paint
and it was an experience jus to look at
it, as I've noted here before. Unfortunately, we have no audio preserved
from those times, but we can be sure
that, given a bit of cultural background
and some concentrated oduoaúon,
any man from 30,000 years ago could
receive our signals exactly as we doand substantially in the same way for a
much longer time back.
We've inherited a set of perceptions,
then, that are both rigidly fixed, over
the short time range, and extremely
old, differing among us a bit here and
there but essentially the same amo
all members of the species horno sapienn sapiens. What we can do, however, is to Úove|up, exploit, polish
these abilities to an astonishing degree. That is man's greatest inheritance, the ability to adapt and perfect
what we have built into us. But we
cannot ever go beyond the set limits
from so far back. Not, at least, for a few
million more years.
We will never hear the high sounds
bats hear, nor emit them for a personal
sonar. (Edward, meet my childrenE.P.) We can feel the lowest sounds
but we cannot train ourselves to hear
them. We don't sense earthly magnetic
|io|Úo, as some birds evidently do to
guide their migrations. What an ideaif we only could! We don't digest cellulose, though any old cow or goat does
it with nonchalance. (We eat the cow
ino\oad, a useful shortcut.) These are
the limits.
Nature
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What happens when a hearing system as rigid and timeless as this runs
into a whole new set of sonic stimuli, in
the quarter -second of macrotime since
audio appeared? Old, familiar sounds
are heard in new places-voices on
TV, a symphony inside a small automobile. Even more in\emoúng, how about
wholly new sound patterns never before heard by any ear?
Will the reaction be bafflement and
confuoion, as in weightlessness? Or a
lethal lack of any response, as in radiaúon? Or might it be positive in unexways? Defipected and su risi
nitely yes, on that. Otherwise, no audio

entertainment.
This line of thought, not new to this
dapartment, came to me again out of
reconi, casual correspondence with a
younger colleague out on the West
Coast. He is a free -form electronic
composer whose work gets immediate
practical use in the dance. He puts it
together on /upo, assembled from bits
and pieces, live, nmo,dod, synthesized, in overlays and underdubs; I've
done the same for longer than he has,
but with very different base material in
the "classical" area.
Both of us know that our unchangeable ear systems can be tricked to

great advantage-if we know how. But
we also know that these same ears are
extremely demanding and will not go
along with us unless things are exactly

right. Perfectly reaounuh|o, edited
splices that 'ought'kowmrkuunsound
just awful. If you're the composer, don't
argue! Just try again. With persistence,
you'll find the right place and the ears
will allow themselves to be fooled quite
beautifully.
It is an exact aural science, and
I

would rather call it an art. Tiny shavings o tape, maybe as little as a 16th
of an inch, can make the difference
between failure and credibility. (A
search -and -find system on your hi-fi
that is, ouy, accurate to a half -second,
is far too crude for any such work.)
What has to be learned is not so much
the finger do*eri/y, which is no\hing,
but rather how to judge the ear's probable reactions. That goes for digital,
too, with its costly matching -up of
waveforms. The lively ea still may re-.
ject what looks to be a perfect match
on a CRT.
Take a specific phenomenon, which
mentioned to my West Coast friend:
I

Percussive sound und, in particular,
the sound of the piano. What happens
if you play piano in reverse?
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A few words for those
who haven't experienced So
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We developed a specific
response to sudden clumps
of sound transients, maybe
even before we were
swinging from tree to tree.

crossed the tape head was too much
for the local electronics, and so there
was momentary transient distortion until the response settled down-thus a
"bump" of false percussion that, for the
ear, was just enough to sound like a
piano note. You could go on cutting
those notes down to nothing and they
would still sound like a piano.
The ear itself creates distortions
when, so to speak, it finds them convenient. So suspect that, even with ideally clean electronics (impossible except maybe via digital), the same sort
of "bump" could be generated entirely
inside your own hearing. You cannot
kill normal piano sound. On the other
hand, you can never make a reversed
piano sound like a piano.
The general lesson of all this applies
to everything in audio-percussions of
all sorts, but also many another ear -set
and waveform. I've often created false
Even so, the reverse -percussion ef- consonants to repair vocal music
fect has become familiar, at least to a where the real consonant was lacking
in strength. Just splice in a little bump
few of us, and has been put to use.
was playing games with backwards and you have your consonant. But besound in the '50s. The Beatles were ware of vowels! If you don't keep all of
into it by the '60s. Sgt. Pepper? think it the brief vowel buildup, if you cut into
is there that a reversed piano is neatly
the vowel sound itself, you will have a
mixed into the general zany back- brand-new consonant not intended by
ground.
spotted it long ago and the composer. Amen, for example, can
proved the point by playing the LP become TAH-men.
In another area, for decades we
backwards. There it was, a perfectly
ordinary piano playing Chopin or the have been enjoying small radios and a
billion low -fidelity telephones, because
like, mixed in from a tape loop.
There's an interesting opposite ef- we can synthesize highs and lows that
fect. Any clump of sudden transients,
are not there. We understand a man's
real or synthesized, will sound out as a voice by reconstructing the bass from
"bump" of percussion. Even when it is its higher overtones. The highs, the
sibilants, we supply by context. We
actually transient distortion generated
was first hear "foap opera" and immediately
in the system. Back when
experimenting with these things, got translate it to "soap opera."
These are the ways in which we mathe idea one day that might create a
new kind of smooth melody without nipulate our super -ancient ear rebangs, cracks, booms, thwacks, percussion if sliced off the percussive sponses. The physical rules are implaclicks, noises that go "pow," sounds "heads" of a series of piano notes. cable, and response cannot be
changed. Natural ears cannot hear a
that crackle and rustle, all of them Sooner thought than done: laboriousjammed with percussion, which has al- ly snipped away the beginning of every literal concert hall inside an automoways conveyed immense sonic intelli- single piano note in a long melody and bile, short of a million bucks' worth of
gence for daily living and, often, for our then spliced the whole thing back to- digital delay and a trailer behind to
carry it. But we can easily trick the ears
very survival. So the ears, over the gether again. To my astonishment,
into thinking we've done it. And we do.
really long haul, developed a specific still heard a perfectly good piano.
took it all
Be creative! Use the ears well and they
response to any sudden and loud - Didn't remove enough?
seeming clump of sound transients, apart again and removed another slice will lead you, as we say, right down to
maybe even before we were swinging from every note, indubitably beyond the bank. Presto, you are high-tech,
from tree to tree like Tarzan. Musical the natural percussion. It was still a super -fi and state-of-the-art. Assuming, of course, that you've applied a bit
percussion is just a spillover, touching piano! was dumbfounded.
Well, as figure it now, the sudden of proper audio engineering here and
off the same built-in response. You
A
can't describe a percussive sound, as new "edge" of sound as each note there.

In piano sound, each note has a
sharp clump of complex transients,
then a slow and smooth decay of the
pitch. It is the initial percussion that
makes a piano sound like a piano. The
sound is only 0.2 millennia old so far,
but we all know it well, whether "real"
or synthesized. The ear accepts piano
sound as a meaningful waveform,
straight out of the long mainstream of
past hearing experience, back to prototype percussion noises in the dimmest past.
But play that sound backwards, as
we can now do via recording, and you
no longer hear a piano, even though
the melodic line is recognizably reversed, note for note. Instead, you are
listening to an oddly gasping squeeze
box with an accordion sound, each of
its rather reedy notes growing spasmodically louder and ending in a sort
of stifled gulp, like a nervous singer
who swallows involuntarily. A sort of
whup ... whup.
That addled and zany sound, my
friends, is percussion in reverse, as
interpreted by a receptor system that
has never encountered such a pattern
before and is thus completely unprogrammed. When a computer gets this
sort of message it usually throws up an
E for error and quits operating.
The reversed signal is no longer percussion! It is someone else's jargon.
The ear doesn't recognize the reversal.
And so no piano sound. A squeeze
box. Shades of Alice and her looking
glass. Remember the "ouch" that
came before the needle prick?
Percussive sounds-right way
around-are very much a part of our
ear's receiving vocabulary, and for
good reason. For millions of years our
species has been hearing all sorts of

you cannot describe red. But you can
hear it, loud and clear. A marvelously
exploitable sound.
We have never had to cope with
these patterns in reverse, and so we
lack any special reaction to them. For
the moment, we are helpless. Maybe
later, say in another million years, we
might come up with something more
meaningful than a gulp or whup, which
is all the ear can now do with backwards percussive sound. Remarkably
ineffectual. Try it for yourself.
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A few wog
INTRODUCING THE THIRD
GENERATION CD PLAYER
THAT'S LIGHT YEARS AHEAD
OF THE COMPETITION.
After listening to one of Sony's

new third generation component
CD players, you begin to realize
you're hearing something not possible in any first, or even second
generation player.
Its a whole new level of technological achievement not merely
designed for those who appreciate great specs, but those who
appreciate great music, as well.
A RESPONSE CURVE THAT
ISN'T A CURVE.
All CD players are endowed
with a much flatter response curve
than any turntable or tape deck is

capable of reproducing. Unfortunately, most are also endowed with

for those who have.

E

reduces intermodulation distortion
common to "multiclock" converter

faster and more precisely.
If you're wondering what speed
systems.
has to do with these mechanisms,
When you combine all this with we'd like to remind you of the fact
NOISE
our new, high - that it takes some CD players up to
SPECTRUM COMPARISON
15 seconds to go
resolution
digital filter,
from the first to
If IntOversampAng
it results in
the last track on
a disc. But with
something
0
ours, you can
even the
go from track
most ardent
Hz
SJK
100K
to 99 in less than
audiophile
SONY LINEAR MOTOR
a second.
will find no
TRACKING SYSTEM
1

á

Sor,i thilmear
1'1,1An

ter System

-

fault with:

incredibly
flat response,
remarkable
Hz
50K
100K
phase linearity and the conspicuous absence of
spurious noise caused by conventional oversampling.
Of course, you'll need a master's degree in engineering to
fully understand all the intricacies
of our new Unilinear Converter.
But you certainly don't need one

0

FEATURES WORTH HEARING
MORE ABOUT
Not all of these advances are
audible to the naked ear.
Both of our new CD players
come complete with Sony's Remote
Commander " unit which provides
direct access to up to 99 tracks or

subcoded selections.

In addition,
both haveAutomatic Music Sensor,'M
system. Which tends to cause high
high-speed search and three-way
frequency irregularities.
repeat. (The CDP-302 shown here
However, take the response
also allows for programmability of
curve of Sony's new CDP-302 (the
to appreciate it.
up to ,6 of your favorite songs.)
one that's flat as a board).
A NEW CHIP OFF
We'd also be remiss in not tellI 'RL(.'Ul N'i 'Y
Sl ,\..1:
THE OLD BLOCK.
ing
you
about our built-in subcode
S( NY VS THE C( 'A111'T17'lt 'A
The heart of our new CD play- port. Which in the not -too -distant
Sony Waimea: C-nv t ter .Systr-m
er is a thing of beauty. This award - future you can make good use
o
winning microchip governs nine
of when CDs are integrated with
different functions usually requiring graphic information.
14 bit uvtrsarnr 1ii,4
o
multiple chips in conventional playBy now you're beginning to get
N
O
ers. But more importantly,
the idea that the new line of Sony
bitUversarnpling
it simplifies the signal path
o
CD players not only
and improves reliability.
sound remarkable,
Hz 50 /00
500 1K
5K 1OK 20K
CHANGE TRACKS AT
they are.
As you can see, it's far more uniform
THE SPEED OF LIGHT.
So having heard
than the one found in conventional
Sony has done away
and read just about
models. What this should tell you
A!
SOA
with the lumbering gear - (ON'l'L'AT/OA
all there is to hear
LASER )PTIC
MINIATURIZE! LAS! H
is that when you listen to even the
ASSEMBLY
OPTIC ASSEMRI
driven tracking mechanand read about
most intricate piece of music, you'll
ism, and instead, created a whole
them, we suggest there's only one
be hearing precisely what the
new Linear Motor Tracking System. thing left to do. Go to your Sony hi-fi
musicians recorded. Nothing more. It uses a compact laser optic
dealer and purchase one.
And nothing less.
assembly that's one-third the size of
Of course, there's no rush. It will
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR CLOCK.
typical units. And its linear, noncog- take our competition at least one
ging motor allows the laser to move or two generations to catch up.
Perhaps the most interesting
"little" feat of engineering is
1985 Sony Corporation of America Sony and
155F,r1111Irglalr
2emote CJmmander are registered trademarks
Sony's new Unilinear Converter,
of Sonycorporation Automatic Music Sensor
and The Leader in Digital Audio are trade
System. Its high-speed, digimarks of Sony Corporation of America
Model CDP
alsJ availabl,
tal -to -analog converter
works by virtue of a "mas- SONY j
x
4
1.56
ter clock" Using this single
THE LEADER
clock dramatically
IN DIGITAL AUDIO'M
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a conventional converter/filter
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To end the age old dichotomy between sound and style, Great Britain's master loudspeaker builder. KEF, has
produced the Reference Series 104/2. Capable of satisfying the design conscious and the sonically critical alike, the
104/2 is predicted to emerge as one of the most significant loudspeakers of the decade. (Previous KEF Reference
Series models, including one introduced almost a decade ago, remain to this day at the top of their respective
categories.)

The Elegant Audiophile Loudspeaker

/,
k 10Y307.

w

Tongue -twisting, but ear -pleasing technologies such as Coupled Cavity Bass Enclosures and Conjugate Load
Matching (write for full technical explanations) make the 104/2's perform beautifully even with moderately
powerec amplification-almost regardless of where they are placed within the room.
The KEF Reference Series104/2. Finally, a loudspeaker to be seen and heard
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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ROADSIGNS
IVAN BERGER

LIVE FROM LAS VEGAS
lead off my CES car
stereo reports with in -dash tuner/tape decks, because their
lights, buttons and beepers give me
more to write about. This time, I'll start
off at the speaker end and work my
way back, as that's where found the
hottest news.
The speakers which interested me
most at the Winter CES in Las Vegas
were the new entries from KEF. The
basic design for both KEF's GT 100
and GT 200 speakers is a two-way
plate with 41/2 -inch woofer and -inch,
soft -dome tweeter, designed to sound
best when heard off -axis (as most car
speakers are). Since the cavity behind
the drivers is so unpredictable, the GT
100 has its own vented cavity built in,
B & W MASS: Modular and Own some
for controlled rear loading, yielding a
rated response of 50 Hz to 20 kHz, hose. The hose can open into a "low ±3 dB. The GT 200 has a closed, bass module" whose function is appardamped enclosure, which cuts its re- ently to make the opening look less like
sponse off sooner
3 dB at 150 a black hole than a matching speaker.
Hz)-but this model is designed to Even the crossover module is styled
cross over at 170 Hz to a matching and mounted like the speakers.
The sound of Infinity's new CS -1
subwoofer, for response which is only
dB down at 50 Hz (but -10 at 30 component speaker system also imHz). The 8 -inch subwoofer (I gather pressed me. The system uses sepathere will also be a 6 -inch model) has rate EMIT tweeters; 4 -inch, polypropylits own enclosure, so it can be mount- ene midranges, and woofers measured below the rear deck or out in the ing 6 x 9 inches, for response rated at
open, in a hatchback or van. The woof- 36 Hz to 32 kHz.
More home -equipment names ener boxes (one per channel) measure
only 113/4 x 111/4 x 5V4 inches. The tered the car speaker market: Jamo,
technology is intriguing, and the sound with one surface -mount and four panwas clear and clean and natural, just el -mount systems, and SFI.
The most interesting mounting syswhat you'd expect from KEF.
I'd expect about the same quality of tem belonged to the Challenger Top
sound from B & W, of course, but it will Sound, a speaker pair designed to
get to mount across the top of a car and
be a few months yet before
hear how well their car speakers live equipped with a dome light to suppleup to expectations. Still, there was ment or replace your car's present
enough of interest in their mock-ups to one. The system uses Philips 5 -inch
attract my attention. The B & W MASS woofers and 2 -inch cone tweeters. The
(Modular Automobile Sound System) bass -reflex cabinets, rated down to 70
will include similarly styled modules for Hz, are covered in any of six colors of
high frequencies, bass/midrange, sub - nylon velour. would not expect great
woofer, and crossover. The HF and imaging from a system which puts you
bass/mid modules will be shallow so much closer to one channel's drivspeakers in rectangular housings ers than to the other's and which sits
which may be flush -mounted in a hole, behind you, but for some installations it
mated with a similar -shaped back for may be the only viable solution. The
mounting on a surface or a bridge Swedish -built speakers are $249 per
(which in turn can be mounted on a system and are imported by World of
shelf or suspended across an open Sound, West Palm Beach, Fla.
hatchback), or mounted at an angle to
Sparkomatic seems determined to
the bridge or surface. The subwoofer shed its former, humdrum image. Last
mounts in the trunk, venting into the year, they introduced the Amplidyne
passenger compartment through a ASK 4000 series of biamped speakers
Usually
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zippy -looking, surface -mount enclosures. This year, they showed the ASK
3000 series, also biamped but primarily designed for flush mounting. The
ASK 3000 separates, rated at 70 Hz to
20 kHz, include one 20 -watt amplifier
per woofer and a 5 -watt amp for each
tweeter (measured at 5% THD). The
ASK 3010 has dual woofers and detachable tweeters, plus the same amplifier power; it mounts in holes measuring 4 x 10 inches, or, with adaptors, 6 x 9 inches. The ASK 3015 is a
surface -mount system having more
utilitarian styling than the ASK 4000
models and without the latter's periscope tweeters. The ASK 3030 sub woofer has two 4 -inch drivers, each
with a 25 -watt amp, and is rated at 50
to 250 Hz. The systems are $100 to
$130 per set; the woofer is $80.
Among Yamaha's three new speakers is one product which is deliberately, and usefully, cheesy: The frame of
the new YCS-460, a two-way system
with a woofer of 4 x 6 inches, has
enough mounting holes to make it look
like Swiss cheese-and also enough to
make it fit as a replacement for almost
any speaker measuring 4 x 6 inches,
with no need to drill new holes. noted
that MTX has a similar model.
in

I

Magnum Loudspeakers, a sister
company of MTX, has produced an
impressive -looking Magnum Opus series of drivers, with a lot of attention
paid to materials and construction details. For example, they use polypropylene cones for good sound and
moisture resistance, barium ferrite
AUDIO/APRIL 1985
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My car stereo dealer told me if you want clean,
clear accurate sound-choose your speakers

T+G.

,,

Because if the speakers can't handle
you won't hear it. No matter what kind of
sound your receiver pulls in.

first.
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buy my
car stereo
backwards.
it,
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Then he told me: Jensené
you want to hear it the way they played it,
choose Jensen speakers first. Jensen invented
car speakers in the first place. And they're
a leader today. Simply because they know
how to deliver the goods.
Naturally got a Jensen receiver to go
with my Jensen speakers. Great team,
designed to play best together. Makes sense.
Makes great sound, too. want to hear
it all. With Jensen, do.
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The technology of the new
KEF speakers may
make headlines.
The sound is clear, clean
and natural.
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magnets, baskets die-cast of a nonmagnetic zinc alloy, Kapton voice coils, and nonlinear resistors for thermal protection.
Philips is going after some specialized markets, with two-way panels designed to fit the dashtop holes of Saab
900s (but not, alas, the hole -less dashboards of Saab 99s like mine); they've
also got a seven -driver box (two 61/2 inch woofers, a 10 -inch passive radiator and two Philips Double Dome drive
assemblies, each with 1 -inch midrange plus 3 -inch tweeter) to fit behind a pickup truck's seat. The truck
system, the Model S-10, includes a
carrying handle for use when you're
outside the vehicle.
The recent rush of innovation in driver technology seems to have slowed.
Ultimate Sound (in City of Industry,
Cal.) has honeycomb drivers in sizes
from 41/2 to 8 inches across, including
one 6Y2 -inch -square model. The SFI
speakers mentioned earlier use the
company's Dynawave flat -driver tech-

e

r
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KEF GT 100: Nice 'n' natural

nology. Sony introduced new APM flat driver models. The car version of ESS's
Heil driver now seems to be in regular
production. And that was about it.
Two new subwoofers caught my
eye. The SAS Bazooka T62, from
Southern Audio Systems in Denham
Springs, La., caught my ear as well.
The under -$200 system consists of two
computer -aligned, ducted -port reflex
enclosures. The system is corner -loading, so it's only for vehicles with corners, such as trucks (it fits behind the
seats of minis), vans or hatchbacks.
Each 6'/2 -inch woofer is coated to lower its resonance, which also makes it
more moisture -resistant. The maker's
claims that the enclosure is "high -impact" and "moisture -resistant" are, if
anything, wild understatements: The
basic material is plastic water pipe
And the sound is good.

didn't get to hear the other sub woofer that caught my eye, Alpine's
new 6490, but the technology sounds
interesting, incorporating an unusual
amalgam of techniques. The 6490
uses an acoustic suspension enclosure, firing through a labyrinth opening
into a corner of the vehicle, with that
corner serving as a horn. Rated bandwidth is 30 to 500 Hz, and the price is
$250 per pair.
Even more fascinating were some
hashed technical phrases in the press
releases of a company whom shall
leave, mercifully, nameless: "The woofer edge is made of a urethane material
with excellent anti -amplitude characteristics .... The woofer coil is large
and, thus, has a high resistance -to input." Shows you what can happen to
a manufacturer rushing to get ready for
a show.
A
I
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AU NATU.
Most speaker companies would be
Pioneering technology has enabled
ashamed to show you a naked driver.
us to combine nature's
The musicality of' Cabasse loudown honeycomb design
speakers, however; begins with the 7
with the most naturally

superb drivers designed and built ri
to our own factories.
In fact, we are not
even content to
buy the materials 'i t, rNl¡M¡nti,. t:
available to all
speaker manufacturers.
We spent years developing
the exclusive honeycomb dome
material used in the mid -bass unit
pictured here at our research facility
in Brest. France.
,titaY

rigid shape, the
dome, to produce
low mass speaker
cones that do not
distort their shape 01' the sound they
produce
even when
driven very hard by
today's dynamic musical
sources. The good sound of
Cabasse loudspeakers begins at
the beginning, naturally.

-

Exclusive U.S. Distributor

-

MADRIGAL
--

LTD

P.O. Box 781

You may

Middletown, CT 06157

audition Cabasse loudspeakers at Lyric Hi -Fi in New York
and Beverly Stereo in Los Angeles.
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

Another amplifier from
McIntosh that

SOUNDS GREAT!
Although 'High Tech' is a new term in
our language, 'High Tech' has always
been the norm for McIntosh. McIntosh
amplifiers have consistently forced new
levels for quality performance, new
levels for reliability, new demands on
quality power that produce near perfect
Spectral Fidelity and the greatest
sound. McIntosh is the ONLY company
that has achieved these superior levels
of performance.
'High Tech' is the right description for
the NEW McIntosh MC 2002. a
powerfully perfect 200 watt per channel
(300 watts into 4 ohms) power
amplifier. The pleasure you enjoy from
music is protected by McIntosh Power
Guard (patent #4,048,573), an
exclusive McIntosh circuit, McIntosh
invented that insures Spectral Fidelity
for greatest sound.

P

\

Todays electronic instruments and
superior recordings push amplifiers for
power performance beyond the

amplifier's capabilities destroying
Spectral Fidelity and quality listening.
Only with McIntosh Power Guard can
you be assured of total power
performance without the distortion of
clipping. Only McIntosh 'High Tech'
protects your listening.

For more information on Spectral Fidelity amplifier

measuremeit techniques and detailed Information on
McIntosh products write:
Mcr1TOSM LABORATORY INC.
P.O. BOX 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A35
BINIGMAMTCN, NY 13904-0096
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LIRPA'S LOSS, OUR GAIN
I

"Digital technology is taking us
even further from the glory days of
78 -rpm recording. But it also gives us
the means of returning to them.
Hence the Lirpa Original 78
Synthesizer."
Dr. Lirpa was, as usual, packing
hurriedly when last saw him, so
was unable to get full details of his
LOSS -1. Apparently, it digitizes the
signal, then filters it in the digital
domain to get the desired sonic
effects. was, however, able to note
some of the control designations:
There was a "Mono/Reverse Mono"
switch, a "Sapphire/Steel/Cactus"
switch, and meters labelled ''VU" and
"Deja VU."
Perhaps, if the immigration
authorities allow it, Dr. Lirpa will be
able to revsit us with more details
next year.

r
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Return with Us Now ...
"There was a time," says Dr. Lirpa,
"when records were all cut directlyanalog, of course-and at high
cutting speeds, a time when there
were no problems of phasing
between channels. We intend to
return to these excellent sound
standards.

Shell Game
Not I, but Dave Fletcher of Sumiko,
was vouchsafed a glance at yet
another Lirpa advance, the ultimate
answer to the problem of tonearm
capacitance. The Lirpa AntiCapacitive Kopf (German for "head"),
or LACK, bypasses the arm's internal
leads-and the problem-altogether.

.

Package Deal
Polygram has improved its jewel box CD package. Where the original
box had four tabs in its front cover to
hold the label booklet, the new box
has six. The two extra tabs not orly
hold the paper more securely, but
help hold the disc down, too-it is
possible for the disc to slip off the
center -hold clasp of the current box.

Compact Risks
Mobile Fidelity recently announced
"High Reliance" coating for CDs.
The HR coating, which will first
appear on the company's Woodstock
collection, is a thin, hard, acrylic resin
coating which is said to help guard
against scratching and abrasion. It is
also designed to protect against
warpage and damage from
temperature extremes, both
increasingly important as mobile
CD players begin to appear.
The HR coating will go on both the
discs' transparent, lower surface,
through '.vhich the laser reads the
data, and on the upper, label side.
Coating both sides helps prevent
warpage; coating the label side also
protects the data pits which make up
the recording. That upper side is
actually just a thin coating of lacquer
a

over those pits.
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All Aboard the Bus?
A while back, noted the trend
towards component systems sharing
a single remote control. Three of the
most interesting recent examples are
RCA's Dimensia system (video and
audio, including the first RCA branded CD player), B & O's
Beosystem 3000 and 5000 (with multi room remote control), and Revox's
200 -series components (which all
interface 'o a common controller/timer
unit, also with multi -room remote
control).
At the time, mentioned that the
convenience of these systems was
also a come-on, inducing you to keep
on buying the same series of
components once you'd bought the
first. What we needed, said, was a
more universal system that would
allow a single remote contrcl for
several manufacturers' equipment.
I

I

I

Well, now we have

it-or

at least

several beginnings thereof. For one,
the Revox 200 components have
serial ports allowing remote control
from most home computers. (Not the
first computer ports in home hi-fi
equipment; Crown's DL -2 preamp
and a Eumig cassette deck preceded
them.) As computers grow more
common, this approach should
become more popular. All we need is
code standards to prevent

overlapped commands-it wouldn't
be good if the same command that
started the CD player also switched
the preamp to the phono input.
Another approach is taken by a new
control unit from McIntosh, designed
specif tally to interface audio
components made by all and sundry.
But the ultimate may be a home control bus system, designed to
interface everything from air
conditioners to turntables. Various
manufacturers and electronic -industry
groups around the world (including
EIA in this country) are working on
such systems. And while a hi-fi
company might not be eager to give
its tuner a remote -control system
compatible with its competitors'
amps, that same company would
probably be glad to interface to a
system which everyone was already
buying for their air conditioners and
washing machines.
29
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WOOFING IT UP
Iwould like to make some comments

A

for those readers who are considering adding a subwoofer to their
loudspeaker systems.
The August 1983 Audio featured a
project, "New Lows in Home -Built Sub woofers," to construct a subwoofer
sonically identical to the JBL line of
subwoofers. went ahead with the 41/2 I

cubic -foot project, using the JBL
2235H driver, as suggested, since the
box was tuned specifically for this drivmight point out that building the
er.
enclosure not only gave me a great
deal of satisfaction, but turned out to
be one-third the cost of the factory unit.
(For those interested in the 8 -cubic foot box with the 18 -inch driver, the
cost would be less than one -quarter of The JBL-designed, 41 -cubic -foot subwoofer system
the factory unit.)
This crossover would be great if you versed. The high-pass section in this
There are two things, however, to be
careful of. The most important is the were biamping a three-way speaker crossover is passive, and the low-pass
crossover used; the other is the equal- and the crossover was around 800 Hz section, which also contains the needkHz. The low driver would have ed equalization for the subwoofer, is
ization of the low -frequency response. to
After building the subwoofer, used components of the midrange driver, active. might also point out that the
the crossover/equalizer already had which would not hurt its distortion char- manufacturer uses a 63 -Hz crossover
point instead of the more usual 100 Hz.
in my system. There is a trend now to acteristics. The mid/high driver would
So, what happens when you use the
use asymmetrical crossovers to re- be sharply cut off, removing the unduce the possible phase shifts which wanted low information which would first -mentioned crossover in the system? You get way too much mid -bass,
may cancel out portions of the bass cause distortion.
This arrangement is not, however, and the system becomes very boomy.
response; this is especially true in active crossovers. The crossover in my the optimum for a subwoofer applica- You end up with three woofers in the
system gave me an 18-dB/octave tion. The suggested crossover in the range of 100 to 300 Hz.
Fortunately, was able to modify the
slope on the high side and a 6 -dB/ project article also has an aymmetrical crossover, but the slopes are re- 6-dB/octave roll -off to a sharper 12 -dB/
octave slope on the low side.
octave slope. This removed much of
the boomy, 100- to 300 -Hz range from
Fig.
the subwoofer.
The author's
CROSSOVER - 100 Hz
The point I'm trying to make is that
asymmetric
must be careful in choosing a
you
has
an
crossover
MODIFICATION
18 dB/
crossover for subwoofer applications.
18-dB/octave
(12 dB/OCTAVE)
OCTAVE
If your speakers are of high quality,
slope on the high
6 dB /OCTAVE
and already provide relatively good
side and 6 -dB/
bass response, you should choose a
octave (modified
crossover that gives you a sharp cutto 12-dB/octave)
J
off on the subwoofer side. If you are
slope on the low.
biamping existing speakers at a higher
crossover, then the sharp cut-off
should occur on the high-pass side to
Fig.
protect the mid/high drivers.
The asymmetric
The other area to watch is equalizaCROSSOVER - 100 Hz
tion of the subwoofer response. Almost
crossover
suggested in the
all subwoofers have to be equalized,
subwoofer
unless you're using the 12 -cubic -foot
construction
box described in the aforementioned
18 dB/OCTAVE
6 dB/
project has slopes issue. Most of us of moderate means
OCTAVE
reversed from the
cannot afford the monster enclosures
author's crossover. and drivers necessary for an unequalized, flat -response subwoofer. The
41/2 -cubic -foot enclosure fits nicely in
I

1

I

I

I

I
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2-
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my decor, and do not need the extra
-dB gain in efficiency provided by the
"big" enclosure/driver. I am driving my
I

4

"small" subwoofer with

a

bridged

Hafler DH220 (350-watt) amplifier, and
believe me, can get bass levels that
will make your ears bleed. In any
event, my subwoofer requires equalization for a flat response to 26 Hz.
There are really two ways to equalize
your subwoofer, and it depends on
your taste as to which way is best for
you. If you are a purist, you'll get out
your real-time analyzer (RTA) and adjust your half -octave bass equalizer for
a flat response. You may or may not,
however, get the great improvements
you expect, for a couple of reasons.
First, bass is very susceptible tc room
acoustics (standing waves, resonance,
etc.), and if your RTA mike was not
precisely at your listening position, you
probably won't hear the flat response
you just cranked in. Most of us cannot
invest in an acoustically perfect listening room. Your subwoofer is probably
sitting in your living room (preferably
between the two full -range speakers),
and you're probably fighting with your
spouse because you're rearranging all
the furniture to fit your new toy in the
sonically optimum position. That's pretty much what you have to do. Moving
the subwoofer even 6 inches will affect
its room acoustics, so keep shifting it
around to find the best position (and
take your spouse out to dinner).
After you've found the best spot for
your subwoofer, you still may or may
not hear that smooth, deep bass you're
looking for. If not, the problem may be
that your ears are not calibratec precisely to the overall weighted response
curve (RIAA). Very few of us have perfect hearing. This brings us to the second method of equalization: Using
your ears. know the purist will cringe
in horror at the thought of depending
on something so imperfect, but that's
where personal preference comes to
bear. There are a number of records
available that provide octave -by -octave pink noise; try using one to equalize that subwoofer to match your own
imperfect ears.
An interesting experiment is to use
both methods of equalization and note
the difference in settings on your
equalizer. You may notice rather large
differences between the curves.
I

What further complicates the inte- pos,tions, equalization curves, crossgration of a subwoofer to your audio overs, etc. to find the setup that best
system is that the problems I've de- suits you. Although your spouse will be
scribed occur all at the same time. This a "subwoofer widow" for a few days, it
requires a great deal of experimenta- will be well worth it when you're done.
tion to determine where the problems And you'll wonder how you could have
lie. If you're like me, though, you'll have done without a subwoofer all this
great fun in trying dozens of subwoofer time.
Gregory R. Jones

Now that

you've got a CD player..
...how does your non -CD music sound?
Tired?
Constricted?
Lifeless?
Noisy?
Unclear?
Dead?
Anemic?
Veiled?
Bass -shy?
Lacking in punch...pizzazz...sizzle...zing?
Will In your own adlectwet

dbx to the rescue!
Here's what our High -Performance Options can do for
your other music-records, tapes, and FM:
Increase dynamic range by up to 50% and restore the power of musical
attacks. (With dbx Dynamic -Range Expanders with Impact Restoration.)
Restore the lowest octave (25-50 Hz) of Hissing bass-bass you feel
as much as hear. (With our 120X.)
Make cassettes as dead quiet as the original CD-honest! (With a full
40 dB of noise reduction from our 224X.)
Equalize your speakers and room accurately and automatically at the
push of a button. (With our 10/20 Computerized Equalizer/Analyzer.)
AND solve all your hookup problems. (With a 200X or 400X Program Route Selector.)
Prove all this to yourself with a demonstration at your dbx dealer. You'll
never have to settle for tired, noisy, anemic, etc.-conventional-sound again.

I
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For further information on all our High -Performance Options for home
stereo systems, mail this coupon to us.

*Oh, and please fill in your own

adjective for non -CD sound

Name

Address
City/Town

L

State

db X

Zip

High -Performance Options for Home Stereo Systems
71

Chapel St Newton. Mass 02195

Tel

617-964.3210

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

ANSWERED PLAYERS
The Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, convened in Las Vegas

this year from January 5 through
again set a record-101,665 attendees. Although the mood was upbeat, poor sales in the last quarter of
1984 kept buying on the cautious side.
It must also be noted that the vast
majority of convention -goers were involved with telephones and other communications products, computers, video, and a heady and exciting new mix
of audio/video products. Alas, in terms
of audio, especially so-called "high end" audio, it was rather a flat show,
and there was some grumbling from
the high -end audio enclave at the Riviera Hotel about the dearth of specialty
audio dealers in attendance.
It is no secret that, whatever the reason, sales of high -end audio components in October and November of
1984 were among the worst on record.
Companies expecting a resurgence of
buying at the WCES were disappointed. However, "hope springs eternal in
the human breast," and most audio
companies are optimistic that this
slump is merely a temporary aberration. In these times, technology moves
ever forward, and in spite of some market problems there were a number of
interesting new products.
We are now into third -generation CD
players, ones not only technologically
superior to the original CD players, but
dramatically lower in price. Some CD
players list for $299, which usually
means they are discounted to $249;
there have also been some $199
"close-outs" on early models. Most industry pundits believe the $199 list price player will be a reality at the Summer CES in June. Some degree of stability has crept into the CD player market, with most people accepting a "you
get what you pay for" philosophy.
Thus, a number of companies have
minimum -price, "bare -bones" players;
a more expensive, step-up model, and
finally a top -of -the -line unit, replete with
all sorts of bells and whistles.
8,

Mission DAD 7000
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CD software is now generally available for $12.98 to $14.98 per disc.
This, plus the lower prices of the CD
players, has led to a really dramatic
upswing in the CD sales picture. Software factories are working around the
clock to keep up with demand. Those Artist's rendering, McIntosh MCD 7000
who thought the CD was just another
passing fancy will be really stunned the most elaborate and expensive
player from the U.K. The CD1 also
when they become fully aware of the
technological sophistication and excit- uses the ubiquitous Philips four-times
oversampling system. The unit has a
ing new applications of the CD format.
Multiple Conversion system, using
Some 30 -plus models of CD players
were shown at the WCES, and it must three, 14 -bit D/A converters per chanbe admitted that many of these units nel in a "voting" arrangement-if one
disagrees with the other two, its output
are very similar, me -too products.
There are, of course, some notable dif- is ignored. The filtering system uses
ferences, as pointed out in my col- three, linear -phase, shunt feedback filters. Switches allow selection of any
umn on the Meridian CD player in the
filter or pair of filters-six choices in
December 1984 issue.
all-tailoring the sound to match the
It would seem that the British have a
particular penchant for producing spe- different filters used in recording varicialty CD players. In addition to the ous CDs. A volume control permits diMeridian, there is now the Mission DAD rect connection to a power amplifier,
7000R CD player. The model that pre- and there are serial, direct digital outceded it, the DAD 7000 (no longer puts. The Cambridge CD1 will be imavailable), was demonstrated at the ported by the Michael Baskin Co.
WCES, but the associated audio (4650 Arrow Hwy., F-4, Montclair, Cal.
equipment was so poor that no conclu- 91763) and will cost less than $2,000.
Not to be outdone by our British
sions could be drawn as to its performance. Mission is a well-known British cousins, McIntosh has introduced a
manufacturer of audio electronics and CD player, the MCD 7000 (by sheer
loudspeakers whose products have coincidence, the same numerical deslimited distribution in this country. ignation as Mission's first CD unit).
While the Mission 7000R undoubtedly McIntosh also uses Philips' four -times
uses some key parts OEM-ed by Phil- oversampling technique, adding some
ips, apparently much of their player is proprietary ideas of their own involving
of proprietary design and manufac- "double digital filtering." Although
ture. The Mission 7000R uses the Phil- some OEM Philips parts were used,
ips four -times oversampling system most of this player is of McIntosh's own
(176.4 kHz) with 16 -bit resolution. The design. The MCD 7000's special anti unit features two separate D/A convert- vibration motor has a PLL speed coners, with Philips' transversal pre-D/A trol which locks onto the phase as well
filter and analog post-D/A filtering of as the frequency of the player's quartz
Mission's own design. The 7000R has master clock. Other provisions ensure
full programming and readout facili- that the motor's torque does not vary
ties, and up to 99 tracks can be se- with speed. Synchronization -lock cirquenced in any order. There is a front - cuits are provided, preventing clicks
loading, motorized CD drawer, as well and pops caused by the generation of
as a wireless remote control. Mission "phantom" synchronizing signals. The
claims the usual CD specs, including player's single -beam laser pickup is
phase linearity of an impressive 0.5°, smaller, lighter, and faster tracking
but maintains that their special chassis than usual. An LED indicates when erdesign and the use of "audiophile ror concealment is taking place; on the
quality" parts produce a superior rare occasions when discs are too
sound. Price of the Mission DAD badly damaged for these techniques,
"soft muting" fades the sound out until
7000R is $749.
Cambridge Audio, another British the data stream resumes. The unit also
audio manufacturer, will be producing has 20 -selection random programming, three -speed music search and
the Model CD1 Compact Disc player,
I

.
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indexing, and a motorized loading
drawer. Very high -quality parts in the
analog electronics, combined with the
special features, are claimed to provide superior sound. The McIntosh
MCD 7000 should be available in May,
at a price between $1,200 and $1,400.
Technics showed their third -generation, standard CD players-Models
SL -P1 ($400), SL -P2 ($500, with remote control), and SL -P3 ($600, also
with remote control). All feature advances in laser tracking, digital filtering
and improved error -correction systems. However, pride of place must go
to Technics' specialty CD players. For
professional users (or for someone like
J. R. Ewing) there is the $4,000 Model
SL -P50. As you would expect in this
type of table-top/console CD player,
there are left/right VU meters and fluorescent displays that give all track information, including elapsed time and
remaining time. There is an error -indicator light, a preview system which lets
you hear a selection (through headphones or the built-in speaker) without
generating an output signal, and many
other functions, all remote -controllable.
Needless to say, access time is ultrafast-as little as 0.1 S with an optional
circuit board-and access accuracy is
13.3 mS! Its very superior specs also
include 96 dB of dynamic range and a
96 -dB S/N ratio.
On the other hand, maybe J. R. Ewing would prefer the Technics SL -P15,
the unique CD changer that would allow him to play from a selection of 251
CDs for those barbecues on the family
ranch. Shucks, folks, the $1,500 base
price is just pocket change for old J.R.,
and this machine could supply continuous music for 71/2 days before repeating a selection. (Now, that is a party!)
True, the basic SL -P15 is only
equipped to play 51 CDs in sequence
(50 stored in its magazine, plus one
temporarily loaded through the front).
The full 251 -CD capacity requires adding four, 50 -disc Multi Compact Disc
Player Units (SL-P15U), interfaced
through a Multi Compact Disc System
Controller (SH-C15); prices for these
options have not yet been set.
Sony, co -developer of the CD format
with Philips, has brought its considerable resources to the introduction of
several third -generation CD players,
as well as some other very advanced

Plateau
speaker stands
provide an easy and inexpensive way to
dramatically improve the
performance of your
audio system. Designed
to acoustically decouple
and position the speaker,
Plateau provides
tighter bass,
more focused
midrange and
and precise
stereo
imaging.

and specialized digital hardware.
These latter units, part of Sony's esoteric ES line of audiophile components,
include :he CDP-520 ES and CDP-650
ES, which share a great deal of new
Sony technology. Both units use
Sony's Unilinear Convertor, a highspeed D/A converter with two-times
(88.2 -kHz) oversampling, single-clock
topology to reduce beat-frequency intermodulation distortion, and high -order digital filtering. Sony claims this
combination affords excellent phase
linearity, almost total attenuation of
noise, and a frequency response of
±0.3 dB from 2 Hz to 20 kHz. The
digital filtering is claimed to hold bandpass ripple within ± 0.01 dB. These
CD players also utilize Sony's VLSI CX23035, a very high -density chip which
controls nine digital functions, heretofore requiring three LSI chips.
The new Sony CD players also use a
newly developed, miniaturized, laser
pickup assembly, less than one-third
the size of previous designs. Sony has
made a major effort in the reduction of
vibration. thus the new laser pickup is
combined with their new Linear Motor
Tracking System, which uses a brush less, slotless, non-cogging motor. This
system eliminates the worn gear and
reduction gears of conventional tracking mechanisms. Sony claims the combination of the new laser pickup and
the Linear Motor System gives these
CD players more precise tracking and
the fastest access time in the industry-they can go from the first selection
on a CD to the last selection in less
than 1 S! The CDP-520 ES and the
CDP-650 ES both have elaborate programmability and display functions,
which are duplicated on wireless remote -control units. The CDP-520 ES,
equipped with a subcode port for use
with future generations of graphics -encoded CDs, will be availaole by the
time you read this at a price of $600.
Sony's top -of -the -line CDP-650 ES is
a technological tour de force. Besides
all it shares with the CDP-520 ES, it has
a serial, digital output for connection to
Sony's new, outboard D/A converter,
the DAS-702 ES, in addition to the D/A
converter and analog stages already
built into the 650 ES.
Sony claims the DAS -702 ES is a
glimpse into the future of digital audio.
Initially, it will function as a super-fideli-

Contact your
local audio retailer and
ask for Plateau by name.
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Sony's top -of-the -line
CDP-650 ES, to be priced
around $1,000, is a
technological tour de force.
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ty D/A converter for the 650 ES. However, in the future, the unit will be suitable for use with PCM processors,
PCM digital tape recorders, and PCM
satellite -broadcast tuners. To handle
these sources the DAS -702 ES has

sampling frequencies of 32, 44.056
and 44.1 kHz, and the professional 48
kHz used in DASH and other studio
recorders. Switching to the incoming
sampling rate is automatic. The DAS 702 ES uses dual monophonic, ladder type D/A converters and oversampling
digital filters. Special attention has

YOU'VE ALREADY HEARD
THE GENESIS 44

you are familiar with the sound of live music, then you have a good idea
what the Genesis 44 sounds like. Julian Hirsch in the December '84 Stereo
Review reported. "The Genesis 44's created an unmistakable feeling of
depth...that was simply lacking in the sound of other speakers..."
"Whatever the reason(s), we could listen indefinitely without being
reminded that we were listening to loudspeakers." Drive units, engineered
by Genesis and found in no other speaker in the world give the 44 performance without compromise. Frequency response extends smoothly and
clearly from 23 kHz down to 25 Hz, even at 250 Watt
power levels. Correct time and phase response are
41,
an integral part of the design. The 44 delivers the
definition, inner
detail and imagIf

_

ing previously

expected only
from the world's
most expensive
systems.

ri

Like all Genesis speakers,

covered by a

Full

each 44

is

individually tuned and tested, and

Lifetime Warranty.

GENESIS
physics corporation

225 heritage avenue
portsmouth, n. h. 03801
telephone 603-431-5530

been given to internal shielding to prevent radiation interference with the
power supply or analog sections. The
DAS -702 ES will be available in late
have been told it will
spring, and
probably cost around $1,000.
Back to the CDP-650 ES-the unit
uses a copper -plated chassis, copper
heat -sinks, and even copper washers
on all screws in an effort to reduce the
effects of magnetically induced distortion. There are separate power supplies for analog and digital sections
and separate p.c. boards for digital,
servo, audio and display circuits. Special floating subchassis and damping
bushings are used to minimize vibration. As mentioned, the CDP-650 ES
has a remote control for all program
and display functions, and even for
line -output volume control. Other nice
touches are the use of polystyrene capacitors, 1% metal -film resistors, and
the new Linear Crystal Oxygen -Free
copper wire in the analog section. The
CDP-650 ES will be available in late
spring and the target price is, again,
around $1,000.
Obviously, there is more than meets
the eye (and ear) with CD technology.
It has virtually unlimited potential in so
many areas, all of which will ultimately
impact favorably on its function as a
prime music source.
An example is Denon's new CDROM (read-only memory) system. The
disc, in the standard 43/4 -inch CD format, will be read with the same laser
pickup, while a special interface unit
will couple the system to a personal
computer. This will afford a very high density storage system, to say the
least. Each CD-ROM has a storage capacity of 550 megabytes, equivalent to
500 to 1,000 conventional floppy disks
(and there is no danger of magnetic
erasure). More than 275,000 pages of
text can be accommodated on one
CD-ROM, so the format obviously
lends itself to reference works, dictionaries, encyclopedias, etc. Since the
CD-ROM will be produced in the same
plant as Denon's audio CDs, eventually the higher utilization of the facilities
should lower prices for music CDs.
have reported on recordable CDs
previously and am told that progress
continues, with a fair possibility that
such discs could be demonstrated at
A
the 1986 Summer CES!
I

I
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Very few companies selling car stereos are real audio companies. With 75 years of experience reproducing sound,
Denon wishes to point out the revel of their home audio technology present in the new DC -series of car audio equipment.
For example, the only audio components-home or auto-offering the level of circuit sophistication found on the
new Denon Car Audio DCA-3250 Power Amplifier are Denon's own top -of-the -line receiver and separates.
Similarly, the Dynamic Range Expansion circuitry found on Denon's new Car Audio DCR-760() AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Cassette Deck otherwise can be found only on Denon's DE -70 Dynamic Equalizer.
The differences between Denon car and Denon home audio equipment will become apparent the moment you sit
behind the wheel. To build car audio for people who love good sound as much as fine cars, Denon created a very limited,
ultra -high quality range of car audio components, specifically engineered to become part of the automobile. Controls fall
to hand and information is displayea with the driver clearly in mind.
For the car lover, Denon Car Audio does more than offer true auto high fidelity-it beccmes an integral part of the

thrill of driving.

Denon America.'nc., 27 Law Drive. Fairfield, N.J. 07COE 201-575-7810
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Naiad Hifidelivision Is a self contained video stereo
system that provides the best possible way to obtain state of the art video sound. Start with a TV

and converter or VCR, and Hifidelivision will turn
ordinary TV sound into a spectacular event.
Add whatever you wish; TV monitor/tuner,
beta/VHS hifi, laserdisc, satellite TV, FM

simulcast.
Hifidelivision
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Dear Editor:
find it most perplexing, considering
the current proliferation of Compact
Disc players, that no manufacturer has
yet put one inside a receiver-or rather
put a receiver inside a CD player. One
advantage of a CDeceiver (can anyone think of a better name?) would be
the elimination of the traditional
preamp and RIAA equalization circuitry, which is included with all receivers
and integrated amps since they are
designed to be used with turntables.
The CDeceiver could also come with
a remote -control unit to select FM presets and CD tracks and to adjust volume, tone, and on/off functions; perhaps it could even be programmed to
display the artist, CD title, and current
track! Indeed, if the player could hold
about 200 discs and catalog them all,
the CDeceiver could be sold sans front
panel since the remote control could
access the entire library of music.
Now, add a programmable equalizer
(10 bands would be sufficient) and a
tape deck, too (in which case kindly
disregard what said about no front
panel); this would permit us to record
cassette tapes from our CDs to use in
the car (no-I'm not putting my meager
collection of $20 CDs in my glove compartment). And, while we're at it, let's
make sure the integrated amplifier is a
Magnetic Field type (a.k.a. Carver) and
that the tuner has something to do with
Mr. Shotz; these things tend to improve
marketability. There we have it, the
CDeceiver-able to play CDs and FM
(and why not AM stereo?), and record
and play cassette tapes all in a single
bound. Just add headphones and
speakers (and 200 CDs-gulp) and
plug it in. Include a microphone and
mixing capability (I always liked this
feature on my old Yamaha amp, and
some day shall honestly use it), so we
can play our digital discs, sing along,
add some guitar of our own liking, and
record the whole mess onto cassette in
Dolby C (remember-for the car) while
preserving stereo sound and simultaneously mixing the singing and guitar
into both channels.
What we're talking about here is the
greatest thing in high fidelity since the
Lirpa One -Brand System (Audio, April
1983). Granted, it won't do (or rather,
play) dishes, but since it requires no

lid, the up -to -now unsolved dilemma of
right/left lid options (see Lirpa Labs

Compact Dish Player, Audio, April
1984) would no longer be a problem.
(Sorry, Professor.) Indeed, the function -selector button on the remote control should have a special tape modekaraoke with "Digital Vocalizer (mistake?) Plus 2." This would allow the
American -built CDeceiver to successfully penetrate the Japanese market!
An optional preamp (order it, just in
case) would permit us to play our un Compact Discs if we so desire (and we
do). And a front -panel button labelled
"3WDS" (What's Wrong with Doug
Sax?) would invoke Random Record
Noise, or "RRN," in analog increments
from a minor rumble to a devastating

warp -3 crescendo.
As far as adding new technology,
how about a computer -interface jack
so that we can read CDs loaded with
software (it's only a matter of time, and
money), with our home computer accessing 500 or so megabytes at a
time? Possibly, the CDeceiver could
even come with a keyboard and 500K
of RAM so we won't even have to buy a
home computer.
When all of this is finished, and my
product hits the market (as far as
know, the CDeceiver is my original
idea), certainly hope that get at least
some of the credit.
John P. Taylor
Eagle, Idaho
I

I

I

Take Direction
Dear Editor:
You are certainly to be thanked for
publishing the December 1984 "Auricle" on the Dennesen Polaris indoor
am sure many people
FM antenna.
will find the antenna helpful. However,
Leonard Feldman should briefly review
Yagi antenna theory. From his description of how the passive element is adjusted and used, it is clearly a director,
rather than a reflector, as Mr. Feldman
identified it.
Charles G. Nelson
Sacramento, Cal.
I

Editor's Note: We, here at home base,
must take the blame for this error
which came about through somewhat
too casual an editing job on this "Auricle." Please rest assured that Mr. Feldman knows what a director is.-E.P.

ELECTRONICS FURNITURE

BOX 1840 BRANTFORD

ONTARIO CANADA
N3T 5W4

BOX 1250 FALLS STA
NIAGARA FALLS NY
USA 14303-0260
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Split Personality?
Dear Editor:
The contrasts to be found within the
pages of Audio continually astonish
me; it is almost as if two magazines
somehow manage to occupy the same
covers.
Compare the hair-raising irrationality
of most "Auricle" reviews with :he rigorously scientific speaker reviews by
Richard Heyser. Or compare a scholarly book review by Bob Berkovitz with
Bascom King's casual damnation of a
$2,300 power amplifier because its
"spatial replication and localization
were judged to be less precise than
with the other amps used
It seems to me that one of these
magazines is diminished by the other's
presence.
Roy Allison
Allison Acoustics
Natick, Mass.

...."

sic for two to four weeks.) About three
weeks later, a UPS parcel arrived, and,
lo and behold, in that package was not
only a new switch but a new faceplate
as well. I was (and still am) truly
pleased and astonished. feel that incidents like this should be publicized.
Truly, it is heartening to learn of reputable and o manufacturers who produce
superior products and back themand who have trust and confidence in
I

their customers.
Ben Berris
Rancho Palos Verdes, Cal.

Kudos Due Ill
Dear Editor:
It is well known that Roy Allison of
Allison Acoustics makes superb loudspeakers. It may not be as well known
that he also provides superb after -the sale service, above and beyond his 5 year full warranty. During the 5 years
that have happily owned Allison:Four
speakers, have had numerous questions regarding the speakers and various other aspects of my audio system,
as they relate to speakers. And no matter how dumb my question or irrational
my concern, have always received a
prompt reply by return mail, almost always from Mr. Allison himself. have
also received advice over the telephone, again often from Mr. Allison.
This represents much more than just
the individual attention one can receive
from a small company interested in doing what is good for busiress. It also
bespeaks tremendous personal integrity on the part of Mr. Allison, which
infuses his products and his company.
Such performance should be publicly
I

Kudos Due

I

Dear Editor:
have subscribed to your magazine
for the last two years. Recently,
ordered a Tandberg stereo system from
one of your advertisers, Reference Audio Systems of Gardena, Cal.
received excellent advice and super -fast
service from them. My order arrived
four days after placed it. In fact, the
salesman called me to verify that the
order had arrived! have ordered from
other advertisers before, but none has
equalled the service of Reference.
Jim Martin
Spring, Texas
I

I

I

I

I

Kudos Due

II

Dear Editor:
It is not unusual to read complaints
castigating manufacturers for their
curtness, obstinacy, etc. But how
about a letter concerning a company
that goes out of its way to show good
will and trust toward its customers?
That company is Haller.
After building the Haller 500 amplifier kit, found that the power -indicator
light in the power switch did not function and that somewhere along the line
a scratch appeared on the faceplate.
wrote to Haller, asking them how
could cover the scratch and suggesting that if they would send me a new
switch, would then return the faulty
one. (I did not relish being without muI

I

I

I
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Introducing
the MODEL 20,
the first
Loudspeaker
from NAD,
Our goal was straightforward: to develop a loudspeaker whose design and
performance would be in keeping with
the NAD tradition of quality. The result-the NAD 20-offers uncolored
tonal balance, extended response and
wide dynamic range-all at a reason-

able price.
Perhaps the most novel aspect of
the NAD 20 is its cabinet design. Most
high performance loudspeakers tend
to he large and overpowering. The
slim, tower design of the NAD 20 occupies only 0.6 square feet of floor
space, allowing the placement flexibility of "mini" speakers while delivering the high efficiency and extended
bass of larger loudspeakers.
The NAD 20 loudspeakers are the
ideal choice to complement any high
quality electronics system. We invite
you to visit your local NAD dealer and
listen to the speakers for yourself. We
are sure you'll agree.
t
.

I

,.
,'I,

I

lauded.
Marc Richman
Silver Spring, Md.

Erratum
In Fig. 3 of Richard J. Kaufman's
article, "Frequency Contouring for Image Enhancement" (February 1985),
connections between R6 and R8, leading to IC1B of the right -left to middle side schematic, should be omitted.
Please note, both the kit of resistors
and op -amps and the demonstration
and data to help create new musical
works are available from Brunswick
Tape Media, 580 Eighth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10018; the prices remain the
same as mentioned in the article.
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For more information on the NAD Model 20 and
a l,st of dealers. send us the coupon below.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

NAO

NSA), INC., 675 Canton Street, Norwood, MA 02062
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TAPE GUISE
NAMREH NIETSRUB

Another 12 months has rolled
around, again bringing us the inimitable Prof. I. Lirpa. This time he submitted a guest Q & A column at the invitation of one of our contributing editors,
who has taken a temporary leave of his
senses. As many of our readers already know, and the rest will soon discover, Prof. Lirpa has an agile mind
and an astonishing knowledge of audio. Never yet has he been found at a
loss for an answer to any question
whatsoever. His thought processes are
unique because he thinks, speaks,
and writes in a language that he himself invented and calls OCOL. The following was translated from the original
by a colleague, Namreh Nietsrub.

this is a lot of rot, I would still like to
know which is preferable, a brick or a
cinder block?-Phil R. Monnick, Los
Angeles, Cal.
A.
like the way you put the question because it shows that you have an
open mind, which you can take wherever you go the rest of your life. Now, in
such matters as we are considering, it
is best to experiment. First, try a brick
on top of the amplifier; then try a cinder
block instead. Now try a brick underneath, and after that a cinder block
underneath. Next, try both a brick on
top and a cinder block underneath,
and then reverse the two. You may find
this quite a bit of work, but there is no
free lunch. Also, there is no free breakfast or dinner.
All this time you should be listening
Straight -Wire Amplifier
Q. I have read that the ideal amplifi- carefully for differences in the sound
er is a straight wire with gain. The pow- coming from your audio system. There
er cord of my amplifier is tightly coiled. is a possibility you will hear no differShould I straighten it?-Desi Bell, Boul- ences. There is also a possibility that
your ears, or your entire head, should
der, Colo.
A. Why not? It will cost you nothing be examined, but don't give up yet. Try
and is simple to do. You don't even other combinations, such as two bricks
have to remove the power plug from or two cinder blocks (matched pairs).
the wall socket. Just disconnect all Be careful not to drop a brick or cinder
leads and note whether the cord is block on your foot. If you do, drop one
coiled clockwise or counterclockwise. on the other foot for stereo.
If clockwise, lift the amplifier (with two
hands if it's heavy) and turn it counter- Three Heads vs. Two
Q. What is the difference between a
clockwise until the cord is uncoiled.
Move the amplifier away from the sock- three -head tape deck and a two -head
et until the cord is straight; this may one?-M. T. Moore, Minneapolis, Minn.
A. Three minus two equals one.
require you to relocate your audio system. In my next column I will tell you
what to do if the power cord is wound Choosing a Tape Deck
Q. I'm trying to choose between two
counterclockwise.
fine cassette decks which have very
If you don't know clockwise from
counterclockwise, fill your bathtub (or similar features and specs except for
a friend's) with warm water and take a frequency response. Deck A is rated
nice, refreshing bath. Be careful not to ±2 dB between 30 Hz and 21 kHz,
fall asleep or you might not find out and Deck B is rated ±2 dB between
what clockwise is. Pull the drain plug 40 Hz and 24 kHz. Which should
and notice how beautifully the water buy?-Lynn E. Arrity, Brookline, Mass.
A. Fortunately, my vast collection of
swirls and gurgles as it goes down the
drain. Clockwise is the way the water audio equipment includes two decks
swirls if you're in the Northern Hemi- with exactly the same specifications as
sphere; next time I'll tell you how it the ones you mention. With these
decks was able to do some important
swirls in the Southern Hemisphere.
Finally, reconnect all the leads. Sim- research, with the assistance of my
schnauzer. (You see, my hearing is no
ple, just like promised you.
longer so good.) When played Deck
A, saliva drooled from the right side of
Weighty Question
Q. I have been informed that a his mouth. When played Deck B, saliheavy weight, such as a brick or cinder va again drooled from the right side. At
block, will improve the performance of first did not know what to make of this,
my power amplifier. Although I think but soon had one of my special in-

sights. played both decks together,
and saliva ran from both sides of his
mouth. From this conclude that you
should buy both decks.
I

I

I

1

I

I

Pop Goes the Speaker
Q. Whenever I make toast and the
toast pops up, my audio system emits
a loud and annoying pop. What can I
do about this?-Francis X. Ponential,
St. Louis, Mo.
A. Wear a pair of earplugs when
making toast.

Super Tuner
Q. I have built just about every kind
of audio kit there is to build, and am
now ready to construct components on
my own from the ground up. I plan to
start with a super FM tuner that meets
or beats the following specifications:
Flat response within 0.1 dB from 20 Hz
to 18.9 kHz, 90 -dB separation, 50 -dB
quieting in stereo at 10 dBf, 100 -dB S/

N at 65 dBf, 0.001% harmonic and 1M

distortion, 0.5 -dB capture ratio, adjacent channel selectivity of 30 dB, alternate channel selectivity of 100 dB,
100 -dB AM rejection, multipath-free,
and equipped for diversity reception.
The only thing I need in order to get
going is a schematic diagram.-Lisa
Jous, Urbana, Ill.
A. You have come to the right person. It so happens that I have already
designed a tuner at least as good as
what you describe, probably better.
However, there is a minor problem.
recently moved to a safer location, and
I

the schematic is lost someplace
don't
among 140 packing cartons.
I

know which one. Since it will take me a
can't print the
little time to find it,
schematic until my next column. In the
meantime, you can build your own FM
antenna from old umbrella ribs. Better
make two for diversity reception.
I

Burning Question
Q. Recently I purchased Gargoyle
speaker cable, which was very expensive. One lead is identified as "hot"
and the other as "ground." But I don't
know which leads go to which termi-

I

I

I

you have a problem with tape recording,
please don't bother Prof. Lirpa; he's got
enough problems of his own. "You broke It,
now you fix it" will be his standard reply to
those of you who write in anyway.
If

I
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nals of my speakers and amplifier. If I
hook them up incorrectly, will the hot
lead burn out my speaker or amplifier?
Until I get your answer I have $7,000
worth of audio equipment just sitting
around doing nothing.-Audie O'Phile,
Dublin, N.H.
A.
think you are pulling my leg,
because notice that your letter is dated April 1. But I could be wrong, which
would be the second time since 1952.
So I will not only answer your question
but also throw in some good advice.
Connect the leads any which way, but
not to each other. Now for the advice:
Gargoyle cable is not for people who
prefer a zippy sound to a nice, round,
schmaltzy sound. If you want zip, use
zip cord.
I

Confidence is the name of the game.
After all, audio is an illusion, and the
illusion goes away if you have doubts.
To make this clear, assume that your
turntable is playing a symphonic record. No matter where the arm lands,
except on the label, you have the illusion that there is an orchestra in your

listening room. But you and
know,
don't we, that this is an illusion and
there really are not 100 people and
their instruments in the room. Why, the
I

typical listening room

probably

couldn't hold even 15 orchestra players, especially if some are playing the
bass fiddle.
Q

I

The Wrong Stuff
Q. I've been around the audio game
more than 40 years, and it's time to
speak my piece. Plain and simple, I
just don't cotton to most of the newfangled stuff. Take those Compact Discs
and other digital gizmos; it sure gets
tiresome listening to a bunch of ones
and zeros. I wouldn't give you a
plugged nickel for anything with transistors instead of tubes. I always say, if
it doesn't light up, don't trust it. FM isn't
nearly as rich and full as AM; there's
more screech than music in anything
above 5,000 cycles (I don't say Hertz
because it sounds like canary food).
Same for LPs, which don't come kneehigh to 78 -rpm records. Only problem
is, I'm nearly out of cactus needles for
my Victrola. Do you know where I can
find some?-Millie Volt, Edison, N.J.
O. You can get them just five miles
west of Needles, Ariz., a little north of
Route 40. Be sure to bring a sharp
knife with you.
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Confidence Game
Q. I have a problem with my semiautomatic turntable. The arm doesn't
always land on the lead-in groove.
Sometimes it lands an inch away,
sometimes more, and sometimes it

I

_if

II
-111/

r_

even lands on the label. Can you advise me what to do?-Mike Rowatt,
Waterloo, Iowa
A. Honestly, I am surprised at your
question. Whatever made you ask? Of
course can advise you. There should
be no doubt in your mind about the
ability of Prof. I. L¡rpa to advise you.
I
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Vacation Recording

switching from one deck to the next.
One way to accomplish this is by
FM while I am away from home. The means of a stepping switch wired in
owner's manual for my receiver states, such a way as to switch from one mahowever, that this model should not be chine to the next each time the timer
used with a timer because its FM sta- supplies voltage to its convenience
tion memory will be erased after a few outlet. This circuit can be built, but now
hours if it's plugged into a timer in- there is a better way. (I normally do not
stead of a live a.c. outlet. Is there some mention specific products, but in this
kind of switch I can buy or make to case, know of no product other than
overcome this problem? I'd also like to the one will briefly describe.) Chronknow if there is a way I can make trol is a digital clock timer which can
unattended recordings on one deck be accurately set to the second. On/off
and then onto a second deck.-John times can be set to the second; days of
De Rosa, Mattapan, Mass.
the week on which no recordings are
A. In circuits of the kind you de- to be made can be skipped. Another
scribe, power must be applied to the fascinating aspect of this device is that
memory portion of the equipment at all there are four outlets mounted on the
times in order to keep the information rear panel. The system can store and
in memory from being lost. Even when control up to 10 timing events, and
the power switch of your receiver is off, each event can be set to operate
power needed by the memory is de- whichever one of the outlets you specify when programming the unit. With a
rived ahead of the power switch.
One solution would be to leave the little planning, you can use three differreceiver on during your whole vaca- ent decks and your receiver. Each time
tion, either with the volume all the way a cassette recorder is to run, you must
down to avoid annoyance to your also program the receiver to turn on.
neighbors, or with the volume up high Thus, you may have to use two proenough to make burglars think you're grams for each event, but it is the best
home. Of course, that will add to your solution to this problem that know of.
electric bill. (If your receiver draws 3 have used this device for several
amperes, or about 300 watts, it will years, and it has performed perfectly.
consume about 8 kilowatt-hours per The Chrontrol even includes battery
24 -hour day, or about 111 kW -h during backup in the event of power -line faila 14 -day absence.) And there is also a ure. (For more information, write to
very slight fire hazard in leaving receiv- Lindburg Enterprises, 9707 Candida
ers or other electrical devices turned St., San Diego, Cal. 92126.)
on during long absences.
Power, Hearing and dB
If you are handy, you could devise a
Q. I read that the smallest increment
relay circuit which employs a 117-V
a.c. relay. The coil of this relay is in sound level that the human ear can
plugged into the timer (just the way detect is 1 dB. How much power is
you would normally plug your receiver required to raise the sound level this
into it); the recorder must also be much? A friend says it requires twice
plugged into the timer in the usual as much power to do this.-Name
manner. The normally open contacts of withheld
A. Doubling (or halving) the power
the relay would be shunted across the
contacts of the power switch on your would represent a change of 3 dB, not
receiver. The receiver would be
dB. A -dB change would mean you
were raising power by only about 26%
plugged into the wall outlet as usual.
In operation, the timer turns the re- or lowering it by 21%. (The two ratios
corder on and also energizes the relay. are unequal because the dB is a logaThe contacts close, which, in turn, puts rithmic ratio, while percentages are linpower into the circuits of the receiver ear.) Thus, if your amplifier was deliverjust the way the power switch normally ing 10 watts of power at a given modoes. Of course, in order for this sys- ment, a -dB level increase would
tem to work, the receiver is turned off raise that power only to 12.6-not 20watts, while a -dB decrease would
during your entire trip.
Probably the most difficult part of the lower the power to 7.9 watts.
Your friend's confusion may stem
scheme is to provide a means for
O. I want to make

recordings from

from the fact that researchers did think
at one time that we could only detect
changes as small as 3 dB. But 1 dB is
now accepted as about the smallest
level change that can be detected as
such by trained ears. Smaller level
changes are also detectible, but they
may be perceived as differences in
sound quality rather than sound level.

I

I

I

1

1

1

1
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Interconnecting Equipment
Q. I need information on interconnecting various kinds of equipment. Is
there a manual on this subject?-Enrico M. Esposito, Brooklyn, N.Y.
A. To my knowledge there is no
manual which explains how to interconnect the many possible combinations of equipment now available.
There are so many possibilities, in fact,

that
do not even know how such a
manual could be written.
My suggestion is that you first consider what you want your system to do,
and then draw a diagram of the audio
signal flow needed to bring about
these results. The less gear you have
"on line," the simpler it is to deal with it.
The instruction manuals for your
components should help. Also, there
are a few rules to follow with equalizers
and noise -reduction devices:
Where a noise -reduction unit is used
with a recorder, you should consider
the noise -reduction unit to be a part of
the tape recorder. Thus, no device
should be connected between the NR
unit and the recorder's input, and no
I

external device should be connected
between the recorder's output and the
tape -recorder input of the noise -reduction unit. The same advice applies to
companders.
Time -delay or other devices to add
or modify ambience should usually not
be fed with equalized signals. suggest you do any equalizing at the output of these devices.
Where there are many individual
pieces of gear that will not all be used
at any one time, it is better to use either
a patch bay or perhaps a switching
system to produce the desired set of
connections only as required.
A
I

you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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To design current, top -class hi-fi
amplifiers for exacting users re-

quires solving a great many
technical problems and also satisfying
demands that are sometimes directly
contradictory. Among a designer's indisputable concerns, distortion is of
primary importance since it influences
sound quality to such a great extent.
Although very remarkable results in reducing all kinds of distortion have been
reached over the last few years, a truly
distortionless amplifier still remains an
unfilled dream of many designers.
However, research and design work
recently finished seems to suggest a
successful method of producing an

absolutely distortionless amplifier.
Even the most precise measurement
gear, used in conjunction with computer -aided audio analyzers, has not discovered even the subtlest difference
(i.e., distortion) between input and output signal in the whole audio band

when testing this amplifier.

Distortion in Amplifiers
In general, amplifiers are four -pole
devices, as shown in Fig. 1. The signal
source G drives the input with the signal Vin, while the output signal Vout
feeds the load resistance R (usually,
the complex impedance of a speaker).
With an ideal, high -quality amplifierthat is, one without distortion-any
change of the input signal Vin must
cause an exactly proportional change
of the output signal Vout. This condition is illustrated in Fig. 2 as a straight,
solid line (A) tracking the ideal dynamic transfer characteristic.
In any practical hi-fi amplifier, there
is always some difference between input and output signal, which means
there will be some distortion. The dynamic characteristic of such an amplifier is shown in Fig. 2 as a dotted line
(B) bent from the ideal. Although exaggerated, the nonlinear deviation from
the solid line clearly illustrates the main
cause of nonlinear distortion which (to
a greater or lesser extent) is contained
in the output signal of any current amplifier, whether tube or transistor and
no matter its price. Even negligible
nonlinearity of the transfer characteristic causes some kind of nonlinear distortion, e.g., THD, IM distortion or newly discovered distortion phenomena
such as TIM.
Any kind of distortion, no matter how
negligible and regardless of its origin,
can be detected by means of measurement instruments or by listeners'
ears. Among hi-fi hobbyists, sound
purists and reviewers, there are many
golden ears able to concentrate so ex-
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i

elusively on those undesirable sound
components that they easily pick up
distortion even where ordinary music
enthusiasts hear only an undistorted
performance. The reason these extraordinary experts are able to hear
and describe the various amplifier distortions is their thoroughly correct assumption that there simply must be
some. They are absolutely right since,
as we said at the beginning and illustrated in Fig. 2, there has, indeed, never been a truly distortionless amplifier.
Even the best-known esoteric amplifiers, with distortion factors near zero,
do not have truly linear transfer characteris ics, since the distance from almos zero to true zero is-in reality-a
long way.
M Jch effort has been expended on
finding an amplifier design without
ever the most negligible trace of audible distortion. Transistor amplifiers
havE to be eliminated from serious
consideration because of their
"sound," which is caused by many factors, such as nonlinear characteristics
of b polar devices, low transition frequency or too much negative feedback., each combined with poor circuit
design. Dissatisfaction with transistors
among sound experts finally led to a
renassance of tube amplifiers, which
for purely physical reasons do not contain the same distortion factors as

semiconductor devices. Although

0.11,1111111110

44444

It's almost
impossible to get
absolute zero
distortion by
known, practical
means. A wholly
new approach is
called for.

GEORGE
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Every sucre ss has to be paid for with some
sacrifice, a nd this distortionless amplifier
is no exception.
IDEAL
ZERO -DISTORTION
,
AMPLIFIER

V,n

z

i

Vout o

PL

c4\
you,
VI

Fíg.

/

o.

constan- t

1-Schematic of the ideal

zero -distortion amplifier.

DYNAMIC TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTIC
IDEA
(A)

/1
PRACTICAL
(B)

V out

some expert listeners have been convinced that tube -amplifier sound is
clean and distortionless, numerous
other listeners doubt that conclusion,
since tube amplifiers also contain
some nonlinearity in their dynamic
transfer characteristics, even if they
are operated in Class A with constant
operating current and, of course, below clipping. The reason is obvious if
you understand the basic theory of
Class -A amplification.
The Class -A triode amplifier has the
lowest possible basic distortion of all
tube circuits for high-fidelity amplifiers.
But even the best vacuum triode amplifier contains some second -harmonic
distortion, though it can be suppressed to a very low level by a proper
circuit technique. Simply said, to get
an absolute zero distortion by known
and conservative means is practically

impossible.

Vin

2-Dynamic transfer
characteristics (input vs. output),
"ideal" (curve A) and "practical"
(curve B) amplifiers.
Fig.

TEST

DATA

Parameter

Measurement

Power Output
Output Load
Input Signal
S/N Ratio
Phase Shift
Group Delay
Frequency
Response

60 watts
4 ohms
15.5 V

THD*

0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

IM*
TIM*

Unmeasurable
0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
0, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

'Distortions measured by CAC (Computer Aided Comparison) method
between input and output. Otherwise, generator distortion (even if
very low) would be measured instead
of the amplifier.
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Design of a Zero -Distortion Amp
Mathematical analysis shows that a
practical, distortionless amplifier can
be designed only by using an entirely
new approach based on the five following conditions:
1. The signal must not pass through
any nonlinear circuit element.
2. Associated circuits must not include any nonlinear elements, to prevent possible penetration of nonlinearities into the signal path.
3. Parasitic capacities and inductances must be kept to the lowest possible limits because of their undesirable phase shift and distortion.
4. The basic circuit must exclusively
contain components with the lowest

possible distortion factor (triodes,
high -0 polyester capacitors, metal -film
resistors, etc.). The circuit must also be
extremely simple since more parts and
conductors always means the creation
of more distortion.
5. The output signal must exactly
follow the input signal, with no difference over the entire audible band.
A Practical Solution
In developing the totally distortion less amp, much experimental work
showed several promising possibilities, and results were verified during
detailed laboratory measurements and
listening tests starting in 1982. The final circuit arrangement completely

meets the five conditions mentioned
above and ensures perfect signal
transfer. A schematic diagram (Fig. 3)
shows one channel of the final, transformerless, triode amplifier, which has
a very small distortion factor and low
output impedance so that it allows direct connection of medium -impedance
speakers without any output transformer. Thus it entirely fulfills condition 4.
Conditions 1 and 2 are met by using
two special electrolytic capacitors C¡
and Co with internal arrangement according to a patent application [4; also
see Appendix II]. They reliably avoid
any undesirable interaction between a
pure, useful signal and possible nonlinearities.
The most critical part, the one that
ensures compliance with conditions 3
and 5, is a special switching transistor
01. The reason for using a semiconductor device in an all -tube amplifier is
that, except for a very high transition
frequency, this transistor has an extremely low resistance. Its function is in
accordance with a patent application
[3] and is irreplaceable by any vacuum
tube. To understand the way it works,
let us assume that the output signal
begins to fail, i.e., to differ from the
input signal. In fact, this difference is
distortion which would appear as an
error voltage on the C -E junction of 01.
Because Q1 is completely open, a
compensation current would flow over
the junction C -E. Since the value of RcE
tends toward zero, the compensation
current at junction C -E would be very
high, even with very small deviations
(i.e., distortion) of an output signal. Notice that the source of this compensation current can only be an error signal
containing all the undesirable distortion components which are short-circuited by 01 and thus cancelled.
Thus, the output signal exactly follows
the input signal in shape and phase,
thereby fulfilling condition 5. Since the
transfer characteristic (Fig. 2) is a precise, straight line without any deviation,
the distortion factor of this amplifier is
really an absolute zero over the whole

audible band.

Conclusion
The amplifier reliably ensures an absolute identity of the input and output
signal, which means its internal distortion factor (THD, IM and TIM together)
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3-Schematic diagram (one
channel), transformerless triode
amplifier with perfect signal transfer.
Fig.

is really zero. This was confirmed both

by objective measurement and subjective listening tests by experienced
sound purists. The tests, however,
evoked questions about possible disadvantages, since everybody knows
that any great success has to be paid
for with some sacrifice. This distortion less amplifier is not an exception; its

Appendix
If the

I

References

I

special

transistor

01
not available at

(Transiwatt 260213) is
your dealer, you may reform the C -E
junction of any power transistor. Connect a source of 2.5 kV, 60 Hz, between the collector and emitter for at
least 30 S until RcE becomes of sufficiently low value to function in comparator 01 [3]. Caution! Do not work without isolating gloves and helmet.

Appendix

exclusive characteristics are paid for
with slightly higher driving needs than
usual. As a driver, then, recommend
one of the following well-known components: Audio Research D250, Bryston 4B, conrad-johnson Premier Five,
Krell KMA-200, MLAS ML -3, McIntosh
MC 2500, or possibly New York Audio
Q
Laboratories OTL-1.

II

the electrolytic capacitors C¡ and
Co (type Condensa SA) are not available at your dealer, you can modify
two conventional capacitors [4]. Open
both very carefully and pull out of them
all damp, shiny, wound strips which
otherwise would create an undesirable
parasitic capacity. Caution! Do not
break connecting wires since the reassembled capacitors must be soldered
into the amplifier.
If
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The transfer

characteristics of
even those
esoteric amplifiers
with distortion
near zero are
not truly linear.
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START

ROBERT F. HERROLD

,

A microphone is a
transducer, a device that
converts one form cf energy
into another; in the case of a
microphone, sound energy is
converted into electrical energy.
Although all microphones are
transducers, the various types
of microphones convert energy
in different ways.
All microphones require a
means to "gather" sound, to be
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able to reproduce it. Moving coil or dynamic microphones
gather sound by means of a
movable diaphragm. Attached
to the diaphragm is a coil of
wire typically nade of copper,
aptly named a voice -coil, which
surrounds a permanent magnet.
Elementary physics tells us
that when a coil of wire moves
in a magnetic field, an electrical
voltage will be induced in the
coil. When sound energy hits
the diaphragm of the
microphone, ít responds
sympathetically along with the
attached vcice-coil, c eating an
output voltage (see Fig. 1).
Because the outpu: voltage of
the microphone is very small, it
requires amplification to be
usable. The amplified voltage
signal will eve -dually be
converted back into sound
energy via another type of

WITH
transducer, either a
loudspeaker or headphones.
With the exception of the
telephone mike, the moving -coil
or dynamic microphone is
probably the most widely used
today. It is extremely rugged,
and its output impedance is
low. Impedance will be
discussed later. (The voice -coil
leads shown in Fig. have
been illustrated simply, for
1
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THE

B

convenience Typically, these
fragile leads are internally
dressed to keep them from
being accidentally broken.)

Electret Condenser
Microphones
The electret condenser
microphone also reproduces
sound via a movable
diaphragm; however, there is
nothing attached to the
diaphragm as with the moving coil microphone.
The term "condenser" may
be confusing unless you know
that it is merey another term for
"capacitor." Electrical engineers

;

-.

Yt)YW

1131))) ))
)

//'

tend to use "capacitor," while
microphone engineers and
users generally say
"condenser." An electronic
capacitor is a device that allows
an alternating voltage or signal
to pass through it. Due to its
basic nature, the capacitor will
not allow a d.c. (direct,
nonalternating) voltage to pass
through it. The electronic
capacitor has two fixed, internal
plates (as shown in Fig. 2).
The electret condenser
microphone's element is similar
to an electronic capacitor, but it
incorporates one fixed plate
and one moving plate (the
"metallized surface" shown in
Fig. 3). Sound hitting the
moving diaphragm causes an
output signal to be generated.
For the electret condense'
microphone, one other
requirement must be met in
order to successfully generate
an output signal-a d.c. voltage

i

Robert F. Herrold is working on
a book about microphones, and
this article is adapted from
portions of his manuscript. He is
currently employed as Product
Manage-, Microphones by
AL'dio-Technica in Stow, Ohio.
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potential, known as a bias
voltage, between the two plates.
The bias voltage is referred to
as a permanent electret charge.
(The term "electret" implies a
permanent -charge situation.) In
most current electret designs,
the electret charge is placed in
the fixed plate or back plate.
The output impedance of the
electret condenser microphone
is so high as to be unusable. To
transform this ultra -high
impedance into a usable
impedance, an electronic circuit
called an impedance converter
is incorporated inside the
microphone. The impedance
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The chance of finding two microphones with the same frequency

M4GNETI^
CIRCUIT

VOiCE-COIL

MAGNE'
DIAPHRAGM

OUTPUT
SIGNAL
VOLTAGE

Fig. 1-Moving-coil or dynamic
microphone. (Alter Martin Clifford,

Microphones-How They Work

&

How to

Use Them.)

Fig.

2-Electronic capacitor.

(After Clifford.)

METALi

ELECTRET

SURFACE

-7-2-77+?
I

OUTPUT
/

BACK

PL,

3-Electret condenser microphone.
(After John Eargle, Sound Recording.)
Fig.

,MPEDANCE
MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

CORRUGATED
RIBBON

MAC N1

4-Dynamic ribbon microphone.
(After John M. Woram, The Recording
Studio Handbook.)
Fig.
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converter consists of a device called a
field-effect transistor, or FET, which requires a source of power to operate,
just as an ordinary transistor does. The
source of power can be an internal
battery or an external phantom power
source, depending on the design of
the microphone. Phantom-source microphones are typically more expensive than their battery -powered, electret condenser counterparts.
The true (nonelectret) condenser microphone works in the same fashion as
the electret condenser microphone,
but it has no permanent charge between the two plates. The true condenser requires a special, internal,
voltage -boosting circuit powered by
an internal battery or an external power
source. The voltage boost is required
to obtain the proper bias voltage between the two plates.
Depending on the design, the electret condenser microphone can function on battery voltages ranging from
1.1 to 9 V. Requirements for phantom
power voltages may range from 9 to 48
V. Modern-day, true condenser microphones use 48 V of external (phantom)
power, and utilize a built-in, voltage booster circuit as mentioned above.
Older condenser mikes required an
external power source of 200 V.
Condenser -type microphones typically yield the widest frequency response and the highest output sensitivity of any low-impedance microphone type.

PZM Microphones
The PZM (or boundary) is a special
microphone for special applications;

"PZ" stands for pressure zone and "M"
denotes microphone. The pressure
zone is a constant area of pressure
that exists within a few thousandths of
an inch of a flat, hard surface. The PZM
utilizes a small, omnidirectional or uni-

directional electret condenser transducer in a housing suitable for mounting on a flat surface. The output impedance of the PZM is low.

Line (Shotgun) Microphones
The line microphone (Fig. 5), or shotgun, as it is often called, can use a
moving -coil, a condenser, or electret
condenser transducer. The best performance from the shotgun is achieved
by using a condenser, because this
type of transducer yields higher sensitivity and better polar and frequency
response than the others. Condenser type units can also be smaller in diameter and lighter in weight. (Sensitivity,
frequency response, polar response,
and impedance will be covered later.)
The output impedance of the line microphone is low.
The line opening along the front portion of the microphone leads inside to
a very narrow slot, or line, in a small diameter tube. Sound enters the line
opening and travels down the tube to
the diaphragm. At frequencies that
have wavelengths shorter than a certain selected wavelength, sound entering the line is cancelled except for
sound approaching almost entirely
Dynamic Ribbon Microphones
The ribbon microphone (Fig. 4) is along the axis of the microphone. Maxanother type of dynamic microphone. imum cancellation occurs at 90°. This
Also called a velocity microphone, i; is why it is referred to as a shotgun
works on the same principle as the microphone: It tends to pick up sound
moving -coil or dynamic. However, in- only from the direction in which it is
stead of utilizing a diaphragm and at- pointed.
At frequencies in which the wavetached voice -coil, it uses a combination ribbon diaphragm/voice-coil which length is longer, the line mike no longer
functions so selectively, and the pickis pleated (or corrugated) to give it
strength and stability. The metallic rib- up pattern tends towards more uniforbon moves in the magnetic field of the mity with angle. Therefore, a rear enpermanent magnets in response to trance is added to make the line microsound pressure; this results in a volt- phone into a cardioid (a heart -shaped
age generated along the length of the directional pattern) at lower frequenribbon, the output signal. The pleated cies, where the line no longer funcribbon is susceptible to permanent tions. Because the shotgun microstretching if a sudden blast of air hits it, phone is very directional, it can be
altering the sound of the microphone. used to pick up sound at fairly long
(Obviously, it is not a good idea to distances. It is often used to pick up
blow into such a microphone.) The out- dialog in television broadcasts and in
put impedance of the dynamic ribbon the movies where it may not appear
on camera.
microphone is low.
AUDIO/APRIL 1985

response is about the same as finding two identical snowflakes.

Contact Microphones
response a human can supposedly
The contact microphone is used to hear is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In reality,

pick up the sounds of a guitar, for
instance, by attaching it directly on the
surface of the instrument. The contact
microphone uses a piezoelectric transducer, two small squares of ceramic
material permanently bonded to either
side of a thin piece of metal, like a
sandwich. The ceramic material contains a permanent electrical charge
(somewhat like an electret condenser).
The output impedance of the contact
microphone is high.
Figure 6 illustrates a piezoelectric
microphone transducer. In contact versions, the piezo sandwich is made so
rigid that it will not respond to sound
waves in the air. It must be physically
attached to a vibrating surface, such
as the sounding board of a guitar. The
sound energy coming from the board
causes the sandwich to flex. The flexing action causes an output voltage to
be generated across the output leads
of the device.

Wireless Microphones
A wireless microphone is so named
because the microphone cable has
been eliminated. It often uses a moving -coil or electret condenser microphone, though it could be used with
other types as well. These microphones generate an output voltage in a
typical fashion, but how does this signal reach the electronic input without a
cable? The microphone being used
has built into it, or plugs into, a small
radio transmitter. The transmitted signal is received by a radio receiver
placed somewhere in the vicinity of the
microphone/transmitter.
As one might expect, wireless microphones cost more than regular types,
and some cost thousands of dollars. A
good rule of thumb is to multiply the
cost of a regular microphone by a factor of at least 10 to determine the price
of the wireless version. Most wireless
microphones are used by TV or stage
performers who need to be very mobile. Obviously, when a performer must
execute a rapid dance number, for example, a microphone cord would get in
the way.

Frequency Response
Frequency response is a familiar
term to most people, especially those
who own high-fidelity equipment. Most
of us know that the range of frequency
AUDIO/APRIL 1985

the average adult cannot hear the extremes of the audio spectrum. Also, I
have yet to discover a loudspeaker
system capable of reproducing 20 Hz,
though it is quite easy for a tweeter to
reproduce 20 kHz.
Of the many types of microphones
available, few offer flat frequency response. If a microphone has a wide
range and flat frequency response, it
will obviously be capable of faithfully
reproducing sound. But such a response is usually available only in units
costing many hundreds of dollars. For
that matter, wide -range response is not
always desired.
Difficult as it is to design a microphone with a flat and wide frequency
response range, it is even more challenging to manufacture quantities of
microphones of a given design without
individual variations, from one microphone to another, in frequency response. Manufacturers develop what
are called production limits, an example of which is shown in Fig. 7.
Production limits allow for a controlled amount of variation from unit to
unit. The more expensive the microphone, the tighter the limits (or tolerance). As an example, a microphone
costing $500 or more would probably
have limits that only vary by 0.5 to 1
dB. Microphones costing $200 to $400
might have limits that vary by to 2 dB.
Microphones costing $100 to $200
might have limits that vary by 2 to 3 dB,
and very inexpensive microphones
might not have any limits, to keep production costs down. (These numbers
are not meant to be construed as gospel, of course.) The likelihood of finding two microphones with exactly the
same frequency response is about the
same as finding two identical snowflakes; however, minor variations in frequency response are undetectable
even to the trained ear.
The central curve of Fig. 7 is the
curve of the microphone. The top
curve is the upper limit of frequency
response; the bottom curve is the lower limit. The reference point for production limits is usually 1 kHz because

5-Line (shotgun) microphone. (After
Alec Nisbett, The Use of Microphones.)
Fig.
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Fig.

8-Three-pin

male cable connector.

microphone frequency response is
normally stable in this area, whereas
there tends to be some variation at
very low and very high frequencies.
The production limits for this microphone vary by approximately ± 2 dB.
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Most microphones don't have wide, flat frequency response for the

Figure 7 allows us to determine several things about this particular microphone. It does not have a flat frequency response, nor does it have a frequency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
As the frequency response is usually
thought of as the points at which the
curve is 3 dB down from flat, it can be
seen that this microphone's range is
from 50 Hz to approximately 15 kHz.
"Flat" is determined here with reference to the -kHz stable area of the
microphone curve.
Sometimes a frequency response
range for a microphone will be given in
a manufacturer's literature, but no
curve will be shown. In such cases it is
not safe to assume, for instance, that
the stated response is 3 dB down at
the end points; it may be 3 dB up. You
will be most likely to encounter this
problem when dealing with very inexpensive microphones.
Most microphones that are designed
to reproduce the entire audio spectrum
are expensive, calibrated laboratory
types, used for highly accurate acoustical measurements. The majority of microphones today do not have a flat,
wide -range frequency response, for a
good reason. Microphone applications
vary widely and require different types
of response curves to meet them. This
is why frequency response curves are
so important; we may incorrectly assume that the frequency response stated by the manufacturer is flat, just as
we may erroneously assume the frequency response to be 3 dB down at
the extremes.
Many microphone users prefer a rising high -frequency response; however, microphones exist which have responses that are flat, rising, falling, or
rolled off. Typically, flat microphones
and those with a rising high -end are
used in recording. Microphones with
rising response and low -end roll -off are
preferred for up -close vocals or speaking. Microphones with a rising high end are also liked in live applications
for picking up cymbals, brass, etc.
1

Fig.

9-Three-pin female cable connector.

180"

Fig. 10-Omnidirectional polar pattern.
(After Woram.)

Impedance
Impedance means something that is
a hindrance. In audio usage, impedance hinders the flow of an alternating
current in an electronic circuit. The unit
of measurement used for impedance is
Fig. 11-Three-dimensional representation
of omnidirectional polar pattern.
(After Woram.)
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the ohm.
Technically, impedance is made up
of two basic components, the first of

which is resistance. A resistive electronic device is called a resistor. The
second component of impedance is
reactance, which can consist of a capacitor or an inductor (coil). (Usually a
small coil of wire is used in an electronic circuit.) The value of a resistor remains fixed unless it is subjected to
excessive current flow, in which case it
could be damaged. But the value of a
capacitor or inductor varies with f requency. The impedance of a microphone is normally measured at a single
frequency and is considered constant
or resistive in nature. However, if one
were to measure the microphone impedance at different frequencies, there
would be a significant change in value.
The sum of the values of the resistive
and reactive components at a given
frequency determines the total value of
the impedance of the microphone. This
is the value stated on the microphone's
specification sheet.
There are two basic microphone impedance classifications in wide use today, low impedance (Lo -Z) and high
impedance (Hi -Z). It is important to use
Lo -Z microphones with Lo -Z equipment and Hi -Z microphones with Hi -Z
components. But what if you don't
know what the input impedance of your
equipment is? Simply plug in the microphone and find out if it will work.
You don't have to worry about doing
any damage, either to the microphone
or to other stereo components. If you
plug a Lo -Z microphone into a Hi -Z
input, the resulting sound output will be
very weak and you will have great difficulty in speaking or singing loudly
enough to be heard. If you plug a Hi -Z
microphone into a Lo -Z input, the
sound will be loud, probably distorted.
It will also have an overabundance of
bass, and high -frequency response
will be totally lacking. Obviously, if you
plug in the microphone and everything
comes out sounding good enough and
loud enough, the impedance match is
correct.
Low -impedance microphones used
in pro and semi -pro recording normally
are wired in a three -conductor, balanced -line configuration to reduce
noise pickup and hence permit the use
of longer cables. A three -pin male audio connector (Fig. 8) at the output end
of the cable mates with a three -pin
female panel connector at the equipment's input. (A three -pin female connector is shown in Fig. 9.)
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very simple reason that many applications demand something else.

There are some Lo -Z microphones in
use today that have a '/4 -inch phone plug output -cable connector; these are
usually inexpensive types for use with
cassette recorders. The '/4-inch phone
plug mates with a '/4 -inch phone jack
on the recorder.
Some cassette recorders have miniature phone -jack inputs. Adaptors are
readily available to convert a standard
'/4 -inch phone plug into a mini -phone
plug. High -impedance microphones
also use a 1/4 -inch phone plug on the
equipment end of the microphone cable, which would mate with a 1/4 -inch
phone -jack input connector.
Examples of Lo -Z equipment using
three -pin input connectors are more

expensive reel-to-reel tape recorders
and microphone mixing consoles (mixers). Examples of Hi -Z equipment using '/4 -inch phone -jack input connectors are inexpensive mixers, guitar amplifiers, and older cassette decks and
open -reel tape recorders. Some cassette decks are made to work properly
with both impedance types by using
an automatic, impedance -compensating network.

the term "referenced to." Continuing,
mW stands for the term milliwatt. The
prefix milli means 1/1,000; watt is a unit
of power. Therefore,
mW is 1/1,000
watt-not much when compared to the
power utilized by a light bulb. The next
term, dyne, is a metric unit of force
much smaller than an ounce. Last, cm2
stands for centimeter squared, or
square centimeter. There are approximately 2.5 centimeters to an inch.
Dynes/cm2 is a short way to say dynes
per square centimeter. By definition, a
force per given area is pressure, so 10
dynes/cmz is the amount of pressure
that is exerted upon the diaphragm of
the microphone.
It can be pointed out here that 10
dynes/cm2 is equivalent to 94 dB SPL,
which is the standard pressure for
1

measuring microphone sensitivity.
Plainly stated, equation (1) says that
the microphone in question has a sensitivity that is 56 dB less than the arbitrarily agreed -upon 0 -dB reference,
which is 1 milliwatt per 10 dynes per
square centimeter.
The pressure -10 dynes/cm2-can
appear on specification sheets in several different forms, as follows:
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12-Head diffraction, omnidirectional
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Fig. 13-High-frequency roll -off due to

case diffraction, omnidirectional
microphone.

Microphone Sensitivity
Microphone sensitivity (or output level) is the measure of the output voltage
of a microphone which is subjected to
a known amount of audible sound
pressure level (SPL) input. For the sake
of uniformity, all manufacturers have
an accepted sound pressure standard
they use to specify the sensitivity of a
microphone. This makes it easy to
compare models from different manufacturers. The standard sound pressure level used is 94 dB.
A typical sensitivity specification for
a low -impedance dynamic microphone
might be:

-56

dB re:

1

mW/10 dynes/cm2.

(1)

At first glance this appears to be written in Greek, but upon closer inspection, it becomes obvious that most of

the terms used are standard abbreviations. To understand what the above
specification is saying, each term
needs to be looked at individually.
First, -56 is a negative number which
implies that it is less than another,
more positive number. (More will be
said about this in a moment.) The abbreviation dB can be recognized as
the decibel; "re" is an abbreviation for
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10 dynes/cm2 = 10 microbars

= 1 Pascal =
= 94 dB SPL.

1

Newton/meter2
(2)

One could replace 10 dynes/cm2 in
equation (1) with any of these other
terms and still have the same equation.
Equation (1) can be further abbreviated by writing it as
56 dBm. Many
specifications show the sensitivity in
this abbreviated form, where "m"
stands for
mW/10 dynes/cm2 and
automatically implies the milliwatt reference.
If a microphone is 6 dB more sensitive, say, than the one described in
equation (1), its specification would be
written
50 dBm. Therefore, the less
negative the sensitivity number, the
more sensitive the microphone. Dynamic microphones normally fall in the
sensitivity range of
50 to
65 dBm.
Condenser types generally fall in the
35 to - 55 dBm range.
So far, only the sensitivity of lowimpedarce microphones has been
discussed. The sensitivity specification
for high -impedance microphones is
stated differently, but this does not present a problem.
A typical specification for a high-im-

-

1

1130°

Fig 14-Cardioid polar pattern.
(After Woram.)

-

-

-

-

Fig. 15-Three-dimensional representation
of cardioid polar pattern. (After Woram.)
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High sensitivity is a drawback when a microphone is very close to

SOUNDS
FROM

pedance microphone might resemble:

ALL

DIRECTIONS
AFFECT THE

-75

PRESSURE AT
FRONT OF
MICROPHONE

SEALED ENCLOSURE

Fig. 16-Omnidirectional microphone

capsule. (After Woram.)

J

dB re:

1

(3)

V/dyne/cm2

Looking at equation (3), it is seen
that the sensitivity number is negative,
as before, but it is obvious that the
reference has changed. In lieu of 1
mW is 1 V, where V stands for volt.
Also, 10 dynes/cm2 has now become 1
dyne/cm2, a change by a factor of 10
in the force on the diaphragm. A factor-of -10 change means a 20 -decibel
change. Therefore:
dyne/cm2 = microbar
= 0.1 Pascal = 0.1 Newton/meter2
= 74 dB SPL.

1

SOUNDS
FROM
FRONT

SOUNDS FROM REAR
REACH BOTH SIDES
OF DIAPHRAGM AT ONCE

1

When testing high -impedance microphones, manufacturers still use the
standard 94 dB SPL, but they mathematically adjust the resulting sensitivity
downward by a factor of 10, or 20 dB.
Equation (3) can also be simplified
75 dBV, where V
by rewriting it as
dyne/cm2 and automatistands for
cally implies a voltage reference.
At this point, one might ask a very
logical question: "When should use a
high -sensitivity microphone in preference to a low -sensitivity microphone?"
Low or high sensitivity is not a function
of whether the microphone has low or
high impedance, so I'll discuss sensitivity in terms of low -impedance microphones, the type used in the majority
of applications today.
High -sensitivity microphones are
preferred in those applications in
which the microphone must be placed
at some great distance from the source
of sound, such as on a movie or TV set,
or when recording an orchestra, recording a choir, or picking up a play.
High sensitivity is appropriate for these
applications, since it affords the best
signal-to-noise ratio by allowing mixing -console and amplifier gain (volume) to be set at a minimum. The lower
the gain settings on electronic devices,
the less internal self-noise is amplified,
thus minimizing hum, hiss and other
electrical or electronic noises.
High sensitivity is a drawback when
a microphone is going to be used very
close to the source of sound, such as
when close-miking a trumpet, a rock
vocal, a kick drum, or an amplified
instrument. A high -sensitivity microphone puts out considerably more voltage than one of lesser sensitivity. In-

-

1

Fig.

17-Cardioid microphone capsule.

(After Woram.)

I

D'

ISO'

Fig.

18-Boundary (PZM) microphone

polar pattern.

Fig. 19-Three-dimensional representation
of boundary microphone's polar pattern.
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(4)

deed, when exposed to a loud sound
source, such a microphone puts out a
surprising amount of voltage-enough
to overload the input of a mixing console or tape recorder.
Input overload means that the maximum input voltage rating of the tape
recorder, mixer, amplifier, or other
electronic device has been exceeded,
resulting in a very noticeably distorted
sound. People are often quick to place
the blame for this on the microphone,
but usually it is the input of associated
equipment that is distorting, not the
microphone.
When a signal greatly exceeds the
maximum input voltage of the electronics, there will be flat spots in the most
positive and the most negative portions of the signal; these portions will
not pass through the equipment and
so will be lost. Such a signal is referred
to as a square wave; it results in sound
that is very distorted to the ear.
A microphone with lower sensitivity
will often correct this situation. If not,
an input attenuator (pad) should be
used. These devices are available with
fixed values of 10 or 15 dB, or with 10-,
20- and 30 -dB steps.
Although there is no specific point at
which a microphone's sensitivity can
be classified as "high" versus "low,"
feel that microphones having an output
sensitivity in the range of 54 to 35
dBm, or greater, can be considered to
have high output sensitivity. Those microphones in the range of 55 to 75
dBm, or less, can be considered to be
of low sensitivity.
Though the dynamic microphone will
seldom distort, there are situations in
which the microphone itself can cause
distortion. Well -designed condenser
types will not distort unless the sound
pressure they are exposed to exceeds
135 to 140 dB. Some of these microphones have switchable internal pads
that will add another 10 to 15 dB of
headroom before distortion occurs.
The electret condenser that is internally powered with a 1.5-V battery will
typically distort if SPLs of 125 to 130
dB are exceeded. This is equivalent to
a rather loud vocal, so the problem is
not cause for undue alarm.
At this point it might be useful to
summarize some of the main points
made here about microphone sensitivity. When two microphones are subjected to the same sound input, the
one that generates the largest output
I

-

-

-

-
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the source of sound, such as when close-miking a trumpet or drum.

voltage is said to have the greatest
sensitivity. For low -impedance microphones, this is expressed in decibels
relative to
milliwatt; for high -impedance units it is given in decibels relative to
volt. High -sensitivity microphones are good to use for pickup of
distant sounds, while low -sensitivity
models are good for close-up sounds.
All microphones, but particularly those
with high sensitivity, can overload
equipment, causing distortion; this can
be eliminated by using an attenuator
(pad). Low -voltage condenser microphones can also cause distortion when
exposed to very loud sounds.
1

1

Polar Response (Directionality)
Most people have difficulty visualizing and understanding polar patterns
because they are normally depicted in
a two-dimensional form on paper. In
reality, they are three-dimensional.
The three-dimensional aspect of polar response can best be explained by
considering the simplest pattern, the
omnidirectional. As its name implies,
the omnidirectional microphone picks
up sound from all directions. This is
illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11.
Regardless of where a sound source
is located along the circle shown in
Fig. 10, an omnidirectional microphone
at the center "hears" the sound just as
though it were coming from directly in
front. In other words, the omni microphone picks up sound from all directions equally well. Other microphone
types that do not have this capability
will be discussed later.
If Fig. 10 were made to be threedimensional, it would take on the appearance of a balloon as shown in Fig.
11. If a person were to stand anywhere
on the surface of the balloon and talk, it
would have the same effect as if he
were standing directly in front of the
microphone.
The omnidirectional microphone described so far is actually an idealized
model. In reality, omnidirectional microphones exhibit some directionality
(the tendency to be other than omnidirectional) at higher frequencies, due to
their shape. To be truly omni, the mi-

crophone housing must be cylindrical
(tubular) and measure V2 inch or less
in diameter.
With a reasonable shape for an omni
microphone, the handle is cylindrical
but the head is not, and it is larger in
diameter than the handle. High freAUDIO/APRIL 1985

quencies have difficulty trying to get
around the head when approaching
from the rear. Figure 12 shows high
frequencies diffracting off the head,
thus causing the sound intensity at
these frequencies to be reduced. Lower frequencies have longer wavelengths and are able to turn corners.
In Fig. 10, the perimeter of the circle
represents the ideal omni. The inner,
curved line represents loss of high frequencies due to the aforementioned
"head" or case diffraction.
The concept of polar patterns still
may not be entirely clear. You may be
asking, "Exactly what frequencies
does the inner curve represent?" If the
microphone were truly an omni, the
outer circle would represent all frequencies. But because the high -frequency loss becomes greater as the
frequency increases, the inner curve
shown it Fig. 10 can only be true for a
single frequency. From the standpoint
of the high -frequency loss concept,
however, the curve serves its purpose.
Figure 13 should help to clarify this
concept. The top curve shows the on axis (0°) response of the microphone,
and the others show high -frequency
roll -off due to diffraction off the case.
As previously mentioned, the roll -off
becomes more pronounced as frequency increases.
From a consideration of the omnidirectional microphone's polar pattern,
we can more easily understand the polar pattern of the most widely used
microphone today, the cardioid. The
term unidirectional is often used in
place of cardioid, even though it is a
misnomer. Unidirectional implies only
one direction, and such a device does
not yet exist. The word cardioid means
heart -shaped.
Figure 14 shows a carcioid (heart shaped) line indicating how the microphone actually responds at the different angles. In comparison, the outer
perimeter of the circle represents what
an omni microphone response would
be under the same conditions, if it
were to replace the cardioid. Figure 15
shows that the cardioid polar pattern,
in three-dimensional form, has somewhat the appearance of an apple.
At the 90° and 270° positions in Fig.
14, it will be noticed that the output of
the cardioid is lower than the omni. At
these positions, the output of the cardioid is half that of the omni, or 6 dB less.
At 180°, the output of the cardioid mi -
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Fig.

20-Hypercardioid polar pattern.

(After Woram.)

Fig 21-Three-dimensional representation
of hypercardioid polar pattern.
(After Woram.)
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Fig 23-Three-dimensional representation
of supercardioid polar pattern.
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At high frequencies, the shotgun mike will act like a flashlight.
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(After Woram.)

Fig. 25-Three-dimensional representation

of bidirectional polar pattern.
(After Woram.)
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The cardioid microphone provides a
significant reduction in feedback and
background noise compared to an
omni microphone. In addition, a cardiof an omni.
Fig. 16 shows an omnidirectional mi- oid has two other distinct advantages
crophone capsule exposed to sounds over the omni. The distance from the
converging upon it from various direc- sound source to the cardioid can be
tions. Notice that all sound must con- twice that of the omni and still provide
verge to the front of the microphone, at the same quality of sound pickup.
the diaphragm. This is why its polar When used at the same distance from
the sound source as the omni, the carpattern is spherical.
Figure 17 shows a cardioid micro- dioid will reduce background ambiphone capsule exposed to sounds ar- ence by two-thirds.
riving from various directions. Notice
Other types of polar patterns exist.
that sound can converge directly on Figures 18 and 19 show a hemispherithe front of the diaphragm and indirect- cal polar pattern associated with
ly on the rear of the diaphragm, boundary, or PZM, microphones. Figthrough the rear opening.
ures 20 and 21 depict a hypercardioid
The front and rear openings of a pattern associated with certain ribbon
cardioid microphone are acoustically and condenser -type microphones
balanced for several reasons:
made for particular applications. In
Sound approaching directly from the Figs. 22 and 23, a supercardioid patfront of the microphone hits the dia- tern is shown. This is associated with
phragm first and produces sound out- certain dynamic and condenser microput from the microphone. Sound also phone types used for special applicaenters the rear opening, but it is (pur- tions. Figures 24 and 25 show a biposely) slightly delayed in order to be directional or figure -eight polar patout of phase with the sound entering tern, which is most often associated
from the front. This delayed rear sound with ribbon microphones. Figures 26
also produces a sound output from the and 27 depict the polar pattern of a
microphone.
shotgun (line) microphone.
Because the line microphone is a
Sound approaching the microphone
from the sides arrives first at the front significantly different type, it is approof the diaphragm, but the sound enter- priate to give a more detailed explanaing the rear openings arrives at the tion. The line or shotgun microphone is
rear of the diaphragm just a little later, extremely directional at high frequenkHz) and hythus reducing the sound output by half cies (typically, above
percardioid at frequencies below
(-6 dB).
Sound approaching from the rear of kHz (though there is no sharp transition
the microphone enters the rear open- at
kHz from hypercardioid to line).
ing first. It is delayed (by an internal Therefore, at low frequencies, refer to
acoustical -delay mechanism) so that it the hypercardioid polar pattern of Figs.
arrives at the rear of the diaphragm at 20 and 21, and for high frequencies
the same time as the sound reaches refer to Figs. 26 and 27.
At high frequencies, the shotgun mithe front of the diaphragm, resulting in
little or no output from the microphone crophone will act like a flashlight, in
due to cancellation.
that you have to point it at the sound
Because the cardioid microphone source to pick it up well. Keep in mind
discriminates against sound ap- that the "lobe" size of Fig. 26 varies
proaching it from the rear, a big benefit with frequency. It will be larger at kHz
is derived: The reduction of feedback.
than it will be at 10 kHz.
Feedback is a howl or squeal that can
Properly used, polar pattern informaoccur when a microphone is in the tion can provide the user a tool with
same room with the loudspeaker that is which to build an entire sound system
reproducing the sound. If the amplifier for a church, auditorium, meeting
is turned up too high, the microphone room, etc. Or it can be used to design
can "hear" itself in the loudspeaker. a recording or broadcast studio. PropSuddenly, a point is reached at which er understanding of polar characteristhe original signal from the microphone tics can aid in reducing feedback and
is amplified rapidly over and over ambient noise, which will make for a
again, resulting in a sustained howl or much higher quality sound pickup and
reproduction.
squeal.
Gl

crophone is at its minimum (maximum
rejection of unwanted sound occurs),
possibly one -tenth or less of the output
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Fig. 26-Line (shotgun) microphone polar
pattern. (After Woram.)

1

Fig. 27-Three-dimensional representation

of line microphone's polar pattern.
(After Woram.)
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Hear how we're making our competition
face the music.
:

Sansui does it again! You'll love what you're about to hear,
but the competition won't. No other system comes close
to our new Intelligent Super Compo for pure sonic
pleasure, pure operational convenience-and total programmability. That's because Sansui never compromises on sound qtiality or features: like our
flexible parametric equalizer, and graphic equalizer with "multi -dimensional" sound.
`Hear, see and touch what you've been missing
all these years-up close with Sansui's e)=.clusive
One-touch Compo switching system-or from the
comfort of your favorite chair with our amazing
26 button remote. It's micro -computer controlled
and lets you operate the graphic equalizer with

MO

pre-set memory-from anywhere in the room.
But don't get up yet. You can even play both sides of
a record without turning it over; thanks to Sansui's
exclusive programmable dual linear tone arm turntable.
And, switch instantly from turntable to tuner to
tape deck to digital disc player; skip, scan, edit,
review, record, rewind, and replay-at the touch
of a button-with Sansui's computer control system. Then lay back and relax with phenomenal
sound from superior Sansui speakers.
No other system matches the pleasure and convenience of new Intelligent Super Compo-even
remotely. You'll know why we're first, the second
you hear us.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 200 watts per channel continuous, 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20
kHz; 300 watts per channel continu-

ous, 4 ohms; 600 watts continuous
into 8 ohms in bridged mode.
Rated THD: Less than 0.01% maximum, from 250 mW to rated power
per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to
100 kHz, + 0, -3 dB, for 1 -watt output.
S/N Ratio: Him and noise, 100 dB
below rated cutput, 90 dB IHF.
IM Distortion: Less than 0.01% from
250 mW to rated output, for any
combination of frequencies from 20
Hz to 20 kHz.
Damping Factor: Greater than 100.
Input Impedance: 20 kilohms.
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MC 2002
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Input Sensitivity: Switchable for

either 1.4 or 2.5 V.
Dimensions: Front panel, 16-3/16 in.
(41.1 cm) W x 7'/s in. (18.1 cm) H;
chassis, 143/4 in. (37.5 cm) W x 61/2
in. (16.5 cm) H x 141/2 in. (36.8 cm)
D, including connectors.
Weight: 50 lbs. (22.7 kg).
Price: $1,850.

Company Address:
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St., Binghamton, N.Y. 13903.
For literature, circle No. 90
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The McIntosh MC 2002 is a Class -AB solid-state stereo
power amplifier rated at 200 watts per channel into 8 -ohm
loads. Physically, the unit is of average size for a Class -AB
design, though somewhat lighter than former McIntosh amplifiers of this power rating because it has no potted output
transformer or autoformer. McIntosh's massive and expensive bifilar-wound transformers gave them an edge on the
competition in the tube designs of the 1950s. When solidstate designs came along, McIntosh used a different device, an autoformer, which used the same core but with a
single winding of heavy wire that allowed impedance
matching over a broad range.
The front panel sports McIntosh's traditional, rear -illuminated, black -glass construction with gold and black anodization and gold and teal -green nomenclature. The large,
square power switch is the only front -panel control, and it
glows red when activated. "Power Guard" indicators for
each channel monitor clipping quite effectively; between
them is a temperature indicator which signals when one or
both channels have been shut down because of overheating. Two large, peak -responding power output meters,
which use full -wave detection to respond to both positive
and negative peaks, occupy the left and center of the panel.
On the rear panel are two RCA signal -input connectors, a
screw -clamp barrier strip for the four speaker wires, an
unswitched a.c. outlet rated at 100 watts or 1 ampere
maximum, a 15-A line fuse, and slide switches for mono/
stereo operation and input -sensitivity selection. The line
cord is nondetachable.
The chassis construction is an exercise in simplicity. The
sides, front, back, top, and bottom are all moderate -gauge
(0.048 -inch) steel. Four vertical heat -sink extrusions, each
containing four TO -3 case output transistors, are bolted to
both bottom and top, thus strengthening the assembly. The
single, massive power transformer is mounted just behind
the front panel, its weight carried by a steel U -section that
runs from side to side along the bottom plate. To either side
of the transformer are the driver circuit boards. The chassis
components are held together by self -tapping screws. The
threads in the thin, steel panels were well -formed, but it
would be easy to crossthread the bolts on reassembly. The
mounting holes in the heat -sinks are pretapped. All in all,
this amplifier's mechanical construction is better than average for a home product in its price category.
The quality of the 11 glass -epoxy circuit boards in the
McIntosh MC 2002 is very high. Boards are 1/16 -inch,
single -sided, with milled rather than sheared edges. Solder
mask is used but there are no component designators; this
should pose no problem, though, because the uncrowded
layout allows easy component identification from a chart.
Component quality is good to excellent, although no Wonder Caps are used. The correct component types are used
throughout, and bias and meter calibration trim pots are
sealed from airborne contaminants. Parts are well -secured
and run cool. This amplifier, in the McIntosh tradition, should
provide 10 to 20 years of maintenance -free service.

is to achieve high

performance with stability and reliability
by using a simple topology, with selected components operating in their most linear range.
The input signal passes through an attenuator set at 0 or
-5 dB by a rear -panel switch. It is then a.c.-coupled to one
input of a differential amplifier stage. Negative feedback
from the amplifier output is applied to the other input; output
of this stage connects to a positive -drive, cascode-connected pair for further current and voltage amplification. This
feeds a push-pull complementary, triple -Darlington, emitter -follower output stage. The final transistors are four positive and four negative TO -3 case devices per channel, with
large (0.5 -ohm) emitter resistors.
The power supply uses a single, oversized transformer, a
35-A bridge rectifier, and two 12,000-µF electrolytic capacitors, which have 77 joules of energy storage. The front panel power switch actually controls the d.c. supply to a
heavy-duty relay; this, in turn, switches on a.c. voltage to the
power transformer's primary. The 16 output transistors are
convection -cooled, eliminating potentially noisy fans from
the design. Output voltage is ±80 V d.c.
The metering and protection functions use as much circuitry as the basic amplifier path itself. A 2-S turn -on signal
delay is provided by an input -shunting FET. The amplifier

Fig. 1-Characteristics cf
the Power Guard circuit.
(See text.) The continuous
signal is 10 kHz, 50 watts
into 8 ohms, to which a
1 -kHz burst is added so
that the resulting signal is
+10 dB re: 200 watts.
Note that several distinc:
stages occur. First, there
are the horns due to
clipping before the circuit
acts; next, with the strong
signal still present, the
gain is reduced to below
clipping. Finally, with the
1 -kHz overdrive gone, the
circuit restores the 10-kE z
signal to proper level.
Circuit Description
The circuit of the MC 2002 is unusually simple for such a (Scales: 20 mS and 15 V
high-performance amplifier. McIntosh's design philosophy per div.)
AUDIO/APRIL 1985
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The MC 2002, in the
McIntosh tradition, should
provide 10 to 20 years of
maintenance -free service to
its owner.
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2-Total harmonic
distortion plus noise vs.
frequency at 10 dB over
rated output into 8 ohms,
steady-state, showing the
effect of the Power Guard
circuit.
Fig.

verting inputs of the Power Guard amplifier/comparator. Any
voltage difference here means that the overall negative
feedback is inadequate to cancel distortion; this might occur from voltage clipping, current limiting, or slew -rate limiting. The sensed voltage is rectified by a bridge rectifier,
filtered by a capacitor, and fed to an LED. The front -panel
LED indicators, one for each channel, illuminate if distortion
is present, causing reduced resistance in a light -dependent
resistor. This photoresistor shunts just enough input signal
to ground to eliminate the overdrive. In our use with music,
only voltage clipping activated the indicators, confirming
the high speed and current capacity of the MC 2002. The
Power Guard circuit is nondefeatable.
Music waveforms are often "clipped" off because the
owner may demand higher sound levels and higher voltages than the system can supply. Still, very few manufacturers offer true clipping indicators on their home amplifiers,
though this feature is considered essential for professional
audio work. We have tested a number of amplifiers that do
not snip off the voltage cleanly and thus cause more distortion than necessary when overdriven. McIntosh does not
have this head -in -the -sand attitude about the realities of
electronic music reproduction. Even if we nitpick details of
McIntosh's Power Guard circuit, it is much appreciated as a
first -order solution to a common problem.

Measurements
The McIntosh MC 2002 was first run for 1 hour at 33% of
rated power, about 66 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads
with a 1 -kHz test s gnal. The chassis top became warm, but
the amplifier didn't thermally shut down.
Voltage gain was measured to be 29.0 dB at the 1.4-V
switch setting into an 8 -ohm load; at the 2.5-V switch setting, gain was 23.8 dB. The IHF sensitivity for 1 watt into 8 ohm loads at kHz was 2.82 V.
Power output was measured into a variety of load conditions, as shown in Tables I, II and Ill. Using a rating of 0.1%
THD, minimum continuous power output per channel was
220 watts (42.0 V) into 8 ohms and 333 watts (36.5 V) into 4
ohms. Bridged operation resulted in a mono signal with a
minimum continuous power output of 757 watts (38.9 V).
Setting the amp at rated output voltage, THD was 0.0071%
for 8 -ohm loads (40.0 V), 0.01% for 4 -ohm loads (34.64 V),
and 0.0044% (38.9 V) in bridged configuration.
The IHF signal-to-noise ratio, A -weighted re: 1 -watt output
into 8 ohms, measured 90 dBA for the right channel and 92
dBA for the left.
Crosstalk versus frequency was measured by driving one
channel and measuring the leakage into the other, with the
unused input terminated by a 1-kilohm resistor not connected to external ground. Crosstalk was found to be better than
-68 dB from 20 to 500 Hz, rising to -48.4 dB at 10 kHz,
and peaking to -42.0 dB at 20 kHz in the left channel. The
left -to -right crosstalk is dependent on the load on the left
channel; if one removes the load, the crosstalk becomes
unmeasurable. This suggests grounding problems or that
the long leads to the heat -sinks talk to the other channel.
The characteristics of the MC 2002's Power Guard circuit
were measured using a special test setup. A 10 -kHz signal
was set to drive the amp at -6 dB (20.0 V, 28.28 V peak, 50
1

Fig. 3-Response to
300 -Hz sine wave at 10 dB
over rated 200 watts into
8 ohms. (Scales: 1.0 mS
and 20 V per div.)

does not generate a transient, so its output is left free of
series relay contacts. If a sustained d.c. offset is detected at
the output, an SCR crowbar circuit shorts the power transformer's secondary and causes the line fuse to blow. The
amplifier is protected from power -line surges by clamp
components in the power supply. If the heat -sink temperature reaches 200° F, thermal cutout switches open and
remove the -80 V supply to the driver boards, stopping
bias to the entire channel. A volt -clamp limiting circuit also
protects the output transistors.
McIntosh's proprietary Power Guard circuitry, a special
feature of this amplifier, monitors the summing point at the
input differential amplifier. The amplifier input and feedback
signals are fed, respectively, into the noninverting and in58
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When the amp was
subjected to the biggest
bass -drum whacks Telarc's
CDs could deliver, no
audible clipping was heard.
-

t

watts output). A lower frequency transient at 1 kHz was
added such that the combined peak value was 10 dB
greater than the rated continuous output (126.4 V, 179 V
peak, 2,000 watts). Power Guard attack and release times
were then observed from the signal envelope, as shown in
the 'scope photo of Fig. 1; they proved to be of the "fast" (5
mS) attack, "slow" (50 mS) release variety. A normal amp
would clip heavily, showing "horns" and a brightening outline on the trace for the duratior of the -kHz added pulse,
then would instantly (a good amp can recover quickly) put
out the 10 -kHz, -6 dB signal. Horns do appear briefly at the
beginning of the overdrive pulse block in the 'scope photo,
but vanish as the circuit acts quickly. When the overdrive is
suddenly cut off, the signal collapses to an area smaller
than baseline and gradually expands as the circuit action
decays.
Is it better to clean up the clipping and sacrifice a "hole"
in the following low-level signals for 50 mS, or to clip and
instantly recover to play the low-level signals? Overall, the
technique used in McIntosh's Power Guard seems best to
us because musical transients do not end abruptly, actually
allowing the circuit to recover as they die out. Also, the 5-mS
attack time keeps the circuit from acting on extremely short
overdrives. A "tick" cannot cause a 50-mS "suckout."
Because of the action of the Power Guard circuitry, gradually increasing the overdrive causes a smooth increase in
distortion, not the step function seen with most solid-state
amplifiers. Beginning at 0.0018% at rated power (0 dB), the
amp's THD rises to 2.2% at 4 dB overdrive, and 3.0% at 10 dB overdrive. Figure 2 shows THD + N for the audio bandpass, with the amplifier driven to 10 -dB overdrive into 8 -ohm
loads. Distortion increases above 3.0% below kHz, reaching a peak of 19% at 20 Hz under these conditions. Figure 3
shows the 'scope appearance of this 10 -dB overdrive state
at 300 Hz, and the waveform looks much more like a sine
wave than would one produced oy a conventional amplifier,
which might deliver 40% THD + N, quite close to the
perfect square waveform seen with 50% THD + N.
Figure 4 illustrates the MC 2002's square -wave response
at rated power, 200 watts per channel into 8 ohms at 20
kHz. Power Guard has been switched on, resulting in the
tiny overshoot peaks at the leading edges. (These peaks
are not seen before the Power Guard cuts in.) Adding a 1.0µF capacitor causes minimal ringing of the output network,
with a 0.2 -dB increase in sine -wave output at 20 kHz, but no
instability.
The -watt frequency response into 8 ohms showed the
amplifier to be within ±0.1 dB 'rom 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The
high -frequency, -3 dB downpoint was at 100 kHz for the
2.5-V input position and at 250 kHz for the normal, 1.4-V
input position.
The low -frequency damping factor was measured at 285
for 8 ohms and 143 for 4 ohms. The wide -band damping
factor was measured at 53 for 8 ohms and 27 for 4 ohms.
The slew rate measured 23 V/µS up and 40 V/µS down
(asymmetrical). IHF slew factor into 8 ohms was 4.0 (80
kHz); into 4 ohms it was 5.0 (100 kHz).
Dynamic headroom measured 1.4 dB (42.3 V, 223.7
watts) at a pulsed clipping from a steady-state level of 200
watts rated power into 8 ohms; the 4 -ohm IHF headroom

Table -Power output per channel and distortion,
8 -ohm loads.
LEFT CHANNEL
I

Freq., Hz
20

200
2k

20k

1

Freq., Hz
20

200
2k

20k

V

Power, Watts

42.0

220.0
44.1
243.0
44.8
251.0
z5.0
253.0
RIGHT CHANNEL

THD, %

0.002
0.0017
0.0019
0.0035

V

Power, Watts

THD, %

42.0
44.0
44.7
45.0

220.0
242.8
250.0
253.0

0.0030
0.0022
0.0028
0.0071

Table II -Power output per channel and distortion,
4 -ohm loads.
LEFT CHANNEL
Freq., Hz

20
200
2k
20k

V

Power, Watts

36.5
333.0
39.7
394.4
39.8
396.0
39.7
394.0
RIGHT CHANNEL

THD, %

0.0034
0.0025
0.0033
0.0043

Freq., Hz

V

Power, Watts

THD, %

20
200
2k
20k

36.5
39.4
39.8
39.7

333.0
388.0
396.0
394.0

0.0050
0.0025
0.0033
0.0100

1

1
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Table Ill -Power output and distortion, mono channel,
bridged 8 -ohm loads.
Freq., Hz
20

200
2k
20k

V

Power, Watts

THD, %

39.4
39.6
39.7
38.9

776.0
784.0
788.0
757.0

0.0030
0.0024
0.0030
0.0044

was 1.7 dB (47 V, 552.3 watts). These figures indicate a
power supply with medium voltage regulation.
Our new test of maximum output current utilizes a 20-mS
pulse (repeated al a 0.5-S rate) driving one channel of the
amplifier into a 0.1 -ohm load. Under these conditions, the
McIntosh MC 2002 delivered a 14.8-A rms pulse before
clipping, showing itself to be average in terms of current
delivery among high-powered amps on the market today.
(For an explanation of the authors' test procedure, see
"Short -Circuit Current Test" accompanying this issue's review of Sansui equipment.)
The McIntosh's meters proved to have a VU -type action
rather than the peak action claimed. A period of 0.4 S is
required for the pulse to reach 50% power indication in the
59

The McIntosh's strong suit
was its field depth,
soundstage rendition,
spatial replication, and
instrument localization.

clearly brighter in the midrange and far more detailed in the
highs, could not match the McIntosh's field depth. On the
other hand, the Levinson outstripped the MC 2002 in deep
bass, yielding more solidity and impact on CD bass -drum
notes. The Power Guard lights flashed frequently during
these bass tests, in which Greenhill subjected both amps to
the biggest bass -drum whacks Telarc's CDs could deliver,
but no audible clipping was heard from the MC 2002.
The MC 2002's limiter circuit was auditioned to determine
if it would interfere with the amp's sonics by blunting transients or coloring the sound under near-clipping conditions.
We enlisted the help of B & W 801F loudspeakers, which
feature their own protection circuits. Both the Levinson and
Fig. 4-Response to
Crown could be pushed into audible clipping, producing an
20 -kHz square wave at
awful shredding of the sound, whereupon the B & W's pro200 watts into 8 ohms,
tection circuits cut in and temporarily shut off the speakers.
Power Guard circuit
The McIntosh MC 2002's nondefeatable limiter allowed the
activated, with input
amp to maintain its aplomb under the same overdriven
increased to get 200 watts
conditions, and no shredding of sound was heard. The
output. (Scales: 10 µS
McIntosh's Power Guard prevented the amp from clipping
and 20 V per div.)
and thus would protect a loudspeaker without the B & W's
safeguards. Midrange transients were quick without being
overbright or steely, and deep bass transients had plenty of
20 Hz to 20 kHz range. At
kHz, steady-state signal mea- punch.
surements were accurate at 200 watts, with the error inBelow clipping, the MC 2002 again lacked vitality and air
creasing to 127% as power output was decreased to the 2 - in the upper midrange while showing better than average
watt level. With a -cycle pulse of 200 watts into an 8 -ohm depth of field. Bass definition was good to excellent, holding
load, the meters read 20 watts at 20 Hz, 15 watts at 200 Hz, up well during Power Guard operation, but not going quite
8 watts at 2 kHz, and 0 watts at 20 kHz. In general, the as deep as the Levinson. The Crown Micro -Tech 1000
Power Guard indicators served as true clipping monitors, proved to have a faster attack on transients than the 2002,
often firing in the presence of minimal meter action.
but was brighter and zippier.
The controlled, double-blind A/B/X test failed to support
Use and Listening Tests
these subjective sonic differences found during unconEquipment used to evaluate the McIntosh MC 2002 in- trolled listening sessions. Using the B & W 801F speakers,
cluded a Linn Sondek turntable with a Magnepan Unitrac
Greenhill was able to identify the randomly selected amp in
arm, Yamaha MC -1000 and Shure V15 Type V -MR car- only 10 out of 16 trials, a rate which reaches only 68%
tridges, Meridian and Philips Compact Disc players, Mark statistical significarce rather than the desired 95%.
Levinson ML -7 reference preamp, Mark Levinson ML -9 and
The McIntosh operated smoothly during all bench and
Crown Micro-Tech 1000 solid-state power amps, and B & W listening tests. A slight turn-off pop could be heard in the
801F Special and Snell Type A/Ill loudspeakers. Controlled speakers, but no turn -on thump was present. The A/B/X
listening tests also were carried out with an ABX Co. com- switching relays caused no problems with the McIntosh's
parator after matching outputs of the McIntosh MC 2002 protection circuitry, as it did with another amp being tested.
with the ML -9 to within 0.001 V using the CBS STR-151 test
In summary, we find the McIntosh MC 2002 amplifier to
record. New Monster Cable was used, with co-author offer good quality, high reliability and elegant engineering
Greenhill's usual X -Terminators removed so the cable's design. Co-author Clark was particularly impressed with the
spade lugs would fit the McIntosh's speaker -connector bar- high performance achieved from the MC 2002's simple and
rier -terminal strip. (See "Comparator -Controlled Listening relatively cost-effective circuit topology. The Power Guard
Tests," which accompanies this issue's review of Sansui circuitry, with its very desirable clipping indicators, is a well components, for more details on the A/B/X double-blind thought -out design for preventing audible distortion and
testing procedure and the equipment used.)
speaker damage from intense clipping. The controlled tests,
The MC 2002 was auditioned on the Snell Type A/III however, reveal no significant sonic differences (below clipspeakers. First subjective impressions with an amp can be ping) between the McIntosh and the reference ML -9 amplifimisleading, as was the case here. Greenhill first detected a er, confirming Clark's belief that well -designed amplifiers
lack of highs, as well as a grain, glazed midrange and lack today differ little sonically. Greenhill's subjective impresof textural detail on low-level sounds. After tightening all the sions of the MC 2002, when it was inserted in the audio
speaker -wire connections, things improved greatly. The system described above, continued to be positive about the
veils lifted, detailing improved markedly, and Greenhill be- amp's spatial replication and critical of its midrange clarcame aware that the McIntosh's strong sonic suit was its ity-even when he couldn't document his reactions under
soundstage rendition, spatial replication, instrument local- blind, A/B/X-controlled conditions.
ization, and depth of field. The reference ML -9, though
Laurence L. Greenhill and David L. Clark
1
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FOR1J ES EER LO\F OF MS C
There's a big difference between real
music and "hi-fi". Unfortunately, as you
spend more and more on your stereo
system, all you usually end up with is more
spectacular "hi-fi". This doesn't have to be
the case. With a Linn/Naim system, every
additional dollar spent actually results in
a musical improvement.
[his doesn't mean that a system that can
provide music in your home must cost a
fortune. While the Linn/Naim "Six Pack"
system pictured above sells for nearly
$20,000, other Linn/Naim systems start at
well under $2,000. And, for less than a

thousand, substantial improvements can
be made to your existing system.
Whether you choose to improve yojr
current system, or start with a complete
Linn/Noim system, your Linn dealer,
because he fully understands that there is
a hierarchy to the system, can see to it that
each purchase does indeed bring you
more enjoyable music, rather than simply
more spectacular "hi-fi".
For additional inforrration on Linn
and Naim components and the
hierarcny of a hi-fi system, contact your
Linn/Naim dealer.

Distributed in the United States and Canada by:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD., 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DRIVE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS, LTD., 50 ROLARK DRIVE, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1R 4G2
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

See dealer listing on page 124

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Drive: Direct.
Motor: Quartz

ter Search.
PLL d.c., brushless,

slotless, coreless Super Linear
Torque.

Speeds: 33.3 and 45 rpm.
Pitch Control Range: ±6%.
Main Platter: 1.4 kg, aluminum diecasting, 310 -mm diameter, 18 mm
thick.
Center Search Platter: 550 grams,
glass, 303 -mm diameter, 6 mm
thick.
Startup: Within one revolution.

NAKAMICHI

FG direct; 0.03% wtd. rms after Cen-

S/N Ratio: Greater than 78 dB (DIN
B).

Moment of Inertia: 380 kg/cm2.
Dimensions: 211/2 in. (54.6 cm) W x
9-1/16 in. (23 cm) H x 16-9/16 in.
(42.1 cm) D.
Weight: 44 lbs., oz. (20 kg), including tonearm.
Price: $1,740, including tonearm.
Company Address: 19701 South
Vermont Ave., Torrance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 91
1

Speed Deviation: Unmeasurable

DRAGON -CT

with quartz lock.

Speed Drift: Unmeasurable with

TURNTABLE

quartz lock.

Wow & Flutter: 0.008% wtd. rms,
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Nakamichi has earned an enviable reputation for making
the best audio cassette recorders in the world. "ears ago,
they manufactured cassette machines for such companies
as Harman/Kardon and Fisher.
remember the original
Harman/Kardon audio cassette recorder because it set
such high standards for quality that it changed the way
people thought about such machines. When Philips invented the audio cassette system, they intended it for portable
dictation, and audio quality was of secondary importance.
The recorder Nakamichi built for Harman/Kardon changed
all that. Arne Berg, who was a consultant for Harman/
Kardon, was responsible for a great deal of the innovations
incorporated in the design. He later co-founded TASCAM,
which set new standards in the semi-professional recording
business. Nakamichi decided to produce machines under
its own name a few years ago: they continue to provide
improvements in state-of-the-art audio cassette recorders.
Now, Nakamichi is making a similar name for itself with
turntables. Over the years, improvements in turntable performance have been achieved by better motor design, electronic -control circuitry, suspension systems. etc., but until
lately nothing innovative had happened in a long time. The
new Nakamichi Dragon -CT turntable made me think about
how symphonies were written by such composers as
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven-each building upon the
last but not changing the basic form very much. Along came
Berlioz and voila: The "Symphonie Fantastique," a symphony with a fifth movement! Nakamichi may have had similar
thoughts when they added a "fifth movement" to their turntable. Perhaps the Dragon -CT was to consume all the other
turntables or at least breathe a little fire into the turntable
business. In any case, the Dragon -CT does add something
new to the game. I'll look at this turntable and then review
the remarkable synergy of its arm with the Shure V15 Type
V -MR phono cartridge in the next profile.
For years we have all watched our tonearms weave back
and forth at 5.6 cycles per second. Then we watched them
weave back and forth at 5.6 Hz; we had changed the name
but not the game. Enter Nakamichi with a solution: A rod to
move the edge of the turntable platter so that the record
groove is centered exactly within ± 0.02 mm. Now we can
be hypnotized by the music, not by an undulating tonearm.
(Actually, this innovation was incorporated a few years ago
in Nakamichi's first turntable, the TX -1000, but the Dragon CT is much more affordable.)
This answer to the record -eccentricity problem, which
uses a microprocessor and a rather complex algorithm to
determine when concentricity has been achieved, does
have a practical rationale. Modern cartridges, amplifiers,
and loudspeakers can respond to the 0.56 Hz produced by
an eccentric record groove. High-pass filters are often built
into amplifiers to keep this low -frequency signal from causing intermodulation distortion in amplifiers and loudspeakers, but they can't prevent what has already occurred at the
cartridge: Low -frequency modulation of the music, otherwise known as wow.
With its lightly smoked, black dust cover closed, the satin black Dragon -CT reminds me of an austere Oriental jewel
box except for the long, narrow control panel mounted on its
front. Before even lifting the lid, the tiny gold lettering on this
I
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control panel would make anyone suspect that there was
something different inside. The first thing noticed was the
Center Search arm, a second, short, pivoted arm at the rear
of the main platform. It has a diamond stylus, and, since it is
only used a few seconds for each record, it should outlast
the rest of the turntable.
It isn't obvious at first chat the lid hinges are not attached
to the main platform, but to a lower platform which has the
leveling feet. Mounting the lid in this way keeps it from
transmitting airborne vibrations to the main platform. A small
enclosure at the left front of the main platform, near the
turntable, contains both the light, which illuminates the
strobe pattern in the turntable rim, and the Center Search
contro, rod, which pushes the glass plate that lies on the
main turntable platter into exact record groove concentricity. Both the main platform and the subplatform are wood,
painted black. The rest of the turntable is metal except for
the oversized glass plate and rubber mat, which sit on the
main patter, and the black control buttons and pitch -control
knob, which are plastic At the four corners are round
towers; by popping off their top caps.
could see the
suspension -spring adjustments which provide low -frequency vibration filtering as well as a means of leveling the
turntable. The feet of the towers have combination elastomeric and felt vibration filters, and these too can be adjusted to level the turntable. A satin -black tonearm with a fixed
headshell is mounted on the main platform. The overall
impression is of solid-albeit rather austere-reliability.
I

I

Features
The Absolute Center Search system sets the Dragon -CT
apart from all other turntables. This system checks for eccentricity of a record's final, locked groove while the disc is

MEASURED DATA
Parameter

Claimed Measured

Speeds

33.3 and
45 rpm

Speed Stability
Wow, DIN Unwtd.
Wow, DIN Wtd.

Flutter, DIN
Unwtd.
Flutter, DIN Wtd.
W & F, DIN

Comment

+0.19%'

See Below

0.13%
0.11%
0.08%
0.10%

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

0.03%
0.16%

Excellent
Excellent

0.07%
0.20%

Excellent
Very Good
Excellent
Excellent
Damped

Unwtd.
W & F, DIN Wtd.

0.03%

Long -Term Drift
Rumble, Unwtd.
Rumble, Wtd.
Suspension
Resonance

-78

'The tone on the B &
pitch.

dB

-66 dB
-87 dB

1.39 Hz

K

test record may be a little high in

"Unmeasurable
63

The Dragon -CT uses a
microprocessor as the heart
of a special system to
center records perfectly on

the platter.
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1 -Wow and flutter
spectrum. Note that
Nakamichi's Absolute
Center Search system
reduces wow

100

considerably, and that the

Fig.

peak at 9.0 Hz is due to
the resonance of the arm
and cartridge.
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period. Cyclic
variations are at
8 S or 0.56 Hz
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one revolution at
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variation so far
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Fig. 3-Speed stability.
The 0 -Hz reference is to
the 3,150 -Hz tone on the
B & K 2010 test record,
band 8. Although the
speed is a little fast, the
64

SR

80

/62.5

tone may be slightly high
in pitch on the test
record. The measurement
here is excellent; piano
recordings will sound
very realistic.

turning at a quartz -locked speed of 33.3 rpm. The platter
then stops, and the system moves the platter's oversized
glass plate to the proper spot, centering the record perfectly. The testing and correcting algorithm allows three cycles
of test and correction, after which an error light comes on if
the record has not been exactly centered to within 0.02 mm.
Play can continue, if you wish, or you can try to visually
recenter the record and begin the Center Search process
again. (Using the Absolute Center Search feature is optional; you can play a record without ever invoking it.) Record
manufacturing standards such as IEC 98A allow for up to
0.2 mm of eccentricity. Since Nakamichi controls the diameter tolerance of their spindle, they are in a good position to
calculate a worst -case scenario for their algorithm.
Here is a more -detailed description of the Absolute Center Search system: After placing a record on the turntable
platter, you push the button on the top of the center spindle
to set the record, rubber mat and glass plate to the nominal
center position. Then you .place the record weight over the
spindle so it rests on the label and presses the record into
firm contact with the rubber mat. With the tonearm unlocked
but still on the arm rest, you press the start button. The
turntable will begin rotating and the Center Search arm will
activate, moving out to trace the position of the inner
groove. At the rear of this arm is a shutter blade which is in
the path of a photocell and a light source. The shutter
modulates the amount of light hitting the photocell according to the amount of eccentricity; the more eccentricity, the
greater the variation in light. The photocell converts this to a
variation in electrical output, the amount of variation equalling twice the value of the eccentricity correction needed.
This variation passes through an analog -to -digital converter
and thence to a microprocessor.
To determine the exact point on the platter rim which must
be pushed to effect the proper correction, another photocell
and light source count the pulses produced by slits cut into
the periphery of the turntable platter. By counting a specific
number of pulses after the maximum output of the Search
arm's sensor system, the turntable can be stopped at the
right position. Next, the system activates the Center Search
rod -control motor, which drives the positioning rod through
a speed -reduction gear system. The rod moves out of the
small housing at the left of the main platter and nudges the
oversized glass platter. The rod retracts and the turntable
platter begins to revolve again while the Center Search arm
retraces the locked groove. If the error is still greater than
±0.02 mm, the process begins again. Three attempts are
made to center the record exactly, after which the record is
centered or the error light flashes. In either case, the turntable remains running and the record can be played. The
initial pass of the Center Search system takes about 40 S;
the next passes take about half that time.
Nakamichi has done some calculations which show the
effect of record eccentricity upon wow and interchannel
phase, and also upon variation in tracking force. These
calculations show some pretty shocking things. Even if a
record is within specification tolerances, as much as 0.6%
unweighted and 0.2% weighted peak wow is produced at
the inner grooves. Nakamichi claims that most manufacturers specify wow and flutter by measuring the motor directly,
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This turntable's variation
in speed is the lowest I
have ever measured-a
maximum of only 0.2%.

2

8.75000

M2 CURSOR
5Hz

have had
rather than using a test record. No wonder
trouble matching some turntable specs! have always been
very careful to center test records, because can see the
results at 5.6 Hz on the FFT spectrum analyzer and easily
hear the effect upon test tones. The tones are steadier in
both pitch and amplitude when the record is properly centered. Anyone who has a subwoofer system can see the
reduction in excursion of the woofer cones after a record
has been properly centered. The Nakamichi Absolute Center Search system makes this easy.
I
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Measurements and Listening Tests

If you have read any of my past reports, you know that
think technical measurements are best used to determine
90
the reasons for comments made by members of the listenIC
2.00
2.OP
LGM2
500
ing panel during listening tests. try to correlate their immost records will have
Fig. 4-Rumble spectrum,
pressions with artifacts of the technical measurements, and
with main output.due to
more inherent rumble
suggest possible explanations for their comments. Since
than was produced by the the Dragon -CT turntable allows the record to be centered
the tonearm/cartridge
Nakamichi Dragon -CT
resonance at 9 Hz. The
much better than can do it manually, it is unlikely that the
rumble is extremely low;
turntable itself.
centering of the record on the reference turntable was as
accurate during the listening sessions. The Nakamichi Absolute Center Search system was used throughout the lis331.5000 HZ cUNsoR
tening session and the technical measurements. did make
SON,
500114
5014
0
one comparison, during the listening session, of a piano
C.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
5
NAMAMICMI DRAGON -CT TURNTABLE
record played with and without centering. All of the panel
O2B.IOCM/SEC
- MECHANICAL
IMPULSE TO RECORD
members could hear the difference; most noted an in041102-04
-20
creased clarity of piano tone when the record was centered.
also made measurements without centering to check the
-S0
results against those made with it.
Figure
shows the spectrum of wow and flutter. The
results are very good and compare favorably with those of
-50past reports. A Shure V15 Type V -MR was used for this
report, and the increase in output at about 9 Hz coincides
-60 with the arm/cartridge resonance. The measurement was
-70
made without the Shure's damper brush engaged; the O is
13.24, which is quite high. With the damper brush operating,
-BO
the results are much better. (The damper brush was used
Fig. 5-Spectrum to 5 kHz
337.5 Hz, an artifact of the during the listening tests.) As in the past, compared the
Dragon -CT tonearm,
due to a mechanical
Nakamichi turntable to my reference turntable, selected not
where the output is
impulse applied to the
because it is the best in the world (although it might be) but
edge of a stationary
-34.4 dB below 10 cm/S. because need á high -quality reference to which I, and the
record. The cursor is at
members of the listening panel, may compare performance.
Favorable comments were made by the panel regarding the
clarity of the sound produced by both the Nakamichi and
the reference turntable.
1.0
NAKAMICHI DRAGON -Cl TURNTABLE
Figure 2 shows the variation in speed over a 42-S period;
8
MECHANICAL IMPULSE 10 RECORD
have measured so far. There is a curious
it is the lowest
6
2.05 SICONDS TOTAL PERIOD
artifact, however-the small variation at approximately each
half -rotation. don't have a solid explanation for this, but it
doesn't appear to affect the performance compared to the
reference turntable.
o
Figure 3 indicates the drift in terms of the variation in pitch
over a long period of time. This is as good as had measured on the reference turntable and correlates well with the
Fig. 6-Response
comments made by the listening panel about clarity, espeto mechanical
cially regarding piano recordings.
impulse applied
The rumble measurement also is very good, with the main
-.8
to a record's
output
due to the undamped tonearm/cartridge resonance.
-1.0
edge.
This is shown in Fig. 4.
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Perfect bass...Perfect treble...
Perfect sound...forever
ROTEL introduces a refreshing new range
of audio equipment designec exclusively
to appeal to hi fi enthusiasts. Its
acceptance in the UK, where Rotel was
designed and conceived, is overwhelming.
HI FI TODAY says "Rotel have engineered
some outstanding products which offer
amazing sound and rennarkable value".
NEW HI FI SOUND says "The sound was
open, lively, detailed and enjoyable lo
listen to, and as for the RA82DB amplifier,
well, it was a real gem".
WHAT HI FI says "The most obvious
ability of Rotel is the way it allows music
to live and breathe".

HI FI CHOICE says "The Rotel system
-standE out in its ability to play records
properly. The stereo soundstage is well

wit, a good cartridge there is
clarity_ precisior, and evenness of
defined, and

reproduction that allows the music to
sound lively and vivid...Quite clearly, its
performance is something special".
Listen to Rotel yourself and let'E hear
what YOU have to say.
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Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

Buffalo N.Y. 14240 U.S.A. (416) 297-0599
See dealer listing on page 130

The listening panel had
great difficulty in sorting
out the tiny differences in
sound between the
reference and the
Nakamichi Dragon -CT.
Fig.
CAKAOICHI

DRAGON -CT

TURNTABLE

7-Response

to mechanical
shock applied to
the platform upon
which the
turntable and
base rested.

MECHANICAL SHOCK ZEST

2.05 SECONDS TOTAL PERIOD

o
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NAKAMICH1 DRAGON -CT TURN 'ROLE
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MECHANICAL SMOCK TEST
®
041103.07

Figure 5 shows the average spectrum produced at the
output of the Shure V15 Type V -MR phono cartridge, without
the damper brush, for a series of mechanical impulses
applied to the edge of a stationary record while the stylus is
resting in a quiet groove. The output versus time for one of
the impulses is shown in Fig. 6. This test is made to determine the effectiveness of the turntable mat and weight
combination in removing from the record energy which
could produce delayed mechanical input to the cartridge.
This could cause a blurring in the detail or enhancement of
the sound. The energy removal is not as great as it could be,
but the spectral distribution is fairly uniform except at 100,
270 and 337.5 Hz. The "fuller" quality of a recorded male
voice, which one member of the listening panel commented
on, could be caused by the delayed energy "enhancement"
in this region. The metal platter resonances at 650 Hz, and
at 1.2 and 1.8 kHz, are very well damped by the rubber mat
and are barely visible. The resonance at 650 Hz is about
46 dB from the reference level of 10 cm/S.
Figure 7 shows the output versus time for one of a number
of mechanical shock impulses applied to the massive platform which used to support the turntable during testing,
and Fig. 8 shows the spectrum of the output for this test.
There is very little breakthrough of mechanical energy
above the peak at 250 Hz. When the damper brush was
engaged, the energy was also reduced at the lower frequencies. Viscous damping is available for the Nakamichi
tonearm also, but chose not to use it during the tests
because the cartridge's damper was very effective and
could be engaged and disengaged easily. None of the
panel members made any negative comments about sound
quality that could be attributed to inadequacy in the turntable's mechanical isolation system.
Figure 9 shows the spectrum of the output due to acoustical breakthrough produced by a 100 -dB SPL acoustical
field at the surface of the turntable platter. The energy at 9
Hz is caused by tonearm/cartridge resonance and is easily
reduced by using the cartridge's damper brush or by the
viscous damping system of the tonearm. The output at 34
and 37.5 Hz was reduced by closing the plastic cover on
the turntable; it was also reduced considerably by using the
damper brush.
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Conclusions
The greatest difficulty for the listening panel was sorting
out the tiny differences in sound between the Dragon -CT
and the reference turntable. They were extremely close in all
categories, though the Dragon -CT was preferred slightly on
male voice. Drums sounded about the same to all but one
panel member, who thought the Dragon -CT produced a
slightly "tighter" sound. The piano sound produced by both
systems was judged superb by all.
liked the Absolute Center Search system because, although
have gotten pretty good at manually adjusting
records to rotate in a circular rather than an elliptical orbit,
enjoy having a microprocessor work for me. Now, if they
would only make the turntable go up and down to compensate for record warp! Meanwhile, the Nakamichi is certainly
worthy of consideration for any top-quality audio system.
I

- SO

.

Fig. 9-Spectrum to
100 Hz due to a 100 -dB
SPL acoustic field at the
surface of a record. The

stylus of the Shure
68

IIII

cartridge was in a
stationary groove near
the middle of the record.
Acoustical isolation is
only fair.
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The fávorit cassette tape óf serious audio enthusiásts is now
non's new CarryClip' lets you leave heart', bulky
ready to travel.
cassette boxes at home,.and/st}JI protect your music from dust and
shock.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

NAKAMICHI

-

DRAGON -CT
TONEARM/
SHURE V15
TYPE V -HR
PHONO
CARTRIDGE

_

Manufacturer's Specifications
Nakamichi Tonearm
Type: Straight balanced, viscous-damped.
Total Arm Length: 12 in. (305 mm).
Effective Arm Length: 9.3 in. (237 mm).
Effective Arm Mass: 14 grams (without cartridge).
Tracking Force Adjustment Range: 0 to 3 grams.
Allowable Cartridge Weight: 4 to 11 grams.
Cartridge Offset Angle: 21.5°.
Stylus Overhang: 0.59 in. -(15 mm).
Maximum Tracking Error: + 2.5° to -1°.
Price: $1,740, included with Dragon -CT turntable.
Company Address: 19701 South Vermont Ave., Tor-

- =

1

rance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 91

Shure Cartridge
Channel Balance: Within 1.5 dB.
Channel Separation: 25 dB or greater at

1

kHz, 18 dB or

greater at 10 kHz.

Tracking Force, at Stylus Tip:

Optimum, 10 mN (1.0
gram); maximum, 12.5 mN (1.25 grams).

Tracking Force, Total Tonearm Setting with Dynamic Stabilizer: Optimum, 15 mN (1.5 grams); maximum, 17.5 mN (1.75 grams).

Tip Geometry: Micro -Ridge,

3.8 x 76 microns (0.15 x 3

mils), long contact area.

Trackability at 10 mN

(1

Gram) Tracking Force:

At

400 Hz, 30 cm/S; at kHz, 46 cm/S; at 5 kHz, 80 cm/S; at
10 kHz, 60 cm/S; all figures typical in cm/S peak velocity.
Vertical Tonearm Resonance: Less than 5 -dB rise at
14 Hz in SME Series Ill arm (without SME damper).
Output Voltage: 3.2 mV rms at 1 kHz at 5 cm/S peak
velocity, typical.
1

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 28 kHz.
Recommended Load: 47 kilohms in parallel with 250

pF

(including tonearm wiring, connecting cables, and preamplifier input). Capacitive loading from 100 to 400 pF will
cause negligible change from the recommended 250-pF
loading.
Resistance: 815 ohms, typical.
Inductance: 330 mH at kHz, typical.
Weight: 6.6 grams.
Price: $275; replacement stylus, $125.
1

Company Address: 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,

Ill.

60204.
For literature, circle No. 92
70
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preceding review, have discussed the Nakamichi
1
Dragon -CT turntable and its innovative Absolute Center
ºr ay.
Search feature. This system assures that the record rotates SHÚRÉ'"'
with perfect concentricity, thus eliminating the effects of 1IS
CAIIRIDGF
MAKAM1CX1
laterally induced wow. The Dragon -CT turntable comes with 00068011
an integral tonearm which, without fanfare, proved to be of 1178C2310
RANDS 112
very high quality.
installed a Shure V15 Type V -MR car- 1407O1Y
tridge and this perhaps unlikely combination produced re- Ae:57'R.X.
markable performance. Shure has steadily improved its V15
series of cartridges, and the V -MR offers a level of performance which is truly outstanding. The company has been
consistent in its progress, in the sense that they have lie
gained a reputation for producing better and better prod- m.1L11-Bt.
sv -EML
ucts, over the years, without sacrificing reliability.
learned a great deal about the synergy between a
Fig. 1-Frequency
cartridge and a tonearm while investigating this combinaresponse and crosstalk,
tion. Bear in mind that am not saying that the Shure V15
Shure V15 Type V -MR
Type V -MR should only be used with the Dragon -CT tone cartridge in Naka nichi
arm or vice versa, but do believe that the characteristics of
Dragon -CT tonearm.
each should be a guide to finding other compatible tonearm/cartridge combinations.
must admit that didn't think the Dragon -CT tonearm and
-p 60
V15 Type V -MR cartridge would produce the level of sound
04
SNUR
Y, AL ®,
quality that it did, in fact, achieve. The appearance of the r15
CA@1A166
Dragon -CT tonearm, to me, is very businesslike. And Naka- BAAAMIIHI
IDHEAR':
michi, in its promotional material, plays up the features of CAB J01O
the turntable while, by relative lack of emphasis, implying BAR01S _
that the tonearm is little more than a worthy partner to an 48167'F
R.H.
exceptional turntable. For its part, Shure has never played to
OAMPEi
the "cartridge of the month" crowd, and sometimes won- 84B/
der if they are also victims of the "a prophet is without honor FREC: 5,3N7
Q 17.25
in his own country" syndrome. am probably as guilty as
o
anyone in this regard.
M.
My first visual impression about the Nakamichi tonearm 0..1217-P<
¿R
sy
»
was the fact that the mechanism for coupling the headshell av
....y ...,r
0.1
was placed at the back of the arm tube, near the main pivots
Fig.
2-Low-frequency
of the tonearm. This is a smart move for a number of
reasons. Placing the mass of the coupling away from the tonearm/cartridge
end of the arm reduces the effective mass; also, the joint resonance is at 5.3 Hz
of 13.25 without
between the headshell and the arm tube can be made solid, with a
reducing the tendency for short -wavelength, high -amplitude, reflected energy while retaining the advantage of
+---..,.- a.., 58
easily interchangeable cartridges.
The Shure V15 V -MR cartridge was easier to mount than
®®
most cartridges. In addition to the usual hex nuts, they
'
a4iYi ta~Mq[A.
supply threaded inserts that slip into lips on each side of the
816 20
cartridge body. After the proper shim, also provided by BAND
Shure, is put in place, the cartridge is fastened securely to 1401018
the headshell/arm tube. The shim is necessary because the
67'F
R.M.
tonearm height is fixed; the height of the cartridge and shim
must be combined to place the cartridge in the correct
position relative to the record surface.
My first really interesting impressions came when began
to listen to music. had not expected such openness and y12-18-8
EMI
clarity; am rather jaded about this, too, as have been
fortunate because have heard some really great sound
reproduction over the years. The listening panel was really Fig. 3-Slow sweep from
put to the test this time, because the level of performance 20 Hz to 1 kHz to check
was excellent and so closely resembled that of the refer- for resonances in
ence system. Discerning differences was very difficult.
Dragon -CT tonearm.
In the
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have heard great sound
reproduction over the
years, but I was not
prepared for the clarity
of this arm/cartridge pair.
I

Fig.
LEFT CHANNEL

TONEARM AND SHURE VIS
MECHANICAL IMPULSE TO ARM TUBE
NAI(AMICHI

V -MR

4-

Output of
tonearm/cartridge
to mechanical
impulse applied
to arm tube, with
tonearm on arm
rest. Left
channel shows
more high frequency output;
right channel
shows more
lows.

The base of the Dragon -CT tonearm is mounted directly to
the turntable, with no way to adjust for cartridges of different
body heights. As mentioned before, shims are supplied by
Shure for this purpose. It appears that Nakamichi has allowed for any known cartridge and then added a little extra
height just to be safe, so imagine that every cartridge will
require the use of some shimming. There are those who
claim the best way to mount a cartridge to a headshell is
directly and tightly. tend to agree with their rationale, which
is to provide a continuous path from the cartridge to the arm
pivots for any mechanical energy. If there is a weak point in
the Nakamichi/Shure combination it is here, where they
meet. This will be looked at later in the technical measurements for the pair.
The tracking force is adjusted by turning a counterweight
at the rear of the tonearm. The arm is first balanced with this
counterweight, and then a calibration ring is set to zero.
Turning the counterweight to move it toward the main pivot
sets the tracking force. found the calibration to be excellent when checked it with a separate precision gauge. It
was off by less than 0.1 gram from 0.5 to 2.0 grams. The
counterweight is viscous -damped by silicone fluid and has
a very snug feel about it. It is set very close to the main
pivots when a 6- to 7 -gram cartridge is balanced, which is
the best position to reduce effective dynamic mass. Side thrust compensation is provided by a calibrated knob at the
side of the main pillar. The main pivot bearings are excellent, exhibiting very low friction and no discernible play.
The V15 Type V -MR has a newly developed stylus tip
design called Micro -Ridge, which is closer to the shape of a
disc -cutting stylus than any stylus Shure has ever made.
The tip is highly polished by a method Shure calls MASAR polishing, which tends to reduce record wear and distortion.
The beryllium cantilever is formed into a thin -walled tube
which is very light and strong. The specified inductance of
the fixed magnetic coils is 330 mH; this, coupled with the
coil resistance of about 815 ohms, results in a moderate
value of generator impedance. The V15 Type V -MR was
affected very little by variations in load resistance and capacitance because of this. Normally, a change in coil design to achieve lower impedance would result in reduced
electrical output from the cartridge. Shure has compensated for this change in coil design by using a high -efficiency
magnet structure. The internal parts are encapsulated to
hold them rigidly in place to avoid resonances.
A viscous -damped Dynamic Stabilizer is another integral
part of the V15 V -MR. It includes a brush with conductive
fibers that not only clean the grooves but dissipate the static
charge which builds up on the record and affects tracking
force.
Years ago, when other manufacturers were racing to
claim the highest value of compliance for their cartridges,
Shure came to the rescue of the industry by introducing the
concept of trackability. Each manufacturer was increasing
the low -frequency tracking capability of their cartridges by
increasing the amount of compliance, but the trade-off was
high -frequency distortion. Later on, Shure enhanced the
trackability concept by including the whole range of recorded signals; they called this the Trackability Factor (TF).
Shure's latest concept appears to be another rescue misI
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_

-

-
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I

2KHz

E.M.LOMG ASSOCIATES
NARAMICMI ORAGO1-CT TURNTABLE
TONEARM SPECTRAL RESONANCES
041220-10
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-56.0 dBR
-46.5 daft

1

CHANNEL
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550HZ
140081
2200M1
4300X1

6100Hi

ODB

RIGHT

-38.408
-35.708
-56.006
-42.600
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-22.60 8
-24.200
-48.506
-41.306
-61.108

-

-20
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-60
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ODB
860082
1050081

-51.606
_51.706

.52.608
-57.906
-20
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40

CHANNEL

-60
-80

2.0A

7.0A

A/16

5-Spectral output of
Nakamichi tonearm due to
mechanical impulses
applied to the arm tube
(16 impulses have been
Fig.

L0112

2011

averaged). Most of the
energy appears in the
middle register, which
could add to perceived

brightness.

Fig.

6-

Left vs. right
channel
interchannel
phase using
B & K 2011 test
record, band 7,
pink noise.
Response is the
best ever seen by
the author for any
tonearm/cartridge
combination.
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The Deciding Factor

New! From Canton

As a "music room;' a car
presents considerable

With the new Set 200 and

it is these

Set 300 line of flushmount

received the highest test

problems: tight and
cramped, half upholstery¡
half glass - and filled with
road noise. What's true in
the living room is especially true here: good sound
depends upon the loud
speakers and their
positioning.

woofers and tweeters,
Canton now offers added
versatility to the installation
of automotive sound systems. Whether mounted in
the front, the side doors
or the back deck, Canton
offers you auto fidelity with
strong bass, rugged durability and excellent dyna-

awards in Germany's
Stereoplay magazine 3/84
for quality in accurate,
powerful sound
reproduction.

mics

"Sets" that

-

Other Solutions
and Complements

Comments
from Canton

To

round out our auto
sound product line, we
offer surface mount
speakers as well. Our
HC 100 pictured above
also available in a self-

Klaus Dotter, Canton's

contained, bi-amped
configuration for added
versatility (AC 200). In
addition, we offer the
Pullman 3 -way system
for rear deck mounting
as another innovative
solution to quality auto
sound in surface mount
configuration.

chief acoustic engineer,
stresses that there is no
one "right" solution for
every auto installation.
However, choosing quality
components, from the
electronics to the speakers,
should be first and foremost in your selection of
quality auto sound.
Find out more about
Canton quality home
and auto sound - write
or call for our informative
full line brochure.

is

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

(612) 333-1150

QINJON
High Fidelity Made in W. Germany.
Enter No.

11

on Reader Service Card

An old recording of
"Rhapsody in Blue," which

has high modulation and
some vertical warp,
sounded magnificent.

2

20000.00

POMO

-7.5 05

sion. At a time when adopting the shape of the original dísccutting stylus seems to be the goal of other stylus manufacturers, the Shure Total Trackability Index (TTI) takes into
account the effect of the stylus tip and tracking force upon
wear of both the tip and records. The ability of a cartridge
shape to track heavily modulated, high -frequency record
grooves, and therefore claim a high TF, is balanced by
looking at its Indentation Factor (IF), which relates to the
combination of stylus geometry and tracking force. The
more the stylus tip indents the groove wall, the harder it is on
the record. Arbitrarily, the spherical tip was chosen as the
reference and given an IF of 1.00; the V15 V -MR has an IF of
about 0.9 at 1.5 grams. A cartridge with a high TF and a low
IF thus attains a high TTI because of its optimum trade-off of
design qualities. The V15 V-MR's TTI rating is 104.1, the
best of any cartridge in the Shure line to date.

VLN

00 CURSOR

56H

5010

SORRY
180

E.N.LONG PSSOCIPTES
SnURE 015 TYPE
-OR
INTERCMPNNEL PMP5E
941217-03
11

*90

SU
32

TF

0

DEGREES

-90

180

2.0P

2.0P

LGNz

0/16

Fig. 7-Interchannel
phase using B & K 2011,
band 7, pink noise. Phase

501

difference at 20 kHz is

-7.5° (1.0 µS).

Measurements and Listening Tests
Figure 1 shows the left- and right -channel frequency response and crosstalk for the Shure V15 Type V -MR car-

tridge in the Nakamichi Dragon-CT tonearm. The low -frequency crosstalk is mainly caused by the B & K 2010 test
record, which
Output of the
use because it has a lower amount of
tonearm/cartridge middle -register crosstalk than other test records. The rewith band 3 of
sponse of this record extends to 45 kHz, albeit with some
inherent roll -off. The graph shows almost ruler -flat response
the B & K 2010
to 15 kHz, and part of the roll-off above this point is due to
test disc, where
the test record. Another factor is the relatively high capacislight mistrackSHURE VlS V -MR AND NAKAMICHI DRAGON -CT
TRACKING 1151 8.K 2010
25CM/SEC
ing occurred.
tance (137 pF) of the phono cable supplied by Nakamichi.
RIGHT CHANNEL
The difference between channels is well within Shure's 1.5 This is the highdB specification. also checked the effect of different values
est level on the
of capacitance and found that a total load capacity of 230
disc and is
pF caused a little flatter output to 30 kHz. Changing the load
remarkable
resistance to 100 kilohms had little effect.
performance.
One reason that thought the V15 V-MR cartridge might
be a good match for the Dragon -CT tonearm was the reasonably low internal capacitance of its wiring, which measured to be 50 pF. This level would not adversely affect
2 PUSO
-24.8 dBR LEFT CHANNEL VIS
either low -impedance MC or moderate -impedance MM car3000.000 NZ CURSOR
-27.8 dSR RIGHT CHANNEL
C
201182
2442
tridges. The other reason was the high internal lead resis201482
1O0B
_ E.M.LONG PSSCCIPTES
tance, which would affect the output of low -impedance MC
SHURE VIS TYPE V -NR
ODB' tOCM/SEC
cartridges, but not the moderate impedance of the V15 V _ L cm MAX TP=_- :PM2 25 CM -5
-20
MR.
would have expected Nakamichi would design the
Su
Dragon
-CT tonearm to be used with low -impedance MC
40
16
cartridges, but this rather high internal lead resistance
-60
means that only the newer, moderate -impedance, high YY][11:1
RS
output types should be used.
0
R CM MAX TRACK 1KMZ 25 CM-5EF
Figure 2 shows the low -frequency resonance caused by
8
the combination of the cartridge's compliance and the tone 20
arm's effective mass. The O without any damping is a high
40
-4-4-13.25; the resonant frequency is 5.3 Hz, which can make it
1
very susceptible to vertically induced warp wow. Although
á1``I1I1' -60
the tonearm has a viscous damping system near the pivots,
5.014
5.014
14/16
201
chose to use the cartridge's Dynamic Stabilizer damper Fig. 9-Spectrum of
at third harmonic and
brush system because it is located near the stylus-where it
output shown in Fig. 8,
level is 2.8% left and 2.0% is more .effective in reducing warp -induced problems. As
band 3 of the B & K 2010.
right. (Measurements
you can see, it not only reduced the O to a very acceptable
Most cartridges cannot
taken without Shure
2.14, but it raised the resonant frequency slightly, to 7.5 Hz.
track this band, a 1 -kHz
cartridge's damping
When played an old recording of Gershwin's "Concerto in
tone at 25 cm/S. Cursor is
brush.)
F" and "Rhapsody in Blue" by the Eastman Rochester
Fig.
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In reproducing trumpet

and cymbals at high
recorded levels, this pair
was better than the
reference.

Orchestra, which has very high modulation and some vertical warp, it sounded magnificent, without a hint of trouble. (I
was there when this recording was being made by Bob Fine
for Mercury, and first met Bert Whyte and his wife in the
garage next to the Eastman Theater where Bob had parked
his recording truck. Rochester, N.Y. is my hometown, and,
being young and daring, just walked in and proceeded to
watch and learn.) Further, the comments made by the listening panel about the piano sound on other recordings were
all very positive, and they had great difficulty in finding any
difference between the Nakamichi/Shure combination and
the reference system.
Figure 3 shows the results of a slow sweep, from 20 Hz to
kHz, which is intended to excite any resonance in the
tonearm/cartridge combination. Very small effects can be
seen at 40 and 80 Hz which might be due to the coupling
near the pivot; this is reduced slightly by using the damper
brush. The other effect, at 550 Hz, is a tonearm resonance
which is verified by the results of the mechanical impulse
I

I

1

4 and 5). When the damper brush is used, the
resonance is reduced and moves to 410 Hz. This resonance
might be one reason for the comments made by some panel
members about the "more resonant" quality of male voices
heard on the Dragon -CT as against the reference.
Figures 4 and 5 show the output of the tonearm/cartridge
combination for a mechanical -impulse test
devised to
check for resonances. The difference in the channels is due
to the method and angle of application of the impulse, which
excites each channel differently. (I am refining this test to
eliminate this difference; in the meantime, think the results
are still worth showing.) In Fig. 5, the resonance at 550 Hz is
clearly visible; other resonances are listed along with their
relative levels. The absolute levels don't mean anything
because, although referenced to a 0 -dB level of 10 cm/S,
they are caused by a mechanical impulse of arbitrary value.
What is worth noting are the resonant frequencies and their
relative levels.
Figures 6 and 7 show the interchannel phase, the best

test (Figs.

I

I

I

MEASURED DATA
Nakamichi Dragon -CT Tonearm
Measurements/
Parameter
Comments
Pivot to Stylus
Pivot to Rear of Arm
Height Adjustment
Range

Tracking Force
Adjustment
Tracking Force
Calibration
Cartridge Weight

9.33 in. (23.7 cm)
2.17 in. (5.5 cm)
None; nuts supplied
for different cartridge
sizes
0 to 3 grams,
counterweight rotation
Exact within less than
0.1 gram
4 to 11 grams

Range

Counterweights
Counterweight
Mounting
Sidethrust Correction
Pivot Damping
Lifting Device
Headshell Offset
Overhang
Adjustment
Bearing Alignment
Bearing Friction
Bearing Type
Lead Torque

76

One
Direct to arm; silicone

damping
Calibrated knob
Silicone fluid
Electronic,
pushbutton -activated,
damped
Slots in headshell
allow adjustment
As above
Excellent; no play
Less than 40 mg; too
low to measure

accurately
Jewelled pivots
Negligible

Arm Lead
Capacity, pF
Arm Lead
Resistance, Ohms
External Lead Length

Structural
Resonances
Base Mounting

Internal, 50; external,
137; total, 187
Internal, 1.9; external,
0.09; total, 2.0
48 in. (122 cm)
550 Hz; 1.45, 2.2, 4.3,
6.1, 8.6, and 10.5 kHz
Premounted directly to
wood deck plate

Shure V15 Type V -MR Cartridge

Parameter

Measurements/
Comments

Coil Inductance
Coil Resistance

350 mH
875 ohms
0.48 mV/cm/S
1.3 grams without
brush, 1.9 grams with
brush
6.8 grams
Very good
Excellent
32.3 kHz

Output Voltage
Tracking Force
Cartridge Mass
Microphony
Hum Rejection
High -Frequency
Resonance
Rise -Time
Low -Frequency

Resonance
Low -Frequency O
Recommended
Load Resistance
Recommended
Load Capacitance

18 µS

5.3 Hz without brush,
7.5 Hz with brush
13 without brush, 2
with brush
47 kilohms

250 pF
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The Nakamichi tonearm
should do well with
high -quality cartridges
that require a moderate
impedance.
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Fig. 10-Spectrum due to
1 -kHz tone at 20 cm/S,
band 4 of B & K 2010 test

disc. Although most
cartridges have difficulty
tracking this band, the
Shure/Nakamichi

LULU
LCM2

.

1,
SHURE VIS V -MR AND NAKAMICHI DRAGON -CT
SHURE 1T0-103 10.8 KHZ PULSED

-60
.

_

.

2041

11-Tests of 10.8-kHz
tone burst from Shure
TTR-103 test record,
bands 1 and 4. Any

combination tracked it
easily. Cursor is at third
harmonic and level is

mistracking results in
low -frequency output
which will color the
sound.

Fig.

0.40% left and 0.37%

right. (Measurements
taken without damper.)
2

PUSO

-6.2 d9R LEFT CHANNEL VL0
-14.2 d8R RIGHT CHA'4 EL
C

10800.00 M7 CURSOR
2T'9z

have ever seen for any tonearm/cartridge combination. The
comments made by the listening panel regarding localization were really enlightening when considered with the inter channel phase performance indicated by these figures. The
system used in listening tests includes two very coherent,
phase -matched, Time Align reference loudspeaker systems
which designed especially for such tests. When listening to
the Nakamichi tonearm/Shure cartridge combination with
this system, panel members could clearly hear the difference between spaced -microphone and coincident -microphone recordings-a difference not even the reference
tonearm/cartridge system revealed so distinctly. When coincident recordings were played, anyone sitting on the center
line between the loudspeakers had only to move his head
very slightly to shift centered images to the left or right. Such
is the price for perfectly matched channels in a stereo
system! The tonal quality of voice was also changed by
moving the head toward one channel or the other. This is
due to the fact that, when the channel -to -ear time delay is
changed, the frequencies for which addition and cancellation occur are also changed, yielding a perceived change in
tonal quality or timbre.
When some really high-level recordings were played during the listening sessions, the Nakamichi/Shure combination
was judged slightly better than the reference system in
reproducing trumpet and cymbals. This is probably related
to its remarkable tracking capability. Figures 8 and 9 show
the output versus time and the spectrum due to tracking the
highest level -kHz band of the B & K 2010 test record,
which is cut at a level of 25 cm/S. This is the best result for
any combination have tested so far. The spectral distribution gives clues to how the sound will be perceived when
tracking such high levels. The right channel tracks pretty

P
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__,,,

16
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I
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Fig.

12-Spectrum of
distortion for 10.8 -kHz

10 cm/S. Bottom:
15 cm/S. The 250 -Hz

tone burst of Fig. 11. Top:
30 cm/S, which is +8 dB
above reference level of

output is about 0.3%,
which is very good.
See text.

well and shows a smooth distribution of harmonics, while the
left channel exhibits some mistracking and favors the third,
fourth, fifth, eighth, ninth and tenth harmonics. This could be
perceived as a shift in timbre balance, although none of the
panel members mentioned anything which could be linked
to this. That doesn't mean it wasn't happening, however.
To be fair to the Nakamichi/Shure combination and to
allow comparisons with other combinations evaluated in
previous reports, also tracked the next lower band of the
B & K 2010 record. a 1 -kHz tone at 20 cm/S. This is the
band which some fine cartridges just manage to track; the
performance of the Nakamichi/Shure combination is shown
in Fig. 10. Some indication of the spectral imbalance is still
I
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TECHNOLOGY REPORT
SFI's new flat wave speaker

technology achieves optimum
digital sound reproduction.
SFI has been involved in loudspeaker
driver design through its brother
company in Japan, Sawafuji, since
1922. SF l's continuing research into
transducer technology has led to a
number of international patents and an
enviable reputation among equipment
manufacturers as a high -quality design
and manufacturing source.
Sawafuji-produced ribbon tweeters,
flat -diaphragm headphone elements,
and other transducer devices are
found in the most respected high -end
audio components throughout the
world.
SFI recently developed a new
generation of flat wave loudspeaker
transducers -full frequency drivers
with dramatically improved sound

thousandths of an inch thick, is
immersed in an intense magnetic field.
Applying the distributed -drive,
voice -coil principle to a low -frequency
transducer required an enormous
amount of engineering time. Bass
reproduction demands large air
movements which, in turn, require
large diaphragm excursions; a difficult
task for a flat wave transducer.
Sawafuji engineers persevered, and
the Dynapieats transducer emerged
from their laboratories.
5

GMT EDGE

drivers and four ribbon tweeters
installed on a handsome 35x56x3inch dipolar radiating baffle. The
low -frequency array has far more
"cone" surface than an 18 -inch woofer,
while simultaneously providing the
resonance -free fast rise time of
light-weight diaphragms. Crossover is
at 600 Hz to the four midrange drivers
arranged in a vertical line -source
configuration for wide, but controlled,
dispersion. The four tweeters, crossed
over at 5,000 Hz, form another vertical

01«ma..r

SCECl1l

quality.
To appreciate what
SFI has achieved, it's necessary to

'

THE PROBLEM

understand the essential problems that
have troubled conventional loudspeakers for almost 60 years.
Conventional diaphragms tend to store
energy, buckle, and break up into
resonant modes under the impact of
the large forces applied in a small area
by the voice coil. This results in
distortions in phase, amplitude,
frequency, and dispersion -which
covers just about everything that goes
wrong in a loudspeaker.

THE SOLUTION A driver with a very
low -mass, non -resonant diaphragm
that is linearly driven over its entire
radiating surface. However, the
practical realization of such a planar
speaker system is certainly not easy
-as previous and current producers of
such designs have discovered. The
challenge is to combine the transient
response, definition, and openness of
an electrostatic transducer with the
reliability, dynamic range, bass
performance, and non problematic
drive requirements of a standard
electromagnetic cone transducer.

SFI'S DYNAPLEATS Sawafuji's
engineers abandoned the conventional
cone and cylindrical voice coil concept.
Instead, they developed a flat voice
coil etched on the entire surface of a
PolysolponTM film diaphragm. The
diaphragm, which is only a few

S..GVE.

II..IT'IY/11

.aDE i

I

Shown above the SFI Digital Reference
(left) and the SFI Digital 20 (right).

SE11'fM1I)

,.;

.11

...

o... 5 a

. CO.

The diaphragm of the Dynapleats,
6Y2x6Y2 inch, low -frequency driver
utilizes a PolysolponTM diaphragm that
is aerodynamically pleated w th the
voice coil integrated into the entire
surface of the driver. (See side -view
diagram). An array of high-energy
strontium car magnets set within the

ridges interacts with the distributed
voice coil, and a unique high -compliance, long -excursion Sigma edge
suspension supports the diaphragm
perimeter. This proprietary
arrangement ensures thermal stability
and ruggedness, wide dynamic range,
and extended bass response

SFI SPEAKER SYSTEMS The
state-of-the-art SFI systems, (the SFI
Digital Reference) employs an array of
sixteen 6%z"x61/2", low -frequency
drivers, four 6%2"x6%" midrange
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card

array for enhanced dispersion. The SFI
systems, with their flat wave drivers,
are inherently phase accurate.
For a demonstration of SFI's Digital
Reference, Digital -20 and other systems
currently available, all using the
state-of-the-art SFI flat wave drivers,
visit your SFI dealer. You will hear, for
the 'first time, the solid bass and
dynamic range of the best of the
conventional systems, combined with
the open, transparent qualities and
superb definition of the finest
electrostatics. This is achieved without
the limitations of electrostatics, i.e.,
special amplifiers and limited bass
responses.
For more technical information on these
speakers and other products, along with
the address of your nearest SFI dealer,
write to:

r

"'gal"
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Sa w.aluji America Corp.

23440 Hawthorne Boulevard
Suite 130, Torrance, CA 90505

The Shure V15 V -MR is
ruler -flat up to 15 kHz,
where roll -off is in part due
to the test disc.

LEFT

have shown these numbers in dB below the reference level
rather than percentages because believe it is easier to
think in terms of sound levels expressed in dB when relating
such levels to perceived effects.
Figure 13 shows the square -wave output of the Nakamichi/Shure combination and indicates a slight difference between the channels in the middle register. This confirms the
data regarding spectral -level differences shown in the previous figures. The dip in the right -channel output's waveform
also correlates well with the curves shown in Fig. 1, because
the right channel does show a sharper cutoff at the high frequency limit.

CHANNEL

I

RIGHT CHANN

L

Conclusions

SHURE VIS V -MR AND NAKAMICHI DRAGON -CT
KHZ SQUARE WAVE CBS SIR -112
1

The Nakamichi Dragon -CT tonearm and Shure V15 Type
cartridge proved to be a really compatible combination and produced excellent sound reproduction, indicating
that the tonearm is well suited to high -quality, moderate impedance cartridges. As stated earlier, learned a great
deal about the interaction of tonearm/cartridge matching
while evaluating this combination. If you have read the
report without jumping right to this part, hope that you have
also. But must add that really feel sorry for those hardworking engineers at Shure. How are they going to top the
V15 Type V -MR? If they can, we will all hear something truly
V -MR

Fig. 13-Response to a
1 -kHz square wave.

I

apparent at this level, but the third -harmonic distortion in
each channel is below 1%, which is remarkable.
Shure's TTR-103 test record was used to make the 10.8 kHz tone -burst tests shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Even the 30cm/S level results in distortion well below 1%. In Fig. 12,

I

I

I

fantastic!
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Edward M. Long

The Adcom GFP-1A.

There's never been a preamplifier
to match it for flexibilit , sonic performance
and .affordability.
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The all -new GFP-1A is virtually two preamplifiers in one.
With its two functionally separate phono preamplifiers,
you can listen to one disc while taping another. You can
also dub recordings from one deck to another while
listening to a broadcast or disc.
Other operating features include: an external processor loop; CX noise -reduction decoding circuits; a
built-in separate amplifier for the headphone -output;
FET differential -input tone control circuits with defeat
switch; and two separate phono-input circuits-moving
magnet (with selectable capacitance) and low -output
moving coil cartridges. And more.

Signal-to-noise ratio at the high level inputs is greater
than 100 dB-important for reproducing compact digital discs and the new wide -range audio VCR systems.
And all function switching action takes place directly on
the circuit board, minimizing capacitive -coupling and
noise pickup problems.
As for sonic performance, just listen. And compare.
And as for affordability, that's easy to describe: $375.

ADC.

11

Elkins Road, East Brunswick, Ni 08816
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The Oaly Amplifiers and Receivers
with Wide Dynamic Range

And Low Impedance Drive Capability.

The Onkyo Delta Power Supply
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In order to properly reproduce
the dynamic range of today's music.
your amplifier must be capable of
similar dynamic range. For example, the
Compact Disc has a dynamic range )f
over 90 db, and this can place severe
demands on your amplifier. By the same
token, the impedance of your speaker
system is constantly changing from one
moment to the next (as the dynamics of
the music change), so your amplifier
must also be capable of driving a wiie
impedance range.

Onkyo's patented Delta Power
Supply is the only answer to 311 of :hese
critical requirements. First, our oversize
power transformers provide additional
power for substantial headroom. The
ultra quiet background essential far
noise -free reproduction is provided by
the Delta circuitry, and substantial Low
Impedance Drive Capability means that
Onkyo amplifiers will comforably candle
low impedance speaker loads. In fact,
our latest series of amplifiers and
receivers are IHF Dynamic Power rated

Shown is our new Integra TX -85 receiver In addition to incorporating the
Delta Power Supply, the TX -85 features dbx Tyne II Noise Reduction (Encode/Decot'e),
APR Automatic Precision Reception, Dynamic Bass Expansion, Computer Controlled
Logic Input Selection.
dbx is

a

registered trademark of dbx Inc.

Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card
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into 8, 4, and 2 ohms, further evdence
of the outstanding power capabillies of
the Delta Power Supply
Because the Delta Power SLpply
effectively satisfies these critical power
supply requirements, true high fdelity is
passible with any sourm nateria , and
choice of loudspeaker. As the name
Integra suggests, Onkyi comporents
equipped with the Delta Power Supply
give the listener a sound as close as
passible to the original, with all d the
litegrity of the live performance Detained.

Artistry in Sound
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 825-7950

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

IM

Distortion:

0.005%, phono;

0.003%, high level.

Phono Input Sensitivity for 0.5-V
Output at 1 kHz: 2.0 mV input for
MM (47 kilohms) or High MC (100

ohms); 70 µV (3 ohms) for MC

Manufacturer's Specifications
Preamplifier
Frequency Response: Line inputs,
d.c. to 500 kHz, +0, -3.0 dB; MM

(Trans Low) or 200 µV (30 ohms) for
MC (Trans High).
Phono Input Overload: 350 mV at
kHz for MC
1 kHz for MM; 40 mV at
input.
S/N Ratio: 80 dB, short-circuit, A weighted, for 5 -mV signal at MC input.
High -Level Sensitivity: 150 mV.
Phono Input Impedances: 47 kilohms for MM cartridges; selectable
3/30/100 -ohm input impedance for
MC cartridges.
Dimensions: 18-11/16 in. (47.5 cm)
W x 6-5/16 in. (16 cm) H x 16-5/8
in. (42.2 cm) D.
Weight: 46 lbs. (20.9 kg).
Price: $2,700.

phono inputs, RIAA 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.2 dB.
Maximum Output: 20 V and 1 kHz.

Power Amplifier
Power Output: 300 watts

1

SANSUI
C-2301 PREAMP
AND B-2301 AMP

THD

(New

IHF

Standard):

0.005%, phono; 0.003%, high level.

NM
NO=MINN

rms per
channel continuous, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, into 8 ohms.

Rated THD: Less than 0.003%

at or

below minimum rms power output.
Frequency Response: D.c. to 300
kHz, +0, -2 dB for 1 -watt output at
the maximum input -level control position.
S/N Ratio: 120 dB, inputs shorted, A weighted.
IM Distortion: Less than 0.003% at
rated output.
Slew Rate: ±400 V/µS (internal).
Damping Factor: 300, stereo; 150,
mono; 50 Hz into 8 ohms.
Input Impedance: 15 kilohms unkilohm balanced,
balanced or
switch selectable.
Input Sensitivity: 1.0 V for rated
output at normal inputs, 2.0 V for
balanced inputs.
Dimensions: 18-11/16 in. (47.5 cm)
W x 8-15/32 in. (21.5 cm) H x 1911/16 in. (50 cm) D.
Weight: 81.4 lbs. (37 kg).
Price: $2,600.
1

Company Address: 1250 Valley
Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071.
For literature, circle No. 93
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Sansui's B-2301 amplifier and C-2301 preamplifier are the
company's top -of -the -line separates, intriguingly designated on the front panels with "Basic Audio Legacy Vintage"
labels. Chassis size, choice of wDod-veneer paneling, and
user ergonomics are first-rate or both units, and the high
prices are justified by high performance and exacting
specifications.
Among the design features incorporated into these units
is what Sansui calls "X -Balanced circuitry." Balanced inputs
and outputs have long been used by broadcast and recording studios to overcome the effects of magnetic and electromagnetic radiation from a.c. power lines, broadcast signals,
and other sources. When this radiation strikes the two twisted conductors of a balanced interconnecting cable, it produces the same voltage or current in each. A balanced
input rejects this "common mode" signal while accepting
the desired audio signal. The audio signal is transmitted in a
"differential mode" as a voltage between t -le conductors by
the preceding balanced output. The twisted pair is generally
shielded, as well, to reduce high -frequency interference
which, in practice, is not always effectively rejected by
balanced inputs.
In the past, recording and broadcast studios have utilized
transformers to obtain balanced, floating (not ground -referenced) inputs and outputs. Today, professional equipment
usually employs electronically balanced irputs (ground -referenced) and floating transformer outputs. Good transformers are very expensive, and even the best have much
greater distortion and frequency -range limitations than am-

5.....,.[ snno P0111

II

011111

plifier circuitry. Electronically balanced outputs which are
ground -referenced but symmetrical are used, but they are
not directly compatible with unbalanced inputs.
The Sansui engineering team of S. Ta<ahashi and S.
Tanaka ("Fully Balanced Bridge Amplifier," Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 32, No. 6, June 1984, pp.
415-421) developed a prototype amplifier with balanced
differential inputs and balanced outputs with separate power -supply grounds for the first and final stages. This amplifier was electrically equivalent to a transformer with a frequency response from direct current to several hundred
kilohertz, low total harmonic distortion, and large power handling capacity. Sansui feels that there are subtle distortions and loss of detail that arise from conventional grounding schemes in home audio.

Control Layouts
The C-2301 preamplifier's cabinet is surfaced with a dark,
rich, persimmon -wood veneer. Heavier than most preamps,
it tips the scales at 46 pounds. Although it measures the
standa'd 19-inch rack width, the C-2301 does not have the
decorative mounting brackets found in some high -end
home audio gear today. Rotary controls on the front panel
are, from left to right, "Tape/PCM Play," "Master Volume"
and "Input Selector." Below these controls are the "Output

Selector," "Balance," "Attenuator," "Mode," "Rec Selector"
and "Cartridge Selector." Square pushbutton switches include "Power," "Source Direct," "Subsonic," "Muting," and
"Adaptor." Each switch position illuminates an LED display
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Sansui's top-of-the -line
separates, the B-2301 amp
and C-2301 preamp,
feature first-rate styling
and usability, but they are

rather costly.

on the otherwise black faceplate. On the rear panel are the
usual signal connections: Two unbalanced RCA phono jack
inputs, a large variety of high-level inputs (including RCA
jacks for three tape decks, a CD player, and an equalizer),
RCA output jacks labelled "Normal," a balanced XLR output
jack for each channel, and six a.c. outlets with two switched

(200 -watt total capacity) and four unswitched (400 -watt total
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capacity). There is also a pair of binding posts for connecting the chassis to signal common. The preamp does not
have any balanced inputs, which could have carried Sansui's X -Balanced circuitry to the source.
The B-2301 amplifier exactly matches its companion
preamp in exterior finish, and its stunning appearance
makes it the finest -looking high -power amplifier we have so
far encountered. The chassis is rack -width, but no mounting
brackets are supplied for this 82 -pound block-a sensible
move on Sansui's part since the B-2301 is intended for
home use. Front -panel pushbuttons, from left to right, include "Power," "Peak Hold" and a "Display" switch to turn
off the unit's large, 32 -element, LCD power meters which
have logarithmic scales. Other front -panel LEDs include an
"Over Swing" clipping indicator, a "Protector" indicator to
show activation of the protection circuit, and a "DC Leak"
indicator. The back panel includes standard RCA input
jacks as well as balanced XLR inputs, selectable via an
input selector switch; individual, detented, rotary level controls are located next to each input as well. A ground
terminal and an a.c. outlet are provided. Both the preamp
and the amp feature two -prong a.c. line cords, in accordance with Sansui's ground separation philosophy.
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F ig. 1-Partial schematic
of the Sansui B-2301
amplifier.

Mechanical Construction
Amp and preamp were carefully inspected and found to
utilize similar construction. Sansui mostly uses aluminum
and steel in these products, though copper is also frequent-
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ly utilized as a structural material. For example, a large,
copper chassis plate, 17 inches wide by 6 inches deep,
holds up the transformer and circuit boards in the middle of
the preamp. This is a somewhat unusual application of this
soft material, and according to Sansui, it is intended to
provide utmost isolation of the audio signal from both internal and external magnetic distortion. Ordinarily, isolation
screens surround the circuitry on all sides. The metal is a

better conductor than steel, though it is expensive and soft
for a chassis component. Other, more usual features appear
inside where the preamp's highly styled internal modules
have short blurbs on circuitry and performance screened on
their covers; our preference would have been to leave the
copy out.
The preamplifier's chassis consists of an extruded aluminum front panel attached to steel side panels which, in turn,
are bolted to a steel back panel. Dark, persimmon -wood
side panels, favored in several high -end Japanese components, decorate the steel inner chassis. Circuitry is mounted
on 11 circuit boarcs, seven of which are mounted on the
large, copper subchassis that covers most of the inner
space. All major metal parts are fastened together with
thread -forming sheet -metal screws.
Circuit boards in the preamp are very high -quality glass epoxy, single -sided, with solder mask and component designators. Circuit -board interconnects mainly use nickel -plated contacts in nylon housings; the cartridge -level internal
wiring, on the other hand, utilizes thick cable and goldplated RCA connectors. Component quality is very high,
e.g., 1% resistors predominate. A particularly nice design
touch in the C-2301 is the use of cable controls for the front
panel's selectors. Each drives a push-pull steel band in a
AUDIO/APRIL 1985

"The use of Tiptoes will increase the clarity,
inner resolution and detail, and dynamic
range of almost any audiophile system."
$ensible Sound
"The large Tiptoes, placed under loudspeakers,
offer a truly dramatic improvement in sound
quality, not merely a subtle difference."
Audio Magazine

perfect platforms for your
high quality components from
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Request a complete catalog from us, or visit one of our helpful dealers.
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These Sansui "Vintage"
components use some
cost-cutting construction
techniques and some that
are very expensive.

plastic sheath that winds its way to a printed -circuit slide
switch near the rear panel. This keeps input selection
switching near the input jacks, so long leads do not run to
the front panel, acting as antennas for hum, r.f.i. or crosstalk
from the other channel.
The B-2301 amplifier chassis is built from four U -section
channels running from front to back, with various sheet -
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metal and extruded assemblies attached to them. Heat
radiators for each channel are parallel to the sides and
designed for vertical air flow through the matching slots in
the top and bottom panels. Amplifier circuit boards run
parallel to the heat radiators and are fastened to them at
their edges and by the output devices in each channel.
Pairs of output transistors are bolted to four blocks which
are, in turn, bolted to the radiator for each channel. The
ability of the circuit board to flex a small amount reduces
mechanical stress in the output devices from thermal cycling. Lead length is still desirably short, and service access
is reasonable.
The large power transformer and four filter capacitors
occupy the center portion of the amplifier. The power -supply regulator board is under the transformer and accessible
from below. A copper subchassis attaches to the frame and
holds the filter capacitors and front -panel components.
Copper can be bent more easily than steel, and we found
one small bracket had indeed been deformed, apparently
through rough handling during shipping, so that it was only
1/16 inch from 120 V a.c. on the power switch terminal-a

potentially dangerous situation.
Front and rear panels are aluminum, and each holds
several circuit boards in conjunction with nearby terminals
and controls. As with the C-2301 preamp, all the amp's
panels that make up the chassis are fastened together with
thread -forming screws. Using them eliminates a separate
threading operation and, Sansui tells us, makes for a more
rigid chassis. Unfortunately, small metal particles from the
forming operation were found inside the chassis and are
potential short-circuits on p.c. boards. For repeated -access
rigidity, we prefer costlier tapped holes or threaded steel
inserts, which we associate with instrument -grade products.
Circuit -board component quality and wiring are good but
not exceptionally so. The glass -epoxy boards are well finished and laid out, and are screened with component designations and solder mask. Electrolytic capacitors, rated at an
adequate 85° C, and the many polypropylene capacitors
are stand-up mounted. Nickel -plated, push -on connectors
are widely used to interconnect the circuit boards, a contrast to the gold-plated connectors used for external inputs
and in the phono stage of the preamp. The ones carrying
high currents could fatigue and provide poor contact in the
unlikely event that a lot of service work had to be done. In
our experience, push -on connectors can be a major source
of service problems, though these were tight and secure.

Preamplifier Circuitry
The signal circuitry in Sansui's C-2301 preamp features
their X -Balanced design. Overall, there are two blocks of
gain, consisting of a phono preamp/equalizer and a balanced output amplifier. A second, identical output amp is
driven in opposite polarity to form the other half of a balanced output symmetrically referenced to ground. The
preamp's line output would have been a good place to
apply Sansui's new floating, balanced output circuit, but the
floating circuitry is reserved for the power amp's output. The
conventional output used here shorts one of the output
amps when connection is made to a usual unbalanced
power -amp input.
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JBL presents the

Extended Range/Graphite Series.
Home improvements for the car.
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In theory at least, a car stereo system should sound
terrific. After all, a car is a small space to fill with
sound. You know exactly where the listeners will he
sitting. And there are only a few locations for the
speakers. Unfortunately, most car systems fall
short of perfection because most car speakers
fall short of perfection.
The Extended Range/Graphite
Series from JBL was designed tc
fulfill the musical potential of any car,
at reasonable budget levels. The patented
Co -Motional' design provides the extended

musical range, solving must of the prohlems of dual
driver systems. TI -e unique graphite [mine solves most
of the problems of the car environment ... heat,
cold, moisture. They won't twist, won't rust,
won't distort. And the slim profile solves
installation problems. ltI easy.
The results? Big clean sound. As close
to living room Iistzning as you could
want. Mile after musical mile.
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The MC transformer in the
preamp added distortion to
an otherwise clean design,
so we recommend an
external step-up unit.
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C -2301's "High MC"
transformer input to tape
output with a 30 -ohm

source.

The RIAA preamp is capacitively coupled at its output as
opposed to using the popular servo -amp approach of eliminating d.c. offset. The designers use four paralleled capacitors of different dielectric types, and this bundle of capacitors is coated with a gooey substance to reduce rattles.
The circuits used in the phono section and in the two
halves of the balanced output consist of similar, discrete transistor gain blocks. The first stage of each is an unbalanced differential-FET input and transistor cascade. The
collector outputs feed a balanced dual -differential stage
followed by two more stages of balanced push-pull transistors. The RIAA version uses feedback equalization overall,
while the output amp uses flat feedback.
Does this design provide any sonic benefits? Sansui
claims their balanced circuit yields clearer sound, with less
interference from external electrical fields or internal power supply ripple currents. The telephone company, for one,
agrees with them and has used balanced circuits since the
invention of the telephone pole. We would like to have seen
a full realization, including balanced cartridge leads and
tonearm cables to feed the preamp. The cartridge signal is
already balanced, and Sansui could have preserved this
state in the very hum -prone interconnects and inputs all the
way to the loudspeaker.

Amplifier Circuitry

Fig. 5A-C-2301's
response at tape output
to pre -equalized square
waves. Top: 10 -kHz signal

from 3-ohm source into

"Low MC" transformer
input. Bottom: 1 -kHz
square wave into MM
input. (Scales: 20 µV and
0.5 V per div.)

HM,...._.,
,

'

)

Fig 5B-C-2301's
response at tape output
to pre -equalized 10 -kHz
square waves fed from a

Input at "High MC"
transformer. Bottom:
Input at "High MC" with
no transformer. (Scales:

30-ohm source. Top:

As in Fig. 5A.)
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The B-2301 amplifier is basically a bridged design. It has
balanced differential inputs and balanced outputs with separate power -supply grounds for the first and final stages.
The B-2301 features six separate power supplies, three per
channel. The Diamond Differential circuit used in the bridge
amplifier has four outputs in a symmetrical and complementary configuration, and it simultaneously drives a pair of
push-pull output stages. In this balanced bridge design,
distortion is reduced by both feedforward and the usual
negative -feedback networks. The circuit utilizes each output
stage as an error amp for the other.
The basic feature of this power amp is that the first stages
drive the final stages through a constant -current source.
The unit's Diamond Differential circuit puts out a constant
current, regardless of the voltage required. The output voltage is not referenced to the input ground terminal or the
power -supply ground terminal. This is in contrast to normal
bridged operation, where the two amps forming the bridge
operate at a stiff, constant voltage referenced to ground. In
the Sansui, the output terminals are floating and designated
either "hot" or "cold." Unlike conventional bridged amps, no
damage is caused when one side of the B -2301's output is
short-circuited to the chassis. The impedance between the
ground and the amplifier is kept high, and little current flows
between them. The hot or cold terminals can float up or
down, independent of ground, and provide the same performance. The power -supply circuit of the amplifier is also
floated from ground.
Figure shows the basic circuit of the balanced bridge
amplifier. There are three amplifying stages. The Diamond
Differential circuit is used as the second stage to drive a
pair of push-pull stages that follow. These stages are
powered by ground -based positive and negative supply
source El and E2, and the final stages are powered by a
1
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TO CREATE A BETTER
DISC PL'\YER,WE TURNED
TO A HIGHER INTELLIGENCE.
Introducing
the CD -2
compact disc
player. And
the brains
that set it
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Yamaha's proprietary LSI technology provides

audibly superior playback and added
programming power.

maintains the harmonic integrity of your
source. With no loss of dimensionality You
can actually hear a more natural, spacious
sound from your discs.
A related benefit of our proprietary LSI
technology is user convenience. You can
choose from three different playback modes.
Program the random-access memory system
in moments. And search for selections
(or individual passages
......5..a.m. o.,.e=.c.C..taco..
within a selection) at
the touch of a button.
You also get wire.ó
less infra -red remote
control. Our 3 -beam
maul your decor and other
laser with LSI-based
components, the CD -2 is available
in silver and black (both standard
servo -control for
component size).
extraordinary tracking
accuracy. And a sleek, component -sized
package.
What's more, if you don't require the CD -2's
random access programming, or a remote,
you can enjoy all this sound -improving
technology in the CD X1. At an even lower
price. (CD -2, $599*; CD -X1, $499*)
So visit your Yamaha dealer today. And hear
for yourself why our CD -2 is the most intelligent way there is to listen to compact discs.

above all other compact disc players.
We're referring, of course, to our proprietary
LSIs (Large Scale Integrated circuits). And
the approach they use to process digital

YAMAHA

signals.
Most CD players convert the dgitized
signals at a standard sampling rate of 44.1kHz.
So they are forced to use a very sharp 50db/
octave analog filter to cut off the unwanted

[ú

frequencies above 20kHz generated by the
44.1kHz carrier signal.
This process creates phase anomalies
which degrade the harmonic structure of
your music. You hear this as a loss of
dimensionality.
So we came up with
an intelligent solution.

Our YM-2201 LSI. It
doubles the sampling
rate to 88.2kHz and uses
an on -chip digital filter.
This over-sampling eliminates phase distortion and

con

To

Grdless infra -red remote
rol's standard equipment.

YAMAHA
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O Box 6660 Buena Park, CA

'Suggested U.S.A. retail prices
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Listening tests on these
two units were made with
both blind A/B and open
(or subjective) procedures,
giving an unusually
thorough comparison.
separate floating source E3. Feedback is applied from the
two outputs to the two inputs of the initial differential circuit.

Preamplifier Measurements

Fig. 6-Response of
B-2301 amplifier to large signal, 20 -kHz sine wave

Fig. 7-Response of
B-2301 when driven into
clipping, no load, with

Fig. 8-Response of
B-2301 to 20 -kHz square
waves at various signal

levels into 8 -ohm loads.
Top: 1 -watt output; scale
is 1 V per div. Middle:
90

Designers of MC transformers have three main problems,
which the transformer in the C-2301 exhibits in varying
amounts. The first is distortion. To achieve high inductance,
transformer coils are usually wound on a magnetic material
such as an iron alloy. If the magnetic properties of these
alloys are not perfectly linear with magnetic field strength,
the transformer will be prone to low -frequency distortion
from this source. The second problem is irregular frequency
response. At high frequencies, inter -winding capacitance
driving an 8 -ohm load.
resonates with the transformer's inductance, causing peaks
(Scales: 10 µS and 50 V
and dips in the response if steps are not taken to damp
per oiv.)
them. In the case of the Sansui transformer, these resonances are above the audible range, but lend a small high end boost. The third problem is the most serious because it
is audible: The transformer's input impedance drops as
frequency drops, causing the output of moving -coil cartridges to drop off severely below 100 Hz due to excessive
loading of the source by the transformer.
The MC inputs marked 30 ohms and 3 ohms utilize this
transformer and are both gain and input -impedance options, with maximum gain available at the lower impedance.
The IHF standard for measuring noise, gain, and response
of MC inputs calls for a 100 -ohm source. Because this
yields poor results with the Sansui's transformer inputs, we
assumed that 30- and 3 -ohm sources were required. An MC
cartridge of lower output impedance will have lower output,
all other things being equal; to relate our noise measurements of the Sansui transformer inputs to IHF standards, we
assumed output proportional to impedance. This results in a
200 -Hz sine wave.
71.2 -dB S/N at 30 ohms and a 62.6 -dB S/N at 3 ohms.
(Scales: 1 mS and 50 V
The 30- and 3 -ohm inputs do not indicate true input
per div.)
impedance but only a nominal level. Figure 2 shows that
input impedance is a function of frequency and that it drops
at low frequencies. This drop in impedance causes roll -off of
6 dB at 20 Hz (Fig. 3) because it loads the cartridge, thus
reducing output.
The transformer added frequency -dependent distortion to
this otherwise clean preamp (Fig. 4). We tried to drive the
inputs to produce the rated 20-V output, but the preamp
would not deliver the full 20 V at lower frequencies. The
'scope showed ringing in a pre -equalized 10 -kHz square
wave, both at 3 ohms (Fig. 5A) and at 30 ohms (Fig. 5B) in
comparison to both the moving -magnet (MM) phono input
and the "High MC" inputs. One can avoid the problems of
the transformer by using the "High MC" phono input, which
bypasses the transformer, but with a loss in gain. This
phono input's circuitry is simply a 100 -ohm load and an
attenuator ahead of the MM RIAA preamp, thereby dropping the "High MC" input's gain below that of the MM input.
In any case, the low 30.3 -dB gain of this input position
Clipping; scale is 50 V per makes it inappropriate for many MC cartridges; the other
div. Bottom: Below
MC stages of the C-2301 each have about 60 -dB gain. The
clipping; scale is 25 V per bottom line is that the Sansui preamp will function most
div. Time base is 10 IS
linearly with a moving -magnet cartridge. For flat response
per div. for all.
with a moving -coil cartridge, an external step-up device
plugged into the MM phono stage is recommended.
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CAN YOU SEE TIA MUSIC?
B&W's newest star is in the spotlight.
To celebrate the marriage of Audio and Video, B&W of

England commissioned its world renowned research team to
design a loudspeaker dedicated to the audiolvideo environment. A new star was born!

Until recently, TV was meant to capture the eye rather than
the ear, a one -experience medium. But now, with the
availability of Beta and VHS Hi Fi and the advent of Stereo
TV, it has become a two -experience medium. Yes, you can expect theatre quality sound in your own living room. B&W
video acoustic monitors reproduce the whole eight octaves
of sound, an astounding improvement over the four to five octaves reproduced by ordinary TV speakers.
The television picture tube and associated components are
seriously affected by stray magnetic fields. The magnets
employed in TV loudspeakers are shielded to prevent
magnetic interference but if large magnets required to produce true high fidelity are used, then shielding is only partially effective.

B&W goes one step beyond. B&W has totally redesigned the
magnet circuits and motor system by producing nickel cobalt centre pole magnets. B&W has produced ZMF
speakers, giving virtually .a Zerc Magnetic Field. This revolutionary new approach actually entrances the performance of
the loudspeaker system beyond anything achievable with
simple screening; B&W Zf1F speakers can be placed in-

mediately adjacent to the :elevision monitorwithout creatirg

any adverse effect.

Behind the successful) development of these video acoustic
monitors lies B&W's world leadership in loudspeakertechnology and design. B&WV's Model 801 has been selected by
famous recording comparies, orchestras and conductors
worldwide as their classical Ties c monitor. For both the professional recording artists aid the critical music lover, B&W
has dedicated itself :c the pu -suit of perfection in tie recreation of live sound
More than. a contr bution to viewing pleasure, B&W ZMF
loudspeakers provide all that has been missing from the
complete audio video experience. LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE!

0,0

!4W

B&W

See dealer listing on page 130

Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card

VIDEO ACOUSTIC MONITORS

SUPERB SOUND WITHOUT PICTURE DISTORTION OR MOVEMENT
Anglo American Audio P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240 (416) 297-0595

short-circuit current
test is designed to show
how well the test amp will
drive a speaker that is a
A new

difficult load.

Standard preamplifier measurements are shown in Table
Phono equalization error versus frequency for a resistive
source was very flat for the phono MM input, but there was
rolled -off bass response of its transformer inputs. However,
the preamp's nonstandard, 100-kilohm MM phono input
impedance means that some MM cartridges will not have
flat response, since a few cartridges might respond oddly to
this load impedance. The subsonic filter had a shallow
cutoff slope of 6 dB per octave starting at 20 Hz, not fully
adequate to filter out the effect of warped records, and it
does not filter the tape outputs.
Phono crosstalk is measured by driving one channel to
0.5-V output and measuring the output of the undriven
channel with input terminated in accordance with IHF standards rather than a short. Results show
54.2 dB of leakage at 20 kHz, which is not on a par with the performance of
the quietest competition.
The Sansui preamp's high-level section performed in an
exemplary manner. It provided 18 dB of gain at a signal-tonoise ratio of 89.2 dB, A -weighted. It had a slew rate of
25 V/µS at 10-V peak -to -peak output. Oscilloscope observations suggest this stage is bandwidth -limited, which is
preferable to slew -rate limiting. THD + N measured below
0.005%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at 0.5-V out. The C-2301 was
I.

-

capable of putting out 27 V at 20 kHz with less than 0.1%
THD + N when driven "CD" in to "Normal" out.

Amplifier Measurements
The Sansui B-2301 coasted through the FTC's -hour, 1/2 power preconditioning at 8 and 4 ohms without "thermalling
out." The top plate became only slightly warm and is not
connected to the internal heat -sinks.
Voltage gain of the B-2301 amplifier loaded with 8 ohms
was 24.0 dB, which is 2 dB below the usual power amp gain
of 26 dB. Its steady-state power measurements easily exceeded Sansui's published ratings into 8 ohms (Table II).
Minimum power was 316.3 watts into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to
20 kHz, and 443.1 watts into 4 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Measurements were also made into 2 -ohm loads (a condition not rated by the manufacturer), and the amplifier comfortably delivered a minimum of 141.3 watts per channel,
limited only by Sansui's 15 -ampere line fuse. THD + N at
the amp's rated power output of 300 watts per channel
(48.99 V into 8 ohms) was 0.0016% at 2 kHz, rising to a
maximum of 0.0035% at 20 kHz and 0.088% at 50 kHz.
IHF dynamic headroom into 8 -ohm loads proved to be
1.75 dB, with the amp putting out 59.9 V (448.5 watts per
channel) at kHz into 8 ohms using a 20-mS on/480-mS off
1

1

SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT TEST
Modern power amplifiers are designed to deliver an output voltage
that is independent of load impedance, within limits. A short-circuit at
the output terminals would quickly
destroy an amplifier if it did not have
protection. Partially reactive loads,
like real loudspeakers, do require
output current at the instant the voltage waveform is passing through 0 V.
This instantaneous condition is similar to the continuous requirements of
a short-circuit; thus, the protection
circuitry may be activated even
though there is not a true short-circuit
present.
The tone -burst test for maximum
current into a short is designed to
simulate the requirements for driving
a reactive load. The test consists of a
0.1 -ohm output load, which is almost
a short, and a 20-mS burst of a 1 -kHz
sine wave once every 0.5 S. The level
of the input signal is gradually raised
until distortion of the output voltage
waveform appears. The peak-to -peak
value of this waveform is recorded
from the oscilloscope trace. The rms
value of this current during the 20-mS

92

burst is derived by calculation from
Ohm's Law.
The rated current of an amplifier
can also be derived from the power
and load resistance ratings by another version of Ohm's Law: equals the
square root of P/R (rated power divided by resistance). Thus, an amplifier
rated at 200 watts into 8 ohms has a
rated current equal to the square root
of [200 divided by 8], or 5 amperes. If
the short-circuit current is equal to or
greater than 5 A, the amp will drive a
purely reactive load of 8 ohms, or
virtually any loudspeaker that is rated
at 8 ohms, without activating its protection circuitry.
It should be mentioned that no correlations yet exist to show that amplifiers yielding high current ratings on
this test can be successfully differen-

tiated from lower current amplifiers
during double-blind listening tests.
A detail important to the accuracy
of the short-circuit current measurement is also worth mentioning. Contact and wire resistance can cause
inaccuracies unless a "four -wire"
technique is used to derive the current. The voltage across the resistor
must be measured at the resistor terminals and not at the amplifier terminals, as shown in Fig. B1. The important parameter is not the exact total
load on the amplifier (even if various
lead resistances brought the total up
to 0.2 ohm, it would still be very nearly a short), but the voltage across
precisely 0.1 ohm of the total. This
voltage and resistance can be used
to calculate the true current.
-L.L.G. and D.L.C.

I

Fig.

B1-

Circuit for testing
instantaneous
current delivery
capacity of
amplifiers such

SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT
20 mS ON

480 mS OFF
1
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as the B-2301.
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NO OTC [ER HI-FI VCR

CAN GIVE YOU
THIS KIND O ME J_.
1.MON PM 8:00 CH

1

----

2
3

'

4

tures. In addition to incredible
hi-fi sound and remote input
capability, you get the flexibility
of programming directly through
the machine. Four heads provide
picture -perfect record, playback
and special effects. A cableready,139-channel tuner provides
28-day/8 event programmability;
a lighted tape area allows tape

5.
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And if there's a power outage
during the nigl-t, the VS -603
is one VCR you won't have to
reprogram in the morning.
Because instead of the normal
one hour back-up memory, there's
7-day back-up power.
So if you're looking for the
best in VHS hi -I VCR's, look
no further.
AKAI's new VS -603 is really
going to open some ears.
And eyes.

vus
7

,
1

i

o°

AKAI's new Hi -Fi VS -603 may

well make ordinary VCR programming seem obsolete.
Because now, the combination
of convenient full -function wireless remote programming and an
interactive monitor system
allows you to see the full menu

of 8 programs. All at one time.
So there's no waiting for that
missed portion to reappear
on the display. And no more
missed shows due to programming accidents.
What's more, the new AKAI
VS -603 comes jam-packed with
plenty of other impressive feaEwer No. 5 on Reader Service Card

HiFvus

Into 8 ohms, the amp
delivered 316 watts, with
443 into a 4 -ohm load.
Several of the other
measurements were
likewise superb.
pulse. At 1 -watt output, no harmonic distortion was detectible; only noise was found.
Other measurements on the amplifier proved to be superb. Damping factor was over 267 at low frequencies and
32 wide -band. IHF slew factor was 3.0, and the amp exhibited a slew rate of 80 V/µS. Large -signal rise -time is shown in
Fig. 6, where the Sansui amplifier achieved a rise -time of 2.5
V/µS at 10 kHz, at 49-V out. With a 20 -kHz square -wave
input, the amp is stable, with some ringing from the output
decoupling network, into a load consisting of 8 ohms and
any capacitance up to 1.0 µF. The frequency response rises
at 20 kHz by 0.2 dB when the amp has a 1.0-1.1,F load.
Otherwise, the small -signal frequency response is ±0.5 dB,
10 Hz to 150 kHz, and ±2.0 dB, 10 Hz to 300 kHz. The
signal-to-noise ratio is 90.5 dBA from 1.0 watt in the left
channel, and crosstalk is better than -71.3 dB at 20 kHz,
worst case.
The B -2301's gorgeous, 32 -element amber (on) and orange (off) LCD meters span the range from below -55 dB
(0.001 watts) to greater than +2.0 dB (500 watts), referenced to 8 -ohm loads. Driven by a single -cycle tone burst at
300 -watts out, the meters read -6 dB at 10 kHz and -20
dB at 20 kHz, when they should have read 0 dB. For
sustained signals, the meters showed +2 dB at 20 kHz and
-6 dB at 20 Hz.
Clipping behavior is shown in the 'scope photos in Figs. 7
and 8. When the amp is driven at 10 -dB overdrive at 300 Hz,
small "horns" of high -order harmonics appear on the
clipped waves. There is no sign of line -frequency modulation, indicating independence from power -supply ripple. At
20 kHz, slight clipping caused mutual conduction, with the
current draw rising from 17 to 22 amperes quickly, the amp
shutting down after 3 S, then resetting.
Author Clark has devised a test setup, shown in Fig. B1
and described in the sidebar entitled "Short -Circuit Current
Test," to gauge an amplifier's instant current delivery. Clark
drove a -kHz pulse, 20 mS on/480 mS off, into the B-2301
amp, which was driving a 0.1 -ohm load. This amp was able
to deliver a peak of 2.8 V into this load -which means 20 A
rms was delivered into a virtual short! This is a substantial
output for any amplifier.
1

Use and Listening Tests
Initial listening tests suggested that the C-2301 preamplifier suffered from a lack of bass, as no deep bass was
evident on organ recordings in comparisons between the
Sansui and Greenhill's preamp. This was tested with an ABX
comparator, which randomly switched the moving -coil cartridge output between the Sansui and the reference
preamp. Details of this procedure are listed in the sidebar
entitled "Comparator -Controlled Listening Tests." Under
double-blind conditions, Greenhill was able to accurately
identify the Sansui's comparative lack of bass in 16 out of 16
attempts, after both amps had been matcned to within 0.2
dB at kHz using the CBS STR-151 test record and a digital
voltmeter. This finding has very high statistical significance.
On a more subjective basis, the Sansui preamp presented a flattened sonic perspective, with little depth of imaging.
Dynamic range on a number of percussion recordings was
compressed. Gain for the moving -coil was adequate using

Table I -Preamplifier measurements, Sansui C-2301.
Circuit Stage Gain, dB
Phono to Tape Out
MM
MC, Transformer High
MC, Transformer Low
MC, High (No Transformer)
CD Input to Main Out
S/N, Worse Channel, dB

High -Level Inputs to Main Out
IHF (0.5 V In/Out)
Maximum Gain
MM Phono to Tape Out
MC Phono to Tape Out
Transformer High
Transformer Low
No Transformer. High, 100 Ohms

89.2
93.2
85.9
71.2
62.6
66.8

Phono EQ Error, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, dB

MM
MC,
MC,
MC,

Phono Input, 100 Kilohms
Transformer, 30 Ohms
Transformer, 3 Ohms
No Transformer, 100 Ohms

+0, -0.1
+ 1.0,
+ 1.0,
+ 0.1,

Subsonic Filter Roll -Off, dB
20 Hz

- 2.0
- 0.1

-5.1

Crosstalk, CD Input to Main Output, dB
20 to 200 Hz
1 kHz

- 87.0
-81.1
- 76.7
- 67.9
- 62.3
- 54.2

2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz

20 kHz
Phono Overload at

MM
MC,
MC,
MC,

-2.0

-0.5
-2.0

10 Hz
5 Hz

kHz, mV

1

Phono Input
Transformer High
Transformer Low
High (No Transformer)

414.0
44.9
17.1

487.0

Table II-Power output per channel and distortion,
8 -ohm loads, Sansui B-2301 amplifier.
Freq., Hz
20

200
2k
20k

1

94

36.9
56.2
64.6
30.3
18.0

Freq., Hz
20

200
2k
20k

LEFT CHANNEL
Pcwer, Watts
51.0
325.1

50.3
316.3
50.9
325.9
51.0
325.1
RIGHT CHANNEL
V

51.0
50.5
50.7
51.0

Power, Watts
325.1

318.8
321.3
325.1

THD, %

0.003
0.0017
0.0017
0.0051
THD, %

0.004
0.004
0.003
0.007
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On a double-blind basis,
the preamp's phono section
lacked bass; this had been

detected earlier during
subjective listening tests.

the "Low" transformer position, but was insufficient on the
transformer bypass position ("High MC") using a Yamaha
MC -1000 MC cartridge. In addition, the Sansui preamp was
more susceptible to hum fields than comparable units. The
panel lights tended to flicker when controls were switched.
These drawbacks are unfortunate, for the ergonomic design of this C-2301 preamp is outstanding. The record selector switch allows for recording one source (such as a
tuner) while listening to another source (for example, records). In addition, the small attenuator control (with its de tents) proved to be very useful; by switching to source
direct, the line amps in the preamp are bypassed and the
small attenuator takes over for the master volume control.
This can be very helpful when one wishes to leave the
central volume control at a precise setting for comparing
preamps but wishes to adjust the volume in the meantime
without disturbing the main setting.
The B-2301 amplifier is an excellent product. Speed,
power and ultra -bandwidth have been emphasized, and
this involves some rational design trade-offs, such as the
mutual conduction at 20 kHz and the horns that appear on
the waveforms when the amp is clipping.
Externally, the amp has few peers. Its color combination
of reddish -black persimmon wood with the amber and orange of the LCD meters is visually stunning. The meters
have the most attractive combination of peak -and -hold

Table Ill-Power output per channel and distortion,
4 -ohm loads, Sansui B-2301 amplifier.
Freq., Hz
20

200
2k

20k
Freq., Hz
20

200
2k
20k

LEFT CHANNEL
Power, Watts

V

43.9
43.1
42.1

482.9
464.4

THD,1;
0.005
0.005

443.1

0.002:3

42.7
455.8
RIGHT CHANNEL

0.008

V

Power, Watts

42.6
42.8
42.3
42.5

453.7
457.9
447.3
451.6

THD,

0.004
0.004
0.0038
0.008

'

function we have come across, even if their accuracy was
less than laboratory grade. The peak setting remains for 4 S,
but the instantaneous display continues. This is more useful
and interesting than the display in the Accuphase P-600
amplifier (reviewed in the August 1984 issue), which allowed only peak readings or instantaneous readings.
The amp does very well sonically. Subjectively, Clark:

COMPARATOR -CONTROLLED LISTENING TESTS
Controlled listening tests are designed to avoid biases on the part of
the critic and maximize psycho acoustical fairness. That is, in order
to keep the critics' pet biases about
the weight, appearance, cost or
brand from influencing their sonic
opinions, these tests are double blind
so that neither the listener nor the test
administrator (in this case, the same
person) knows whether the reference
amp or the amp being reviewed is
playing. In our case, switching between different amps was practically
instantaneous (less then 50 mS) in
order to make subtle sonic differences as apparent as possible, since
the human ear -brain system has a
notoriously poor ability to store
sounds well over time.
To make possible such an instantaneous -switching, double-blind test,
we use a laboratory -grade audio
comparator from the ABX Company.
It consists of control circuits and relays that can rapidly switch between
different inputs. The listener com-
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pares sounds and decides whether a
particular source, designated X, is
sonically the same or different from
each of two known sources, designated A or B; X actually is either A or
B, depending on the random connection made by the comparator's logic
for that particular trial. The critic
writes his response on a test paper.
Digital memory circuits store the sequence of connections for retrieval
and analysis at the end of the test.
The ABX comparator system generates data in a statistically similar
manner to flipping a coin and predicting whether it will come up heads or
tails. Each of the two results is equally probable, so random predictions
are likely to be correct 50% of the
time, as with Clark's comparison of
the Sansui B-2301 and his reference
amplifier in the accompanying review. Since each of our comparisons
comprised 16 trials, a critic could obtain a score of 8 correct if he could
hear no differences and were just
guessing. Any score much above 8

correct is thus better than chance
and might be significant. How far
above 8 the results must be to determine significance depends on how
certain one wants to be of the result.
Using published tables of the binomial statistical distribution, we have
calculated the likelihood of correct
scores for each listening test. We
found that obtaining a score of 12
correct out of 16 trials gives a confidence level of 95% or more that the
outcome was not due to chance. Results at this confidence level are the
minimum commonly accepted by sciences such as medicine before
they're judged to be statistically significant.-L.L.G. and D.L.C.
(Editor's Note: Readers of Audio
are entitled to be aware that Author
Clark is a director and partner in the
ABX Co., makers of the comparator
used in these tests, and potentially
stands to gain from sales of the unit.
should say, too, that
know of no
comparable product with all the features required for such testing.-E.P.)
I
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Enjoy the realism of the

ultimate output transducer
Stax electrostatic earspeakers have
been used by discerning audiophiles, professional musicians, and

record companies for over twentyfive years. On the subject of headphones, audiophiles and audio critics agree that Stax electrostatic ear speakers offer more realism in detailing, dimensionality, and musicality than any other.
Recently the SR -Lambda Professional earspeaker system has surfaced as a world class reference
standard. In Germany, the SR Lambda Professional earspeaker
was selected by Daimler-Benz for
use in auto sound research. In
Japan, the SR -Lambda Professional
was awarded "Audio Component of
the Year" by Radio Engineering
Magazine. In the United Kingdom, it
was praised as "one of the most important pieces of audio equipment"
by HiFi News and Record Review.
And in the United States it was
awarded an Engineering Achievement Award and a Class A rating by
the International Audio Review.
Now there are two ways to enjoy
the fabulous realism reproduced by
the SR -Lambda Professional ear speaker. The SRM-1 Mk2 Professional direct drive class A amplifier
connects directly to the output of a
pre -amplifier, compact disc player,
tape deck, or tuner. It can also be
interfaced into the tape monitor loop
of a receiver. The new SRA-14S Professional Integrated amplifier combines the direct drive class A amplifier of the SRM-1 Mk2 Professional
with an audiophile Preamplifier. It
can be connected to serve as the
heart of any'audio/video system.
Please audition the full line of
Stax electrostatic earspeakers. We
are convinced that you will find
them to be the most rewarding personal listening devices available.
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DA -50M
Monaural Poweramplitier

SR -Lambda
Professional Earspeaker

DA -50M
MArreural Poweramplitler

DA -100N

SRA-14S Integrated
Prearnplllier/Headphone Amplifier

DA -100M
Morraural Poweramplifier

Monaural Poweramplitier

For a full Stax brochure send $3.00 to:
Stax Kogyo Inc., 940 E. Dominguez St., Carson, CA 90746
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The amp showed deep bass
and etched highs during
subjective listening tests,
but double-blind tests
showed no difference from
the reference.
found it produced a rich, full bass and etched highs. Greenhill also observed the amp had a full bass, a boost in the
warmth audio region, and good depth of imaging, with an
openness and spaciousness heard on few other amps. The
deepest bass of the organ and bass drum was not equal to
that heard on Greenhill's reference Levinson ML -9 240 -watt per -channel (tested) amplifier driving Snell A/III speakers.
Subjectively, the B-2301 seemed less apt to clip on mid band orchestral music when driving B & W 801 loudspeakers than the reference amp when precisely gain matched
and switched in; that would be expected. Greenhill's reference amp clips at 378.4 watts per channel into the 4 -ohm
loads presented by the Snell A/Ills, while the Sansui puts out
about 1 dB or 69 watts per channel more (447 watts per
channel at clipping) at the same frequency.
Greenhill was unable to corroborate the subjective impressions of the B -2301's bass response during an A/B/X
double-blind test against the reference amp, scoring 9 correct out of 16. Clark also carried out double-blind A/B/X
testing in his listening room, but only correctly identified the
Sansui amp 50% of the time when compared to a popular
115 -watt -per -channel amplifier. These are chance scores.
What do the listening evaluations mean? Author Clark
concluded that the B-2301 is an expensive, sonically neutral
power amp. Greenhill pointed out that both of them had
independently heard the amp's rich, full bass response and

the etched highs in two different listening rooms with very
different associated equipment. Didn't that mean anything?
Clark responded that amplifiers housed in dark, rich persimmon wood often turn out to sound rich and full in bass
response when reviewed by subjective critics. In the case of
the Sansui B-2301, the double-blind listening tests didn't
support the casual listening impressions. Greenhill replied
that the amp continued to sound rich and full, even after he
knew the results of the controlled tests.
In conclusion, we feel that the Sansui components examined here are physically beautiful and wonderful to operate.
The lack of enthusiasm about the Sansui preamp comes
from the frustration of finding a marvelously functional
preamp hobbled by sonic limitations, particularly for MC
cartridge lovers (the very folks most apt to buy this unit). A
few internal circuit problems give us reservations about the
C-2301 preamp, including the MC transformer, the subsonic
filter and the MM phono load impedance. We believe such
problems should not occur in a $2,700 preamp-but you
must decide whether these are problems large enough to
keep the C-2301 off your potential -purchase list. We would
strongly recommend the B-2301 as a high -current amplifier
with a subjectively (unproven in the double-blind comparisons, unfortunately) rich bass response and very smooth
highs that provide strong revelation of detail.
Laurence L. Greenhill and David L. Clark

Experts agree .. .
we've made "the world 'S
best cartridge
even better:'

"We were hardly surprised to find that the V15
Type/-MR is a sterling performer...with
unsurpassed clarity and freedom from distortion
...Shure has made one of the world's best
cartridges even better'
High Fidelity Magazine

"Shure's new V15 TypeE-MR actually provides
a substantial improvement in the tracking ability
of what was already the best tracking cartridge
we know of.'
Stereo Review Magazine

Shure's
V15 Type V
with eNv

The Shure V15 Type I-MR-no other component can bring so much sound out of
your system for so little money. A combination of the revolutionary Micro -Ridge
Tip and Shure's extraordinary Beryllium
Stylus Shank, this cartridge has redefined the
upper limits of high-frequency trackability.
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Save up to $25
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selected cartridges
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and styli February 18 thru April 19, 1985.
See your Shure dealer for complete details!
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 9.3 dBf.
50 -dB Quieting: Mono, 15.3 dBf;
stereo, 38.1 dBf.
68 dB.

Selectivity:

Stereo Separation:

44 dB at

1

kHz;

36 dB at 10 kHz.

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 40

watts continuous
per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 8 -ohm
loads.
Rated THD: 0.04%.
Frequency Response: High level,
20 Hz to 40 kHz, ± 1.0 dB; phono,
RIAA ±0.2 dB.
SMPTE-IM Distortion: Less than
0.03%.

PARASOU N D
DR40
RECEIVER

Parasound

DR40
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i
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i

1.1.!

.
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mV;

high level, 160 mV.
S/N: Phono, 80 dB re: 5 -mV input; high
level, 95 dB re: rated output.
Phono Overload: 220 mV.
Tone Control Range: Bass, ± 10
dB at 100 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 10
kHz.
Subsonic Filter: -6 dB at 20 Hz, 12
dB/octave slope.

General Specifications
Price: $299.95.
Company Address: 680 Beach

St.,

San Francisco, Cal. 94109.
For literature, circle No. 94
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What can you get for under $300 in an integrated stereo
receiver? In the case of Parasound's DR40, quite a bit of
power, if that's what you're after-as much as 40 watts per
channel, with some margin of reserve at mid -frequencies.
On the tuner side, the DR40 offers frequency -synthesized
AM and FM tuning; however, the sensitivity, distortion and
noise performance may leave something to be desired if,
like me, you seek the absolute ultimate in FM performance.
As to controls, the DR40 has a true, separate loudness
control, something you rarely find in receivers costing much
more than this one. The frequency -synthesized tuning system here also gives you up to five AM and five FM presets,
for instant recall of your favorite station frequencies. And
then there are the standard, but essential, items, including
bass and treble controls and the usual number of program -
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Dynamic Headroom: 1.0 dB.
Damping Factor: 150 at 20 Hz.
Input Sensitivity: Phono, 2.0

source inputs (with the high-level pair glamorized by silkscreened panel designations that have been changed from
the familiar "AUX" to the now -fashionable "CD/Video").
Still, the DR40 is very much a budget -priced receiver;
thus, there's only so much you can expect from it. In some
respects, it delivered more than had expected, while in
others it fell short.
I

Control Layout
A "Power" on/off pushbutton at the upper left of the all black front panel is augmented by a two-color LED (green
for normal operation and red for a short-circuit or overload
condition). Immediately below are a pair of speaker -selector
buttons, while to the right are a tuning -mode switch (manual
or automatic scanning) and a "Memory" switch, used in

99

While the DR4O fell short
of my limited expectations
for a budget receiver in
some respects, it surpassed
them in others.
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conjunction with the five station -preset buttons located just
across the panel. In the manual tuning mode, pressing the
"Up" and "Down" buttons (located alongside the presets)
increments tuning in 50 -kHz steps for FM or 10 -kHz steps
for AM. Near the upper center of the panel is the station frequency display, with a single LED to show whether a
- received signal is in stereo and a five -LED signal -strength
indicator. The latter uses two red LEDs for weak signals, an
amber LED for marginal signals, and two green LEDs to
show strong -signal conditions.
Along the lower edge of the panel are a stereo -headphone jack plus rotary controls for "Bass," "Treble," "Balance," "Loudness," and "Volume." was pleased and surprised to find a variable loudness control on such an inexpensive unit. Normally, loudness compensation is tied to the
volume control on low-cost (and even some expensive)
receivers, making it difficult, if not impossible, to adjust this
circuit for proper compensation at low listening levels. With
the separate, rotary loudness control, you can adjust "Volume" to preferred listening levels and then adjust "Loudness" to boost bass response just enough for perfect auditory compensation. Pushbuttons below the row of presets
and "Down"/"Up" tuning buttons handle program selection,
control the single tape -monitor circuit and mono/stereo operation, and activate the subsonic filter.
The rear pane. is equipped with 300- and 75 -ohm FM
antenna terminals, an external AM antenna terminal, a
hinged AM ferrite -rod antenna, the usual pairs of input and
tape -output jacks, a ground terminal, two sets of color coded speaker terminals, a pair of a.c. outlets (one
switched, the other unswitched), and a main fuse -holder. A
battery holder, also on the rear panel, is designed to hold a
pair of AA batteries. These serve as backup for the preset
memory if there is a power failure or if the unit must be
disconnected from the a.c. supply for any reason. I'd have
welcomed the aesthetic touch of even a cheap plastic cover
over the battery compartment, but since it is on the rear
panel it will usually be out of sight.
I

Tuner Measurements

'00 TSOONi 14Ht

'

t

kd

Although the owner's manual is only a fold -out brochure
the equivalent of eight pages in length, two of these pages
are dedicated to a full schematic diagram. From it, surmised that the FM circuit is fairly basic, employing an FET
r.f. stage and bipolar oscillator and mixer stages. I.f. and
multiplex -decoder functions are handled, by and large, by
multi-purpose ICs. The minimal amount of circuitry may
account for the DR40's average FM performance.
Usable sensitivity in mono fell short of the claimed 9.3
dBf, measuring 12.0 dBf. Stereo usable sensitivity was governed by the stereo threshold, which was about 15 dBf.
found that 50 -dB quieting in mono occurred with a signal
strength of 18 dBf; in stereo, the 50 -dB quieting figure of
26.0 dBf was actually much better than claimed. The most
disappointing aspect of the FM tuner section's performance
was its signal-to-noise ratio, which, even with strong signals,
never exceeded 65 dB in mono or 61 dB in stereo. Figure 1
shows how signal strength affects signal-to-noise ratios as
well as harmonic distortion (for a 1:kHz, 100% -modulated
signal) in mono and stereo. In mono, THD measured 0.3%,
I

iC

I

;

Fig.
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3-Frequency

response (upper trace)
and separation vs.
frequency, FM section.
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The FM circuits seem
fairly basic and perform
accordingly, especially in
signal-to-noise ratio and
harmonic distortion.

but in stereo it was actually somewhat better, measuring
only 0.18%.
Harmonic distortion as a function of frequency, for mono
and stereo operation, is plotted n Fig. 2. Frequency response of the FM section was flat within ± 1.0 dB from 30 Hz
to 10 kHz, but it was down 5.0 dB at 15 kHz.
The 'scope photo of Fig. 3 shows overall frequency response and stereo separation as a function of frequency.
measured stereo separation as 38 dB at kHz, 37 d3 at 100
Hz, and 27 dB at 10 kHz. Capture ratio measured 2.5 dB,
and alternate -channel selectivity was 65 dB. I.f. and spurious rejection were better than 80 dB, while AM suppression
measured 50 dB.
Figure 4 shows the crosstalk and distortion components
that appear in the unmodulated (right) channel when a 5 kHz test signal is used to moculate the opposite (left)
channel. The tall spike at the left is the desired 5 -kHz left channel output signal; all the components to the right are
either distortion components or subcarrier components appearing at the output of the unmodulated channel. The
number and amplitude of these unwanted products are
greater than have encountered in tests of any other tuner
or receiver within recent memory; however, a letter received
from Parasound just as was completing this review indicates that distortion may well be lower in later production
runs.
Frequency response for the AM tuner section (whose
circuitry consists largely of a single IC) is shown in Fig. 5.
Response was down some 6 dB at around 2.5 kHz, referred
to 1 kHz. This is about what have come to expect from
most AM tuner circuits found in low- to mid -priced receivers
and even in a few high-priced models. Some designers of
these circuits argue that increasing the AM bandwidth
would result in annoying whistles and interference beats,
especially at night, due to the crowding of the AM band in
the United States and some other areas. suppose that's
true, but it is also true that, as a result, the AM section of this
receiver-and of many others with similar AM circuitry sophistication-delivers sound that is no better than and
sometimes inferior to what you can hear from a table model
or hand-held radio.
I

other hand, takes into account all intermodulation components in the spectrum up to 20 kHz, and, as you can see
from Fig. 7, there were many such distortion components,
generated at -kHz intervals from around 4 to 20 kHz.
Calculating their equivalent percentage, the IHF-IM distortion figure turned out to be a rather high 0.65%-higher than
would have expected from just the THD and SMPTE-IM
numbers recorded earlier.
1
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Amplifier Measurements
The power amplifier section was able to deliver its rated
power (40 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads) and then
some, at all frequencies from 20 Hz to 10 kHz. At 20 kHz,
THD rose a bit higher than the claimed 0.04%, to 0.07%. At
mid -frequencies, maximum power output for the rated THD
of 0.04% was 50 watts. A three-dimensional plot showing
distortion as a function of power output and frequency is
presented in Fig. 6.
Damping factor measured 100, using a 50 -Hz test signal
and referred to an 8 -ohm load. Dynamic headroom measured 1.2 dB, a bit better than the 1.0 dB claimed by
Parasound. measured three types of IM distortion for this
receiver. At rated output, SMPTE IM was 0.3%, decreasing
to 0.05% just below that output level. CCIF IM, using twin
tones at 19 and 20 kHz, was 0.01%. This form of distortion
takes into account only the 1 -kHz "difference" signal generated by the two high -frequency test signals. IHF IM, on the

.

a:

I
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6-Power output vs.
frequency vs. THD.
Fig.
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At moderate levels, the
amplifier sounds quite
good, again raising old
questions about how

relevant static distortion
measurements are.
Preamplifier Measurements
Phono input sensitivity, referred to 1 watt of output, measured 0.35 mV, while 20 mV was required to produce watt
of output via the high-level ("CDNideo" or tape) inputs.
Frequency response for the high-level inputs was flat within
1.0 dB from 4 Hz to 40 kHz and within 3 dB out to 80 kHz.
Although RIAA equalization of the phono preamplifier circuitry was accurate to within 0.5 dB at the high end,
observed a deviation from the RIAA curve of -3.1 dB at 50
Hz. It is possible that the 'designers of this preamp circuit
1

I

tailored its response to the modified curve proposed by the
IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission), with its extra low -end roll -off, rather than the official RIAA curve.
Phono overload, though acceptable at 100 mV for the
standard -kHz signal, fell far short of the 220 mV claimed
by Parasound, who don't say what frequency they used to
check phono overload. The EIA Amplifier Measurement
Standards, which use, call for this important parameter to
be measured at a test frequency of 1 kHz. By using a higher
test frequency (say, 2 kHz or even higher), Parasound could
have achieved their higher overload figure. If that's what
they did, then they should have said so. But, as say, the
DR40's performance here is acceptable.
Hum and noise for the phono circuits was a satisfactory
75 dB below -watt output, referred to a 5 -mV input signal at
1 kHz. I measured 79 dB of signal-to-noise ratio for the highlevel inputs, again referred to -watt output, this time with
0.5 V of input signal applied. Turning the volume control all
the way down resulted in a further reduction of noise output,
down to
81 dB below -watt output.
Figure 8 shows the maximum boost and cut range of the
bass and treble tone controls, while Fig. 9 shows the bass boost curves that can be obtained at various settings of the
separate loudness control. The subsonic filter, when activated, resulted in an attenuation of 4.2 dB at 20 Hz.
1
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I
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Use and Listening Tests
There is much about the Parasound DR40 that is commendable. Certainly, a 40 -watt -per -channel, all -in -one receiver that sells for less than $300 represents an achievement in itself. Frequency -synthesized tuning in such a lowcost, relatively high-powered receiver is also very worthwhile. On the other hand, was disappointed by the inability
of the FM tuner section to deliver even 70 -dB signal-to-noise
ratios (the minimum that consider acceptable for today's
program sources, with their dramatically increased dynamic
range). After all, many FM stations are now playing CDs with
increasing regularity, and, with a good tuner, the advantages of CDs are immediately apparent. Here, their quiet
background will be marred if the tuner's signal-to-noise ratio
is marginal.
If you keep the volume control at safe levels and don't try
to push this receiver's amplifier section too hard, the high
intermodulation distortion levels which noted on the test
bench don't become a disturbing factor. In fact, at moderate
listening levels the amplifier sounds quite good-again raising the age-old question concerning the relevance of measured distortion under static, test -signal conditions. Push
the amplifier a bit harder, though (as you would do with
medium- to low -efficiency loudspeakers), and the slight
graininess associated with dynamic forms of intermodulation distortion becomes subtly apparent. Used with efficient
speakers in a moderate -sized listening room, the amplifier
section will do reasonably well. In strong -signal areas, FM
will also be acceptable, especially if you keep volume levels
low enough so that background noise remains below the
threshold of audibility.
All in all, the DR40 does represent quite a lot for its price,
but-in the last analysis-in audio equipment you still get
what you pay for.
Leonard Feldman
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THE

WORLD
OF DIGITAL
AUDIO
IS COMING
TOYOUR
TOWN. AND
YOU'RE
INVITED.

It's

world. And Sony,
CBS and Audio Magazine
are ready to show and tell you
all about it.
Len Feldman, internationally renowned author,
audio critic, lecturer...and Senior
Editor of Audio Magazine, will
be your guide to this new world.
But there's more.
You'll see highlights of the
film, Metropolis*, with its new,
digital soundtrack!
There are prizes, too. A
Sony CD player and CBS
Compact Discs will be given
away at each event.
And it's all free! Just
contact the sponsoring dealer in
your area for the exact time and
location.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
70 dB.

Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Image Rejection: 85 dB.
l.f. Rejection: 90 dB.
Spurious Response Rejection:
AM Suppression: 55 dB.

ULTRX R100
RECEIVER

45 dB at

1

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 12 dBf;
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
21.45 dBf; stereo, 39.17 dBf.
S/N Ratio: Mono, 70 dB; stereo, 65
dB.

THD: Mono, 0.2%; stereo, 0.4%.

Frequency Response:

20 Hz to 15

kHz, ± 1.0 dB.

Loudness Control Action:
400 µV/m.

Selectivity: 40 dB.
Image Rejection: 50
I.f. Rejection: 40 dB.

dB.

Outputs Power: 100 watts/channel,
20 Hz to 20 kHz, 8 -ohm loads.

Rated THD: 0.009%.
Dynamic Headroom: 2.0 dB.
SMPTE IM: 0.009%.

Frequency Response:

+10

dB at 100 Hz (volume control set at
-30 dB).
Channel Separation: 55 dB at 1
kHz, all inputs.

Amp and Preamp Sections

stereo, 17.23 dBf.

Tone Control Range: Bass, ± 10
dB at 100 Hz; treble, ± 10 dB at 10
kHz.
Subsonic Filter Response: 6 dB
per octave, 30 -Hz cutoff.

dB.

AM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity:
S/N Ratio: 45 dB.

mV

into 8 ohms.

kHz.

Pilot Suppression: 60
SCA Rejection: 60 dB.

phono, 60 dB; high level, 95 dB.

Headphone Output Level: 420

90 dB.

Channel Separation:

mV; MC phono, 250 µV; high level,
150 mV.
Phono Overload: MM phono, 75
mV; MC phono, 6 mV.
S/N Ratio: MM phono, 80 dB; MC

Phono,

RIAA ±0.5 dB; high level, 10 Hz to
40 kHz, +0, -1.0 dB.
Input Sensitivity: MM phono, 2.5

General Specifications
Power Consumption: 250 watts.
Dimensions: 16'/2 in. (42 cm) W x
5% in. (13.7 cm) H x 14-15/16 in.
(38 cm) D.
Weight: 27.3 lbs. (12.4 kg).
Price: $599.95.
Company Address: 1200 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Cal. 90220.
For literature, circle No. 95
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Though it isn't obvious from looking at the front panel, the
ULTRX R100 receiver is a product of the well-known Sanyo
Corporation, and here we should distinguish between American Sanyo and Japanese Sanyo. The former owns the
ULTRX brand name and is, itself, owned by Japanese
Sanyo, which also owns the Fisher brand. In this country
and with many types of products, Sanyo and Fisher compete on head -to -head terms, but ULTRX is an upscale move
by Sanyo to a more exclusive market, where Fisher existed
even prior to its sale to Sanyo. Thus, what exists in the U.S.
between Sanyo, Fisher, and now ULTRX is more nearly a
case of sibling rivalry than anything else.
Be the marketing questions as they may, the R100 has a
tremendous number of features going for it. Its PLL frequency -synthesized tuner section provides 20 station -memory
presets and tuning, as well as an automatic station -search
system. Major control functions are performed electronically, using rocker switches for varying volume, channel -balance, and bass and treble settings. A stereo synthesizing
circuit can liven up such mono program sources as VCR
and TV sound. A full encode/decode dbx circuit has been
included, as has a DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduction) single ended dynamic filter for reducing hiss and noise when
listening to noisy program sources. There are inputs for two
tape decks, with provisions for dubbing in either direction.
Even more noteworthy is an infrared remote -control module
which performs the basic functions of volume adjustment,
up and down tuning, and selection of the preset station

STEREO THD, WIDE- BAND' 0.11%
MONO THD, NARROW -BAND : 0.017%STEREO THD, NARROW -BAND 0.3
MONO THD, WIDE
BAND

-

STEREO S/N

MONO

Fig.

5/N

70 de

: 73 dB

1-Mono and stereo

quieting and distortion
characteristics,
FM section.

STEREO, NARROW -BAND

frequencies.

MONO,
NARROW - BAND

The front panel, which gives excellent access to all these
features, is itself a model of good, contemporary design. It
has no protruding knobs, and its colorful displays, indicators and graphics make operation easy, even for the audio

neophyte. However attractive and useful these features
might be, they should be evaluated after the basic performance is considered. And when turning to measured performance versus specification, in light of the competition,
the ULTRX R100 does pretty well for itself. should mention
at this point that two samples of the R100 were tested; the
first unit, which
discovered later was a preproduction
sample, did meet specification, while the second and full production unit did better and is reported on here.

-004%-¡

STEREO, WIDE

-

BAND
MONO,
WIDE BAND

-

I

I

Fig.

2-THD vs.

frequency, FM section.

Control Layout
Along the lower edge of the front panel are a power on/off
button; a stereo headphone jack; speaker -selector buttons;
an FM i.f. bandwidth -selector switch; dbx encode and decode buttons; pairs of buttons for bass, treble, and channel
balance; a subsonic filter switch; a mono/stereo switch; a
loudness control button, and three "Tape Copy" buttons.
The center section of the panel contains the "Up" and
"Down" tuning bars, an "Auto/Manual" tuning selector button, 10 preset tuning buttons (each accesses either of two
memorized frequencies with the aid of an additional button
labelled "1-10/11-20" that works like a typewriter or computer shift key), an AM/FM selector button, tape monitor switches, program -selector buttons ("Tuner," "CD," "TVNCR,"
"AUX," and moving -magnet and moving -coil phono), volume "Up" and "Down" buttons, and stereo synthesizing and
DNR switches.
AUDIO/APRIL 1985

The entire upper section of the front panel is dedicated to
displays and indicating lights. Station preset number (from to 20), selected AM or FM frequency, status of
the volume control (in numerical indications from
to 10),
and signal strength (in numbered, graphic symbols from
to 5) are all augmented by more than a dozen alphanumeric
displays as well as graphic displays which show the status
of the tone and balance controls, selected program source,
and instantaneous power -output levels. The power -output
meters take the form of a pair of ascending ramps of
fluorescent graphics, one rising to the left, the other to the
right. No actual bells anc whistles, but there are plenty of
a host of

1

1

1

flashing lights!
The rear panel of the ULTRX R100 is considerably less
flamboyant. There are the usual pairs of inputs and tape105

Why dbx and DNR in one
receiver? We're spoiled by
noise-free digital program
sources, and want our older
ones just as noise -free.

output jacks, two complete sets of spring -loaded speaker
terminals, a pair of a.c. convenience outlets (one switched,
the other unswitched), and a pivotable AM loop (which
comes packaged separately, is snapped into place, and is
then connected to the AM antenna terminals). For connection of an FM antenna, 300- and 75 -ohm coaxial terminals
are provided. There are also a pair of screwdriver adjustments for tape -related uses of the dbx circuitry and a
second pair for adjusting playback of dbx-encoded discs.
The owner's manual correctly states that, with most tape
decks, the factory settings of these adjustments will work
nicely, outlining a simple procedure for readjustment if you
happen to own the "exceptional" tape deck that isn't tracking properly.

F'g. 3-FM stereo
frequency response
(upper trace) and
separation ín narrow and
wide i.f. modes (lower
traces).

Tuner Measurements
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Usable sensitivity of the FM tuner section, in mono, measured 12 dBf, exactly as claimed. In stereo, however, usable
sensitivity was determined by the muting threshold (muting
is defeated only in the mono mode), which was set at about
22 dBf. The 50 -dB quieting point occurred in mono with an
input level of 16 dBf; in stereo, it took 37 dBf to reach that
level of quieting. Although quieting characteristics were
virtually the same in both the wide and narrow i.f. modes,
distortion was, of course, markedly higher in the narrow band mode than in the wide. This trade-off must be made to
improve selectivity when interference from adjacent- or alternate -channel signals makes it impossible to listen to FM
in the low -distortion, wide -band mode. THD for a 1 -kHz,
100% -modulated FM signal at 65-dBf input level was only
0.04% in mono when the wide -band i.f. setting was used; in
stereo, under the same conditions, THD was 0.11%. Both of
these figures are much better than the manufacturer's published specifications. In the narrow i.f. mode, THD increased
to 0.17% in mono and 0.3% in stereo, still well below
published specs. Quieting and THD as a function of r.f.
input -signal strength is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows
how distortion varies with frequency in mono and stereo and
in the narrow and wide-band i.f. modes.
Signal-to-noise performance was a bit disappointing to
me, however, measuring only 73 dB in mono and 70 dB in
stereo. realize that these results do slightly surpass the
published figures, but these days, just expect that tuners
and tuner sections of receivers will be able to do somewhat
better than that.
Frequency response deviated from flat by no more than
±0.6 dB from 30 -iz to 10 kHz but exhibited a slight rise (2.1
dB) at 15 kHz. This was caused, no doubt, by less than
perfect termination of the multiplex decoder's low-pass filter. Stereo frequency response and separation in the narrow
and wide i.f. modes are shown in Fig. 3. Notice that separation didn't change much when switching from the wide to
narrow i.f. mode; only the frequency of maximum separation
shifted slightly. In the narrow mode measured separations
of 45, 40.5, and 36 dB at 1 kHz, 100 Hz, and 10 kHz
respectively. Switching to the wide i.f. mode, separation
measured 48, 43, and 39 dB for the same test frequencies.
Figures 4A and 4B show what comes out of the right channel output of the tuner section when the left channel is
modulated 100% by a 5 -kHz test signal. In both 'scope
I

I
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Fg. 4-Crosstalk and
d stortion products
resulting from 5 -kHz
modulation in one
channel, as seen at
opposite channel's
output. Results here were
almost identical between
tests made in wide i.f.
mode (A) and narrow
i.f. mode (B).
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The R100 will accept all

your program sources, pick
up all the FM stations
you'd expect, and power
most any speaker to an
adequate level.
photos, the tall spike at the left is the desired 5 -kHz signal,
while the signal contained within it is the 5 -kHz component
observed at the opposite channe's output. Additional signals to the right represent other undesired crosstalk and
distortion components. Strangely, though the crosstalk components had about the same amplitude whether measured
in the wide or narrow i.f. mode, tie 5 -kHz separation was
actually better in the narrow mode then it was in the wide. At
first glance this seems unusual, until you look back at Fig. 3
and realize that 5 kHz happens to be the point of best
separation for the narrow i.f. mode. At all other frequencies,
there is the expected slight deterioration of separation as
you switch from wide to narrow.
SCA rejection was a rather poor 58 dB. This means that, if
there are FM stations in your area that broadcast an SCA
subcarrier (either for private subscriber background music,
data transmission, or any of the many other purposes now
permitted by FCC rules), you may very well hear faint
"swishing" sounds during quiet passages of music. Don't
blame these on multipath problems. More likely, what you
are hearing is crosstalk from an SCA subcarrier used by the
offending station.
Figure 5 shows the frequency response of the AM tuner
section, which was about what have come to expect in
most stereo receivers. There wasn't much output above 3
kHz or below 50 Hz.
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Amplifier Measurements
Using a -kHz test signal, the power amplifier section of
the R100 more than realized its claimed power output at its
rated distortion of 0.009%, measuring only 0.0046% at
kHz. It produced a bit more harmonic distortion at the audio
frequency extremes: 0.0065% at 20 Hz and 0.0057% at 20
kHz, for 100 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads. The
SMPTE-IM distortion was lower than claimed, measuring
only 0.004% at rated power output. Damping fac:or measured 44 (referred to 8 ohms), and dynamic headroom
measured 1.8 dB as against 2.0 dB claimed. CCIF IM was
less than 0.0033%, while IHF IM was below 0.03%. Amplifier
clipping, for a -kHz signal input, occurred when output
levels reached 124 watts per channel.
1

1

r
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Fig. 6-Range of bass
and treble controls.

1

Preamplifier Measurements
Input sensitivity for the phono inputs, referred to 1 -watt
output, was 0.25 mV for MM and 25 µV for MC. It took 15 mV
of input at the high-level inputs (or at the tape inputs) to
produce watt of output with the volume adjusted to maximum. Phono frequency response deviated from RIAA by no
more than ±0.7 dB. Phono overload via the MM inputs was
125 mV, considerably better than the published rating of 75
dB, which would have considered inadequate. Using the
MC inputs, overload occurred with an input level of 12 mV,
twice the overload level claimed. Frequency response for
the high-level inputs extended from 8 Hz to 42 kHz for the
-3 dB cutoff. With the subsonic filter activated, response
was down by 3 dB at 40 Hz, a bit higher in frequency than
would have liked and higher than the 30 Hz claimed by
ULTRX.
Signal-to-noise ratio in the MM phono setting was 75 dB
referred to 5 -mV input and 1 -watt output. At the same
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Fig.

7-Loudness-control

response at various
settings of volume
control.
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The tuner, amp, and
preamp sections sounded
good enough to make the
R1OO a winner on a price
vs. sound -quality basis.

volume control works in discrete steps. Normally, that would
be fine (I've gotten used to step-detented mechanical volume controls that do the same thing); in this case, each step
is accompanied by a slight popping sound from the speakers. No doubt FET or other solid-state switches are being
used to change the volume level, and they introduce noise
and pops during the adjustment process. found that the
bass and treble controls, as well as the balance control,
which also operate in electronically controlled steps,
seemed to take forever to get where wanted them to. have
nothing against rocker switches and pushbuttons, as they
sure make a front panel look sleek and elegant. But every
now and again, yearn for the days when a simple, smooth
twist of a rotary knob brought me to the exact control setting
wanted in less than S.
Once got all the adjustments out of the way, the tuner,
preamplifier and amplifier sections worked adequately well
and sounded good enough to justify the price of this receiver. All the extra displays, of course, are needed to tell you
what a marker dot on a knob could have told you at less
cost. However, have no real objection to their use, since,
on a sound quality versus price basis, the R100 is a winner.
Whether its price would have been lower without all those
front -panel displays is, suppose, moot. On the very positive side, there are all too few receivers that offer built-in dbx
as well as DNR noise reduction, and must say that both of
these circuits worked extremely well. As ULTRX points out in
one of their advertisements, with so many of us getting used
to noise -free reproduction from digital program sources, we
tend to get spoiled and want our older, analog program
sources to be just as free of noise. The dbx NR system is
one way to accomplish this for the tapes you record, not to
mention that it allows you to record much greater dynamic
range than would otherwise be possible. By the same token,
DNR helps out older program sources as well as noisy FM
broadcasts whose background noise can't easily be eliminated in any other way.
haven't mentioned the stereo synthesizing circuit
(ULTRX calls it a stereo matrix) simply because regard
such circuits as poor substitutes for the real thing. suppose, though, if you are piping video sound into this receiver and if that program source (whether from a TV broadcast
or a VCR) is in mono, there's some sonic excitement to be
derived from the quasi -stereo effect of the ULTRX circuit. If
you don't like it, you can always switch it off and go back to
mono-I did.
The extra high-level inputs on the R100, over and above
the usual AUX inputs, were most welcome. These days,
most people have more and more program sources to hitch
up to their central audio components, what with stereo TV
on the way, CD players catching on and VCRs coming out
with hi-fi sound. The ULTRX provides for all of these, with no
need for external switchboxes or patch bays. It offers adequate power output for virtually any pair of speakers housed
in any reasonable size of listening room. It picks up all of the
FM stations would expect it to, and makes it easy to access
up to 20 stations at the touch of a button. In short, the
ULTRX R100 is a no-nonsense receiver on the inside, notwithstanding some of its front -panel flash on the outside.
I

I

I
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Fig. 8-Response sweeps
made at low signal levels
to demonstrate action of
the dynamic low-pass
filter system used in the
DNR circuit.
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referenced output level, and with 0.5 -mV input, S/N for the
MC inputs was 63 dB. Via the high-level inputs, using a 0.5V input and again referred to
-watt output, S/N was an
undistinguished 73 dB, increasing to -88 dB of residual
hum and noise when the volume was set to minimum.
Figure 6 shows the maximum boost and cut range of the
bass and treble tone controls, while Fig. 7 shows the action
of the loudness -compensation circuitry at various settings of
the volume control. Notice that this particular loudness circuit affects only the bass frequencies; no treble boost is
introduced even at low listening levels.
In Fig. 8 have tried to show how the DNR circuit works.
Using relatively low-level signals, swept from 20 Hz to 20
kHz with my spectrum analyzer. DNR, as its full name
implies, is a Dynamic Noise Reduction circuit; it can also be
described as a dynamic low-pass filter. That is, when there
is an abundance of high -frequency musical information in
the input signal, the filter "opens up" and passes all audio
frequencies. When only low-level, high -frequency information is present, the system looks upon this as "noise" or hiss,
and closes down or attenuates the highs. As you can see in
Fig. 8, by applying a very low-level sweep (lowest of the
three traces), "tricked" the circuit into believing that the
"highs" in the sweep were really noise, and so it attenuated
them. At a slightly higher level, the circuit wasn't quite sure
whether it was seeing noise or musical highs, and so it let
the highs through with only slight attenuation. At still higher
levels, the circuit was certain that it was dealing with "musical" treble tones, and passed them on with virtually no
attenuation.
1
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Use and Listening Tests
Sometimes, trying to cram too many features and making
them overly user-friendly carries with it certain disadvantages. When using the ULTRX R100 for entertainment and
musical listening purposes, was bothered by at least three
things that are a direct result of all the electronically adjusted parameters of this receiver. The electronically adjusted
I
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THE BOOKSHELF

POPS: THE CHAMPAGNE
and began a recording career with Victor Records. He might well have become just another of many successful
bandleaders, except for a concert entitled "An Experiment in Modern Music"
presented at New York's Aeolian Hall
early in 1924. With the composer
George Gershwin at the piano, he in-

J

troduced "Rhapsody in Blue" and
newly commissioned works by Zez
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POPS: Paul Whiteman, King of Jazz by
Thomas A. Delong. New Century Publishers, 360 pp., $17.95.
Paul Whiteman, who died at the age
of 77 in 1967, is almost totally forgotten
today. His 800+ recordings made for

Victor, Columbia, Decca, and Capitol
over a 22-year period remain out of
print. Yet this one-time King of Jazz
and Dean of American Music stood as
a colossus in the world of popular music and is a fit subject for a biography.
Written by Thomas A. Delong with the
cooperation of Whiteman's handsome
former -movie -star wife, Margaret Livingston, POPS pulls few punches in
outlining the career of the most successful of all bandleaders.
Born in 1890 to Wilberforce Whiteman, superintendent of music for Denver's schools, Paul Whiteman was never able to please his puritanical father,
who felt that only classical music was
worth pursuing. Paul suffered from typhoid fever as a youngster, losing
much of his hair, and he developed a
tremendous appetite which caused his
weight to balloon to over 300 pounds
for much of his life. A poor student who
avidly sought life's pleasures, he eventually became a good musician, but he
had to leave Denver to find himself.
In California, he drifted back and
forth between symphonic work and
jazz. In 1920, Whiteman opened a new
hotel in Atlantic City with his own band,
110

Confrey and Victor Herbert, one of
ASCAP's founders. The concert "made
a lady out of jazz" and made Whiteman, then earning $3,000 a week leading his band at the Palais Royal on
Broadway, an overnight sensation, the
King of Jazz.
From then on, Whiteman presented
new works by composers ranging from
Aaron Copland and John Green to
Dana Suesse and Duke Ellington.
Throughout a career that spanned
more than four tumultuous decades,
he performed live concerts with his
more than 30 -piece orchestra as well
as over radio and, later, television.
Paul Whiteman liked and admired
jazz musicians. He hired Red Nichols,
Frankie Trumbauer, Bix Beiderbecke,
the Dorsey and Teagarden brothers,
Joe Venuti, Eddie Lang, Bunny Berigan, Miff Mole and George Wettling,
and helped make stars out of singers
like Bing Crosby, Mildred Bailey, Red
McKenzie, Durelle Alexander and Joan
Edwards.
Despite his uninterrupted public
successes and the huge fees that enabled him to live as he pleased, his
private life, even with an enduring,
happy marriage to Margaret Livingston, gave him constant problems. His
son and daughter from an earlier marriage often led chaotic and unfulfilled
lives, and an adopted child died tragically. He suffered from claustrophobia, agoraphobia and acute alcoholism, against which he constantly struggled, sometimes succeeding, sometimes not.
This well -written, often absorbing
book is filled with detail and many interesting and valuable photographs,
and it offers a balanced portrait of a
man often misunderstood. Despite
Whiteman's King of Jazz appellation,
his band rarely played jazz, although it
did feature some of the best jazz players of two generations. He paid some
of the highest salaries to prominent

sidemen like trumpeter Henry Busse
and the gifted pianist and one-time
bandleader Roy Bargy, who stayed
with him for 12 years. (The author is
incorrect in stating Bargy was hired
from the (sham Jones Orchestra.
Bargy, who had been paid $350 a
week to join the Jones band in 1924,
remaining until Jones disbanded in
1926, was leading his own band in
Chicago before joining Whiteman in
1928.)
This is a book worth adding to one's
library, as it offers much information
not only about Whiteman's bandleading career, but about his successful
involvement with radio and television
after that career was over.
Frank Driggs

Album Cover Album 3 compiled by
Roger Dean and David Howells; text
by Bob Fisher and Colin Greenland. St.
Martin's Press, paperback, 138 pp.,
$15.95.
This is the third collection of LP cover art compiled by Dean and Howells.
Like its predecessors, it is a high -quality, full -color, large -format book that's a
real service to professionals in the visual arts. It will also appeal to pop music fans and those who enjoy the

wallpaper in their local record stores.
Album Cover Album 1 remains the
most appealing because of its
breadth, detailing nearly four decades
of covers, from 1939 to 1977. Album
Cover Album 2 examines the years
1978 to 1982, when New Wave music
became a popular success. Now, Album Cover Album 3 presents the years
1980 to 1984. Budgetary and musical
austerity (a product of the New Wave),
along with certain trends in graphic
design and illustration, have conspired
to produce the "new look" that graces
the pages of ACA 3, a tiptoe through
the tulips of 20th -century art. Cubism,
fauvism, expressionism, surrealism,
and magic realism are being resuscitated by young designers, illustrators
and photographers hired to give new
music its own cachet. Their work is
showcased here, along with more conventional treatments.
Album art is a rich and eclectic vernacular. Trends catch up to themselves and become homogeneous.
Dean and Howells amplify this dynam-
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is by grouping covers by theme, and
this really adds coherence to the subject, although in some cases an eye -

glazing repetition occurs.
Least noteworthy are the portrait
covers, loved by fans, suppose, but
tied down by too many conventions to
be very interesting. These "pinups" are
grouped early in the book, and from
that nadir rise cover after cover of astonishing variety.
As said, ACA 1 remains the most
generally valuable book, but will cherish all three editions, at least in 10
years or so when this unique medium
lies buried under the tidal wave of the
Philip Anderson
digital revolution.
I
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those who don't know what a producer
actually does, or for those who do but
seek a bit of inside information, both of
these books provide insight into the
function of producers.
The Record Producers is an extremely thorough compendium of individual studies of famed/important record producers. On the American side
are comprehensive interview/articles
with Leiber & Stoller (early R&B), Tom
Dowd ('60s R&B and Southern rock),
Richard Perry (MOR pop), Bill Szymczyk (The Eagles, et al.) and Todd
Rundgren (New York Dolls to Meat loaf), with an informative look at Phil
Spector (although he declined to do an
interview). Brits include George Martin
(The Beatles), Mick Most (manipulative
pop), Glyn Johns (the eng neer's story), Tony Visconti (Bolan to Bowie),
Chinn & Chapman (from Mickie Most
clones to Blondie's producer), Roy
Thomas Baker (the man who brought

back overproduction), and Chris
The Record Producers by John Tobler
and Stuart Grundy. St. Martin's, paper-

back, $10.95.
All You Need Is Ears by George Martin.
St. Martins, paperback, $7.95.

"Record producer" has always been
nebulous term. "Production" usually
refers to the sonic quality of the recording, but many successful producers
know little about engineering. For
a

Thomas (the epitome of taste). All of
these mysterious figures explain a little
bit of what they actually do when
they're sitting behind the console, and
the authors have provided an accurate
discography of each producer's work.
There is such an incredible wealth of
information here (not on;y discussion of
production, but also amusing anecdotes involving each of the groups produced) that we can recommend this
book to just about any music fan, re-

gardless of how interested you are in
the physical act of production. If you
simply are curious about the art and
business of making records, The Record Producers is the best book ever
to accurately document the process.
George Martin is England's gentleman producer, the guy who coached
The Beatles through almost all of their
records, but never really milked his
credit for what it was properly worth.
He has produced a few other acts, but
considering the quality and breadth of
his work with The Beatles, his work
since has been relatively spare and
low=profile. All You Need Is Ears documents Martin's entire life and career. It
is fairly informative when it comes to
nailing down exactly what Martin's
forte is and how his own musical theories concerning popular music and
pure art relate to one another. However, Martin reveals comparatively little
of the behind -the -scenes facts regarding The Beatles' recordings, which is
especially unfortunate because everyone else has been so tight-lipped as
well. The closest he comes to divulging
any great secrets is an admission that
The Beatles could have been John and
Paul and any other two guys, which
few have heard from the mouths of
anyone who was there. This book is a
fine companion to the Mobile Fidelity
box -set on The Beatles, but not exactly
a Pandora's box of dark secrets about
them.
Jon & Sally Tiven
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COMPACT DISCS
BRAVURA BOWING
dance, Eubanks' second solo album,
are his own compositions, and remarkable they are for their contrasts-in
texture and tone, in mood and movement. Take, for instance, "The Sting,"
which opens this CD. It leaps out of the
cleanest of digital silences with an agitated jangle of sound. Eubanks' wiry

guitar pushes forward and halts.

Bravura: Cho-Liang Lin, violin; Sandra
Rivers, piano.
CBS Masterworks MK 39133.
This CD showcases the musical talents of Chinese violin virtuoso ChoLiang Lin. His piano accompanist is
Sandra Rivers.
This is an interesting CD in several
ways. For one thing, it was recorded in
New York at the Lehman College Center for the Performing Arts, a relatively
new hall and a recording venue was
eager to hear. For another, the CBS
engineers used the Soundstream digital recorder with the new Brüel & Kjaer
4003 omnidirectional microphones.
Engineer Bud Graham struck a nice
balance between the violin and piano,
with the violin slightly forward and
completely articulate. The hall acoustics seem fairly warm and spacious,
and the instrumentalists are well -delineated yet have plenty of air around
them. This adds up to a nice, clean,
highly detailed sound with good, high
harmonics. My only quibble is that
Lin's violin tone was a bit on the lean
side; however, he leaves no doubts as
I
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to his complete mastery of his instrument. He is a most accomplished technician and, as time goes by, will probably acquire a fatter, warmer tone.
Lin's program is well-chosen, from
the de Falla "Suite Populaire Espagnol" to the Kreisler miniatures and similar music. He shows his dexterity and
assured fingering and bowing in showpieces like Kreisler's "Chinese Tam-

bourine" and Sarasate's "Introduction
and Tarantella." I'd like to hear what
Lin can do with some of the major
Bert Whyte
concertos.

Sundance: Kevin Eubanks
GRP-D-9506 DIDX 42.
Kevin Eubanks' fingers are hooked
directly into his soul. There are a number of technically proficient guitarists
out there who can spew out impressive
flurries of notes, but their music is often
a display of soulless virtuosity. Eubanks is blessed with both the fleetest
of fingers and a sensibility that guides
them to produce thoughtful, imaginative, memorable music.
The eight jazz selections on Sun -

abruptly, continuing this kind of thrust
and parry over the equally frenetic accompaniment of his three bandmates.
Just one cut down the road is "Ever
Blue," with its drifting, beautiful melody
and plaintive guitar lines in stark contrast to the nervous volatility of "The
Sting." The contrast holds for aural texture as well as for mood. In "Ever
Blue," Eubanks' electric guitar takes
on an almost exotic, honeyed quality, a
quality so soft and appealing that it
seems not to have come from the
same source as the harsh and insistent
guitar of "The Sting." "The Sundance
Began," from which the album gets its
title, also holds intriguing contrasts.
The cut drifts in, slow and easy, with a
pleasant melodic figure leisurely repeating itself. Suddenly, a sharp burst
of guitar sets off a frenzied rush in the
manner of "The Sting." Just as suddenly, the rush ends and the drowsy
melodic drift resumes.
Eubanks' acoustic work equals his
amazing, bare -fingered electric technique. "Distant Focus" features an exquisite acoustic solo standing in sharp,
sweet definition before a great, distant
wash of windy synthesizer. This particular cut exhibits a marvelous sense of
openness and space not présent on
most of the other selections.
The sound quality of this digitally
mastered CD is quite good, with splendidly clean silences and generally
clean sound. The production by Chris
Hinze (for all but one cut) is also good,
although it lacks the kind of clarity that
really makes use of the CD medium.
Eubanks is recorded at phantom center, where he belongs. In general, the
excellent instrumentals-by Tommy
Campbell on drums, Barry Brown on
electric bass, and Gerry Etkins on synthesizers and Fender piano-branch
outward from the center. Accompanying instrumentals are frequently split
into left and right channels simultaneously, to very good effect.
The seven Hinze-produced cuts,
AUDIO/APRIL 1985

which were previously released on.
Keytone Records in Holland, are just a
shade below the GRP recording standard. Executive producers Dave Grusin and Larry Rosen have well -deserved reputations for outstanding production work. The one instrumental on
this album which they produced directly, "It's All the Same to Me," has a
subtle sense of clarity. Here, Eubanks'
acoustic guitar is a substantial presence; each tender squeak comes
through with precision.
No matter what format he comes in,
Kevin Eubanks is a talent to be reckoned with. He has made a splendid
album and a good, if not perfect, CD.
Paulette Weiss

Berg: Violin Concerto; Bartók: Violin
Concerto No. 1. The Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti;
Kyung Wha Chung, violin.
London 411804-2LH.
have always had great regard for
the talent of violinist Kyung Wha
Chung, ever since heard her brilliant
traversal of the Tchaikovsky violin concerto on a London/Decca recording of
some years ago.
On this CD, she is now paired with
the redoubtable Sir Georg Solti and his
fabulous Chicago Symphony Orzhestra. The Berg and Bartók violin ccncertos are an acquired taste; their atonal
structures are not palatable to many
I

I

KyungWha Chung

people. Nevertheless, even in this music the lush, sweet tone of Chung's
violin is nicely captured. So, too, is her
obvious command of this difficult music. Chung's bowing and fingering are
masterful.
The recording is very clean and generally well-balanced, although the violin has a bit too much forward projection at times. The orchestra plays superbly, and now that the engineers
have learned how to increase the re verb time in Orchestra Hall (with plywood panels and vinyl sheeting over
all the seats), the orchestra plays n a
Bert Whyte
nice, warm ambience.

}
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Richard Strauss: Don Juan, Dance
of the Seven Veils, Till Eulenspiegel,
First Waltz Sequence from Der Rosenkavalier. The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra, Thomas Schippers.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD 811.
This release from Mobile Fidelity is
taken from the catalog of Vox Turnabout. Original recording and production were by Marc Aubort and Joanna
Nickrenz, with the usual high quality
that we have come to expect of this
team. Recorded in 1976 in analog
Dolby A format, the program comes
across in CD as well as-or better
than-many recent digital originals.
What is important is that Aubort
avoids the pitfalls of multi-miking. His
approach is to use only a few microphones, perhaps no more than three or
four, across the front of the orchestra
at a distance that gives the desired
orchestra -to-hall relationship. From
that point on, it's all in the hands of the
conductor and players. There is genuine fore/aft, as well as lateral, imaging.
Thomas Schippers was in his prime
when he died, and the work he was
doing with the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra was significant. In these
works of Strauss, we hear him at his
best. The orchestra is in top form, and
the interpretations bear a stamp of
originality without eccentricity.
feel this release is typical of the
superb analog material that exists in
many record -company vaults. And
once the newness of the CD has
passed, we will, hope, see more companies reaching for such 10- and 15 year -old treasures for reissue.
John M. Eargle
I

I
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Thomas Schippers

Bewitched: Andy Summers and Robert Fripp
A&M CD -5011 DIDX 84

Bewitched is the stuff dreams are
made of: Drifting, atmospheric manipulations of sound and hypnotic,
suggestive interweaving of aural textures Some disperse with the insubstantiality of smoke, while others swell
anc intensify, taking on almost tangible, monolithic proportions. This is the
latest collaboration of guitar and synthesizer wizards Andy Summers, better known as one-third of The Police,
and Robert Fripp, better known as the
founder of King Crimson and exponent
of Frippertronics, an early echo -delay
system devised by Brian Eno.
It is also the stuff of a bewitching
Compact Disc. Although there is some
acoustic instrumentation here, this album creates a totally artificial listening
experience with its ban cs of synthesizers and studio mixing and remixing.
Conceivably, Bewitched could be reproduced in concert with the proper
tape loops and prepaed synthesizer
progams, but its true place of origin is
the studio, and it is best heard on record, period. The digital reproduction of
the original analog disc allows every
shimmer and honk to come through in
pristine clarity; the extended dynamic
113

Bewitched is the stuff
dreams are made of. The
material, rich with texture
and nuance, provides
multiple possibilities for
each cut.

TTTTT-
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Andy Summers and Robert 'Fripp
range captures the fade of an electronic whisper with the same sharp fidelity
as it does the deepest boom of a TR
909 drum machine. Spatial presencing
is almost irrelevant, although there is a
stunning sense of movement as
sounds seem to swell into the foreground or shrink and disappear into
the left or right channel, or are swallowed up in the distant background.
Despite the fact that these 10 instrumental selections contain hints of melody and vague shadows of recognizable structure, they do not have the
beginnings, bridges, and ends that we

associate with conventional pop
pieces. Their subject is sound itself;

they float or scurry or thrum relentlessly
and leave pictures forming in the listener's mind. For instance, the Spanish -inflected acoustic guitar in "Maquillage" may conjure up faint images of
sun -splashed gardens in Madrid, a
lace mantilla in the moonlight, or whatever association the listener's mind is
stirred to make by the piece's provocative musical texture. Although entitlec
"Train," the fourth cut on this disc left
me with an image of one of those atmospheric black -and -white movies of the
'30s and '40s in which a white -robed
woman walks, trance -like, into the misty swamps, drawn by the throbbing
drums and rhythms of macumba (the

black magic born in Brazil and practiced throughout the Caribbean). The
great electronic "thonk" pattern that
opens this cut and dominates the foreground comes out of total silence; an
eerie synthesizer figure drifts behind
the rhythmic "thonk" like dark mist over
mysterious waters. Summers and Fripp
may have been thinking of a train, but
my willful brain insists on conjuring up
images of its own. The material on Bewitchéd is so rich with texture and nuance that it provides multiple possibilities for each cut, despite the title chosen by its composers.
Keep in mind that you can't dance to
it, you can't hum its tunes, and it is
unlikely that you'll see videos for these
complex tidbits on TV. This is repetitious, hypnotic music to be absorbed
viscerally, not intellectually. Try Bewitched with headphones and a snifter
of brandy or your favorite brand of funny cigarettes. A special CD for those
with eclectic tastes in pop music.
Paulette Weiss
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The clear choice for tape care.
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heads. Discwasher
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YO-YO MA
J. S. BACH
THE UNACCOMPANIED
CELLO SUITES

I
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Paul
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11.9

Greatest
Hits

22

Etc.

OZZY OSBOURNE "Diary Of A Madma
BOB DYLAN "Real Live"
ENSEMBLE WIEN-BERLIN (Haydn, Iber,
Villa -Lobes, more)
PINK FLOYD "Wish You Were Here"
BOLLING: Suite For Violin And Mu Piaro

Bolling, Zukerman

Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing
catalog features hundreds of titles by superstar artists in all categories of music.
Ask for a free copy wherever Compact Discs are sold.
"CBS" is
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

GIVING CREEDENCE TO THE PAST
in the movie. Gossimer Wump was a

lad who had a burning dream of becoming a musician and, in specific,
playing the triangle. The record tells of
his adventures on the way to becoming
a success. The moral of the story was,
"You can be a big success if you just

keep triangling." Gossimer Wump

.

Íe Rétk

must have had a primal effect on the
young John Fogerty, for he obviously
took the story to heart and has been
true to it with his music ever since.
It also dovetails with his recording
style. As on the previous Fogerty solo
album and the album he did as The
Blue Ridge Rangers, Fogerty recorded
Centerfield as a one-man band, overdubbing all the parts including guitars,
bass, keyboards, drums and saxophones. He is not as concerned with
virtuosity as he is with getting the feel
right, and his success on this score is
the real key to the album, which
achieves the feel and visceral energy
of a real band.

ba9ne
411,

Centerfield is an album of great
heart and conscience.
like it more
each time play it, and suspect that
its stature in my mind will keep growing
as time keeps passing.
Michael Tearson
I

Centerfield: John Fogerty
Warner Bros. 25203-1, $8.98.
Sound:

B

-

Performance: A

It has been nine years since John
Fogerty, erstwhile singer/songwriter of
Creedence Clearwater Revival, that
primal American band, was last heard
from on album. Despite the elapsed
time, Fogerty has remained true to the
swamp sound, with its fusion of rock
and country elements, that was the
hallmark of CCR. He remains a rock 'n'
roll classicist in much the same way
Bruce Springsteen, a huge Fogerty
fan, is: Both regularly use key riffs from
great songs of the past as taking -off
points for their new ones. On Center field, for example, "Rock and Roll Girl"
recalls "Come On Let's Go," "Searchlight" is built on the thumpy structure of
"Take Me to the River," and "Big Train
(From Memphis)" is a lot like the Elvis
Presley arrangement of "My Baby Left
Me," which was the big E's first record.
Nothing wrong with the practice. Heck,
it's a time-honored tradition that Fogerty follows better than most, as he
has the good taste to borrow only from
the best.
One thing that has always elevated
Fogerty's work is the social conscious-
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ness with which he has imbued his
songs, as evinced by such Creedence
classics as "Fortunate Son," "Who'll
Stop the Rain," "Bad Moon Rising" and
"Have You Ever Seen the Rain." For "I
Saw It on T.V." John has reached back
to his childhood for images of the Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson eras
to present the anguish of a parent
whose baby -boomer son died in Vietnam, and he puts all of this imagery
through the glass eye of television.
"Mr. Greed" is a full-frontal assault on
the Big Money Boys. "Big Train (From
Memphis)" is about the railroads slowly vanishing-taking a piece of American romance with them. "Centerfield"
harks back to the days when majorleague baseball was a game for the
boys of summer and not so much a
money grab. More specifically, it is
about John Fogerty's childhood dream
of playing center field for the New York
Yankees.
Dreams are a lot of what Centerfield
is about. On the inner sleeve Fogerty
dedicates the album to "Gossimer
Wump ... and dreams that survive."
The reference is to the hero of a wonderful children's record originally done
in the 1940s with narration by Frank
Morgan, best remembered today as
the man who played the Wizard of Oz

I

I

It'll End in Tears: This Mortal Coil
4AD CAD 411, U.K. import, $9.98.
Sound:

B

+

Performance:

B

This is one of the most unlikely projects ever: A bunch of musicians and
singers from England's more artsy
contingent banding together to make a
deliberately obscure record. Not only
is there practically a different band on
each track, but the material is chosen
from such writers as Tim Buckley, Roy
Harper and Alex Chilton, in addition to
original material. Only in the U.K. could
such a record get made.
It works, with members of Cocteau

Twins, Colourbox, The Wolfgang
Press, Dead Can Dance, Modern English, Xmas Deutschland, Cindytalk,
and the inimitable Howard DeVoto (exBuzzcocks, Magazine) making their
unique individual contributions to This
Mortal Coil. The British press and public seem to be lapping it up, which is a
mild surprise, and if this sort of supersession among the New Wave appeals
to you, It'll End in Tears deserves high
recommendation. Jon & Sally Tiven
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Frontier Days: The Del -Lords
EMI/America ST -17133, $8.98.
Sound: C

-

Performance:

B

The Del -Lords' debut album is a no frills rock 'n' roller as the band plays
straight ahead, without gadgetry. Best
of all, they are one of those rare outfits
for whom conscience is an active part
of their music. This shows in the very
first song, which is also the album's
only cover-a Depression -era, Alfred
Reed song, "How Can a Poor Man
Stand Such Times and Live?" The Del Lords do it righteously.
It is hard not to hear echoes of Creedence Clearwater Revival's swampy
sound in The Del -Lords. It is a fun

influence that adds infectiousness
even if The Del -Lords don't have a
singer to equal CCR's John Fogerty.
But who does?
The album's production is no better
than average. Thus, it is up to the
band's good spirits to carry the show.
They do just that, and in so doing they
make the album special.
Oh, one more thing. You might wonder where the band's name comes
from. It is a tribute to the man who
directed most of The Three Stooges'
shorts-Del Lord. Michael Tearson

I
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Janey Street

Heroes, Angels and Friends: Janey
Street

Arista AL8-8219, $8.98.
Sound: B

-

Performance:

B

Janey Street's songs come from the
place where Bruce Springsteen meets
Rickie Lee Jones, thematically and mu-

7

-
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sically. Jimmy "Teeth" lenner's production serves Janey well with a big,
meaty sound that contains lots of subtle touches hidden in the arrangements-things like cellos breaking into
'
Will Follow Him" during a pause in
"Me and My Friends," and sleigh bells
in places where you'd expect a simple
tambourine. It's a rich brew.
The songs revolve around the value
of friends at all times, certainly not a
blazingly new idea, but Janey Street
has so much invested here that her
sincerty is undeniable. Her songs feel
like they come out of real life, and they
breathe despite the familiarity of the
situations. "Say Hello to Ronnie" takes
place when high school pals meet after
years to reminisce. They find that
things turned out different from what
they expected and that the good old
days really were good. The song has a
melody that rumbles in my mind over
and over again. "Jimmy (Lives in the
House Down the Block)" is more than a
little similar to Rick Springfield's "Jessie's Girl," inverting the lovelorn boy to
a girl. The songwriting may not have
dazzling new insights, but Street manages to sound fresh. No masterpiece,
this, but Heroes, Angels and Friends is
a solid and memorable work that Janey
Street can take deserved pride in.
Michael Tearson

Better an Old Demon Than a New
God: Various Artists
Giorno Poetry Systems GPS 033,
$7.98. (Available from Giorno Poetry
Systems Institute, 222 Bowery, New
York, V.Y. 10012.)

/I

Sound: B

-

Performance: B +

This isn't an album for every taste,
but very little of worth can appeal to
everyone. What we mean is that this
record is deliberately aimed at a rather

Jr

:
S:r
The Del -Lords
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narrow audience, anthologizing the
works of 10 cult heroes associated with
(a) the poetry/rock scene, (b) the New
Wave scene, and/or (c) poetry. Not all
of them are terrific, but at least most
aspire to something other than just getting on the radio. There's David Johansen, who leans more to the rock side
even though his delivery is more recitation than singing; William S. Burroughs reciting one of his works; Jim
Carroll recalling his encounter with "A
Peculiar -Looking Girl" (no music on his
117

The depth and maturity
Wynton Marsalis displays
simply belie his youth.
Clearly, he has the tools to
become a giant in music.

track, although he's been known to
make music on many occasions), and
Richard Hell delivering a humorous
sermon of sorts. Also present are John
Giorno, Psychic TV, Lydia Lunch, Anne
Waldman, and Arto Lindsay.
This is quite an interesting collection
of works and probably most easily acquired by mail. It's not particularly
danceable, nor is it recommended for
the passive listener, but it's a good 37
minutes of intellectual entertainment.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Hot House Flowers: Wynton Marsalis
Columbia FC 39530, digital.
Performance: A

Sound: A

What a wonderfully elegant album
this is! Hot House Flowers is a very
romantic album, largely made up of
standards arranged for a small ensemble and augmented by a full string section, the kind of arrangements usually
have a serious aversion to. Here am
I

I

Wynton Marsalis

quite charmed by the lush sounds since
the goal is not sweetness, but rather
smoothness with a tart aftertaste.
The combo is a stellar one that, besides Wynton Marsalis on trumpet, in
eludes brother Bradford Marsalis on
saxophones, Kent Jordan on flute,
Kenny Kirkland on piano, Jeffrey Watts
on drums and Ron Carter on bass.
Marsalis opens Hot House Flowers
with a lovely arrangement of "Stardust," surely a bold move at this late
date. In any case, it sets the stage
perfectly for what is to follow. There are
introspective, thoughtful pieces like
"Lazy Afternoon," "For All We Know"
and Duke Ellington's "Melancholia."
(Somehow this is one album that would
have seemed incomplete without a
taste of Ellington.) There is "When You
Wish Upon a Star." "I'm Confessin'
(That Love You)" has a playful bit of
bop in the arrangement, closing the set
in an upbeat mood. Marsalis' one compositional contribution is the lovely,
complex title tune.

Wynton Marsalis is barely 23, yet he
has already won Grammies for jazz as
well as for his "serious" efforts under
Columbia's Masterworks imprint. He
has developed a magnificent sense of
tone and absolutely believable versatility. The depth and maturity he displays
on Hot House Flowers simply belie his
youth. Clearly he has the tools to become not just a giant in the jazz world,
but a giant in music. He has the talent,
vision, and sensibility to do whatever
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C2 Cassette deck
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The Kinks play splendidly
and with some fire on
Word of Mouth, but they
can't make more of the
songs than what they are.

he wants. And when he can do it with
the beautiful digital sound he has on
this album, he has my blessings.

Hot House Flowers is a record suspect I'll still be listening to 20 years
from now as a highly treasured item.
Michael Tearson
I

Perfect Strangers: Deep Purple
Mercury 824 003-1 M-1, $8.98.
Sound: C

-

smoother, almost homogenized. The
songs are also pretty bland, predictable metal circa '84, with titles like
"Mean Streak" and "Under the Gun."
The album's best shots are on side
two, in the title song and "A Gypsy's
Kiss." But then there is the self-indulgent "Hungry Daze" which reflects
back on the "Smoke on the Water" era.
expect the boys to draw very well
as they tour. However, this record is
tepid, proving that metal music is the
hardest of all to go back and do anew
after age 40.
Michael Tearson

NRay Davies

4

;4.4.,
_..

I

Performance: C

The members of the regrouped
Deep Purple are the same as in the
glory days: Ritchie Blackmore, Ian Gillan, Roger Glover, Jon Lord, and Ian
Paice. I'm not so sure about the cover
sticker that says, "Destiny brcught
them together."
figured it was the
promise of some regular paydays.
Deep Purple doesn't have the fire
here that they had a decade ago. Their
recorded sound is surprisingly bland,
polite in comparison to the hammering
sound of their best work. Now it is

Word of Mouth: The Kinks

of Mouth is a rather ordinary Kinks al-

Arista ALB -8264, $8.98.

bum. Brother Ray's songs, this time
around, consist of his usual bitching
about life's day-to-day difficulties, but
they truly feel like retreads, with nothing to elevate the album beyond the
ordinary. In their defense, the band
plays splendidly and with some fire,
but they can't make mole of the songs
than what they are. Michael Tearson

Sound:

C+

Performance: C

I

This has not been an easy year for
The Kinks. Following a spat between
the brothers Davies, brother Dave left
the band (again) and did a tepid solo
a bum. For now he seems to have
(again) returned to the fold. Still, Word
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The musical style of Wah!
conjures up the post -punk
Clash or the Dylanish
phase of Mott the Hoople.

Wah!

r
The Way We Wah!: Wah!
Eternal/WEA WX11 240532, U.K. import, $9.98.

Performance: A

Sound: B

A few months back we sung the
praises of one of England's premier
pop artists, The Mighty Wah!-a.k.a.

Wah!, a.k.a. Wah! Heat, a.k.a. J. F.
Wah (real name: Pete Wylie). The Liverpudlian has had several British hits
without even getting a single record
released in the United States-a mean
feat for an English-speaking artistand his recent Word to the Wise Guy
album was just too strong an artistic
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statement to go unheralded in the U.S.
press. In the wake of Pete Wylie's chart
resurgence, his former label has issued The Way We Wah!, a compilation
of early hits by the many incarnations
of Wah!, and-to reiterate our enthusiasm-no serious rock -cum -pop maniac cando without this collection.
Wylie's persona is the celebration of
the underdog, distinctly influenced by
his musical predecessors and yet
modern at the same time. "The Story of
the Blues" is not-as its title suggests-bluesy, but rather a neo -Spector pop tune; "Remember" charges
along to a Motown beat; and Wylie
even sings a cover, Johnny Thunders'
"You Can't Put Your Arms Around a
Memory." But the musical style Wylie
conjures up has more to do with the
post -punk Clash or the Dylanish phase
of Mott the Hoople than any '50s or
'60s throwback. So much for descriptions, reference points, and endorsements-get the record(s) and judge for
yourself, America. Jon & Sally Tiven

Where the Sidewalk Ends: Shel Silverstein
Columbia FC 39412.
Sound: B

-

Performance: A

-

Where the Sidewalk Ends finds Shel
Silverstein talking, singing, shouting,
and whispering his way through 36 poems, songs, and stories. It is a wonderful children's album-for children and
adults. Silverstein has always been a
man of many hats and no hair. He is a

painter and cartoonist, raconteur and
author, songwriter, playwright, singer
and actor, all on this record. (All except painter, anyway.)
His stories and songs touch on many
topics from the wry to the ridiculous,
the ludicrous to the serious. Uncle Shel
is very comfortable and animated here
in the simple setting of solo performance and straightforward production.
The only instrumentation is his occasional guitar.
Where the Sidewalk Ends is a warm
and funny album, if sometimes grotesquely so. It is wonderful entertainment for the child bottled up in anyone.
Michael Tearson

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.40 per word. MINIMUM charge
PER AD, PER INSERTION $33. All centered or
spaced lines 511.
NON BUSINESS ADS -95c per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION 517. All centered
or spaced lines at $9.

Visit
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Audiophile's Corner
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THE INCREDIBLE TRANSFORMATION
Intedink Reference' from Monster Cable
Improves your sound system like no other component
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that you can add. Featuring Monster's "bandwidth
Balanced'""system of three "wire networks', Interlink
Reference gels the maximum sound out of all your
compone,its. Mailable for audition at:
ESOTERIC AUDIO 27861 Orchard Lake Rd.
Farmington Hills, MI 1313) 553-8240

J

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.65
extra per word. One point ruled box is 512.
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR

FULL AMOUNT.
CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS 3 times less 5%. 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three -time frequency
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at 56
extra for handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

1
1
1

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
inch
col x
$275
$435
col x 2 inches
col x 3 inches
5622
1

2 cols. x 1 inch
2 cols. x 2 inches

$495
5836

One column width is 2747". Two columns wide is 4t/e".
For larger display ad rates and 6. 12. 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:
Laura J. Lo Vecchio
AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York. NY 10036
FOR ANY

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
NATIONAL

ATTENTION READERS:
Please note that only retailers who are authorized by
manufacturers to sell their product lines are listed under the
heading "AUTHORIZED DEALERS." This particular category is further subdivided into the geographic areas which
these dealers serve.
Ads placed by private individuals, manufacturers and
retailers can be bound in specific categories. i.e., AMPS/
PREAMPS. (The letters AD in bold face type at the enc of
an ad means AUTHORIZED DEALER.) We hope this will
allow you to easily locate a specific product or service.

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service' Also Nakamichi Thorens, Talisman, Audire. Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Mitsubishi. SAE.
compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO. 593
King Street Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 7237276.
ALCHEMIST 8 TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK! ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 VISA
MC COD WELCOME! CALL US LAST! HCM AUDIO.
1600BB MANGROVE. CHICO. CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

IF YOU ARE OBSESSIVE

ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO>
WELCOME TO THE CLUB.
It's the Sony Digital Audio Club.
The worlds first club dedicated to
creating awareness and understanding of the remarkable
technology be-I
hind compact
disc players-from
the company that's
most qualified to
provide it.
This year, to
welcome you to the
club, you'll receive
special promotions
on compact discs; discounts on digital accessories; the club's quarterly newsletter.
"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology (with
over 300 pages of facts and details);
a 30" x 40" digital audio poster; a
digitally -recorded compact disc;
and extensive information about
the latest advances in digital prod-

ucts from Sony-the leader in digital audio.
To become a member, simply
mail the coupon below, along with a
check or money order
for $15* to Sony Digital

Audio Club, Post
.
Office Box 161,
Lowell, Massa-

chusetts 01852.'*
And join the thousands of people who
are already well on their
way to satisfying their
obsessions.

SONY.

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO."
Name

Address
City
State

Zip
AM -4/85

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, contact

Laura directly at (212) 719-6338.
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*$300 addIltunal for postage and handling autside III.'
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GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT

Luxman

Harmon Kardon
Tandberg

THE MUSIC.
ACCUPHASE
ADCOM
ARISTON
AUDIO INTER
FACE
BEVERIDGE
BERNING CLASSE' AUDIO
DISTECH
COUNTERPOINT
DYNAVECTOR
EAR
ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRON KINETICS ENTEC
GRACE GRADO
HAFLER
ITC
KISEKI
JSE

Boston Acoustics

Aud,o Control
Sherwood
ADS
Hitachi
AIWA
Denon
Revox

Onkyo
Ortolan.
Haller
Thorens

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Audio systems dedicated to the presentation of the art form.

Grace
MSK

B6O

We Deliver FREE

.SME

Anywhere in the
Continental USAF

6 Many More

KIMBER KABLE
ORSON IC

KLYNE

PRECISION FIDELITY

SPECTRUM
SPICA STAX

Auditions by appointment

6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

7805 Greenfield Street

Charge it...Call 516-499-7680

PROFILE

SIDEREAL AKUSTIC
THORENS

SUPEX
VSP LABS

theSOUNQ App>6ack,

KOETSU

NEC
REGA

SOUTHER
TRIAD VPI

VAN DEN HUL

Shipping and expon facilities
River Forest. Illinois 60305

312/771-4660

NATIONAL

ISN'T IT?
APPALLING?
esoteric audio products look and

How many
feel as if
they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level
of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At
Sound By Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO
AUDIO
QUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO INTERFACE
VOIS
B&K
BERNING
BEVERIDGE
COUNTERPOINT CWD DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER GRACE
GRADO KISEIKI KLOSS KOETSU KRELL LINN
SONDEK LIVEWIRE MC LAREN MONSTER CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
NOVAK
NYAL
NAIM AUDIO
(MOSCODE) PRECISION FIDELITY PROAC PROTON RANDALL RESEARCH RAUNA REGA ROBERTSON
SYMDEX
SNELL ACOUSTICS
STAX
SYRINX TALISMAN
-

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

NATIONAL

NATIONAL
ATHENA ELECTRONICS AND POLYPHASORS

A BRAND NEW
WONDER CAP!!

At the Las Vegas CES we proved that the addition of our

electronics and our Bruce Brisson-designed PolyPhasors
made a very substantial improvement in the sound of our
Quad and Vandersteen demo system. Send a stamped
self-addressed envelope for details and a dealer list.
ATHENA. PO Box 210465, SF, CA 94121 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's bigger,
it's far better-and it costs LESS! How much better does it
really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap'' Excited
users have said: SPECTACULAR! UNBELIEVABLE!
What will you say when you hear the NEW IAR Wonder
Caps'- in your own electronics and speakers? Write for
A

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ATTENTION: BERNING, AR TURNTABLE, SOTA,
SHINON. KOETSU, ELECTRON KINETICS, STAX, FULTON, PETERSON, DYNAVECTOR, GOETZ, MUSIC &
SOUND, WALKER, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, DENON CARTRIDGES. ALPHA. ZETA, ALPHASON, BRB, OTHERS.
713-7284343 MAURY CORB.

FREE application notes and order forms.

IAR/TRT
VISTA, CA 92083

r{{
{;t'/

1!'

ATTENTION DYNA, HAFLER, CROWN OWNERS
Frank Van Alstine and Associates engineer complete
new Transcendence power mos-fet amplifier and precision let preamp designs to interface with your existing chassis. Original circuits, and their problems, are
discarded. Obtain superior performance without buying expensive new hardware. Learn why 'underground' magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a
best buy, our MOS-FET 120B sounds like 150 watts,
our FM -5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play
music. Call or write for free catalogue and sample
Audio Basics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517.

AUDIO CONCEPTS-HOUSTON
Linn Sondek
Naim Audio
Isobariks

Rega
Magnepan
Kinergetics

Mark Levinson
Nakamichi
Thorens
Apt
Haller
Shipped prepaid. Closed Mondays. (713)

T.

1

Spectral
Acoustat
Energy
PS Audio
527-0774.

OASIS SPEAKER PEDESTALS
By: Rich Acoustic Labs

THE MOST
COMPLETE PORTABLE
STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER IN THE WORLD.

CR 160 AV

r.

e

No other portable stereo cassette deck offers all these important
features plus sync sound: Powered by dry cells, nickel cadmium
rechargeable batteries, 12 volt car battery and 110/220/240 V, 50-60 Hz
current Dolby B and C noise reduction Three built-in speakers for
on -site monitoring Separate right and left level controls and switchable
automatic level control with two time constants Twin peak -reading VU
meters with dB scale Front loading cassette compartment Three-way
tape selector (FE, FeCr and CR tape) Line, mic, radio and phono inputs
Line, radio, monitor, headphone and speaker outputs High performance
DC motor with electronic control
Long -life, Sendust tape heads Built
in West Germany by UHER Werke Munchen GmbH See your UHER
audio retailer or contact UHER of America, 7067 Vineland Ave., North
Hollywood, CA 91805, (818) 764-1120, for complete information.

Oasis Speaker Pedestals are designed with
proper tilt alignment and height to improve
the total tonal balance, imaging, and base
response of your speaker system.

-

Dealer & Rep Inquiries Invited

-

SOLID OAK OR WALNUT
(NO VENEERS)

,

I

'.Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

u
122

6-1/2"

atimEerillIca

Uher.The Best.

H.

Jr

11-1/2" W.

a

10-1/2" D.

Send $39.95 plus $3.00 shipping to: Rich Acoustic
Labs, 2401 Ross Clark Circle, Dothan, Al. 36301.
For C.O.D., Visa, MC, AE, call (205) 793-4746.
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1.75
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.....-...... 1.69
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169
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AUDIO ONE

1985 TOP VALUE LISTINGS
the following components represent exceptional perfor-

mance & musical accuracy per dollar, particularly when
compared with components in similar price ranges.
CARTRIDGES:
PROMETHEAN GREEN
MONSTER ALPHA 2

AUDIOPHILE START
UP SYSTEM
(5800)

Integrated Amplifier

Dual 505 MK
Naim Nait

Speakers'

Wharfedale Diamonds

Turntable:

II

165 E. 33rd
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

TONEARMS:
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY AIR SLT

SYSTEMDEK IIX
MERRILL
PREAMPLIFIERS:
SUPERPHON
MUSIC REFERENCE RM-5
MAVRICK SPATIAL II

AMPLIFIERS:
FUTTERMAN MOSCODE 30 & 600
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH 509
SPEAKERS:
FRIED BETA & SUBWOOFER
MAVRICK AUDIO MFM & MEG
FRIED STUDIO IV
BEVERIDGE 5 ESL
PLUS:

2.49
2.53
1.15

AD 50
AD 60 ...._

145

090 ......._... ... 1.15
060......_.......1.03
9001 O'rrMg 12 6

MA35ELL.
.... 3 89

H%-590 New
HX-560 New
MAR 90 .....

4,15
3.89
.. 5.35
4.79
5 as
3.25
6.49

35-90
LX 35.909
LX

7-,20
7-120

N 5

Mull
FR METAL 90

UC%S90 ..... 1.95
UC%S60 ........ 135
LNX 90........... 1.05

L-750...........499
7.49
4.99

..

3,49
1.99
5.35
6.70

90

FR

1.120
T-120. SMC

TUC

19860 ........... a5
L-750 MC
T-120

.. 4.19

MA 90
MA 60

Reel% In Cars.
CDC90
2.89
CRC 93 ....
3.19

UOXL 1190 .....
UOXL 60
X1 n S 90 ...
M% 90 ..........
UD 90 ...........

1.89

1690

1.15

11

...

1.75
2.55
3 99

35

1

UD35.90
...4.39
%1135.900 .... 639
T-120
T-120

..5.25
699

...
MC%

~cur
oiscxrT

.

.

_. 32.49

SYSTEM
9.49
Tape Carr Set 9.49
160z. Fluid ..,9.99
D'max
12.49

14.49

DISCSET

CALL NOW 718-434-5497 OR ORDER BY MAIL
In Connn.'ntai USA add 53 50 for s000 ng on orders up to 570 Over
570 and Si. of total order. Else*hrene n USA add 57 on orders uu to
570 Over 570 ado 10% Outside USA write. MC'VISA additional 35
-

TURNTABLES:
AR

SAX
SAX 60
500 90

SONY

SOUND BY Street
SINGER

n"

MONTH'S SUPER SPECIALS

TNYS

NATIONAL

1

.Quality Tapes

'4'.

CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS! Some dealers are offering
Yamaha products for sale that are not designed for use or
sale in the U.S.A. These units may not carry the UL
approval for safety nor are they designed for usage on 110
Volt U.S. current. YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION. USA CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR
THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. For the name and location of your
nearest authorized Yamaha dealer, call 1-800-854-3264.
Or write Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box
6660, Buena Park. CA 90622.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES: LINN, NAIM,
REGA, THORENS, AR, HAFLER. CREEK, ROTEL, CONRAD-JOHNSON, WHARFEDALE. CELESTION, STAX,
SPENDOR, AKROYD, B&W, PRECISION FIDELITY &
MORE. PRE -PAID SHIPPING (818) 571-1299 (PAC.
TIME.)

QUALITY TAPES

64 East

.

-h t. ac

,

Dept.

_

-4, Brooklyn, NY

1123

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
NATIONAL
NOTICE TO REVOX BUYERS: Unauthorized dealers are
selling Revox products not designated for sale in the USA.
STUDER REVOX AMERICA CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY WARRANTY SERVICING OF PRODUCTS
SOLD BY THESE DEALERS. For the location of your
nearest authorized Revox dealer, call or write: Studer Re vox Amerca. 1425 Elm Hill Pike. Nashville, TN 37210:
(615) 254-5651.

RANDALL RESEARCH CABLE SYSTEMS
MERRILL LEAD MAT
TIP TOES

Never Before has so Much Praise
been Given to an Audio Cable

for further information on these and other components
we offer, phone us at (213) 855-0500.
remember we offer free shipping & insurance in
the continental US, have the most musically

accurate modifications available and encourage
telephone orders with MC VISA.

AUDIO ONE
213/855-0500

on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood. California

gcouDTqT
OWNERS
Acoustat announces its new
medallion audio transformers for
all mk interfaces. These new
design transformers Inow being
used in current productionI

account for a startling sonic
improvement in all of acoustat's
transformer drive electrostatic
speakers.
A mod program is available to
retrofit the new transformers to
prior production speakers.
For further information and
review reprints contact acoustat.
3101 SW. 1st. Terrace
Ft. Lauderdale, FL.33315
13051
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Monster Cable's

Interlink Reference`

...

Performance equal to
the world's finest audio
components.
"Pure harmonic integrity"
Sound News Journal.

conductor design, incorporating
specially wound multi-

4

ple gauged "wire networks"
to critically align the music

signals in both amplitude
and phase for the best possible sound with the least

"Effortlessly revealing"
International Audio Review, distortion.
"Stunning clarity"
Stereophi le
The Result?
It doesn't seem possible,
Music reproduction so
real that the only thing
but this is what you'll hear
with Interlink Reference inbetter is a front row seat.
.

Interlink 4.rod Interlink Special are

IÍnk'REFERENCE

ar.tdanlratb,..nalan d-n,ethe
.,:nu "bendwtdth balanced" r

.

an indispensible

part of your sound
system. See your Monster
Cable dealer for a demonstration, and see why the
critics are raving. Then take
some home ... you'll rediscover how good your entire
sound system can really be.

TIT

II,il:mcrd"
¡1 J CrnterConductor.
Taco"

corporating our new "Band- Greater dynamic range.
width Balanced"" cable tech- lower distortion, and the
nology. Interlink Reference
uncanny ability to precisely
utilizes a special dual
place and localize each

Í

.. make
Interlink Reference

instrument

II

r

=---
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Authorized
LinniNaim
Dealers
Here is a list of a few good dealers that won't try
to TALK you into believing that they are "experts". They can, and will, actually demonstrate
the differences in components under conditions
that will allow you to make a sensible decision.
ALABAMA
Audition, Homewood
Campbell Audio & Video, Huntsville
ARIZONA
Listening Post, Tempe
CALIFORNIA
Audio Basics, Claremont
Classic Audio, Encinitas
Musical Images, Fresno
Havens & Hardesty, Huntington Beach
Christopher Hansen, Los Angeles
Gene Rubin Audio. Monterey Park
Audible Difference, Palo Alto
Keith Yates Audio, Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego
House of Music, San Francisco
COLORADO
Audio Alternative, Fort Collins
FLORIDA
Sound Components, Coral Gables
Sound Components, Fort Lauderdale
Sound Source, Marathon
Audio Gallery, Miami
Audio Gallery, Sarasota
Audio Visions, Tampa
HAWAII
Audio Shoppe. Honolulu
ILLINOIS
Pro Musica, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Morton Grove
Sound Choice, Lisle
Absolute Audio Systems, Rockford
INDIANA
Audiotrend, Evansville
Hi -Fi Gallery, Indianapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
Matrix Audio & Video, West Hatfield
MICHIGAN
Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor
Sound Room, Grand Rapids
MISSOURI
Audio Rennaissance, Kansas City
Music Systems. St. Louis
NORTH CAROLINA
Audio Salon, Charlotte
Stereo Sound, Chapel Hill
Stereo Sound, Greensboro
Stereo Sound, Raleigh
NEBRASKA
Sound Environment, Lincoln
Sound Environment, Omaha
NEW JERSEY
CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair
NEW YORK
Ears Nova, Great Neck
Innovative Audio, Brooklyn
Sound by Singer, New York
Stereo One. East Rochester
OHIO
Stereo Showcase, Dayton
Oxford Audio, Oxford

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220

NATIONAL

NATIONAL

.

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR ACOUSTAT,
DAHLOUIST, NAD, HAFLER, DENON, dbx, 3D, PROTON,
TANDBERG, BELLES, ORACLE, M&K, GRADO, NITTY
GRITTY, AUDIOOUEST, DUNTEC, MONSTER, CWD,
BSW, DCM, THORENS. VSP, STAX. SOTA. GRACE,
ASTATIC, PROAC, DYNAVECTOR, TALISMAN. THE
SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.. MARINETTE, WI
54143. (715) 735-9002.

PREMIER, ARCAM cartridges; AUDIOOUEST, DECCA,
NITTY GRITTY. THE PIG, LIVEWIRE and other accessories. EARS, P. 0. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA, CA 91790.
818961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MC VISA. MANY
MONTHLY SPECIALS! (SEND STAMP)

KEITH ELLIS AUDIO
IN SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
A classic audio showroom with components in the
classic tradition. One of the most pleasant buying

experiences you will ever have.
Featuring
GOETZ, GOLDBUG, ZETA, PINK TRIANGLE,

MOSCODE, FUTTERMAN, TALISMAN, MISSION,
STRAIGHTWIRE, SOUTHER, DECCA, AND MORE.

HAFLER-NEW AMPLIFIER
We stock all of the following components: DH -100K
$175.00, OH -100A 5225.00, DH -110K $360.00, DH -110A
$440.00, DH -112 $75.00, NEW DH -120 AMPLIFIER: DH 120K $260.00, DH -120A $340.00, DH -160K $275.00, DH
160A $375.00, DH -220K 5400.00, DH-220KE 5410.00,
DH -220A $500.00, DH-220AE $510.00, DH -330K 5385.00,
DH -330A $460.00, DH -500K $675.00, DH-500KE $695.00,
DH -SODA $850.00, DH-500AE $870.00. Accessories too!
Three year warranty on assembled units. FREE SHIPPING
to all fifty states, PR and APO/FPO. WORLDWIDE EX-

PORTING. Visa and Master -Card honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145. Oxford, OH 450560145. 513-523-3333. TLX427791.

ORDER SUMIKO PRODUCTS TOLL FREE 1 800 2223465. GRACE TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES, REPLACEMENT STYLI. PREMIER TONEARMS. DENNESEN
SOUNDTRACKTOR. TWEEK. LOWEST PRICES. VISA/
MCiCOD WELCOME! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE. CHICO, CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

215-348-2151
3659 Old Easton Rd, Doylestown, PA 18901

ORDER TOLL FREE! 1-800-222-3465 ALCHEMIST * AR
AUDIOOUEST
AMBER
B&W
DYNAVECTOR
H/K
HAFLER
GRACE
GRADO
LAST
MONSTER
LIVEWIRE
NITTY GRITTY
PREMIER
SHURE
SOTA
SAEC
SPICA
STAX
SUPERPHON
THORENS
TALISMAN
PLUS RECORD CARE, ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND MUSICAL
CONCEPTS HAFLER MODIFICATION KITS. CALL FOR
LOWEST PRICES AND FRIENDLY ADVICE. FREE CATALOG. VISA/MCICOD WELCOME. HCM AUDIO. 160088
MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 FOR ORDERS ONLY
CALL 1-800-222.3465. FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION
CALL 1-916-345-1341

*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. BEST PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. ORDER
TOLL FREE 1.800.222.3465. FOR OTHER INFORMATION CALL 1-916-345-1341. HCM AUDIO, 160088 MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926

MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
PREAMPAMP

SPEAKERS

N

ABLE
CARTRIDGE
CASSÉTTE
TUNER
VIDEO
TUT

..

Audio Research Sony Esprit

Infinity

RS -1B

SAE -X

B&W 808

Oracle Adelphi Micro-Seiki BL -111
Black Koetsu ACcuphase AC -2 Alpha 2
Tandberg TCD-3014 Nakamichi Dragon
Tandberg TPT-3001A
Mitsubishi Monitors Kloss Novabeam
Avenue

425 Park Avenue South at 29th Street New York, N.Y. 10016

212 685-8101/3102

For accuracy, quality and reliability, we carry and demonstrate:
AUDIO RESEARCH SONY ESPRIT SONY ES SERIES MCINTOSH
NAKAMICHISAEX BLACK KOETSU ACCUPHASE AC -2 . ORACLE
B&W QUAD MERIDIAN ESB BANG & OLUFSEN TANDBERG
KIRKSAETER SHAHINIAN ACOUSTICS PIONEER LASER -VISION DENON
INFINITY MITSUBISHI LUXMAN SIGNET KLOSS NOVABEAM
ADS PROTON MONSTER CABLE

Audio Dimensions, Oklahoma City
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio, Rio Piedras
SOUTH CAROLINA
British American Sound, Charleston
TEXAS
High Bias, Austin
Audio Distinctions, Corpus Christi
Audio Concepts, Houston
Concert Sound, San Antonio
VIRGINIA
High -C Stereo, Leesburg
Listener's Shop, McLean
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio, Seattle

iyilami

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

REGA, HEYBROOK, LOGIC, THORENS, AR, DUAL turntables; ZETA, REGA, PREMIER, LOGIC. GRACE tonearms; ADCOM, ARCAM, AUDIRE, CREEK, KENWOOD
BASIC, KYOCERA, ROTEL, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS
electronics; FRIED, HEYBROOK, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
MAS, REGA, WATKINS loudspeakers; TALISMAN, SUPEX, GRADO & SIGNATURE, PROMETHEAN, REGA,

OKLAHOMA

audiophile
lTD.

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
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:a 0 0
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SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTEÑT
Send 520 for 10 issues. Stereophile. 1107c Early Street. Santa-Fe. NM 87501 or

Call toll -free 800/821-3528
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS
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NATIONAL

NEW ENGLAND

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.
For nearly ten years, we have been serving the audio
cognoscenti,
from ourpastoral settinghere in Oxford, Ohio,
09
with excellent services, superb products and succinct, ex
pert advice. We reach customers not only in Ohio, KenLucky and Indiana but throughout the United States, Puerto
Rico and in countries all over the world. OAC specializes in
accurate high quality audio components. Our product lines
include AKG, Audionics, Dennesen, Haller. Janis, Linn,
Naim, Spendor, Vandersteen and Walker. Demonstrat ons
are given by appointment in our single speaker demonsiration room. Most orders are shipped by the next business
day. We pay for shipping and insurance on orders shipped
to the fifty states, Puerto Rico and APO FPO. Our extortsive export facility ships worldwide. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

PROAC SPEAKERS ARE PURE MUSIC-Tablettes,
Doublelettes, Studio 2. Also Maplenoll, Berning, Audioquest, Spectrum. B P, Audio 538 N. 8th St., Reading, Pa.
19601 (215) 375-9874 evenings, weekends.
SPICA SPEAKERS, CHICAGO & ARCICI STANDSSIMPLY THE BEST. Authorized dealer, personalized service, free shipping. Call for audition/prices. Mobile Recording Company, Carmel, IN, (317)-846-5308, 5-10 PM.

NEW ENGLAND
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interlacing the óxst
equipment to meet your needs and budget
Saveco Audopivie AccessoriesRecords
Expert Sersn[e Trade ns FREE Shipping MCNIS^
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In New England...
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FINE AUDIO VALUES.
AUDIO HOME
Fidelity,
Slope, Spica. 3D. PSO
Discrete Technology,Precisio Live
BBK, Creek, C.J. Walker, VPI,Audio,
Wire, Accuphase. Audioquest, Grado and more. Alternative
Audio. Massapequa. LI, NY (516) 541-1413. Please call for
an appointment.

GOODWIN'S MUSIC SYSTEMS
England, Goodwin's is recognized as the leader in high performance audio. Along with the finest in
In New

components, we can provide the most sophisticated
custom installation tailored to your individual needs.
We otter

InfiniteC

Goodwin's Music Systems, 16 Eliot St., Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA 02138 Tel. 617-492-1140

Oracle
Plexus
Robertson

Counterpoint

Stax

Denon
Dynavector

Sumiko
Talisman

ESB

Tandberg
Threshold

-

r_

musical balance we are very proud of
a combination of superior tracking, smooth,
clean, fast, neutral sound, high dynamic
contrast and a minimum of tone arm sensitiv
ity. AudioOuest has earned its strong reputation in the quality cartridge market
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Audioquest
f

AudloOuest brings your system to Ilfel
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NEC
Pioneer
Proton

_

_

__ -

-

__

105 Whitney

Ave., New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 777-1750

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fri. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-5

now available in Pittsburgh at BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS, 400 South Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA 15213. (412)
687-3737.

c.;.

-

VIDEO

_-__ __ =_

MUSIC OR MAGIC . . .
\',

VPI
and more...

MERIDIAN-CD PLAYERS AND ACTIVE SPEAKERS

When developing a new product many decisions must be made
and many different parameters must be balanced. The best audio
equipment is the result of someone listening very carefully and being
very sensitive to the notion of musical intent vs
information processing. There are no magical
f '
solutions, alchemy isn't the answer.
If we wanted to sound trendy we
would call our approach "holistic".
A
The new A01-5 and A01-7

moving coil cartridges have a

Vandersteen

SLsteningrooms...NewEngland's
largest audiophile
dealer...
º Monks precordrecord
Keith
cleaning...
Custom cabinetry...In-store service...
All shipments pre -paid and insured in
the continental U.S...
MC/VISA/AMEX/TakeSCharge

Last, Randall, Kinergetics, Kimber Kabie. Sims Vi-

bration Eng Sonex, Tiptoes, Tweek, VPI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale' occasional
close-outs, some used equipmentc and leaning pieces.
Single Speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon. Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 129, Sat 11-6. Please, call for an appointment!

Alpha
Asiatic
Audio-Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest

Grace
Keith Monks
Magnepan
Martin Logan
Mission
Mod Squad
Morel
Niles

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Merrill, Heybrook, VPI, Industnes, Systemdek, Harman Kardon
TONEARMS: Eminent Technology, Goldmund, Lurné,
Grado, Souther SLA-3i
CARTRIDGES: Alpha. AudioOuest, Decca vdHul.
Garrott Decca. Grado, Promethean
ELECTRONICS: (TUBE) Jadis, Melos, MFA Systems,
Audible Illusions, Quicksilver
(SOLID STATE) Electrocompaniet, Leach LSRBD, FM
Acoustics, Magnum, PS Audio
SPEAKERS: Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Rauna,
Spendor, Spica, 3D, Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES: Goldmund mat/clamp, LiveWire,

Mark Levinson, Spectral, Magneplanar, Apogee,
Soundlab, Ouad, Entec, Goldmund, Linn, Tandberg,
Nakamichi, Bryston, Haller, Adcom, Celestion SL, Eminent Technology, Nitty Gritty, Walker, AR, Ariston,
Thorens, Infinity.H-K, Proton, B 8 W. Camber, Essence, Janis, Velodyne, Koetsu, Van den Hul. AudioQuest, Monster, Favorite. Stax. Astatic 8 Grace.

1"

Signet
Snell
Sonographe
Belles Research
Boston AcousticsSOTA
Southeric
Bryston
Spica
Carvero

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

ALTERNATIVEJSE,

l

.

' .r. ' '

The knowledge, creativity and
dependability you expect from
a dealer who represents these
and other major manufacturers.

e63 -s111

GOETZ GOETZ GOETZ GOETZ GOETZ GOETZ GOETZ.
Taste and see the goodness of GOETZ speakers and
amplifiers with AUDIO CLASSICS by Charles St. George in
Rhode Island. Ring (401) 722-0300.
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its high output moving coils. Almost single-handedly, AC has
made most prepreamps and transformers obsolete. The AO 1-5 and
T-7 are available in 3 output levels so you can choose the best one for
_
your equipment. The T -5H and T-7H have an output
of 2.2mV for all normal phono in puts.The T -5M and T -7M are 1.ImV

with

g_
-

y

and are perfect for "high gain"
preamps (which includes almost all
current tube units(. The T -SL and
uesl
"
T -7L are .22mV and should be used
"
4`.
}) s
when a top quality MC input Is available.
' K
The A01-5 and T-7 use a specially de veloped tapered titanium cantilever. Both
cartridges nave a compliance of 12 and track at
1.75 grams. The T-5. with its solid brass mounting plate, weighs 8.8
grams and sells for 5295. The T-7 has a solid sapphire support system
including mounting plate, weighs 6.9 grams artd sells for 5495. The
AO M-1 induced magnet cartridge at 595 and the AO MC -3 high
output MC at 5145 also set value standards that can't be matched.

_

-

'

412 N.

Coast Highway, 68-360, Laguna Beach, California 92651

714/720.1995
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LOWEST
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION
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AUTHORIZED DEALERS

AMPS/PREAMPS

SOUTHWEST

ABBIE'S AUDIO OFFERS EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTS.
Acoustat B&K, Berning, Lazarus, Klyne, Nova, Tandberg,

CROSBY'S IN NEW MEXICO, Quicksilver, N.V. Audio
Labs (Futterman), Counterpoint. Audire, PS Audio, Classe,
Spica, ProAc, Vandersteen, Sofa, VPI, Sonagraphe, Randall, Eminent Tech, ECT, "Good trades" "Satisfaction
Guaranteed" Hobbs. NM (505) 393-3992, 392-8448 (Eve).

VSP, Robertson, Goetz Systems, Watkins. JSE, Spica.
M&K, Clements Audio, VPI, AR Tables, Heybrook, Souther, Premier, Zeta, Alphason, Sumiko, Audioquest, Monster
Cable, Discrete - Technology, and others, good used
equipment. newsletter. 302 E. High St, Waynesburg, PA
15370 (412) 852.1134.

I)

MIDWEST

H

COHERENCY & TRANSPARENCY: Delivered by Spica at
Esoteric Audio of Farmington Hills.
Esoteric Audio of

Farmington Hills.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th SL (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

HEAR THE ELECTROCOMPANIET
Preampliwire I and II at Esoteric Audio of Farmington Hills.

APT PREAMP MODEL HP in flawless condition $400
(212) 541-4737 evenings/weekends.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER

I

ll

ACCUPHASE IS JAPAN'S FINEST MANUFACTURER
OF AMPLIFIERS AND PRE -AMPLIFIERS. WE SELL THE
FULL LINE-UP OF 15 COMPONENTS AND ALL THE
NEWEST RELEASES: MADE AFFORDABLE. CALL FOR
BROCHURE: (213) 659-8550

3 & 4 at

HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST: Acoustat Alphason, AR,

ATTENTION DYNACO OWNERS: Musical Concepts

Counterpoint, Creek, Futterman, Goetz, Heybrook, Moscode NYAL, Robertson, Talisman, Walker & much more.
The Music Room, 4806 Canterbury, Roeland Park, Kansas
66205. (913) 236-5907 eves & weekends.

will soon bring our outstanding modification expertise
to several Dynaco models. Our first offering is the
outstanding MC -1 preamp circuit board, adapted to the
Dynaco PAT-4 and PAT -5. This is a dual mono
preamp on a single board with twin LIPS power supplies. Estimated pricing $249 kit, $329 installed. These
preamps will challenge the finest. Write for brochure.
Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza. Florissant. MO
63031. 314-831-1822 (1.4pm EST). P.S. Can a Dyna
MK Ill compete with the best tube amps? Maybe s0stay tuned!

RICH MANSFIELD AUDIO SYSTEMSGRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Linn Sondek/Naim Audio Components/Wharfedale!
Creek Audio (616) 774-2445.

WEST

after its introduction, the VMPS Super
Tower Ila/R still stands alone as the high fidelity
speaker system with the lowest total harmonic
distortion (no more than 0.25°!0 20112-30 kHz/ 1W
drive), widest bandwidth (17Hz-50kHz, -3dB), and
greatest dynamic range (100dB/1W/1m sensitivity. 132dB/1m max undistorted output)
available. At its price-unchanged since 1980and with performance improved in every area, the
STlla/R remains an outstanding bargain in today's
inflated audio marketplace.
The latest addition to its roster of high
performance features is the OSO Holosonic
image enhancement circuitry, which generates a
completely boxless, dramatically three-dimensional stereo image true to the phase and ambient
information in the signal source. OSO Holosonics
are also available in the VMPS Tower II ($419ea
kit, $599ea assem), Super Tower/R ($679ea
kit, $969ea assem). and Widerange Ribbon
($5995-$7500( speaker systems. And don't
forget the floor-standing MiniTower II ($309ea
kit, $439ea assem), our famous Subwoofer
($250ea kit, $375ea assem). and John Curldesigned Model 2 Electronic Crossover
($449). Kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets and all prices include free shipping in
USA. Write for brochures and test reports, and
watch for upcoming reviews of OSO Holosonics in
the major audio publications.
Five years

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

SANTA ROSA, CALIF. THE BEST IN AUDIO AND VIDEO. Professional staff. Carver, Denon, ADS, H -K. Proton,
Sony, NEC, and lots more. Video Experience, 458 B St.,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401. (707) 542-6610.

FOREIGN
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE from England by low cost weekly airfreight service to all major US
airports. We specialise in all top equipment and particularly
loudspeakers by B & W, Celestion, Heybrook, KEF, Mission, Quad. Rogers, Spendor, Tannoy etc. Write, telephone or telex for quotation or visit us whilst you are in
London. (Please no Naim or Linn enquiries). Unilet Hi Fi,
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY, England.
Telephone (1) 942 9567. Telex 8814591. Mastercharge
and Visa welcome.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre-amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat Ad corn. Audire, Conrad -Johnson, Dynavector, Fried, Klipsch,
Mirage, Nakamichi, PS, SAE, Talisman, Thorens, compact
digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
AD

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER. NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS.

BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

Can Own The

Best"

Professional Advice
FREE Delivery & Set Up
Relaxed "'NO RUSH" Showroom Financing Available
Trade-ins Accepted
Custom Installation & Repairs
FEATURING OVER 60 BRANDS INCLUDING:
Advent Alwa AKG Alpine Amber AR Audio Control Audio Source Blaupunkt
Bose Celestlon Concord DBX Denon Dual Dynavector
Energy Loudspeaker Grace
Grado Harman/Kardon JBL Kyocera Mitsubishi Onkyo Ortofon Pyramid Robertson
Audio Scott Sherwood Signet SoundCraftsmen Sony Sound Dynamics Systemdek
Tandberg Thorens Warfedale/Diamond C.J. Walker And More...
ADS

CAR STEREO
Alpine Alphasonik Altec Blaupunkt Clarion/Audia Concord
Phillips Sherwood Sony Ungobox And More...

ADS

Call or Write Harold

JVC

AFS/KRIKET

Minto, Proprietor

performance audio/video

365 South Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave.)
MC

VISA

AMEX

126

AMPLIWIRE II) for sale for $1500 (new $2500). 9 months,
mint condition, includes factory boxes and manuals. Call
303 850-3501 (Day). 303/690-1206 (Night).

GUARANTEED
SAVINGS
"Why Settle For Less When You

1016 Contra Costa Dr El Cerrito CA 94530
(415) 526-7084
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston: C&S Audio.
Colorado Springs, Co: Stereo Unlimited. San Diego Ca:
Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca; Stereotown. Brookings SD;
Missoula Trumpet Sales, Missoula Mt: Walker Audio, San
Angelo Tx; The Long Ear, Big Bear Lake Ca; Itone Audio. El
Cerrito Ca: Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca; Eclectic Audio.
Livermore Ca: Arthur Morgan (rep), Altamonte Spnngs FI:
Praise Audio. Powder Springs. Ge.

ELECTROCOMPANIET (AMPLIWIRE II ANO PRE

Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520

516) 378-4389

Tel.
Just 35 min. from Manhattan by car or railroad.
Showroom Hours: Mon. -Fri. 12 noon to 7 p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Retail
Mailorder
Export
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TUNERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX. HAFLER. CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

E.M. LONG REFERENCE MONITORS. I have an extra
pair of TIME ALIGN(R) Reference monitors to sell for
$4500. Please, Only serious inquiries. 415-531-8725

AMPS/PREAMPS

-"

ONE KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST LO7C PREAMP $450.
Two Kenwood LO7M mono power amps $600 ea. Call 618-

656-5860.
MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT -All types-tubes &
transistor -electronics & speakers-bought -sold -traded. S.D.R. P.O. Box 176, Walton. NY 13856. 607-8657200.

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES. INC.; P.O. BOX
24009. JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000: WEST: (818) 840.0878.

MCINTOSH MC3500, TUBE, MONO, PAIR in absolutely
mint condition, factory certified and serviced. Send offers to
Audio Magazine. Classified Box No. 485, 1515 Broadway,
New York, NY 10036.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS CONTINUES TO OFFER THE
FINEST Haller Modifications. M-110SN makes the
Haller 110 sound like $3000. Our latest M -200D and
M -220L 500 amplifier mods will convince the tube lovers that solid state is here! We have toroid transformer,
dual mono conversions for Haller DH -200 220 500.
Make a Haller 101 sound like $3000! Try our M-101
SuperMod Ill for only $145 kit write for brochure. Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031,
314-831-1822 (1-4pm EST).

LOUDSPEAKERS

I

ABBIE'S AUDIO OFFERS THE FINEST in loudspeakers.
Goetz Systems lot people who care about the reproduction
of music. 302 E. High St., Waynesburg, PA 15370. (412)

electronics
BELLES

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub woofer & pro. JB_. AUDAX, SEAS, HAFLER, polypropylene drivers & crossovers, $2.00 Gold Sound, Box 141A,
Englewood, CO 80151.

PS AUDIO

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway. between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

ROBERTSON'S RENOWNED 4010 AMPLIFIER IS
AMAZING! Their incredible, new 6010 defies descrip:ion.

ARE THE BEST LOUDSPEAKERS really available only
by mail? Send one dollar for our 60 page color catalog.
Acoustic Interface, POB 6632, Santa Barbara. CA 93160.

AD

2409.

4A-VK-POWER SUPPLY, Audionics CC2,
$250 each, both excellent. original owner. 505-625-1830.

You must hear them! Audio Nexus. NJ (201) 464-8238.
AD
(201) 730-2409.

TANDBERG TCA-3002A PREAMP, 5580, 312-343-8553.
VAN ALSTINE TRANSCENDENCE 400 AMP 200 w.o.c.,
schematics, parts list, $1750. Pair Dynaco MK Ill's $200.

412-238-5171, evenings.

RECEIVERS-

ARE YOUR ADVENT WOOFERS FALLING APART? We
rebuild Advent "12 inch" woofers to like -new condition for
$40 each plus shipping. UNIVERSAL SOUND, 2253 Ring ling Blvd.. Sarasota, FL 33577 (813) 953-5363.

ASS OFFERS THE WIDEST SELECTION of European
and American speaker kits and raw drivers including Dynaudio, Fried, Audax, Falcon -Acoustics, SEAS, Peerless,
Morel. Dalesford'Cambridge, Jordan, Philips. Becker, Pyle,
JVC. Featuring custom auto speaker systems. Morel Intergras and the "Avery Dark 10". Free catalog. ABS SPEAKERS. Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI. TANDBERG, CROWN.
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.: P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE
and 2 with a Lifetime
LOUDSPEAKERS Models
Transferrable Warranty are available with us. Inquire
about our 7 day auditioning program. Sound Unlimited,
est 1959, 178 Main St.. Bristol, Conn., 06010. (203)
584-0131.
1

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love; and personal
-satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves oúr facilities. Your Vandersteer. dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out:

with

-

.400.

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.'

o
in)

Featuring State Of The Art Technology,
Combined With Truly Old -Fashioned Hospitality.

852-1134.

ALLISON ONES 5550 FOR THE PAIR. Must de picked up.
Boston area. 617-361-7236 afternoons.
PS AUDIO'S INCREDIBLE PSIV CHALLENGES every
preamplifier. Audio Nexus. NJ (201) 464-8238. (201) 730-

k°AudioMoóoll

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA'
(209) 582-0324

DENON

LUXMAN

S.A.E.

loudspeakers
ALLISON
ENERGY

I.T.C.

DESIGN ACOUSTICS
MARIAN
M 8 K

DUNTECH
SNELL
THIEL

turntables, cartridges, tripe decks
ACCUPHASE
ADCOM
AUDIOOIIEST,
DYNAVECTOR
ORACLE
SOTA

F.R.

GRACE

SUMIKO

GRADO

DENON
KOETSU

THORENS

SYSTEMDEK

THIEL Cs3 LOUDSPEAKERS

HAVE YOU HEARD THEM LATELY???
The Thiel Cs3 has been on the market for just over a year.
In that s -tort time its popularity has grown continually; it has
now become the most successful "reference" speaker in
audio history
Critics have written that the Cs3 is "superb"... "remark"the imaging is nothing short of amazing."
ably natural"
Of course other speakers have also received line reviews.
What, then. makes the Cs3 so special?
Remember the early days of high fidelity? By today's
standards the possibilities then were limited, but the dedication of audio's great pioneers was truly remarkable as they
strove. almost obsessively it sometimes seemed, for perfection Those early pioneers were not marketers or business people. their fascination with music's sounds was genuine,
as was their real, respectful love of music itself.
Though not old old-timers themselves, Jim Thiel and his
brother Tom have been carrying on. for over seven years
now, the dedicated tradition of the old pioneers. Old
fashioned Kentucky craftsmanship is uniquely blended, in
Thiel speakers, with the very latest technology and materials (polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors, die-cast
magnesium baskets, and a remarkable 2% inch thick special
hardwood MDF curved baffle). The result? Thiel speakers
make music come alive with a completeness that the old
timers could not even have imagined.
New Secrets at Audlo Visions
Since the Cs3 is such an extremely accurate reproducer, it
will reveal all the benefits of superior electronics, as well as
superior cables, turntables, and cartridges Distortion from
inferior or mismatched components that might go unnoticed
when played through another speaker will be reproduced
very accurately by the Cs3. ;Want to be certain that your
phono cartridge is properly adjusted for offset, stylus overhang. 1/TA. azimuth, etc? Just listen to it through the Cs3).
The very first Cs3 presentation to consumers, anywhere
in the world, took place right here at Audio Visions (with
pre -production prototype speakers) in June, 1983. Audio Visions is constantly evaluating new developments, to
ensure that the Cs3 will be played with the best possible
components.
New Model Cartridge
It works beautifully with the Cs3, with the SOTA table, with
the new. improved Premiere MMT arm, and with the
BRYSrON preamp. Please do NOT call to ask what it is. But
do please call to make an appointment to audition our latest
discovery.
Less Than 56,000: Complete System
We certainly recognize that $6.000 is not a small amount
of money. However. our new system created around the Cs3
offers far more, in terms of extraordinary sonic performance,
and. also, in terms of enduring qualify, than systems being
offered at other stores for thousands of dollars more.
Our system includes the AudioVistons EXTENDED SERVICE POLICY, the Audio Visions lifetime discount COURTESY CARD, some very special secrets. a dose of black
magic, and $365 of patch cords, special tonearm wiring. and
premium connectors
Delivery and set-up also is included, anywhere in the
metro New York area AudroVisions is happy to supply the
Cs3 in your choice of special mirror -matched woods (teak is
Thiel's standard finish).
.
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BRYSTON

MONTAUK
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EXTRAORDINARY
pRODUCI'S ix&SA

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

DIMENSIONS UNHEARD NC -1 LOUDSPEAKER images
so vividly it's almost unsettling. Time aligned. Phase coherent. Transient perfect. Hand-built polypropylene woofers
coupled to European dome drivers by a FFT optimized
crossover. Ten year warranty! RTRD. 2105 Claremont,
Springfield, IL 62703 (217) 529-8793.

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

Triplana

Klyne, Oracle
Preamplifier,power Supplies,Tiptoes,
Box, MacMod
Regulated

Termination
Tonearm Interconnect
&
CMod
Tonearm
Crossover,
MacMod
Subwoofer

Altec-Lansing speakers and components.
(201) 561-8123.

L

EXCEPTIONAL
MODIFICATIONS
Mission,
M
Ittok.

amplifiers,
tonearms,
QUAD 405
EPA -100
SME & Technics
preamplifier
Spatial

Belles &
I &
Bedini
Rogers Studio
OUAD 63,

speakers

LS 3/5A

The
catalog from

a complete
H 9 way áp1'
Request
542 Coast
Mod Squad, 92024CA
Leucadia,
1619)

ELECTRO -VOICE AUTHORIZED DEALER-Components, Interface, stage, studio and PA speakers. The 15'
woofer system components with tweeters and midrange
horns cost under 5600/pair (drives only) at our low prices.

436-7666

Rick Marder,

EPI 100 OWNERS-NEW ADD ON MODIFICATION; Our
kit plus your speakers and screwdriver equal dramatic
sound improvement! System O change for fuller, cleaner
bass. Anti-diffraction technique Improves high -end definition. Send $18.95 for two -speaker kit. ROBBINS RESEARCH, 4664 E. Aire Libre Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85032

FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE
Featuring: Neofex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound
wire, Active or passive crossovers, Compound woofer systems. Extensive design parameters. Available in the US
from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982 Tablebluff, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711, 608-7672673.
FRIED SPEAKERS á KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Nakamichi, Haller. SAE. Audire, Mitsubishi, Adcom, Dynavector, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston. South Carolina 29403.
(803) 723-7276.
AD

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED

BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

HIGH -END SPEAKERS! SAVE 40: on esoteric speaker
systems. Fast service. Visa MC. RTRD. 2105 Claremont,
Springfield, IL 62703.

JBL PARAGON CLASSIC STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM,
oiled walnut, mint, $5,500.00. Call 203-929-0212 or write
Box 2009, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

J.B.L. PARAGON FOR SALE 52500. A classic stereo
speaker in very good condition. Call 415-531-8725
J.B.L. USED SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS, LITERATURE, and blueprints. Bought, Sold, and Traded. 313-2295191. Aft. 7 PM EST.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS Hear your
music at last! Now, unique and technologically ad-

vanced crossovers deliver unparalleled clarity,
smoothness, dynamics. Call AUDIO NEXUS, NJ,
(201)464-8238.(201)730-2409 for copies of Sensible
Sound's rave reviews.
AD
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS, Audax, Dynaudio, Eclipse, Focal, Foster, Peerless, Morel, Vita, SIARE,
and morel New catalog. SOc. Meniscus Systems, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509

GOETZ GRAND MASTER speakers as seen in Jan. '85
Audio, page 189. $1995 0.13.0. (52695). Jerry (305) 7886912 (FI) eves.

MAVRICK AUDIO MFM á MEG SPEAKERS
now available exclusively from Audio One Mavrick
Audio speakers feature the finest ribbon tweeter
we've heard to date, all wiring in Randall Teflon
OFHC copper cables, premium capacitors, high
current inductors and special low resonance
cabinetry. best of all they sound more musically
accurate than most speakers selling at 2 to 3 times

their modest price! phone us for details.

Randall Research Cable Systems

AUDIO ONE

... the indispensible component

on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood, California
213/855-0500

OHM MODEL "F". Very good condition. Latest factory
updates. $900 pr. (714) 661-8134. Leave message.

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE

IRVINE. CA.

THE

UNSPE
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92714

(714) 261-9141
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box 166 New Egypt, NJ. 68533 101-929-1613

e-

Minimum Periodicity is a new
measurement and design technique
from Dayton Wright Research.
LCM

IONICAL DIO

EU

artificial flavors or colorants added.
The First Minimum Periodicity
Loudspeaker System.

DAYTON
WRIGHT

SL6 AND 600 MUSICALITY in a small box using lasers:
Esoteric Audio of Farmington Hills.

THE DAYTON WRIGHT GROUP LIMITED
97 NewKirk Road North, Richmond Hill, Ont. M4C 3G4 (416) 884-8586

:

O

Stereo Synthesizer

Four Input Stereo Switcher

Bring new life to TV or FM Audio with this fabulous product'
Order yours today -comes Complete with all cables. instruction. two-year warranty 30 day money back guarantee. Send
check. M.O.. Visa, or MC M to below address. or call for free
literature. Also available at better dealers. The TE -600 Teledapter $149.95 4 Needed Features In

One

Audio Processor.

REIOADE/

Toll Free 1-800-251-8608
P.O. Boa 1316, DepL122

NATIONAL CORPORATION

Columbia, TN 38402
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LOUDSPEAKERS'
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I.

TURNTABLES

If You Read the Latest Issue of

the absolute sound®

THIEL CS3 SPEAKERS at Esoteric Audio of Farmington

1

Hills.

MERRILL TURNTABLE
Features: Beautiful solid oak base. A tunabe, three-

VANDERSTEEN 2C
For the lowest price anywhere, call ORPHEUS AUDIO,
N.Y. (516) 676-5082.

point Constant Resonance Suspension System. A
subchassis designed to absorb tonearm release energy. Supplied with an inner gravity clamp and outer
periphery record clamp. For more information contact
UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272-1275.

TURNTABLES
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

BEST SOUND PER
DOLLAR SYSTEM
(UNDER $2100)

Turntable:

Tonearms/Cartridges:
Tuner:

Speakers:

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Linn Lux +/Basik
Adcom GFT-2
Linn Kans

SOUND BY SINGER
33rd
165 E.

Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR
TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
Improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.
1). AudioQuest Sorbothene Mat
35.00
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
30.00
All others
please call
3). Hum -shielding for AR motors:
HS Kit
9.00
The Audio Advisor, Inc. Box 6202 Grand Rapids, MI.

49506 (616) 451-3868. Shipping: $3.00 Item

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST
PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009. JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000: WEST: (818) 840-0878.
KEN WOOD KD600 WITHOUT ARM, new and in box $200.
Call 618-656-5860.

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR
$85.00-Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR-XE
with adjustable feet $95. Following modifications are
for all models: Platter Coating $10. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8. High Torque Motor $45. Platter
Balancing Service $10. Replacement inner and outer
platters $135 for all AR-XA. AR-XB. and AR-XE turntables. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave.,

MICRO SEIKI MAKES THE WORLD'S FINEST TURNTABLES. AIR -BEARING, VACUUM, 22 LB BRONZE PLATTERS; THESE SYSTEMS ARE SIMPLY MADE TO A DESIGN STANDARD SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. $495
TO $15.000. DEALER'S ENQUIRIES ACCEPTED. FOR
COLOR BROCHURE. WRITE: ANALOG EXCELLENCE,
BOX 69A97, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90069.
MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES. Before you buy another
turntable check out the Micro Seiki line. You won't find a
better sounding or better built turntable line. No hype. RX1500 Basic, List $795 Now $650. RX-1500VG List $1495
Now 51195. When you're ready to stop playing around then
move up to the real thing. We ship. For more information
call or write -C. F. AUDIO, 415 W. Imperial Hwy, LaHabra,
CA 90631. (213) 691-0967 (714) 871-5670. Visa. MC.

(And Just This One)
This is What You'll Find Out
HP finally unveils his amplifier findings. He
defines the "sound" of amps and groups ten
accordlag to promise (four) and excellence (six,
including one solid-state). Guess which?
We continue our serles on classic analogue
discs, Mercury, Lyrita, and featured RCA's golden age in Boston. Sneak previewed: the much touted Meridian CD player. The super discs are
updated.
Thomas O. Muller assesses the arcane world
of pickup arms, from the Odyssey to the Eminent Technology and (J Alphason. Ken Kessler
reports on British tubed electronics. And much
more.
A years subscription: (4 issues) $20; $22,
Canada: $35, Overseas (Air -mail).

Name
Address

City, State

Zip

Please send check or US money order to:

the absolute sound®
P. O. Box L,
Sea Cliff, New York 11579

SOTA SAPPHIRE AND STAR SAPPHIRE: EXQUISITE
SOUND from the crown jewels of turntables. Audio Nexus,
NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.
AD

Order by Phone: (516) 671-6342
9:30 am to 5:30 pm ET. Ask for Eden.
Visa, Mastercard and American Express accepted.
Tc

VPI ACRYLIC TABLE -STATE OF THE ART of Farmington Hills.
AD

MUSIC, NOT JUST SOU11).

Our equioment is designed to reveal the lull range of music Hear it all at Chestnut Hill Audio
Accuphase. Acoustic Electronics. Amber, Apature. Apogee. Audio Pro Audioquest.
BSK Components. Berning, CWD, Counterpoint. DB. Denon. Duntech Dynavector EMT Entec,
Euphonic. Fourier. Grace, Haller, Janis. Koetsu Kiseki. Krell. LAST. Linn Sondek Live Wire.
Mark Levinson J A Michell. Monster Cable Music Reference NAD Nairn, Oracle Origin.
Pioneer Video Proton. Pyramid, Quad. RGR. Rogers, Signet Sony. Souther Spectral Spendor.
Symdex Syrinx Talisman, Tandberg Thorens 3D Acoustics VPI, VSP Labs Vandersteen Zeta
We are located at 3 t Cherry Stree:. Philadelphia. Pa 1910E (215) 923-3035
1

.

CHESTNUT I1I1.1. AUDIO 1:1'l).

zero anxiety_:
SOTA's New Turntable 'Spec'

Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 272-1275.

How will you select your next turntable?
reputation or reviews or sound? SOTA
says: Try our unique scale -Your Anxiety
Quotient (or YAQs, measured in Qualms)
Why spend big bucks only to fret about
set-up, isolation, or speed constancy?
The SOTA is created by a physicist (D. W.
Fletcher) and an engineer (R. A. Herman) so
you don't have to be either. Zero Anxiety
results when the designers do all the worrying. From the startl Certainly long before
facing the ultimate trial -your living rooml
After all, do you want a pet engineering
project or trouble -free performance? Get a
SOTA and find something else to worry
about. Like what record to play)
The SOTA Sapphire (with optional vacuum)
and the SOTA STAR Sapphire, our deluxe
vacuum table, beautiful to eye and ear.
By

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120
NOW AVAILABLE
Made to order in bi-amp, tri-amp, and quad amp configurations with optional level controls, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters,
regulated power supplies, equalizers, also

available.

SOTA STAR (In

kw)

Free catalog and price sheet

Deeemraey

SOTAPO.

Eng. Lab.

Box 7075, Berkeley, CA

94707

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668
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MULTI COMPONENTS

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT
AT GREAT PRICES! WE CONCENTRATE ON COSTEFFECTIVE AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS AND HOW TO
GET THE MOST OUT OF THEM. GREAT SELECTION
INCLUDING ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND RECORD
CARE PRODUCTS. SPECIALISTS IN TURNTABLES,
TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES. GOOD HONEST ADVICE
AVAILABLE. CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA
95926, (916) 345-1341

AUDIO EQUIPMENT NEW AND USED
AUDIONICS ETlheadamp; BEVERIDGE Tube preamp;
BRYSTON 2Bpoweramp; LEVINSON ML6A; ML3; ML11;
ML12; LUXMAN 110 FMtuner; MCINTOSH C28preamp;
C32preamp; 2120-5600; 2205poweramp; ORACLE Alexandria w/arm; ORACLE/Magnepan/Dynavector Ruby;
PERREAUX SM2preamp; REVOX B77Reel-to-Reel; SON-

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

AUDIO HOUSE-FLINT MICHIGAN: ROGERS, SOTA,
CONRAD JOHNSON, ROBERTSON, NEC VIDEO, ONKYO, REVOX, AUDIO PRO, SPECTRUM, SOUTHER,
GRADO, BELLES, GONZA Speaker wire 12 gauge 1008.
$49. 4304 Brayan, Swartz Creek, Michigan, 313-655-8639
by appointment.

APT ONE AMPLIFIER $375, AudioControl C-101 equalizer/analyzer $225, AudioControl "Richter Scale' $135, DBX
2BX $185, Stax SRM-1 class -A earspeaker amp $150,
NAD 2150 power amp $195, 3D -Acoustics 3D6/10B satellites/subwooter $300, Boston Acoustics A -40s $100 pair,
Micro -Acoustics 630 cartridge $35. Gary Hotchkiss, 509684-3308 eveninas/weekends.

AUDIO ENTERPRISES, Chicago Heights, Illinois, announces YAMAHA spring savings. 22% off entire line

OGRAPHE SG3Turntable

New/without

arm -5250;

SPEAKER LAB 50-5850/pr; TANDBERG TD20A; THIEL
03A $880/pr; Call Terry #402.391.3842

CARVER C-1 PREAMP, M500T AMPLIFIER, mint w/warranty cards $375/ea. B&W 801F mint $1950. (413) 2537779.

COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR ... Audio Research, Audire, Apt Holman, Audible Illusion, Meitner Audio, Streets Electronics, B&K, Thiel, Perkins, Vandersteen,
Raven Ribbons, Transducteurs Acoustiques Apogee, Dun -

from factory authorized dealer. Values such as R-100
$620.00, R90 5464.00, R70 $362.00, R50 $261. We
also represent Nakamichi, Kyocera, Bang & Olufsen,
Tandberg, Luxman, B & W, ADS, Genesis, and Perreaux. MasterNisa or Amex. Phone orders call 312755-3111. 202 Halsted, Chicago Heights, IL 60411

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY EQUIPMENT CHEAP!!! Dynaco

tech, Rauna, MCM, VPI, Elite Rock, Rega, Souther, MMT,
Maplenoll, Eminent Technology, Peterson, Grado SACRIFICE B&O 8000, Acoustat 2+2, Magnepan IIB, Daybreak,
SKS Intaglio, Sequerra Pyramids, Sumo Amps, preamps,
tuners, Robertson 4010, MacC26, 300 new Dynaudio drivers, Pioneer & Teknika Monitors, Satellite Equipment,
much more. PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 217 Alexander Rochester, NY (716) 262-4310 evening 346-5630

416 $375, Kenwood Audio Purist LO7C $225, Sony tuner
ST -J60 $175, also JVC Super -A AX5 $200. Call Mark,
(205) 830-2596, evenings.

CONFUSED BETWEEN TUBE AND TRANSISTORS? Try
VSP power and preamplifier, especially if you are going
C.D. Also available Triad speakers. Call evening (516) 6215628.

CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIRE 4 amplifier $1800; Audio
Research D110 amplifier $795; Revox A-700 recorder
$1400; Sprinx PU -3 arm $420; Magnaplaner Bass panels
$500 402-779-2589
INFINITE SLOPE SPEAKERS; VSP amp; Haller preamp,
Tech CD. (215) 567-4626.

ux

SYSTEM DEK
The SYSTE M DEK I IX represents the ultimate

value/performance combination in turntables
available today. This is accomplished by
including such features as; oil -pump bearing,
glass platter, Iamb's wool record mat, 24 pole
synchronus motor, belt drive, interchangeable
arm board, real -wood base built about a steel
frame and a unique 3 -point hung suspension
which allows quick and easy adjustment, even
while a record is playing! All this at a surprisingly affordable price.
The SYSTEMDEK IIX is available; without
tonearm, fitted with a Profile II (as shown);
or Profile IIS tonearm.

1I

-

I

Please write for further information.
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SANTA MARIA, -CA 93455

1805) 928-2631
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MULTI COMPONENTS

MULTI COMPONENTS

TRADE-INS WELCOME

LESS THAN 1 PRICE SALE: Electron Kinetics Eagle 7a
$1800, Micro Selki BL -51 turntable unused $250. (414)
845-5055.

2a%I.CG
Carver, conrad johnson, Nakamichi, harman kardon, Gold
Aero tubes. Sonographe. AR turntable, Clements ribbon
spkrs., VSP amplifiers, VPI turntable, NEC video and lots
more! ADS spkr. sale now! Used specials-Macintosh MR 78 mint, $699; conrad johnson PV -3, $169. THRESHOLD
AUDIO 409 S. 22nd St., Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! UNLIM-

ITED PROFIT POTENTIAL! LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS' AUDIO-VIDEO-CAR
STEREO-COMPUTERS ELECTRONIC EXPERTS, 1000
ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT 06516
ELECTRON KINETICS EAGLE 7A #142 52,200; BEDINI
200,200 DE $1.195; GOLDMUND Mat 565, all mint. 512695-9763.
ESOTERIC AUDIO-DEMO/USED EQUIPMENT CLEARANCE-Tandberg 3002 preamp-5225. Sonographe turntable $225, Pentagram P -t0 speaker $1200. Phx. AZ 602245-0192.

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.: P.O. BOX
24009. JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
HCM AUDIO 1-916-345-1341 "VALUE LIVES" AUDIO HAFLER *
QUEST
B 8 W
GRACE
GRADO
MONSTER CABLE
LIVEWIRE
NITTY GRITTY #
PREMIER
PYRAMID
TALISMAN
SOTA
STAX
THORENS
AND MUCH MORE ALL AT
SUMIKO
REASONABLE PRICES! FREE NEWSLETTER 8 EXPERT ADVICE. HCM AUDIO, 16008B MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

camac to DK phono, best offer; Counterpoint SA5 preamplifier new $1100; Vandersteen 2C with Vanderstands new
$750; Linn LP -12 turntable latest $525. 915-695-9297, late
evening:: best.
MOUNTAIN AUDIO TAKES TRADES. Berning, VSP,
Rauna, Goetz. Demo Goetz Speakers at substantial savings. Used equipment. 30 Columbia Ave., Cranford, NJ
07016. 201-276-2217.

!

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS. Bought,
Sold, and Traded. Also wanted Mac 3500 or MI 350 for
personal use. 313-229-5191 Aft. 7PM EST.

6,kf-hricao~a/

updated (sounds grand) $650. Dynavector tube
preamp (orig. over $3000) $750. Meridian M2 speakers
and

(with amps) $1095. Kenwood LO7D t.t. w/all extras special
price or trade other exotic goodies at the lowest prices
anywhere! Used equip. only! Call noon to 3 P.M. only.
(N.Y.) Sound Invest. 718-377-7282.

--

561-8123.

--

Speakers and amplifiers frcm S1500
S2995 as shown above

PRESTO AUDIO OFFERS: Conrad -Johnson, BEL, Souther, VPI Adcom, Belles, ProAc, Dayton Wright, Dual, Teac,
Chapman, Zeta, Michell, Monster Cable, VSP Labs. Free
Shipping, Best price. 3125 Williamsburg Dr., San Jose, CA
95117 (408) 378-8283

GOETZ SYSTEMS, INC.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30092

404-441-2190
CALL FOR DEALER LISTING

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1
$2700)

!UMBER KABLE

(UNDER

Turntable:
Cartridge:

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, A.R.C., C.J. and other old tube
and hi end components bought and traded. For sale: ARC
D110B $1300. D76A $695. MCP2 $725. SP3A/rack mnt
$485. Sony TAE86B $550. Levinson JC2 wondercaped

I

GOETZ

or home use, Electro -Voice has your microphone - high
performance, rugged, lifetime quality. In stock, low prices.
Catalogs $1.40 (stamps). Rick Marder (E -V Dealer), (201)

*

KLIPSCH CORNER HORN SPEAKERS $1400 pr. Audionics R.S.-1 preamp, $350, Panasonic Ribbon tweeters $60
pr. Phone 718-754-7286 eve.

Series

LEVINSON ML6A PREAMPLIFIER WITH WALNUT
CASE, one year old $4000; Levinson silver interconnects,

MICROPHONES-For professional recording, musicians
HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

e/nU4u'/

Preamp:
Tuner:

Amplifier:
Speakers:

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIPE

Rega Planar 3
Adcom XC/LT 11
Adcom GFP-1A
Adcom GFT1-A
Adcom GFA-2
Snell Type E 1I

Strong in the West, headin' East.

ASK YOUR DEALER
Manufactured by:

SINGER
SOUND BY Street
165 E. 33rd

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

AD

RKB Industrial. Inc.
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401

(801) 621-5530

IT'S

A DEAL !

`

Deal with O Audio and save more on the finest in new and
used audio/video products But don't wait foreser.

1

oO OFF

o

o

OFF

O OFF

O

25

o,0

OFF

KOETSU

Any 2 Pieces

HALER
Any

3 Pieces

DBX All products ercept Soursdfiek]
AR SRC -I Remote Control
A prouce
LA11141:d_

I

7 Heaaphores
MAGNAVOX CD Players

&

SYRINX

Fine audio products define the art. The new
Koetsu Black Gold Line, the Koetsu
Rosewood Signature and the Syrinx PU -3
MK II are now available for audition.

SONYST

MONSTER IntaSnk Reference I meter
MONSTER Speaker Cable Imm 20 RI
SEOUERRA FM -I Tuner

Tradeln Your Used Equipment!

=

liberal credits against purchase of new components.

Catalog 53.00

95 Vassar St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
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CONSIGN
BUY

SELL

Exclusive U.S. agent:

ASSEMBLAGE
P.O.

Box 815

Br,intortl, CT 06405
(203)488-8099

re.]BROKER

NEW 8 USED

617 547-2727
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SINGEt'S_DIEAM!
-:.:
=--7.247

TAPE RECORDERS `.
BEnfETT

round

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 100t2. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

CORPORATIon

Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or virtually all of
a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and leave most of
the background untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove It
works on the phone. Write or call for brochure and demo record.

wholly new
technology in
loudspeaker systems
in fifty years.

The first

YOU SHOULD SEE _US
For:
woot=tr..:itEtltsatr~ei
Time Delay/Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
amseettt~ee
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization . :ItYtatEittY14
Electronic Crossovers
Pga^'ttliWWWIWa
Compressor/Expanders I CiGYY:ksat3ltlx!at1
Mic Preamp/Mixers

AiA

(818)345.1608

PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX

TM

P,O. BOX 565
RESEDA, CA 91335

HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI. TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

24009. JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.

Esc

SPECIAL!!! LAST CHANCE 70 OWN THE WORLD'S

'MX:~

dió añd'r¿ dmg
We manufacture a lull line of high quality
equipment You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Write or call for a 24 page
brochure and denso record.
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Phone (404) 493-1258
State Mountain, GA 30086,

MULTI COMPONENTS

'

TOLL FREE: 1-800:241-300.5

- Est. 13

MULTI COMPONENTS
21ST CENTURY AUDIO LTD For all of your high end
audio needs at reasonable prices. Top brands such as
Argent, Belles. C -J, DCM. Eagle, Grado, Pentagram, Perreaux, Pyramid. SOTA. Spica, Stax, VPI and much more.
Plus Computer and video items too many to mention. Call
or write to 5041 -Rising Sun Ave. Phila.. Pa. 19120. (215)
324-4457. MC. VISA. Diners Club, & Carte Blanche welcomed.

FINEST CASSETTE DECK: THE NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL
LIMITED, TRULY A SUPERBLY CONSTRUCTED MACHINE. LIST: $7000. LAST ONE. $3950. ALSO AVAILABLE: 1000ZXL BLACK. CALL FOR PRICE ON THIS AND
MANY OTHERS. JAPANESE STEREO, (213) 659-8550.

-

DEMOS, USED QUICKSILVER MS -190 tube amplifier
(52800) $1399. Linn LP -12 5299, Counterpoint SA -3 $550.
Marantz 8 tube amplifier $349, Robertson 4010 $550. PS
Audio Elite "H" Intergrated $599, Quicksilver Mono Amps
$799. Dynac PAS3X $89, FR 64SS tonearm ($800.) $249.
Premier MMT tonearm $159, Accuphase AC-I $99. (5 hrs),
Grace F9E $77, Acoustat 3 $699. Raldall 3' Interconnects
579. 20' pair Fulton Gold 559, 10' pair Spectral MH.750
$199, MA505 tonearm ($350) $119. Crosby's Hobbs, NM
(505) 393-3992. 392-8448 (atter 5:30).

TAPE RECORDERS
REVOX A-77 EXC CONDITION, 5825. Koss ESP -9 headphones $75. Bob Mohr, 4325 Oneida Ave.. Bronx NY
10470. (212) 324-0238.

THE MOST TRUSTED

132

IS

HEARD at Esoteric Audio at

TOUCH-

my at Esoteric

TUBE EQUIPMENT
MARANTZ 7C, BB WITH CAGE, 10B, all mint. MAC
MC60's. 225, C-8. C-8S. tube pwr supply, exc. Otters or
trade for Marantz 9's. (314) 225-8340.
TUBE TWEEKS, AUDIOPHILES-We speak your language. Top quality tubes & audiophile products at competitive prices. Large selection, imports & exotics. Specialty
tubes can be your cheapest sonic improvement. Call for
recommendationsprices. Dealer/manufacturer inquiries invited. Douglas Kent Smith Audio Consulting, 1792 Perrysville Ave., Pittsburgh. PA 15212. (412) 322-1693

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC, BERNING,
QUAD, WESTERN ELECTRIC, KRELL, LEVINSON,
LEAK. TANNOY. JBL, ETC. (SOLID STATE & TUBE). 7137284343. MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON,

TEXAS 77096

aw
14607

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING. STANTON.
EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON, MICRO -ACOUSTICS. SONUS, ADC and LAST, send
S.A.S.E free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A., Box
158, Valley Stream, NY 11582. For fast COD service Toll
Free 800-221-0906. N.Y. State (516) 599-1112. 9AM AD
8PM except Sunday. VISA MC

THE ALCHEMIST/TALISMAN
Audio of Farmington Hills.

KYOCERA
KEF
BELLES B & W BRYSTON
MARK LEVINSON LUXMAN MAGNEPLANAR
McINTOSH PERREAUX QUAD REVOX THRESHOLD

N.Y.

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF CARTRIDGES,
TONEARMS, HEADSHELLS, AND MC TRANSFORMERS -OVER 260 TO CHOOSE FROM!!! FREE PRICE
LISTS: FRIENDLY ASSISTANCE. JAPANESE STEREO
(213) 659-8550

SAEC TONEARMS. ENTRÉ, HIGHPHONIC, SAEC cartridges. many more available. Discount prices. We ship
anywhere. C. F. AUDIO, 415 W. Imperial Hwy, LaHabra.
CA 90631. (213) 691-0967 (714) 871-5670. Visa. MC

-

650 Monroe Avenue; Rochester,
(716) 461-3000

'

Farmington Hills.

Located in Rochester, New York and established by
pianist James Gala, GALA SOUND sells musically accurate
and correctly engineered audio components.
Audiophiles, musical institutions, and recording studios
interested in achieving the highest level of sound reproduction rely on GALA SOUND for definitive audio systems designed for their specific needs and listening environments.
We deliver and install state-of-the-art
audio systems anywhere in the Continental
U.S. with a minimum purchase of S7,000, For
lesser amounts, we ship you the audio components of your choice the day you order.
Phone
please do not write Mr. Gala
James Gala
at (716) 461-3000. If Music is significant in
your life, you deserve an audio system from GALA SOUND.

GALA SOUff

CARTRIDGES/TONEARMS

KOETSU-THEIR MAGIC

AUDIO DEALERSHIP

-

TANDBERG 3004 TAPEDECK, $1000, with rosewood
sidepanels, remote control. Call Andy (505)667-1330,6629111,662-6767.

.

,

'

PARTS/ACCESSORIES

AUDIO INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES: Rack mount
screws; 10.32x3, flat Allen head, black finish. Blank face plates. DB Systems audiophile accessories; gold connectors, phono loading (resistive & capacitive), input switching,
stylus alignment protractor, etc. Write to: P&S Audio, P.O.
Box 2131. Joliet. IL 60434-2131
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PARTS/ACCESSORIES

THE SOUTHER SL'l-3

J

AMPLIWIRE SIGNATURE "LIMITED EDITION,' Ampliwire III, and Ampliwire IIA: Coming soon to Esoteric Audio
of Farmington Hills.
AD

1

DALLAS

3sZ"
k

CUSTOM-MADE POLYACOUSTIC foam rubber speaker
grills. Any size, thickness, color, design, or quantities. Send
25c for information to Custom Sound, Algonac, MI 48001.

fl

l'

Nltty Griby

Axial* Illusion

PS Aus1x2

Aid. Yxtrce
1;

!eirtéáu.r

11

Dealer Imry,r e, ms
(WI
71 828 5050

rtel

SOLfTNER ENGINEERING cORPORYTSON
429 A Y, rk Street. Cannm, M.n.,:hu.erl, 0'0Z I

AWAITING
-AUDITION- UR

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB/octave. Kits
from $116. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Subsonic
Filters, Bandpass Filters from $25. Free Folder w reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

AN

EY

RoAc

Auclwl guest
Bales

Randall Research
RF'terexe Recordings

C, '..dker

Roberson

Coned -Johnson
Eleccvconlpxurt

NITAS

THE NEW INTERNATIONAL SOUTHER-SUCHY

INTEGRATED M/C CARTRIDGE/TONEARM

CAM,

Glad)
Homan-Kard rr
Kerber Kahle
Dye a Are

MatIwPal
GOLD LION, "INDIA", TELEFUNKEN TUBES. Cramolin,
Furman Sound, Hartley, Kimber Kable, LAST, Precision
Fidelity, PS Audio, Sheffield, SONEX, VPI. VECTOR
ELECTRONICS, 2030 NW Marshall #104, Portland, OR
97209. VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS.
(503) 227-5641.
LOW OCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2111-M 30th Street, Suite 1138, Boulder,
Colorado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings
PETERSON PRESENTS EMERALD''

-a unique, air

BLANK TAPE

SUMIII

3

RCKIIICts

T,dntnr
thxi

MAS

Thesh2ti

Morsrer Cattle

VR

Omni Sound

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7' reels, used
once Case of 40, 545.00. 101/2 X 3600' and Cassettes.
MCNisa. Valtech Electronics, Box 6A, Richboro, PA 18954
(215) 322-4866.

COMPACT DISCS

S1lefflckt
SOTA
Stmt x.11lrle
Souther
Spica

'

4833 Keller Springs Rc.
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-6664

COMPACT DISCS

-

dielectric, advanced -technology interconnect and
Tonearm Cable System of incomparable transparency
and musicality. Peterson Interconnects have been setting performance and quality standards since 1979,
and EMERALD' continues that tradition. Find out how
our experience and established competence can stunningly and cost-effectively improve your music system.
See your dealer or contact us for information and no risk trial terms. PETERSON AUDIO, Dept AM, 13665
SW Garrett Court, Tigard, OR 97223. (503) 639-2401.
Dealer inquiries invited.

THE BEST ESOTERIC CABLE? We sell Randall Research, Straight Wire and Discrete Technology. We
have studied each cable and know the differences.
Call for details. Audio Advisor, Inc. 616-451-3868. Box
6202, Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS!
stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi, Klipsch,
Nakamichi, Telarc, more (see our Haller ad). READ
BROTHERS STEREO 593 King Street, Charleston, South
AD
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
In

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS A LARGE selection of
CD payers at discount prices. For more information
Mon. thy Sat. Please call 301-593-8833. Audio Discounts, 1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD
20901. We honor Visa 8 M/C.
AD

(synthesis

TIPTOES, WITH DEEP MACHINE THREADING TO RE
PLACE the feet on Oracle, Sota, VPI turntables; also with
woodscrew studs to firmly couple to speakers and othe
turntables; custom versions on request. Michael Percy
415-669-7181 day/eve

CD PLAYERS

1

-

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER (DUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
SONY PCM UNITS: PCMF1 $1599; PCM701ES $969.
Catalog of over 50 PCM recordings (BetaNHS) $1.00.
Send check/money order: DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
609-547-6890.

BLANK TAPE

TAPE WORLD
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Art and
Technology
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Loudspeakers
designed
William Conrad
Lewis Johnson
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412.213-19921

Synthesis, 2817M, Don. Avenue, Fairfax, Virginia 22031
133

COMPACT DISCS

COMPACT DISCS

GOING PORTABLE? New COMPACT DISC CARRIER
offers you safe, durable, compact protection for six discs.
Hand made of top quality nylon with velour lining and velcro
closure. Money back guarantee. Available in black. blue
and red. Send 512.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling to:
Shore Brothers Ltd., Box A. 2323 Corinth Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90064

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST ... NOW GET THE BEST! We
specialize in audiophile CD's from DMP, Telarc, Sheffield,
Delos, GRP, Fresh Aire, Mo-Fi, Chandos, hard -to -find European and Japanese Imports. Prompt shipping, Complete
Catalog 52.00 (refundable): For The Record, Box
21201ACD, Columbus, Ohio 43221.

!:

prices

on:

Just to
DISC PLAYERS
COMPACT
BETA
siev

AUDIO*TELEVISION*TAPE
and ACCESSORIES!!!

PRERECORDED TAPE
COMPACT DISCS AND ACCESSORIES

1-800-225-8656
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COMPACT DISCS

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
In response to overwhelming demand from our customers
and dealers. RR is pleased to announce the release of our
first Compact Discs: "DAFOS" (RR-12CD), the now -famous percussion extravaganza featuring Mickey Hart of
The Grateful Dead, Airto and Flora Purim, and "TAFELMUSIK" (RR-13CD). popular Baroque favorites vividly played
by Canada's original -instrument Baroque orchestra. These
CDs contain additional music not included on the equivalent LPs: for "DAFOS," Mickey Hart composed, performed
and recorded a new piece! In order to duplicate as closely
as possible the sound of Prof. Johnson's masters, we
transferred these recordings from the machine on which
they were made directly to the JVC digital system with no
additional copying. editing or gratuitous processing. We
think you will agree that these recordings represent the
very best of what is possible with today's technology: the
naturalness of RR's celebrated analogue techniques, available now with the virtues and convenience features of
Compact Disc. At your local RR dealer, or directly from us
at 518.98 each, postpaid in U.S.. Visa MC welcome. Reference Recordings. Box 77225X, San Francisco. CA 94107.
Call free: 800-621-0854 ext. 107, or 408-745-7159. Dealer
inquiries invited!

'

IBM

PC/XT PROGRAM TO TRACK RECORDS/
TAPES. Store up to 32.000 records. Requires 128K or
more Memory, DOS 2.10. BASICA. 579.95. Information: MICROWARE ASSOCIATES -A. 763 Taft Drive,
Suite G. Arlington, Texas 76011

New England Compact
Disc Headquarters
Boston Acouel,ca BAY/ Caner
ton Denon Dual Fried Maher
rurmon/kerdon Onkyo Integra Ortolon
Pram. Shure Sony ES Stanton Thorena
Acouatat

AA

cak

Sound

Li Music

92 K,ng St., Northamoton MA

CONVERT VIDEOTAPES PAL-SECAM-NTSC (OVERSEAS). 110-220 AUDIO. VIDEORECORDERS, TELEVISIONS, CANON COPYING MACHINES, DISCOUNTED.
Apple Audio. 74-18 37th Avenue, Jackson Heights, New
York 11372 (718) 507-5800.

RECORDS

5'D00

matt *moss íe171

la,

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

RECORDED TOTALLY DIGITAL. Free catalog DMP, Box
2317, NY. NY 10185.

de!

CIE ACTING
neat
1% !co orders

VOR

14 DAYS
S1DD

JAZZ CDs

MAO21B4

[embeCheekanelm0
setrIce send add 7
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IMPORT, AUDIOPHILE, and USED compact discs. Many
hard to find Japanese, European, and small -label CD's in
stock at discount prices. Ask for free newsletter, or send 52
for complete catalog with over 3.000 titles. SUPER SOUND, P.O. BOX 7082-A, Forest Park IL 60130. Phone
(312) 366-1300.

RON

ísr

1109

DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2 4 track. Dolby B/C. TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
51.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape
Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.

ZENITH

'
SHARP '
TOSHIBA
TECHNICS '

W
SONY

CONN. CALL 1-452.0203

DIG TAL AUDIO
ALL DISC MUSIC, INC.
123 WHEELER RD., MONROE, CT 06468

QUASAR

'DOD
511ERWOOD_
VIDICRAFT
THORENS
TEAL

-800 -ALL DISC

IN

_

ECOII'

1

DISCVVASHER

MARA TZ

-

DAYS A WEEK
FREE CATALOG
CALL TOLL FREE
VCOMPACT

7

COMMODORE

T

PROTECT YOUR LPS. Poly sleeves 13c. Polyline paper
16c. Cardboard jackets 40c. Postage 52.50. We buy and
sell liké new Ip's. prerecorded reel tapes and cassettes.
Catalog 53.00. House of Records, Box 323, Hillburn, NY
10931.

-A+

RECORD CLEANER
Generic Anti -Static Record Cleaner Fluid offered by a major supplier of record
cleaner products. Guaranteed. 8 oz. bottle only $4.95
Post Paid. D-MAG Inc.. 6746 White Dr., West Palm
Beach. Fla 33407

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS, COMPACT DISCS, MUSIC VIDEOS. SYSTEM ACCESSORIES. Discount Prices, Prompt
Shipping. Complete Catalog, 52.00 (refundable): For The
Record, Box 21201 ALP, Columbus, Ohio 43221.
DISCOUNTED PRICES on all Audiophile recordings:
Featuring Mobile, Reference, Sheffield, Wilson, plus
CD's, Last cleaners. VPI and more at HUGE savings.
FREE catalog: CLASS -A -UNDERGROUND, 35 North
Greenbush Road. West Nyack, NY, 10994 or call
(914) 638-4089 (10-4 EST). QUICK delivery, Visa/
Mastercard.

SONY 502ES, 552ES, 702ES: YAMAHA'S TOP CD -1A:
NAKAMICHI'S NEWEST: KYOCERA: ALL AVAILABLE
NOW. CALL (213) 659-8550.

417 S84.9547

TRANSISTOR SUPERIORITY

MFSL CRUSADERS, G. DEAD, K. CRIMSON, M.
Moods, J. Klemmer, etc. New and collector albums,
CD's. Price list $2, refunded first order. M.F.Y.E.. P.O.
Box 668585-C2. Charlone. N.C. 28266-8585.

Quality and Value
Quality in Design
"...unique distortion cancelling circuitry..."
la

Quality In Construction
^'

"...greater resistance to overload..."

1

Quality in Sound
"..Compares to reference equipment.."
K BA

200

-200

"pi'

watt High Power Amplifier

For Information

-

Llcl'

A'

$1495.00

RI KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd.

134

Tarzana, CA 91356 1818) 345-2851

M.F.S.L. OUT OF PRINT BEATLES collection $897. Hur
ry! STONES and SINATRA collections also. U.H.O.R. Bi
zet's Carmen, Puccini's La Boheme. BEATLES MMT and
White album. Some imports. Call Sound Advice (816) 3612713.
MOBILE FIDELITY

OUT OF PRINT RECORDS FOR

SALE. All sealed. Mystic Moods Cosmic Force 002,
Stormy Weekend 003, Supertramp Crime 005. $35 each.
UHOR Sgt. Peppers 5200 or best offer. (516) 747-3376.

*

ALL THE AUDIOPHILE labels: Sheffield, Reference.
Proprius, Meridian etc.
We will BEAT any catalog price by 51 per LP.
LARGEST stock of Japanese import Jazz in North
America
FRESH AIRES 512.00 each. Thousands of Japanese
import bargains.

*
*
*

Send $1.00 for new 1985 catalog to: SUPERSOUND, P.O.
Box 7082-X, Forest Park IL. 60130. Phone (312) 366-1300
12-5 pm.
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

I

-

i

ONE M.F.S. L. BEATLES COLLECTION, 5875 or B.O. Call
(603) 542-7151, weekends. KEEP TRYING; THIS AD
WILL NOT BE REPEATED.

knowledge, individual attention plus the names
you want most in audio/video.

-

ACOUSTATACOUSTIC ELECTRONICSAUDIO RESEARCHB60DENON

*Boston ACOhnologADSOCERA JENSNTCA
UDIO'Al
Dlscrete TacnnologyKYOCERAJENSEN vIDEOPS AUDIOAlpnason

THE BEATLES COLLECTION-UHOR. Dark Side Of The
Moon--UHQR. SGT. Pepper-All Out Of Print MFSLCentury -Great American Gramophone-Direct Disc LabsNautilus -Sheffield Lab. All records originally sealed. Call
Ken-818-571-0999, Evening PST.

upper montclair,n1

WANTED TO BUY

SERVICES

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stareo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

72 Hour VCR & Stereo

i

E PAI R
hr. quicks.tooser

AR TUNER WITH WOOD CABINET. Mint electronic and
cosmetic condition. Price first letter, please. Roberto Dies,
1429 Clifton Place, Lakewood, Ohio 44107.

decks. 4 VCRs.

wwarn

Coll

ALPHA -TECH ELECTRONICS
Big Bend St. Louis, MO 63117

1411 S.

QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, RECORDS
(whole collections), select equipment. Michael. Robin, 120
Atlanta Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228. (412) 341-

HELP WANTED

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD, TUBE AMPS.
Old Tannoy/Jensen/JBL speakers. Garrard 301. Thorens
TD -124. JHL Raw Drivers. Hartsfields, Patricians. Western
Electric Equipment. Tel: 818x576.2642, David Yo, POBx
832, Monterey Park, Ca. 91754

PUBLICATIONS

19 IS NOW AVAILABLE. Four isst.es $15.00 United States and Canada: $20.00 Overseas.
P.O. Box 27406 St. Louis MO 63141

DEEJAYS! NITE CLUBS-BANDS. Send $1 for catalog.
Stage/Disco Lighting and Effects, 332 Main, Bowling
Green, KY 42101. Specials: Fog machine $225, Rain Lites
pho, C5 .Organs 587, Mirror balls $65. COD or Visa,
phone 5022 781.2448.

AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs-ModificationsUpdates-Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 111 East RI alto Ave., Rialto, Celli. 92376. (714) 875-0776

Y

'

AUDIOGRAM-ISSUE

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818)
446-5346.

J

'

ACOUSTIC -ELECTRICAL ENGINEER TO DESIGN CIRCUITS and programs for device to measure weight of
fiberous materials in confined chambers. Unisul, Inc., Box
1310, Winter Haven, Ft. 33882

SERVICES

I

forAJAMS

Payment
accompany order and
usher Cs ck
money order in U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for
delivery.
STR 100 StereoS Frequencye,ackrd $
STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc

SERVICE

e o amps.
doy complete

1.OgA4S-S!S! for instructions and shipping.

1686.

TEST RECORDS FROM
CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
STR 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, indudes sweep frequency with sync for recorder; spot frequency; separation; compliance; vertical- and lateral -tracking; tonearm resonance, and more. $10.00 each.
STR 112 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, indudes square wave, graduated -tracking, and IM bands.
$15.00 each.
STR 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, ineludes ultra -sonic test tones, high-level low -frequency glide
tones, standard -level and silent bands. and can be used
with a graphic level recorder. $15.00 each.
STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD, provides accurate means of calibrating professional
recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level
recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot
frequency bands. $15.00 each.
STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD,
is designed for acoustical testing of loudspeakers In ordinary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic
tests. Includes spot frequency tones with voice announcements and glide -tones in %J octave bands from 30 Hz to 15
kHz synced for a graphic recorder. $15.00
SOT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD, the standard test disc for SO decoding adjustment, has test bands
for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel
identification and balance. $15.00 each.

-

1

AUTHORIZED DEALER

I

.

AUDIO/VIDEO
201/744.0600

KoetsuDartlqulstGRA DO* LINN SONDEKPROACSONOGRAPHE
REGASlgnetTHIELNaimKoetsuGrace

TEST RECORDS
SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS
TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high -precision test record
for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune H to the
specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your
equipment functions properly. Includes 16 -page booklet by
AUDIO's Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to
perform the following "ears only" tests: Proper identification of left and right channels, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control settings,
elimination of buzzes and rat9
ties, proper adjustment of vertical and lateral -tracking
forces, and much more. Send $6.98 in check or money
order in U.S. funds only; payment must accompany order.
Allow four to six weeks for delivery. AUDIO TEST RECORD, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406, Cincinnati, OH 45218

_-

T

THE PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO:

v

/or

J

FOR MANY YEARS A
STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE

120CartridgeREFERENCE

ST$15R 00

STR
Wide -Range
Disc $15.00
STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc 515.00
STR 140 Pink Noise Disc $15.00

SOT 1100 Quadraphonic Test Disc $15.00
AUDIO TEST RECORDS, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406,
Cincinnati, OH 45218
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MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANDSII
COS

-

COMPUTERS

NI -END AUDIO

-

-

CAR PRODUCT

(HARDWARE -SOFTWARE)- VIDEO

FULL WARRANTY

- FAST DELIVERY

>'

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGS!!
SII

a,

996 ORANGE AVE.
WEST HAVEN, CT.
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THE JANIS BASS SYSTEM
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,Dirk 10461 (212) 8927419

135

NAKAMICHI

KOETSU

ACCUPHASE

LUX

MICRO SE IKI GRACE

EUREKA

ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END

DISCOUNTED
America's Largest Selection

o

OVER 100 CARTRIDGES,

100 ACCESSORIES, 6 MORE
52 PAGE CATALOG -$3.00
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50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES,
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JAPANESE STEREO

930

N. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles,CA 90069 (213) 659.6550
SAEC HIGHPFIONIC SONY ES 'ESPRIT ENTRE STAX OE NON ORSONIC

00

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page
Acoustic Research (1)

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

°

ABARGAIN: Stax Sigma 5199. LAMBDA 5162, SRX/MK3
$129, SRD-7 568, SRE15 $25, SRM1/MK2 5275, PROF
LAMBDA/amp 5519; Grace F9EMK2 $99. F9E Stylus 555.
Ruby Stylus $109. F9E Ruby 5155. 707 II (B) $129, 747
$145; Accuphase AC -2 $255, AC -3 $229; LINN ITTOK
$385; Technics Stylus Gauge $49. 205CMK3 $85,
205CMK4 $155. Denon 103C $135, 103D $165. DL303
$199; Dynavector 23RS $169. 17DS $359, 10X $85, 20BII
$145; Koetsu Black 5445; FR64FX 5299, 64S $375; Orsonic 522; Interconnect: Hitachi 3' $35, 4.5" $45; CD
$10.95 pp; all unused; full MFG warranty; Box 6312,
NY 11106. (718) 784-2939; (305) 487-1048.
AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST lines of
audio components (INCLUDING THE ESOTERICS) at
DISCOUNT PRICES. If you're in the market for speakers, receivers. cassette decks, to the best in separate
components including amps, pre -amps. turntables.
cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO, our knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you. For
more Information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20901. We
honor VISA-MC and COD for your convenience. AD
FOR

AdCom (2)
ADS (3)

SALE-DISCO EQUIPMENT. Peavey, Cerwin Ve

gas, Traynor, Numark, Lighting. Will sell less than Ih list
Also 1000 albums. 12" singles-asking 51000. 502-781
2448, 782-1172.

AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUTO -SOUND AT UNHEARD -OFPRICES!! Now you can own the finest in Audio. Video and
Auto sound including the esoterics at incredible prices.
DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND (the expanded Direct Sound
Marketing) provides sensible expert advice, complete service facilities and factory -fresh components on an in -stock
basis. Call (404) 233-9500 or send for our FREE catalog to
DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, 3095 Bolling Way, Dept.
*A Atlanta, Georgia 30305 MC VISA AMEX accepted.
PRICE RIOTS!! JAPANESE STEREO-HIGH END: Call
Others Then Call Us. Over 100 Brands. AudloWorkShop
206 325-7601.

HARMAN KARDON, NAKAMICHI, TANDBERG, CROWN,
REVOX, HAFLER, CARVER, NAD, DBX, ELECTRO VOICE AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST

PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL
PRODUCTS COVERED BY USA MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.; P.O. BOX
24009, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32241. EAST: (904) 2624000; WEST: (818) 840-0878.
J.S. BACH TRICENTENNIAL T-SHIRTS: 10.95ea. A true
classic of a design for Bach's 300th Birthday. Screen printed on your choice of silver, tan, black or sky blue. Specify
size: S,M,L,XL. Visa MC orders call 1(800) 334-8987, or
order by mail from: Gemini Shirts, PO Box 2707, Rocky
Mount, NC 27801

SAVINGS TO 401/1!! OVER 100 BRANDS: NAKAMICHI
USA, NAKAMICHI INTERNATIONAL, Harman Kardon,
KEF, Meridian, Mission, NAD, Revox, Sumiko Products,
ETC. Products Sold By JAPANESE STEREO Are Sold
Here. Serious Buyers Only. VISA/MC, COD. AudwWorkShop 206 325-7601.
THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DOI Get LOW
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment-including
high -end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection-no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or
friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR INC., BOX
6202, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506.
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Save hundreds on top -name brands like
Bose, A.R., Sansui, Shure, JVC, Technics & more. Call us today. Orders
accepted by phone using your Visa or
Mastercard. All merchandise is brand
new & fully warranteed. Free catalog by

request.

STEREO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Dept.
AM. 1629 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
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DENON RECEIVERS DO NOT COMPROMISE FIDELITY FOR CONVENIENCE.
Most receivers are designed as if the person desk, ng a compact,
convenient component obvious y cares less about scund quality.
The DRA-Series Receivers, like all Denoniproducts, place sonic
quality above all. Their power sections incorporate Non -Switching
-Class-A circuitry (with no negative feedback on the DRA-750) and
heavy duty power supplies, temperature -controlled by liquid cooled heat sinks.Infinitely variable loudness contrcl now ensures
full listening pleasure at all volume levels.

The tuner section sties up to 16 AM cr FM stat ons or aiy .
conbination hereof (DPA 350;5 AM/FM prese- nenory tuning).
The DRA-750 incor3o-aces Denónsexclusive SL -per Searc ter
tuning circuitry which e iminates the principle causes of d'stortion
without sacrificing stereo separation
Whether you choose E 70W/CH DRA-7,50, a 50N/CH DRP-550
or E 36W/CH DRA-350, its uncomprnmised pertrmance will
corvince you that Denon products sharemore then name Slone.
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The new Technics CompactDisc Players.

Technics compact disc players. And the compact disc.
Together they've given you what no conventional audio
system can: the perfection of musical reality. instead of
the conventional stylus, Technics compact disc players
use lasers and computers. So there's none of the noise.
None of the distortion. And none of the wear anc tear
at affects ordinary records.
With Technics, what you hear is not just a reproduction,of a performance, but a re-creation of it: oerfec tion.
But occasionally even the musical perfection of a
compact disc can be marred by fingerprints, dust or
scratches. So the new Technics SL-P2 compact disc
player has improvements like an advanced error
correction system. This system has been designed to
0compensate for those imperfections. To
helpensure that the sound you hear is
DIG TAL AUDIO still completely flawless.
.

You also get sophisticated, convenient controls for
accurate, rapid response to your commands: 15 -step '
Random Access Programming so you can play any
selection. In any order. Auto Music Scan lets you
sample the first few seconds of each song. Automatically. Full information fluorescent displays let you keep
track of tracks, playing time and other player functions.
And all of this can be controlled from across the
room with Technics wireless, infrared remote control.
So enjoy an improvement on perfection. With the
full range of Technics compact disc players. Including
the SL -P2, SL -P3 and very affordable SL -PI.
The digital revólu-ion cortinues at Technics. Perfectly..

Enter No 47 on Reader Service Card

Technics
The science of sound
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